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Introduction

The appreciation of the role in nuclear physics of the first excited

state of the nucleon, the delta A(1232), has grown rapidly in the past

decade. The delta resonance dominates nuclear reaction* induced by

intermediate energy pious, nucleons, and electromagnetic probes. It is also

the most important non-nucleonic degree of freedom needed to resolve many

fundamental problems encountered in the study of iov-enurgy nuclear phenomena.

Clearly, a new phase of nuclear physics has emerged and conventional thinking

must be extended to account for this new dimension of nuclear dynamics. The

most challenging problem we are facing is how a unified theory can be

developed to describe A-nucleus dynamics at all energies. In exploring this

new direction, it is important to have direct discussions among researchers

with different viewpoints.

The purpose of this symposium was to draw together physicists in

diverse areas of photon-nucleus, pion-nucleus, and proton-nucleus

interactions, and nuclear structure studies. The format of the meeting was

designed to allow the 142 participants to engage in vigorous and stimulating

discussion following each of the invited talks. The outcome was a significant

cross fertilization of ideas from all avenues of research.

The success of the symposium was a direct result of the enthusiasm

and cooperation of the participants. The organizers would like to thank each

of them for their contributions. We would also like to thank Miriam Holden

and her staff of the Argonne Conference Service for their excellent

arrangements for the meeting, and Nancy Williams for her assistance with

preparing the contributed papers for the publication as an Argonne Report.

Finally, we wish to acknowledge the University of Chicago anci the Argorrae

Physics Division for their financial support to the Symposium, and to thank

G. E. Brown, C. H. Q. Ingram, E. J. Moniz, E. Vogt, and J« D» Walecka for

their advice and help in organizing the program.

D. F. Geesaaan

T.-S. H. Lee

J,, P. Schiffer
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(K-fP)- and (»,f)-Reactions in the Resonance Region

J. Arends

Physikalisches Institut, Oniversitat Bonn

Introduction

The main subject of medium energy nuclear physics is to investigate

the influence of the nucleon isobars on the properties of nuclear states

and nuclear reactions. Energy and momentum can be transferred to the

nucleus by different probes. Real and virtual photons, pions and nucleons

are the most important ones. Pions offer the advantage of a large cross

section for the ?N-A transition, a simple spin structure and a selective

excitation of different isospin states. However, the interpretation of

the results is complicated because of the strong pion interaction.

Photons are considered to be a clean probe due to their large mean free

path in nuclear matter and the well known interaction described by QED.

Also, one of the basic ingredients of photonuclear physics, the

elementary j.N-»S"N process, has been studied extensively for many years.

There have been excellent reviews of the status of photonuclear physics

at recent conferences (1-8). In this talk, only a few selected topics can

be discussed: total hadronic cross sections, the emission of protons and

the production of charged and neutral pions. Photoreactions on light

nuclei will be covered by different contributions to this conference.

Photon beams

Although in principle the photon is an ideal probe for the

investigation of nuclei, photonuclear experiments are In practice

hampered by the lack of high quality monochromatic photon beams. The

highest: photon beam intensities are presently reached by bremsstrahlung

of electrons. Bremsstrahluhg beams are especially useful for the

investigation of processes with low cross sections and favorable

kinematics so that the reactions can be completely determined by the

detection of only one particle in the final state. Examples for these

reactions are two body photoreactions on light nuclei or (k,p)- and

(u,£)-reactions leading to discrete low lying final states of the

residual nucleus. Apart from these special cases the applicability of

bremsstrahlung beams is very limited. This led to the development of

different methods to produce monochromatic (or quasi-monochromatic)

photons. The most important methods are:



a) annihilation of high energy positrons (e+e~ -»

b) backacattering of laser light from high energy

electrons (f e~ -» pe~ )
c) tagging of bremsstrahlung photons by the associated

electron ( e~A -»e~Au.).

The intensities available with a) and b) are limited only by the
flux of particles in the initial state (at present N*> 10 / s ) , whereas
for tagged photons the usable intensity is limited by the random
coincidences between the detected electrons and the photoreaction
products to Nf« 10 /s *d where d is the duty cycle of the electron beam.
Besides the determination of the photon energy, tagged photon beams offer
the advantage of a simple, precise flux normalization. It is expected
that the development of electron accelerators with d*l will increase
appreciably the intensity and range of applicability of tagged photon
beams in the next future.

Total hadronic cross sections

The total cross section for the absorption of a photon by a nucleus
is a basic quantity in photonuclear physics since it reflects the gross
features of the photon-nucleus interaction. It also serves as a general
scale to judge the relative strength of particular reaction channels and
should be well described by theoretical calculations.

The experimental information on Ctot is far from being complete.
Especially in the photon energy range 0.1 < k < 2 GeV data are very
scarce. This is mainly due to the fact that the standard methods used in
the low energy regime (photon absorption method) and in the high energy
regime (detection of one or more high energy hadrons) are not generally
applicable in the intermediate energy range. Therefore, various methods
are used to obtain crj.̂  :

a) standard absorption method for light nuclei (Mainz)
b) measurement of energy and angular distribution of

charged hadrons with corrections for losses due to detection
thresholds and neutral channels (Bonn)

c) collection of the total hadronic energy in a 4t NaJ detector
(Saclay)

d) identification of hadronic processes via (f,xn)- reactions
for heavy nuclei (Saclay)

e) detection of fission fragments for fissile nuclei (Saclay,Bonn)



At present, the situation seems to be clear only Cor Be. Data sets

from two different experiments (7,9,10) covering the range of 4 -

excitation are in good agreement with each other (fig. 1). Compared to

the incoherent sum of elementary pion production on the individual

nucleons the cross section at the peak of the A~resonance is reduced by

30%. The gross behavior of c£«e can be understood by taking into account

quasifree pion production and photon absorption by nucleon pairs coupled

by meson exchange (quasi-deuteron model) (2).

Preliminary data from Mainz (11) for Al are also in reasonable

agreement with the Bonn results (12), whereas large discrepancies exist

for O. Recent data for Pb obtained at Saclay (13) by the (jb,xn)-method

seem to indicate a linear A-dependence of <Ttrt when compared to the Be

data.

Single particle spectra

Once the investigation of the total cross section will be completed,

the next logical step would be the decomposition of 6"tvt into specific

reaction channels which can be studied by measuring single particle

spectra.

f>»p) -reactions

An idealized proton energy spectrum for fixed photon energy and

proton angle is shown in fig. 2. The tiny peaks near the high energy

limit correspond to transitions to discrete states of the final nucleus.

The broad bump at roughly half of the maximum energy is due to photon

absorption by a nucleon pair couplad by pion exchange. The low energy

part of the spectrum mainly contains recoil protons from quasifree pion

production and scattering.

(*,p)-reactions to discrete final states

The original motivation for the investigation of one-nucleon

knockout reactions was to map out the high momentum components in nuclear

wave functions to extend the range of (e,e'p)-experiments. Because of the

momentum mismatch between the photon and the emitted proton, a high

initial proton momentum is required in the impulse approximation. On the

other hand, since high momentum components are very rare in nuclear wave

functions, this reaction is sensitive to other effects like particle

correlations or meson exchange effects, especially at high photon



energies. This assumption is supported by the fact that the cross

sections for (K,P ) and (ji,n ) reactions are comparable in magnitude

(14,15).

Most of the experimental work done at Glasgow, HIT and Mainz is

concentrated at photon energies below the A-resonance region, where the

single particle direct knockout process is still important. For energies

above k*lGO MeV data only exist for O and Ca (16). These measurements

which all use the tip of the bremsstrahlung spectrum have been pushed to

such low cross sections (of the order of .1 nb/sr) that monochromatic

beams will not be able to compete. A general theoretical description of

direct (*,P0)- and (k,n.)- reactions has not yet been achieved,

especially the importance of h - contributions to these reactions is not

clear. Recent reviews of this field were given by Matthews (3) and

Londergan (17).

Inclusive (^,p)-reactions

Inclusive proton spectra in the region of two-nucleon emission and

pion production have been measured with bremsstrahlung difference

techniques (18,19) and tagged photons (20,21) for a limited set of

nuclei. As an example fig. 3 shows proton spectra from Be and C (21) at

k*357 MeV. The spectra can be understood by combining quasifree pion

production and a modified quasi deuteron model which uses only the fT-and

^-meson exchange part of the deuteron photodisintegration (2) instead of

the full experimental cross section. No data exist for the low proton

energy region , which is expected to be sensitive to nucleon scattering

contributions . The two-nucleon emission mechanism offers an interesting

possibility to compare with pion induced proton spectra, since pion

absorption on nuclei is also treated in terms of a primary two-body

mechanism. A comparison of the proton spectra for C (22) (fig. 4) shows a

pronounced similarity in energy- and angular dependence between the two

data sets (when normalized to each other by a constant overall factor to

account for the difference in the primary interaction strengths). A

similar comparison has also been made for Cu(f,p)X and Ni(fl*,p)x (19).

Again, the shape of the spectra is in good agreement but the

normalization factor is angle dependent.

(k.,1T> -reactions

Since the dominant process in intermediate energy nuclear physics is

A-excitation with subsequent decay into a *"N-sy«tem, the investigation

of pion spectra yields further information on the creation and

propagation of A-isobars in nuclei. Similar to the proton spectra,

different regions can be distinguished (fig. 5). The small peaks,

schematically Indicated at high pion energies, correspond to pion



production with transition to discrete final states of the neighboring

nucleus, the broad bump at lower pion energies is due to quaslfree pion

production (the associated - recoil nucleons feed the low energy part of

the proton spectra).

(u.,T)-reactions to discrete final states

There is substantial interest, both experimental and theoretical, in

direct photopion reactions during the last few years. The interest is

mainly motivated by the fact that these reactions are dominated by three

basic ingredients: the primary pion photoproduction from nucleons

(including modifications due to the surrounding nuclear medium), nuclear

transition form factors and pion-nucleon scattering in the nuclear

medium. Depending on the nucleus and the energy and angular range under

investigation, new information on one of these ingredients can be gained.

Of special interest are features of nuclear structure which cannot be

ascertained by other electromagnetic processes. The range of nuclei that

can be investigated in photopion reactions is not confined to stable

nuclei. Unlike pion-nucleus scattering distortion effects for low energy

pions can easily be studied. At present, however, the situation is not

clear for none of the basic ingredients, so that the ultimate goal has

not yet been reached.

Most of the experiments on pion photoproduction to discrete final

states were performed (mainly at Bates and Tohoku) at photon energies

below 200 MeV where the effect of final state interactions is still

small. As for (jc,p)-reactions an electron beam hits a radiator and

impinges on the nuclear target together with the bremsstrahlung beam so

that electroproduction of pions has to be taken into account by a virtual

photon spectrum. In the A-region only little experimental information is

available (23,24). The cross sections are suppressed due to decreasing

form factors with increasing photon energy. . At NIKHEP (Amsterdam) a

measurement of the ' C(^, ft") HSj has been started with the goal to study

position and width of the A-resonance in this specific process (25).

Theoretical calculations in the A-region have been performed by

several authors (26-29). For recent detailed reviews of direct charged

pion photoproduction the reader is referred to refs. (5,29).

Quasifree (£,*)-reactions

Only few experiments have been performed so far to explore the

region of quasifree charged pion production. This region is easily

accessible to monochromatic photon beams because the cross sections are

high and good energy resolution is not required. Pion spectra from C, Cu



and Pb have been measured at the INS (Tokyo) with a bremsstrahlung

difference technique (30,31) and fro* RC at Bonn using tagged photons

(32). Typical Y energy spectra are shown in fig. 6 for three different

photon energy bins and pion angles. Also shown are the results of a naive

Fermi gas calculation taking into account the quasifree production of

pions (Fermi motion and binding energy) and subsequent scattering and

reabsorption. The full calculation describes the data quite well. The

peak expected from quasifree pion production at Tg«170 MeV is very much

suppressed due to strong final state interactions (FSI). Some fraction of

the interacting pions reappears at lower pion energies or different

angles, the rest goes via pion absorption into nucleonic channels. A

comparison of the measured and calculated cross sections (without FSI) in

the quasifree peak yields the transparency of the C nucleus for charged

pions. The result (fig. 7) reflects the variation of the If N cross

section with the pion energy.

A good description of the quasifree pion spectra and the ensuing

integrated cross section is also achieved by the theoretical calculation

of Laget (2).

A systematic measurement of pion spectra in the complete kinematical

range including the extension to lower pion momenta for a wide range of

nuclear masses would be desirable to give additional information to pion-

nucleus scattering data.

(ftt")-reactions

A special role is played by the production of neutral pions. The

coherent addition of those parts of the production amplitudes which are

independent of the orientation of the nucleon spins (summed over all

nucleons) provides a strong enhancement of the cross section for the

transition to the ground state ('coherent ?" -production') compared to

the corresponding elastic process for charged pions. Since the elementary

cross sections for tt-p -» T° p and »n -» 1T* n are approximately equal,

coherent **-production is expected to give information on the nuclear

matter distribution, if the final state interaction of the K" can be

treated correctly. A further interest in coherent %° - production comes

from the 4-hole model, which aims at a unified description of photon- and

pion-induced reactions in the A -resonance region (39-43). The

intermediate A -hole state can decay (independent of the excitation

mechanism) into a photon (yielding Compton scattering and the total

hadronic cross section) or a t" (yielding coherent '"-production).

Despite of these interesting aspects, experimental studies of the T° -

photoproduction in the intermediate energy range are very rare and no

systematic data set exists. This is mainly due to the experimental

difficulties connected with ff°-detection and the separation of coherent

from incoherent reactions. The straight-forward approach is to try to get



sufficient overall energy resolution, the most difficult part being the

determination of the K* energy. A t' spectrometer with medium energy

resolution hat been set up by » Boston University group at the HIT Bites

accelerator (33). A different approach might be the detection of the

final nucleus, a method Which has been used in earlier experiments on *He

(34,35) in a bremsstrahlung beam. A further step in this direction has

been done at Bonn using tha tagged photon beam of the 500 MeV synchrotron

(30) and a CH-seintillator which served as an active *C target (37). In

addition, the two photons from the T ' -• £{- decay were detected (via

photon conversion in a lead sheet) in a large solid angle (.85 * 410

drift chamber arrangement. As an example for the results fig. 8 shows the

differential cross sections for two different photon energy bins. The

data, grouped into two sets according to the pulse height in the active

target, correspond to quasifree and coherent Y* - production. The

coherent event sample may be contaminated by a small contribution of

transitions to excited bound states of the final nucleus which could not

be separated completely by the present method. The data for coherent %*-

production which are about a factor of two below the old Davidson data

(38) are in reasonable agreement with recent calculations in the A -hole

model (39,40), the quasifree part is well described by a Fermi gas

intranuclear cascade calculation (32). The total cross section for ff"-

production as a function of the photon energy is shown in fig. 9 in

comparison to different theoretical calculations (33,34,36). Above k'250

MeV all calculations for coherent production give results lower than the

data. This deviation may be due to the fact that the coherent event

sample is contaminated by X'- production to excited nuclear states and/

or by quasifree production with extremely low energy deposition in the

target.

Information on # -absorption in nuclear matter can be gained by

investigating the A-dependence of the total £* -production cross section.

Such a measurement has been performed between 230 and 440 MeV using the

same % -detector (44). The preliminary data indicate an A* -dependence

through the A-resonance reflecting the strong absorption of neutral pions

in nuclear matter.

Summary and outlook

Some aspects of photonuclear reactions have been discussed. The

total hadronic cross section as well as exclusive and inclusive pion and

proton spectra give information on the interaction of A-isobars with

nuclear matter. The usefulness of real photons in medium energy nuclear



physics is presently still limited by technical problems. However, the

next generation of electron accelerators with very high duty cycle will

provide photon beans with high energy resolution, reasonable intensity

and precise normalization of the photon flux. These beams, if combined

with modern detection systems are expected to provide systematic data

sets spanning a vide range of nuclei. The investigation of reactions

with two or store correlated particles in the final state (e.g. NN- and

*N-coincidences) - at present extremely difficult to study - will

become possible and can bring a deeper understanding of the details of

the photonuclear reaction mechanisms.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: The total photoabsorption cross section for Be (7,9,10).

Dashed curve: quasifree pion production (including Fermi notion

and binding effects), dot-dashed curve: meson exchange current

contribution, solid curve: full calculation (2)

Fig. 2: Schematic proton energy spectrum at fixed photon energy and

proton angle

Fig. 3: Proton momentum distribution at the laboratory angle 25 + 5°.

(The curves are fits to the data) left: 3Be, right: *C (21).

Fig. 4: Proton energy spectra from 220 MeV pions incident on aC

(averaged over ft and ft ): solid points. Proton spectra from
lxC(£,p) at k-343 MeV (multiplied by 55): histograms. The three

plots correspond to different laboratory angles:

(a) e(*,p)*45° , G(f,p)«490 ; (b) e(T,p)*60' °

(c) 6(ir,p)-120°, 0(ji,p)«125a(22).

Fig. 5: Schematic pion energy distribution for fixed photon energy and

pion angle

Fig. 6; It energy spectra at three different photon energies and labora-

tory angles. Curves: results of the intranuclear cascade calcula-

tion (32). Dotted curve: without final state interactions (FSI) ,

without Pauli blocking; dashed curve: with Pauli blocking,

without FSI; solid curve: full calculation {with FSI)

Fig. 7: Transparency f^of C for T~.

Fig. 8: Differential cross sections for 'coherent' (open squares) and

'incoherent' (crosses) Reproduction on . C, solid point from (45)

(a) k«(235115) MeV (b) k«(29.1±15) MeV. Solid curves: Theo-

retical results for coherent production (39,40); dashed curves:

Fermi gas calculation for quasifree V* production

Fig. 9: Total cross section for « production on C (triangles).

Squares: 'coherent' part, crosses: 'incoherent' part. Solid curve

from ref.(39), dash-dotted curve from ref.(42), dotted curve from

ref.(40), dashed curve as in fig. 8
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 0£ THEAH INTERACTION

Daniel Ashery

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv €9978,

Israel.

1. INTRODUCTION

In dea l ing with dynamics of the A resonance in nuclear medium, the

basic interaction i s that of the A with a nucleon. The tota l width of the

A in the nuclear medium(P) i s composed of the decay width ( f j ) and

spreading width (P3). The former i s the width of the free , modified by

Paul! blocking e f f e c t s , and i s studied mainly through quasi-free scattering

experiments ~ d i scussed in Dr. Ingram's t a l k . Experimental r e s u l t s

i n d i c a t e 1 ' 5 5 that the decay width i s about 80% of the free width. The

spreading width i s generated by the AN Interaction, for which we can assume

the following possible forms:

(1) Elast ic scattering: A N — > A N

(2) Inelast ic scattering: AN—

N*N

(3) Absorption ^ N — * NN

We therefore have

where P is the free width (115 MeV) and'/^(AN) are the partial widths

for the various 4N interactions. The experimental challenge is to measure

all the partial widths and the total width in order %o fully understand the
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AN interact ion . In t h i s talk I w i l l discuss only br ie f ly the AN e l a s t i c

scattering, since i t partly overlaps Dr. Ingram's talk, and the inelastic

scattering because of the scarcity of experimental data. A sore extensive

discussion will be devoted to the absorption process.

2. &H ELASTIC SCATTERING

The AN elast ic scattering can manifest i t s e l f in several ways which

can be studied experimentally. At energies where AN inelastic scattering

i s relatively weak, the elast ic scattering i s the dominant path for Double-

Charge-Exchange (DCX) react ions . Several studies now exis tof th i s

process ' and by comparing i t with Single Charge Exchange (SCX) reaction

and charged pion scat ter ing , we can get a fee l ing for the strength of AN

scattering. . As an example, l e t us examine experiments done on 0 at

bombarding energies of about 165 MeV: charged pion scattering, ' SCX5^ and

DCX . For both charged scatter ing and SCX reactions the dominant

contribution i s d irect decay of the j \ ("quasi free scattering") but, at

forward angles, a "multiple scattering" t a i l i s observed which we

assoc iate with a AN scat ter ing . For such a double scat ter ing , Isospin

Clebsch Gordan coefficents predict a ratio ofK*:ifx7t'= 26:9:1. Fig.1, which

shows pion energy spectra for the three react ions , indicates that the

observed rat ios are indeed near these values. The d i f f erent ia l cross

sect ion for DCX i s 140/ib/Sr ( i sotropic; interpolated between data at 150

and 180 MeV). For charged scatter ing i t varies with angles in the range

20-30rab/Sr. Using the CGC ratios » e get a probability of 152 for the A to

scatter before i t decays. This g'ves a contribution from AN scattering of

13% for 7T ̂ scattering and 21% in SCX reaction,7 Stated in terms of partial

widths, i f single scattering i s represented byf*d = 0.8 (1 thfn
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Other manifestations of the AN scattering include the abnormal ratio

of quasi-free (̂ "\JT*P) and (/T.JTp) reactions measured in coincidence

experiments^ interpreted as resulting from a AN scattering. A series of

experiments was conducted on 1 60 and 1^0: charged pion scattering and

absorption,7* coincidence(/T*/r*p), («Jf"p) and (*Xh)8^ and , finally

(JT",#*} studies . The additional two neutrons modify the probability for

AN interaction resulting in modifying reaction cross sections ^ which,

otherwise, would be the same in the two isotopes (7T*sesttering (tf?/T*p)

and, to a degree (IT ,71 ) reactions).

3. AN Inelastic Scattering.

The two suggested processes for inelastic AN scattering: 4H-+A& and

4N-»N N have pion production as the inelast icity. When the produced pion

couples to the nucleon we get the second A and when it couples to the A i t

becomes the N which has a considerable XA partial width10*. The 44 can be

in both T=1 and T=2t while the N N can be in T = 1 only (T=0 is not allowed

for the 4N system). I am not aware of any previous discussion in the

literature of the£N-»N N process, i t 's strength and implication for the

problem of A dynamics in nuclei. I would like to propose that this process

be examined theoretically and if found to be significant, experimental

studies should follow.

The 4N-*4A transition was proposed by Brown et al. ' as a very strong

one and a special talk is devoted to i t in this conference. I wil l not

discuss, therefore, the theoretical evaluation of this process and limit

myself to the experimental information and programs relevant to this

problem.

The4N-*44 process i s part icularly strong in the Tr2 channel.

Therefore, if the AN system has any special structure or enhancement when
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it is in a Tx2 state, it may have a significant impact on this transition.

In reactions of the type:

the group of particles shown in parenthesis is in a T=2 state. The NN may

be in a 'So state, which is almost bound and the pion will couple through

the attractive P-wave interaction and this will form a T=2 J1* =1+«rMN or A N

system. The probability for formation of this system was recently studied

at LAMPF12> at bombarding energies of 256 MeV (ir+ andrr") and 331 MeV (tr~

only). This T=2 7TNN system and in particular the rr~ nn system could even

be bound. Very detailed calculations, solving relativistic Fadeev

equations1^' have shown that under certain circumstances this indeed may

happen. The crucial factor is the range of pion-nucleon interaction which

is not known well enough. With some parametrizations of the JT-N phase

shifts the attraction may be sufficient to produce a bound state. The

experiments mentioned above searched only for unbound or barely bound

(binding energy less than 3 MeV)irNN systems. Data analysis is still under

way so that results presented here are only preliminary.

Fig.2 shows TT+ energy spectra from theTr~dW (if nn) reaction studied

at 256 MeV. The solid line represent four body phase jpace. As can be

seen, the data follows phase space very closely at backward angles but

deviates strongly at forward angles. The difference between the data and

phase space is a peak centered at 42 MeV with a width of 33 MeV. One

possible interpretation is that this peak is an enhanced T=2 (rr~ nn)

resonance. On the other hand, in a contribution to this conference, Liu

and Piasetzky show that a "quasi free"pion production process-where the
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neutron in the deuteron is treated as spectator - could also have similar

behaviour and fit the data quite well. At 331 NeV the data follows phase

space at all angles while the same calculations predict deviations similar

to those observed at 256 MeV. It i s not clear, therefore, if the effect

observed at 256 MeV is a/Tnn enhancement which is more difficult to produce

at higher energies because of larger momentum transfer, or a quasi free

process which, for unknown reasons, disappears at high energies. At both

bombarding energies there was no evidence for a bound system within a

binding energy of less than 3 MeV. This work is just at i t s f irst steps

with more experiments planned for other bombarding energies and other

targets.

Although the original motivation for proposing the&N+AA transition

was interpretation of experiments concerning pion absorption, ' it appears

more favorable to study this effect experimentally through (7,2/r) reactions

in which decay of the two^'s should be observed. The charge states of the

emitted pions from4N-»44-*JrntoN are quite different from those emitted in

the competing Tt H~*ftiTH process, giving good signature and way to

discriminate between the two. Proposed experiments for such studies were

approved at LAMPF.

This transition was extensively studied over the last 30 years and is

s t i l l the subject of active research. This was done predominantely through

investigations of the TT+d —> PP reaction. Almost all other possible

NN-+NNir reactions were also studied to various degrees.1^' However, the

combination of experimental difficulties and uncertainties in the quantum

numbers of the systems involved, resulted in a much less detailed

examination of these reactions. Table I is a compilation of experimental

results for theft* d—^PP reaction. These include the angle integrated
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cross section and the differential cross section according to the

traditional " ' parametrization (in the cm. systea):

d<7/dSl « C (A

-I

This parametrization is widely accepted in the literature although

expansion of the differential cross section by Legendre polynomials has more

physical significance and is more stable in the fitting procedure. ' In

table II the quantum numbers for this transition are listed, including

those for the intermediate AN system. We note in particular the transition

where the intermediate system is formed with LAM = 0,'J71" = 2+ and the two

protons in the final (initial) state in*D2. For a pure transition with

these quantum numbers one would expect an angular distribution with a form:

dcr/JSL»c

observation of table I and Fig.3 shows that the value of A is not very

different, which shows that this is a significant part of the transition

strength. I t has been pointed out that the large momentum transfer

involved in this reaction favors the short range interaction facilitated in

the AN system when in relative s state. Detailed theoretical

investigations of this reaction " has also led to the conclusion that the

transition with lgN = 0 plays a very important role -. and even dominates -

this reaction.
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The quantum numbers for pion absorption on the nucleon pair analog to

the deuteron: a T=1 *So pair, are also listed in table I. As can be seen,

a totally different set of quantum numbers is involved, different states

are formed and an intermediate state with L»̂  = 0 is not allowed.

Furthermore, when the reaction takes place with p-wave pions (in the7T-2N

system) a A cannot be formed at all . There is a direct correspondence

between the pion partial waves and the isospin of the NN state thus

determining whether a A can be formed in the transi t ion or not.

Experimental studies of pion absorption on such a system should have the

same advantages of the studies of absorption on the deuteron, in the sense

that quantum numbers can be defined.

The basic concept of experimental studies of pion absorption on a T=1;

So nucleon pair is to study n* ~ absorption on the two protons in the ground

state of ^He. In order to focus as much as possible on two-body

absorption, the emitted p-n pair is detected in coincidence with the two

detectors positioned at the angles corresponding to pure two-body

absorption. The complete kinematic conditions for such "conjugate angles"

i s illustrated in fig.4. The energy imparted to the third nucleon (the

neutron in Ĥe) is very small if the energies of the two detected nucleons

are selected at the "two-body" energies. The two-body absorption process

is than determined as a peak over the phase space distribution for the

three nucleons. This peak - and also the angular width for the

conjugate angles - is broadened by the internal momentum of the absorbing

pair in ^He. Although this may result in some ambiguities in defining the

two body transition, the complete determination of the kinematic variables

and knowledge of the Ĥe wave function allows for detailed calculations28'

that can be compared with the experimental definition of the two body

proces. As an internal normalization, tr* absorption on the pn pairs in %e
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(T=0 *St nucleon pairs) can be studied in the same fashion. Coaaprison of

these two reactions can then be less ambiguous. Measurements done in non-

conjugate geometry are used to determine the phase space background. Once

the two-body absorption yield is determined it is converted to differential

cross section in the cm. system and the angular distribution fitted with

Legendre polynomials. This fit and energy dependence of the cross section,

are the ingredients necessary to unfold the partial wave composition cf

this reaction. It should be noted that an interference of odd and even

partial waves will cause, in this case, an asymmetry of the angular

distribution about 90°.

The experimental information on this process is quite scarce. An

experiment performed at LAMPF at a bombarding energy of 165 MeV "'

demonstrated that this process cannot be trivially deduced from absorption

on the deuteron and important dynamic effects are determining it. The

cross section was found to be suppressed by more than an order of magnitude

compared with simple expectations based on Isospin coupling coefficients.

In another experiment, performed with stopped pions,^°' the ratio of cross

sections was found to be reasonably close to the simple expectations - but

for stopped pions with large s-wave absorption, the processes for T=0 and

T = 1 are not very different (Table II). Stopped pion experiments also do

not carry angular distribution information. Finally, an experiment at 65

MeV was recently performed at TRIUMF.° ' The cross section ratios for the

three experiments are summarized in table III. In fig. 5 projected energy

spectra measured with stopped pions and at 65 MeV are shown indicating the

two-body absorption peak. Preliminary results of angular distributions a<

65 MeV are shown in fig. 6 and an asymmetry can be observed in the data for

the (ir",pn) reaction. This indicates a p-wave, non-A contribution to
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this absorption process. With more experiments of this kind planned for

SIN3 2 \ LAMPF33) and TRIUMF3*0 i t i s expected that the additional

information on theAN-*NN transition will supplement that obtained from the

ir*d-+pp reaction and allow a deeper insight to this process. Several

theoretical papers were recently devoted to this problem. 28,35,36)

Turning to heavier nuclei, theAN-»NH transition was considered to be

playing a major - and perhaps dominant-role in pion absorption,3'' The

issue became controversial since various experiments, such as measurements

of proton 3 ° ' and prompt -t spectra,3'' ' failed to show this dominance.

It was suggested3" that this was s t i l l the dominant process but that

nucleon final state iinteraetion in these heavy nuclei causes smearing of

the expected effects: a strong peak in the proton energy spectrum or

intense Gamma rays characteristic to a (pn) pair removal. Other

interpretations referred to many-step processes ' in whichA's are formed

and decay until finally absorbed or alternatively an absorption on

clusters. 3^ Experiments indicated that on the average 3 to 5 nucleons

are invloved in the absorption process1 '.

In order to clarify this issue, experiments were carried out designed

to measure the contribution of the process: ITN1MWJN to pion absorption.

Basically, these were (H*,2p) and (Tr*pn> reaction studies in which the two

outgoing nuclecns were detected in coincidence. ' The angular

correlation between the two nucleons shows a strong peak at the conjugate

angle (fig. 7) and by analysing i t the two body absorption differential

cross section was obtained. The angular distribution for the two-body

(rr+,2p) reaction come3 out very similar to that of their +d-^pp reaction

(fig. 8). By integrating the angular distribution, a cross section for

the two body absorption i s obtained and can be compared with the total

absorption cross sect ion" (table IV). It i s evident that the fraction of
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the absorption cross section coning froa this direct process is rather

small. The values deduced froa the experiaent are corrected for losses

due to final state interaction of the outgoing nucleons, ' but even with

this correction the fraction reaains small. This must lead to the

conclusion that the partial width forAN-tfflf is not large. We know ' that

the cross section for pion absorption is similar in magnitude to that of

total inelastic scattering. The latter is dominated by the A decay for

which we noted a partial width Q*0.9[} . SinceAN-»NN takes less than

201 of the absorption cross section, the partial width for this process can

be estimated to be L^-MAI ^ f • Th* question of what is the mechanism

responsible for 802 of the pion absorption cross section is still open.

In addition to the suggested mechanism of several steps of4 formation and

decay ("multiple scattering") preceding the absorption, there is the

proposed A N-^A A process. ^ It was suggested that this is a strong

transition and the twoA (s are absorbed emitting a total of four nucleons.

This mechanism can explain the number of nucleons seen to be involved in

the absorption process and may take a considerable fraction of the total

absorption cross section. This issue will have to be investigated further

with more experimental work.

Turning to absorption on T=1 nucleon pairs in nuclei heavier then He,

we note that in those nuclei such pairs do not have to be in a 'So state.

If they belong to different shells they can be, e.g., in a relative p

state and then produce with an s or d wave pion a AN system with Lgu = 0;

2+. If this happens absorption processes such as (7T*pn) can be

relatively stronger than in He. The experimental results show, however,

(Table 3) that this is not the case. Even in Bi the ratio of

(7iT,pn)/(tf*,2p) is only a few percent. We should note that the real ratio
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•ay be even smaller; nucleon charge exchange fron the strong (ir*,2p) can

contribute to the ur*,Pn> cross section. These snail ratios indicate

that pion absorption involving two nucleons fron two different shells if

unlikely. The7TNN-»4N-»NN is therefore a transition which predominantly

occurs on a proton and neutron in a relative s state. This condition

becomes harder to be met in heavy nuclei hence this process becomes

relatively weaker.

1. SUMMARY

In this talk I discussed the 4N elastic scattering, inelastic

scattering and the4N-t MN transition. The partial widths are estimated

from various experiments to be:

We do not have any experimental evidence for thej3N-*AA process or an

estimate for it-" width. We ̂ on't have also any good measurement for the

total width of the A in the nuclear medium. Total {}f,pi cross sections '

indicate a total width of the order of 200 MeV. If this is the case the

AN-*A& could take about 70 MeV and in this case account for the missing

absorption cross section. On the other hand, LKP.A**) He experiments "

indicate a width of 90 MeV only.

The4N-*NN transition is better understood. The dominant process is

on TsO nucleon pairs, mainly in a relative s state. Still, this process

contributes less than 20% of the absorption cross section. Absorption on

T=l nucleon pairs is strongly suppressed by dynamical effects. The

interest in this transition is not because of it's strength but rather

because of it's intimate relation with the underlying fundamental NN and4N

interactions.
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Figure Caption

+' 16 + +' 4)

Fig. 1 Low energy part of IT spectrum from the 0(ir ,* ) reaction,

of TT° spectrum from the O(ir+,ir°) reaction ' multiplied by 26/9,

and ir~ spectrum from the 00* ,ir~") reaction (S.A.. Wood et a l . ,

this conf.i multiplied by 26. The ir° and ir~ spectra a l s o . * " shifted by

the appropriate Q value. All spectra are for EOn) - 160 MeV where the

rr~ spectrum i s interpolated Between 150 and 180 MeV data.

Fig. 2 Energy spectra of positive pions from the IT d<+ir 7r~nn reaction at 256 MeV

plotted in the C. M, system. Solid l ines are four body phase space

and dashed l ines are calculated by Liu et a l . , ( t h i s conf.) for quasi

free, pion production.

Fig. 3 The angle-independent parameter of the ir d->pp angular distribution

da/da « C(A + cos2 6 + B cos4 9 ) .

Fig, 4. Three body kinematics for He(7T,2N)N when particles 1 and 2 are

detected at 180° in their CM. system.

Fig. 5 Projections on the proton energy axis of energy spectra for Tie(ir+2p)p

and T£e(ir~pn)n at E - 65 MeV and 6p - 120° (a) and ^ie(ir~2n)p,

3He(TT~pn)n for \ m 0 MeV(b).

Fig. 6 Angular distributions of the TIe(Tr ,2p)p and He(ir~,pn)n reactions

at 65 MeV. The l ines are Legendre Polynomial f i t s to the data.
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Fig. 7 Proton-proton angular correlation In the C(TT+, 2p) reaction at 245 MeV.

0 i s the angle in the reaction plane and <f> perpendicular to i t .

Fig. 8 A s l ice along <j> • 0°±6° of an angular correlation similar to that

of fig. 7.

12 +
Fig. 9 Angular distributions of the C(ir , 2p) reaction at 165 and 245 MeV.

The lines are the angular distributions for the IT d*pp normalized to

the data.

Table Captions

Table I A compilation of cross sections and angular distribution parameters

for the 7r d-*pp reaction.

Table II The allowed quantum numbers for pion absorption on a nucleon pair in

relative s-state.

Table III Ratio of cross section for two body absorption (ir~,pn) and (ir ,2p)

Cor Cir~ 2n) for stopped pions) on nuclei.

Table IV The cross sections for two body absorption (ir , 2p) on nuclei; the same

45)value corrected for final state interaction of the outgoing protons

and the total absorption cross section.
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E (MeV)

1.8

3.5

5.8

8.4

10.5

5 12.8

15.3

17.8

20

23

25

26

30

35

37.6

40

45

47

47.5

50

54

60

60.7

65

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.442

.32

.415

.29

300

330

223

326

309

26

31

273

258

274

248

256

A

+

+

+

±

+

+

+

+

±

+

+

±

±

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.02

.05

.016

.09

.013

.013

035

01

013

15

03

009

02

Oil

032

007

Table I

B c<ab) ref.

4.64 ± 0.90

5.19 ± 0.61

4.09 ± 0.39

3.68 ± 0.30

3.48 ± 0.29

3.77 ± 0.34

3.74 ± 0.51

4.01 ± 1.48

4.309 ± 0.176

4.41 ± 0.35

4.837 ± 0.198

4.09 ± 0.31

4.260 + 0.164

5.191 + 0.206

5.41 + 0.40

5.298 + 0.246

5.201 ± 0.283

6.1 ± 0.6

5.9 ± 0.2

6.777 ± 0.10

6.54 ± 0.07

7.691 ± 0.143

7.18 ± 0.44

7.396 ± 0.303

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

17

16

17

16

17

17

16

17

17

16

19

18

22

18

16

17
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continuation - Table I.

E (MeV)
ir

65

70

72.5

75

80

80

83

84

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.252 +

.172 ±

.307 ±

.220 +

,274 +

,291 +

234 ±

225 +

A

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.005

.016

.004

,022

01

,01

019

08

- 0.

0.

0.

0.

- 0.

- 0.

.07

09

037

10

111

12

B

± 0

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

.06

,005

024

1

051

06

7

8

7

7

8

8

9

7,

.51

.58

.91

.85

.28

.64

.15

.9

a(mb)

± 0.19

± 0.47

± 0.16

± 0.45

± 0.13

± 0.15

± 0.07

± 2.4

ref.

25

16

25

16

20

25

22

24

88 0.24 ± 0.05

91 0.27 ± 0.09

95 0.2777 ± 0.005

±00 0.263 ± 0.006

0 ±

0.077 ±

0

0

.4

.02

8

7

9

9

.6

.4

.61

.79

± 0

± 1

± 0

± 0,

.9

.2

.15

.13

16

16

25

20

110 0.303 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.17 11.3 ± 0.2 25

114 0.39 ± 0.08

121 0.23 + 0.06

125 0.288 ± 0.007

0.22 ± 0.07

0.053 ± 0.1

9.7 ± 1.0

10.8 ± 2.1

11.7 ± 0.3

16

24

25



continuation - Table I.

50

(MeV) a(«b) ref.

140 0.231 + 0.005 - 0.175 ± 0.08 11.3 ± 0.3 25

140 0.260 ± 0.005

142 0.256 ± 0.024

142 0.239 ± 0.025

144 0.216 ± 0.033

0

0

0

.17 ±

.162 ±

.23 ±

0

0

0

.015

.071

.09

12.

11.

11.

12.

6 ±

65 ±

8 ±

1 ±

0

0

0

0

.2

.17

.5

.9

20

22

16

16

152 0.228 ± 0.02 - 0.33 ± 0.05 11.7 ± 0.8 24

165 0.224 ± 0.02 - 0.43 ± 0.06 11.3 ± 0.5 16

174 0.22 ± 0.05

182 0.077 ± 0.03

182 0.232 ± 0.005

185 0.210 ± 0.043

187 0.236 ± 0.015

0.

0.

0.

0.

34 ±

42 ±

15 ±

442 ±

0.

0.

0.

0.

,19

014

18

043

10.4

7.06

9.6

10.0

8.83

±

±

±

+

0.8

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.41

16

23

20

16

16
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continuation - Table I.

(MeV) o(mb) ref.

200 0.31 ± 0.07

216 0.25 ± 0.07

227 0.26 ± 0.05

230 0.300 ± 0.021

230 0.247 ± 0.006

249 0.29 ± 0.09

254 0.258 ± 0.005

262 0.28 i 0.08

262 0.275 ± 0.023

• 0.13 ± 0.28

0.44 + 0.11

0.60 ± 0.15

0.38 ± 0.06

0.513 ± 0.016

0.41 + 0.11

0.46 ± 0.04

0.57 ± 0.17

0.43 ± 0.06

7.6 ± 0.6

6.3 ± 1.3

5.40 ± 0.40

4.69 ± 0.20

4.6 ± 0.15

3.7 ± 1.1

3.15 ± 0.05

3.4 ± 0.3

2.98 ± 0.13

16

24

16

16

20

24

21

16

16

307 0.36 ± 0.09 - 0.47 ± 0.16 1.90 ± 0.20 16

323 0.234 * 0.007 - 0.531 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.05 20

352 0.30 * 0.05 - 0.31 ± 0.17 1.05 ± 0.06 16
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i

continuation - Table I.

\ (MeV) A B a(«b) Ref.

357 0.270 + 0.025 - 0.59 ± 0.05 0.956 ± 0.044 16

417 0.333 + 0.01 - 0.51 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.06 20
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T •
J i *

L(«-2N)

0

1

2

JAN J LAN

T A N " 1

r; i

0 ; 2

2 + ; 0, 2

1~ ; 1

J f

T

0

i

f"1

" ; l :

+ » 0:

+ ; 2 :

" ; 1

\

ho

\

• 3P
• p l

2 ; 1 2~ ; 1 : 3P,

J j - 0 + ; 1 0" ; 1 : 3P,

2 ; 1 2~ ; 1 : 3P,

Tir - 0 +

; 0 : S,

T ± - l NO A ; 2 : Dx

T f - 0

Only L <: 2 are l i s t e d .



Table

Nucl. E

He

3i

65

120

163

165

165

245

165

245

a(ir~,pn)/aOr,2N)a)

x 102

9 ± 2

5.5± l b

3.0± lb

0.8+0.3

0.5± 0.2

2.5+ 0.8b

2.4± 0.8b

3.5± lb

2.5± lb

ref

30

31

41

29

29

44

44

44

44

a) 2N is 2P except for E -0 where it is 2n.

b) Preliminary

Table IV

E

165

245

Nucl.

C

F e

Bi

C

F e -

Bi

a(ir?2P>

16.6± 2.5

27 ± 4

2 8 + 4

10±1.5

23+3

27+4

a(Tr?2P)

(F.S.I, corr.,)

23± 4

48± 10

63+13

16+3

52+10

90+18

aabs

194+36

577±87

1585±280

95+32

411+70

854+166
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EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES OF INCLUSIVE

(TT,TT') AND (TT,TTP) REACTIONS

C.H.Q. Ingram

S.I .N. , Vi l l igen , Switzerland

For the purpose of t h i s . t a l k , pion-nuclear react ions w i l l

be classified as follows:

- inclusive (w*,TT*• )

- inclusive (TT-,TT+' )

- inclusive and exclusive (Tr^,ir-p)

- inclusive (TT-,TT°' )

With the exception of double charge exchange (DCX) each of

these reactions may be divided into single and multiple

pion-nucleon interaction processes, although I will have to

explain what I mean by this in deta i l .

I shall discuss the present knowledge of these reactions in

turn, in the context of the ir - and A-nuclear dynamics as a

whole. In each case signatures of interactions of the

recoiling A will be looked for. The A-dependences of the

various reactions will be examined, the relations between the

different isospin channels explored, and finally there wil l be a

brief comment on the use of isotopic comparisons as a diagnostic

tool for our understanding.

1 . INCLUSIVE (ir±fir±' ) REACTIONS

Fig.1 shows the energy spectra of IT . scatttered by 0

for 114 and 240 MeV incident energies[i] , which gives a

representative picture of this reaction: the qualitative form

of the spectra i s similar at resonance (163 MeV) and at least

fonr+, for nuclei from 4 He to Pb (see Fig.4). The spectra are
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2
FIG. 1. Double differential cross section, d a/dfidE, for

the scattering of 114 and 240 MeV pions from O. From Ref. 1
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dominated by a broad bump which is due to quasi-free

pion-nucleon scattering - i .e . by single nucleon removal

interactions of the pion. (Subsequent final state interactions

of the reacting nucleon may lead to multinucleon removal for

some fraction of "the cross section, but these processes are

substantially distinct from the pion interaction.) At forward

angles, the 240 MeV spectra in Fig.1 display a pronounced ta i l

at low outgoing pion energies, which is due to multi-nucleon

removal processes in which the pion (or possibly A ) plays an

active role - e.g. two sequential pion-nucleon quasi-free

collisions. At 114 MeV, the forward angle low energy ta i l is

associated more with single quasi-free scattering (whose

kinematic centre is now less than 100 MeV/c away in momentum

transfer) than with multiple pion interactions. The smallness

of the multiple pion interaction contribution to the total

inelastic cross section despite the very strong elementary TT-N

interaction, as indicated by the dominance of the single

quasi-free scattering peak over these low energy ta i ls , is

attributed to four factors:

i the low pion momenta involved

i i Pauli blocking

i i i the energy dependence of the irN interaction

iv competition from pion absorption.

Of these, the competitive balance with pion absorption is

of most interest. All these processes, possibly excepting i i i ,

may be expected to decline in importance as suppressors of

multiple pion knock-out processes as the incident pion energy

increases from 114 to 240 MeV.

Comparison with DCX has been used to estimate the fraction

of the 240 MeV (T+,if+l) cross section due to multiple pion

interactions'^ 1 ,2] . This is illustrated in Fig.2: in Fig.2a the

shape of the (ir+';'ir+l) spectrum at 60° has been compared to that
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r.MeV

200

100

0-

240MeV: »160{ff*.f*')600

(a)
12Cle.e')

** * — ^ ^ ^ *

..._,

• 1 6O(TT*. I"

Mi

)50°(x15)
el.astic

i

100 200
V (MeV)

pb
sr. MeV

200-

100-

17.

\

130°

1
100

(7T+,ir+/) 240

20

MeV

0

(b)

Ty MeV

FIG. 2.a)The 240 MeV 0 (ir+,ir+l) spectrum at 60° compared

to the shape of the C (e,e') and 0 (7r+,ir~) spectra for

the same incident momentum. The DCX data have been multiplied

by 15 to match the (ir+,ir+f) data near 50 MeV. From Ref. 2.

b) The 240 MeV data at 130° of Ref. 1 decomposed to

show the contributions from single (S) and multiple (M)

scattering. The shape of the line labeled "MM is determined

from the DCX data at the same angle, with normalization as

described in the text. The line labeled "S" is the difference

between line "M" and the data.
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of the 12C(e,ef) spectrum, and that of the 16O(ir+,ir-) reaction,

under similar kinematic conditions. This allows a rough

decomposition of the spectrum according to single and multiple

pion interaction processes. The DCX spectra are fairly

isotropic, reflecting the complexity of the processes involved,

and have a magnitude roughly consistent with the isospin ratio

for two free charge exchanges compared to two free elastic

interactions. Thus if we assume that the same dynamics is

involved in the (ir+,ir+l ) reaction when at least two nucleons are

involved, we may use the DCX cross-section to make a similar

decomposition of the spectra at angles where the two classes of

process are not kinematically distinct. This is illustrated in

Pig. 2b at 30°, where the DCX data has been given the

normalisation determined by the comparison of Pig.2a. This

implies that some 30$ of the (ir+,ir+l) cross section at this

angle is due to multiple pion interaction processes.

Integration of the inelastic spectra yields the total

inelastic cross section, which is shown in Table la as a

fraction of the total reaction cross section, and in comparison

to the other major reaction channels. The contribution to the

total (ir ,IT ') cross section from multiple pion interactions may

also be deduced by scaling the DCX total cross section by the

factor determined from the forward angle comparison as in Pig.

2a. The corresponding factor at 163 MeV is about 17[3], and at

114 MeV around 20, although the comparison here is not very

meaningful. The resulting estimates are shown in Table Ib,

compared to the (ir+
fir

+l) total cross section, with the relative

importance of cr(absorption) shown also. While the factors

reducing multiple pion scattering combine to almost completely

suppress i t at 114 MeV, by 240 MeV they have weakened

sufficiently that some 30# of the cross section may be

associated with such processes.
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TABLE I.

a) Partial IT + 1 60 Cross Section *1'3'8'11)as a percentage of

the Reaction Cross Section.

a (Reaction) (info)

a(7T ,TT )

a(Tr+,-rr°)

a(ir+,Tr~)

a(absorption)

114 HeV

455

42%

12%

0.2%

45%

163 MeV

510

51%

1
1

12%

1
0.5%

37% 1

I

240 MeV

406

61%

15%

1.5%

22%

b) Estimated Contribution to the O(TT ,TT ) Reaction from

Multiple Pion Interactions, compared with Pion Absorption.

Multiple Scattering

_

o (absorption) /o( it, ir1)

114 MeV

£5%

_

110%

163 MeV

10-15%

1 240 MeV

30%

1
1

70% 35%
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The energy dependences of the multiple pion scattering and

of absorption, shown in Table I , indicate a qualitative change

in the reaction dynamics across resonance, which is perhaps not

obvious from a casual glance at the spectra of Pig.1 , but which

is significant. The ir+- 0 nuclear total absorption cross

section is seen to fall fairly rapidly above resonance, and at

240 MeV is matched in strength by the growing multiple pion

interaction contribution to the (TT+,TT+') cross section. Such a

falling nuclear absorption cross section implies an even faster

falling elementary irNN.->- NN process, to the extent that i t is

sometimes preceded by a quasi-free pion-nucleon collision (or by

any process which degrades the pion energy). Since two nucleons

must be involved, pion absorption is usually considered to be a

more central process than quasi-free scattering, which can more

readily occur at the nuclear periphery. This is also implied by

the A-dependence of the partial cross section[4]• Therefore,

the fraction of the absorption cross section contributed by

processes in which the pion removes one nucleon before being

absorbed should be at least as large as the fraction of multiple

scattering in the inelastic cross section. And indeed, since at

240 MeV these multiple scattering processes when the pion

survives are as probable as the total absorption cross section,

there must be a very substantial contribution to the latter from

two-step processes (i .e. quasi-free knock-out followed by two

nucleon absorption). Thus the elementary TTNN •*• NN probability

in 0 must fall substantally faster above resonance than the

total nuclear absorption cross section. This is an important

aspect of the phenomenology of pion absorption which should not

be ignored.

Before leaving this excursion into the field of pion

absorption I would like to make one further comment. In the

above discussion I have described an ini t ial state quasi-free

knock-out interaction as a separate, distinct process from the
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pion absorption itself, which I assumed to be on two nucleans.
This is clearly too simple, but i t is a more reasonable picture
than, for example, describing pion absorption as a three nucleon
process in such cases. That might be reasonable if the pion
were always far off shell after the f irst interaction, but the
evidence of the multiple pion contribution to the (TT+ ,TT+ f) cross
section is to the contrary. And if the dynamical importance of
3uch in i t ia l state interactions to pion absorption were
substantially more than just to degrade the pion energy, then
the pion absorption process would have to be considered as
different for 114 MeV pions, where probably l i t t l e is preceded
by a quasi-free knock-out.

Before leaving the (Tr+,7r+l) reaction on 0 , 1 show in Pig.
5 comparisons with calculation of Thies[5j. The calculations
are for single pion interaction processes only, in the full
A-hole model, and in a closure approximation where the coupling

to the A-nucleus interaction has been suppressed. Since the
model is extensively discussed by many of i ts authors at this
conference, I will only comment that the comparisons of Pig.3
vividly demonstrate the importance of the A-nucleus dynamics in
the pion-nucleus interaction: at backward angles for 114 MeV
pions, for example, the coupling to the A-nucleus interaction
reduces the cross section by roughly a half. This confirms the
determination of the role of these processes from the analysis
of total and elastic cross section, while providing evidence of
their magnitude in a more explicit way.

Having discussed one nucleus in detail I shall now turn to
the A-dependence. The angular distributions of scattered pions
have previously been measured over an extensive range of nuclei
and energies, but without energy information on the scattered
pion[4,6]. In these measurements the A-dependence of the
inelastic cross sections at backward angles was determined, and
the A-dependence of the total inelastic cross section deduced.
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FULL 4-HOLE
CLOSURE APPRO*

TtMeVj TtMevj

FIG. 3. Comparison of the results of Ref. 1 with calculations

of Thiesf5J of single quasifree scattering using the A-hole

formalism. The solid lines are the results of the full

calculations? the dashed lines use the closure approximation

(see text).
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Neglecting very light nuclei, the results on five nuclei from

carbon to bismuth may be reasonably represented by a power law:

c(inel) ~AX, where x is mildly dependent on the charge and

energy of the pion from 100 to 245 MeV, with a value of

approximately 0.45-

Yery recently, inelastic energy spectra for ir+ scattering

from 4He,12C, 58Ni and 208Pb have appeared[7]; the 220 MeV data

are shown in Pig. 4. The shape of the spectra is similar from

carbon to lead, as i t is also at lower incident energies[7]• Of

particular interest in these spectra is information at the

forward angles where the contribution from pion multiple

interactions may be examined. Unfortunately, the data contain

substantial muon backgrounds, arising from the immediate decay

of scattered pions; while these backgrounds may not be very

important at backward angles, they are big in the region of the

low energy ta i l at forward angles. Thus i t is not possible to

deduce the multiple scattering contribution reliably from these

data. However, if the -^0 results at 240 MeV (where these muons

were identified and eliminated by time of flight analysis) are

compared to the lead data at 220 MeV, an upper limit to the

A-dependence of the TT+ multiple interaction inelastic cross

section of roughly Pp'^ma.y be inferred. I t appears that the

neutron excess in lead quenches the TT+ multiple interactions to

have a weaker A-dependence than the single quasi-free

scattering. The impression the data gives that the increase in

forward angle low energy cross section is slower between nickel

and lead than between carbon and nickel also implies that the

neutron excess is a powerful quencher.

This slow increase in the TT+ multiple inelastic scattering

with A at 220 MeV is surprising. Without distortions and

damping mechanisms we would generally expect a faster

A-dependence for double than for single scattering, and so this

result is not easy to immediately reconcile with' the weak direct
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absorption probability in 0 at 240 MeV, deduced in the

previous discussion. We must consider the geometrical situation

in a large asymetric nucleus: the T + - proton interactions will

occur at relatively high neutron density, further inside the

neutron distribution than in a charge symmetric nucleus. This

could have three consequences - that the direct absorption

probability is enhanced, that the low energy pion resulting from

one or two quasi-free collisions has a much higher absorption

probability than in light nuclei, and that the competitive role

of pion charge exchange has, with the neutron excess, become an

important and powerful damper. (Charge exchange is probably as

important a direct process as absorption on 0 at 240 MeV, and

must lead to a relative weakening of the multiple interaction

quasi-elastic yield). While these factors assist in explaining

these results on lead, very strong dependences on geometry or

neutron density are implied if they are to be reconciled to the

analysis of the dynamics on -^0.

2. INCLUSIVE DOUBLE CHARGE EXCHANGE (DCX)

As already shown, DCX is valuable because i t i s an

e x p l i c i t l y irulti-nucleon process. I t s isotensor nature should

not however, be forgotten when comparing i t to other channels:

medium ef fec ts on the ir-N in te rac t ion are isospin dependent even

at the t r i v i a l l eve l of the impossibi l i ty of a TT+ absorbing on a

p-p pa i r .

A rather complete se t of new re su l t s on 0 and Ca have

been presented at t h i s conference by Wood [8] and so I sha l l be

brief on t h i s subjec t . Fig«5 shows the t o t a l cross sect ion as a

function of energy, and a f a i r l y typ ica l comparison of (7r+,7T~)

with (TT",TT+) on 40Ca. Table I I shows the r e s u l t s at 180 MeV

where carbon and lead were a lso measured. The difference

between the ir+ and ir~ induced cross sect ion on lead i s s t r i k i n g :
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TABLE II Double Charge Exchange Total Cross Section

at 180 MeV (Ref.8), in mb.

12c

16c

40Ca

208Pb

( A IT")

2.4

3.4

5.7

28

1

(TT~,TT )

—

3.4

6.7

5
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the ff+ cross section has an A dependence (compared to

carbon), while the i\~ cross section on lead appears to be

actually smaller than on calcium (only 80° was measured, and

isotropy assumed).

The A0*85 dependence for (TT+,TT~) may be compared to the

A " dependence measured for the total inelastic (ir"'rir"
1 ) cross

section at the same energy. Without distortions, and assuming

the inelastic cross section to be entirely single scattering, we

would expect an A dependence for that process, and,

similarly, an A " dependence for double scattering dominated

DCX. If we take in i t ia l and final state interactions to be

entirely and equally responsible for reducing the A to A ,

then each contributes A~0.24 of damping. If we take this to be

true for DCX also, and add a third equal factor for the

intermediate ir°, we would then expect the A2*^ to be reduced to

an A-l--2** dependence. This is not very good agreement with the

observed A * , but the estimation I have made is so crude that

i t is useful only as an illustrative order of magnitude guide.

Obvious effects which would modify the estimate would include

the more central nature of the DCX reaction, increasing the

distortion factors, Coulomb effects (see Pig. 5) and multiple

scattering contributions to the (TT~,TT~ ' ) reaction. All these

effects would lower the estimated exponent, while the lower

outgoing energy and positive charge of the pion after DCX would

raise i t because of reduced distortion.

The very low Pb (ir~,7r+) cross section clearly reflects the

very strong shielding provided by the neutrons which cannot

contribute to this reaction at a l l . Since the ir~ quasi-elastic

scattering is so strong, the only issue here could be the extent

of the shielding, which although remarkable, is not a problem to

understand in the absence of independent quantitative

expectations. The increase in cross section from oxygen to lead

may be weaker than for the (TT+,TT+I) double scattering at 220
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MeV, "but this would not be suprising: the absorption quenching

factors may be similar, but the neutron shielding effect for the

incident ir~ in the DCX reaction must be stronger. Indeed, one

could be tempted to argue that the difference between the two

reactions should be greater - i . e . if the difference in

shielding i s larger than the enhanced damping observed, the

effect of absorption must be weaker in the (ir~,Tr+ ) case. But

this is no more than entertaining speculation.

To summarise the one-arm results so far discussed, the

inelast ic spectra on 0, together with the DCX data, show that

while there is l i t t l e multiple pion scattering where the pion

survives at 114 MeV due to kinematic factors and pion

absorption, for 240 MeV incident pions this multiple scattering

probability has become substantial . Together with the declining

iT-nuclear to t a l absorption cross section above resonance, this

implies that at 240 MeV pion absorption is frequently, and

possibly usually, preceded by a quasi-free knockout; the

elementary TTIIN •*• M process declines much faster above resonance

than the nuclear to ta l absorption cross section. The data on

lead with a weak multiple inelast ic scattering yield indicate

that the quenching mechanisms are stronger for 7r+ in large,

charge asymmetric nuclei; this may due to charge exchange,

geometrical factors and possibly an increased absorption

probability in an isovector medium. The A-dependences of the

DCX reactions show that distortions can be very important, in

this case the neutron excess in lead shielding the protons from

incident IT" to a very large degree.

3. THE (ir,irN) REACTION

Compared to the inclusive measurements so far discussed,

coincidence experiments provide more detailed information, which

is useful in three broad senses. Fi rs t , they provide a less
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ambiguous identification of the direct quasi-free process; this

has been achieved using angular correlations with l i t t l e energy-

information by Piasetzky et al[9,1Oj, and more fully in

kinematically complete experiments by Kyle et a l [ i i ] where the

outgoing particle energies are measured in addition. Secondly,

the kinematically complete experiments identify specific final

states, for example in the ^ O(ir,Trp)̂ -% reaction, permitting

detailed comparison with theory. And thirdly, by identification

of the knockout nucleon, strong and weak elementary interactions

inside the nucleus (e.g. (Tr+,Tr+p) and (ir~,Tr~p)) may be compared;

we shall see that these results can be dramatic, and provide a

striking signature of A-N interactions.

In the kinematically complete experiment of Kyle et al,

which is presented in detail in a contributed paper at this

conference, the 16O(ir,Trp)i5N reaction has been measured around

the quasi-free region. In Pig. 6a results are shown for 240

MeV incident TT+ scattered to 60°, compared to the inclusive

(TT+,7T+') data already discussed. The coincidence data have been

divided according to the excitation of the residual N

nucleus, in this case into two regions of less and greater than

15 MeV excitation. Below 15 MeV excitation the spectra are

dominated by two peaks corresponding to direct p-1/2 and p-3/2

shell proton removal. Above 15 MeV, the spectra have l i t t l e

structure with the 4 MeV resolution achieved, and here both

direct s-shell removal and complex multi-nucleon processes

contribute. The coincidence yields have been corrected for the

angles not covered by the acceptance of the detectors, by

extrapolation of the measured distributions in a manner similar

to that of Piasetzky et al . The yields have not been corrected

for the experimental threshold of 35 MeV imposed on the proton

energy.
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The rapid fal l of the p-shell removal (TT^TT+P) data in Pig.

6a with decreasing scattered pion energy confirms the

interpretation of the low energy t a i l of the (ir+,7r+l) spectrum

as being due to processes more complex than direct quasi-free

scattering. At 70 MeV outgoing pion energy, for instance, the

(IT+,TT+P) cross section is dominantly to high excitations of

the N missing mass - i . e . another, undetected nucleon is

usually also removed from the nucleus. The moderate peak in the

Eex>15 MeV data at 150 MeV T '̂ reflects a contribution from

direct s-shell proton removal (evident in the angular

distribution of these data, too), but this quasi-free process is

certainly not important at T î = 70 MeV.

In Pig. 6b the ratio of the one-arm to the coincidence

data of Pig. 6a is shown; in addition a comparison is made

with a full (TT+;ir+N) cross section by adding the (ir~,ir~p)

measured yield (also for T >35 MeV) and assuming i t s equality to

U+,TT+n).

In Pig. 7, similar comparisons are made for the 130° data.

Again, the decomposition of the one-arm (7r+,IT+ *) data into

single and multiple pion-nucleon knockout components based on

the DCX data (see Pig. 2b) is broadly confirmed.

In Table I I I , I have made some numerical comparisons

between the (TT,TT" ) and (TT,TTP) data at 130°. The comparisons are

at an optimum outgoing pion energy, where the ratio of (IT,IT') to

(ir,itp) is greatest. The purpose is to select a part of the pion

spectrum dominated by single quasi-free scattering on the pion

side, and to determine what fraction is seen in coincidence. At

100 - 120 MeV Tu«, the quasi-free peak is strong, threshold for

the protons is reasonably distant, and the multiple pion

interaction contribution is s t i l l small. The 30# of the one arm

data not observed in the coincidence result must be attributed

to protons below the 35 MeV detection threshold, knockout of
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TABLE III. Comparison of (Tr,irp) and (Tr,7r!) Doubly Differential

Cross Section, d o/dfi^dT^ on 0 at 240 MeV incident energy,

0^,= 130°, T^,= 100 MeV. Subscript QP means Quasi-Free.

Experimental Proton Threshold of 35 Mev. Data from Refs. 1 and

11.
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heavier fragments (d, a , etc.) and to any inequality of the

(ir+,ir+n) and (ir~,ir~p) reactions. The fraction of the

coincidence yield which is direct quasi-free is estimated from

the shape of the N excitation spectrum, and finally I have

assumed that 10# of the (ir,ir') yield is from multiple pion

collisions. The result, that 55-65# of quasi-free knockout

protons are detected without undergoing final state interaction

implies that on average they travel half a mean free path

through the residual nucleus. A previous result[9] that 35# of

the total energy integrated (TT,TT') yield at backward angles is

seen as undistorted (IT,up) on *• C at 245 MeV, would become 50#

if the (7r,7T1) yield is corrected for a 30% contribution from

multiple pion interactions; the agreement is satifactory if

note is taken of the errors on both estimates. Taking the 60

data of Pig.6a at T^,« 160 MeV, the ratio of [(TT+,TT+P) +

(IT ,TT p)] / (IT,IT') is 56#; in this case some of the direct

knockout is subthreshold for proton detection, but the

coincidence yield contains some protons which have undergone

distortions, and no correction for pion multiple scattering has

been made; all these effects should be fairly small, however.

I turn now to ratios of (7f+,7r+p) to (ir~,ir~p), where the

advantage of kinematically complete coincidence experiments is

perhaps clearest. In observing quasi-free interactions in such

experiments the kinematics of the elementary ir-N interaction

within the nucleus are determined, except for the uncertainty,

which may be kept small, due to the nucleon binding energy.

Thus we may compare the ir -p and the ir~-p quasi-elastic

interaction under varied but specified conditions. In general

one might expect that any complex process, or any experimental

inclusion of non quasi-free backgrounds, might be important in

the weak TT -p channel. Thus if the experimental backgrounds can

be eliminated, ratios of quasi-elastic (TT ,-n p)/(ir ,ir p) cross

section differing from free cross section ratios may be a
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PIG. 8. Ratios of ir /IT quasi-free sce.ttering on 12C at

245 MeV as a function of pion angle, from Ref.. 9. The line

is the ratio on hydrogen.

a) For the differential cross section da/da (QF)

b) For the doubly differential cross section d2a/dn7Idft (QF)

at the peak of the ir - p angular correlation.
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signature of medium corrections to the ir-N interaction within
the nucleus

Piasetzky et al.[9] measured the (ir+rir+p) and (ir"",ir~p)
yields from 12C for 245 HeV pions scattered from SCP to 140°
using only angular correlations to deduce the quasi-free
portion. While the ratio of the full quasi-free yield was
consistent with the free ratio, at the peak of the angular
correlation quasi-free ratios substantially greater than the
free ratio are seen, in the 110° - 90° region (see Pig.8).

In the experiment of Kyle et a l . [ H ] , a "background-free"
quasi-free reaction is indentified by insisting on low
excitations of the residual 15N nucleus (< 4 MeV for direct
p-1/2 shell proton removal, 4 - 1 5 MeV for p-3/2 shell
knockout); as already discussed this p-shell removal cross
section is strongly peaked around the quasi-free kinematics. In
Pig. 9a the 16O(TT+ ,ir+p)15N cross section at 240 MeV and &ir=60°
is shown as a function of T^', for p-1/2 shell knockout, for
three bins in proton angle. Each proton angular bin is 17° wide
horizontally and ±25° wide vertically (out of the pion
scattering plane). In Pig.9b the rr+/ir"" ratios are shown for the
same bins, compared to the free on-shell ratio of 7.8 for ir-p
scattering sit this angle. Ratios substantially in excess of the
free ratio, by up to a factor of 3, are seen for this "direct"
p-1/2 shell removal reaction. For 15N excitations above the
direct p-shell knockout peaks (^x>'5 MeV), the ratios are
typically half the free ratio, consistent with a large
contribution to the (Tr~f7r~p) cross section from complex
processes such as ir~n scattering followed by an (n,p) final
state interaction.

The large ratios for p-shell removal seen in Pig.9b are
even more evident at 35°, but at 130° no enhancement is seen.
Generally, the ratios are larger near the peak of the quasi-free
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scattering plane). From Kyle et al 11.

b) as in a) but ratios of cross sections, for TT / -rr .

The dashed line shows the free cross section ratio at this angle

of 7.8.
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cross section, declining as the kinematics leaves the quasi-free

condition, whether in pion energy or proton angle. At forward

pion angles, the ratio of the full cross section to the "N

ground state (integrated over pion energy and proton angle) is

substantantially above the free ratio. I shall indicate the

interpretation and significance of these results briefly, and

point you to G. Kyle's talk for a more detailed discussion.

?.o increase the ir+/tr~ ratio either the T\+ cross section

must be enhanced or the TT~ one reduced. There is no possibility

of ascribing such an effect to init ial and final state

distortions, which must be very similar for quasi-free TT+P and

TT~P reactions on ^"0• Since the strong TT+P cross section cannot

be enhanced by a factor of 3 the primary effect must be from a

reduction of the IT p quasi-free amplitude through an

interference mechanism. Another process which does not involve

excitation of the residual nucleus must provide an amplitude

destructively interfering with the quasi-elastic T~p amplitude.

In view of the reduced ir~p cross section and the substantial

kinematic sensitivity of the ratio, it seems likely that very

few processes are involved.

In order to explain the ^2C daia of Ref.9, Lenz and Moniz

suggested interference from a process where the incident ir forms

a A", which subsequently collides with and ejects a proton,

before decaying with the neutron returning to i ts ini t ial state:

the knockout proton results from an interaction of the A~ formed

by the incident pion. Preliminary calculations of the 0

results (Ref. 12; see also Ref.11) appear to provide

remarkable confirmation of this interpretation. We have then in

these ir+/1r~ ratios a striking signature of a A-N interaction

within the nucleus. I should add that vrhile this interaction is

similar to those providing the spreading potential of the

conventional A-hole model, it is not included in Thies1

calculations of the 16O(ir+,ir+l) reactions. I t arises from what
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Hirata, Thies and Lenz call second order terms, where a second

nucleon is explicitly involved, so that the effect on the

propagating A cannot be described purely by a potential

experienced by i t . In pion elastic scattering tht1 nucleus

remains undisturbed, and a potential is an adequate description

of these medium effects on the passive A. Thus to describe

inelastic scattering, extra terms must be added to the medium

corrections derived from an analysis of elastic scattering to

account for processes excluded from the latter, although arising

from the same underlying interactions. These terms are

estimated to have l i t t l e effect on the dominant IT - p reaction

(thus not being an important omission in comparisons with

inclusive Or,Tr') reactions), but to cause large, destructively

interfering modifications to the it~- p "quasi-elastic"

interaction.

To end the (T/TTN) discussion I turn to the A-dependence,

where the data are again, however, rather limited. In Pig. 10

I show data from Piasetzky et al.flO] of (TT+,TT+P) and (Tr~,ir~n)

on 1 2C, Pe and Bi. In Table IVa, I show their ratios of

(ir,TrN)QF/(ir,ir' ) , at 245 and 165 MeV at backward pion angles;

the results are for energy-integrated pion yields, and the

previously discussed angular correlation technique has been used

to extract the quasi-free yield. I find aspects of these

results odd. The constancy of the carbon ratio may be mildly

inconsistent with there being more multiple pion scattering at

the higher energy, but this does not look serious. Going from

carbon <,o bismuth, we must expect the fraction of the (*, IT )

yield in the (TT/TTN) quasi-free peak to decline, due to increased

nucleon distortions, and at least for the IT*", due to increased

multiple pion scattering. (For ir+, the data of Levenson et

al. [7] show a somewhat smaller fraction of the (TT+,W+' ) yield i s

due to multiple pion interactions on heavy nuclei than on

carbon). So the trend of the ratios from carbon to biaauth is
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FIG. 10. (IT fir p) and (IT ,ir n) angular correlations for C, Fe

and Bi at 165 MeV. The lines are fits to the data showing the

decomposition into quasi-free and multi-step processes. Arrows

mark the angle of free ?r-N scattering. From Ref. 10.
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TABLE IV. The (TT,TTN) Reaction at 0̂ = 120° - 140°

Data from Refs 9 and 10.

a) Ratios of Quasi-Free Scattering to Total Inelastic

Differential Cross Sections,

12c

Fe

Bi

245 MeV

+ + + +i

30%

22%

15%

165 MeV

+ + + +«

30%

15%

(,-,*-.» Qp/U-,,r-',

29%

20%

. .

19%

b) A-Dependences defined as In fa (Bi)/a (c/jf/in [209/12]

(IT,IT1)

(Tr,TTN) Q F

245 MeV

IT

A 0' 4 7

A 0' 2 4

165 MeV

s

A0'40

1
A-0.05

,-

A 0" 5 0

A 0' 3 6
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unsurprising. However, the factor 2 reduction in the relative

quasi-free yield for ir+ on bismuth at 165 MeV compared to 245

•MeV seems large to attribute to nucleon final state interaction

changes.

There is also a factor £2 reduction in the ratio of

(•n-+,-rr+p)/(ir+,iT+l ) compared to (ir~,ir~n)/(ir~,iT~') on "bismuth at

165 MeV, which also seems very large. In this case, one can

argue that since the free p-p total cross section is half that

of n-p, a stronger final state interaction for the protons may

be expected. There must also be a significant fraction of

ir+-n quasi-free scattering: first because N/Z = 1.5, secondly

because the neutron density rises faster at the surface.

Conversely, the if̂ -p quasi-fres scattering may be negligible on

these grounds. While these effects should contribute to the

observed (ir~,7r~n)/(7r+,ir+p) quasi-free asymmetry, there should

also be some 7r~ multiple scattering which will alter the balance

the other way.

In Table IVb I show the A-dependences of the cross sections

underlying the ratios of Table IVa, deduced by comparing just

the carbon and bismuth results Refs 9 and 10. The (ir ,ir')

dependence is as previously discussed, and there are no obvious

grounds for surprise from the (TT+ ,ir+ p) quasi-free dependence at

245 MeV. However, the lack of any increase at all in the TT+

quasi-free coincident yield between carbon and bismuth at 165

MeV underlines the strength of the energy dependence in the

behaviour of the bismuth data. Altogether the very strong

variations in these data are difficult to comprehend without

large energy-dependent effects arising from the geometry of the

interactions.

In summary of this section, the ( ir+,TrHp) data on ^0 have

confirmed the analysis of the reaction dynamics on that nucleus,

while the ratios have furnished perhaps the most convincing
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example of medium modifications to the irN in terac t ion . The

(TT,TTK) data on bismuth, however, imply that our understanding of

the reaction dynamics does not extend so s a t i s f ac to r i l y to heavy

nuclei .

4. INCLUSIVE SINGLE CHARGE EXCHANGE (SCX)

Unti l recently very l i t t l e quasi-free SCX data existed, but

now some in te res t ing resu l t s are emerging at 160 MeV for the

inclusive ( TT ,TT°') cross sect ions . A few introductory remarks

are in order. I f the reaction i s t ru ly from single quasi-free

7r-N co l l i s ions , the resu l t s on N=Z nuclei wi l l be as for the non

charge exchange ( TT+ ,TT+ ') react ion, . scaled by the appropriate

isospin fac tor , and with very minor differences due to Conlomb

effects and d i s to r t i ons . However, for double pion sca t t e r ings ,

the simple T=3/2 isospin ra t ios indicate an enhanced yield in

the SCX channel: for N=Z. nuclei the double to single pion

sca t t e r ing r a t i o would be 1 .73 greater in the SCX channel than

in the quas i - e l a s t i c channel. A second difference may a r i se

from the A-N, or medium corrections to the quasi-free

in te rac t ion , which are not necessarily the same in the SCX

channel. This i s of course of great in te res t since we may learn

the i r isospin s t ruc tu re . Lastly, the re la t ion between the

reaction strength and the dis tor t ions on the incident and

scat tered pion i s very different on N>Z nuclei , to that in

quasi-elastic scattering.

Pig. 11 shows the 160( 7r+,Tr°') cross section at 160 MeV

from Ashery et al .[ i3] in comparison to the {ir+,TT+ *) reaction[i]

and Thies' A-hole calculation for the latter[5]» The SCX data

have been scaled by the ratio of the free SCX/TTN elastic total

cross sections at 160MeV. At energy-losses less than the quasi

free peak (high T^i), the two reactions seem very similar, but

at large energy-loss there is a persistent relative excess in
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ANL-P-16306

F I C 11. Outgoing pion spectra from the reactions 0(ir+f7r
+l)

at 163 MeV and 16O(ir+,Tr°) at 160 MeV. The ratio of the

cross section scales is that of the free TT-N elastic to charge

exchange total cross sections. Angles in parenthesis are for

the charge exchange data. The line is the result of the A-hole

calculation of Thies [V]. Data are from Refs. 1 and 13.
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the SCX data. Initially i t is tempting to attribute this to

more pion multiple scattering, but while this should contribute

some of the effect, detailed examination of the data does not

add confidence to this interpretation. The effect looks

uncomfortably large: at angles greater than 60°, the SCX

differential cross section, da/dft, is persistently 1 .35 - 1.4

larger than my estimates t̂  ._ 'd on the (IT ,TT ') data, and the

total SCX cross section ib 1.3 larger than a similar estimate.

These estimates already include a lf> correction for increased

multiple scattering is the SCX reaction compared to the 10#

apparent in the quasi-elastic cross section. Further, at

forward angles, the excess cross section seems to decline as a

fraction of the differential cross section (1.2 at 30°), whereas

multiple scattering would rather give the opposite trend. Note

that for the differential cross section comparisons I have used

the appropriate angle-dependent free ratios which vary, from 4.1

at 130° to 5.4 at 30°, for example. The shape of the excess in

the energy spectra in Pig. 11 also does not quite f i t , tending

to extend to too high T^i, to be from multiple scattering.

I t is interesting to speculate whether this excess cross

section can be due to a similar A-N knockout interaction as that

apparently responsible for the (ir ,-n p)/(ir~,Tr~p) ratios. Ref.

12 estimate the strength of this second order process to be up

to one quarter of the first order medium modified amplitude in

the SCX channel, but in this case adding constructively to the

cross section. The authors also point out that the involvement

of two nucleons helps relatively large momentum transfers of the

pion, so that the effect might be more noticeable in the ta i ls

of the quasi-free peak. We may therefore hope that further

investigation will show that this SCX data provides another

signal of a A-N interaction.
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In Pig. 12, a selection of results[13] at 160 MeV for

(IT ,TT°') on various nuclei is shown. In comparing these spectra

with each other and with similar quasi-elastic results, i t

should be noted that in heavy nuclei the neutron excess

strengthens the ir+ SCX and absorption while contributing l i t t l e

to the quasi-elastic, while for ir~ the neutron excess is a

strong elastic scatterer, contributes to the absorption, but

adds nothing to the SCX.

In \;he backward hemisphere, the shape of the spectra is

roughly unchanged from carbon to lead, for both T+ and ir~

incident. However, while the (ir+,ir°) data show an A

dependence, the (ir ,ir ) data show l i t t l e or no increase after

A»50; as in the DCX (ir ,ir ) reaction the neutron excess very

efficiently shields the protons. In the forward angle, low T ,̂

t a i l , the multiple scattering region, the (-rr /ir ) data again

show no increased yield for A£50, while the rather insufficient

data for the (ir ,ir ) reaction imply an A dependence here.

At 70°, there appears to be a qualitative difference in the

spectrum shape between light nuclei and very heavy nuclei (Pig.

12): while the carbon cross section falls steeply at low

energy, both the ir+ and ir~ cross sections on lead remain

constant between 80 and 30 MeV.

If the 0 SCX "excess" cross section is due to multiple

pion scattering, then we might expect those processes to be

strong in the lead data. The large yield on lead below 80 MeV

at 70° apparently is not due to multiple scattering since i t

does not appear at 10°; i ts origin is unclear. Thus the sum of

all these data tend to support the view that the difference

between the SCX and quasi-elastic on 160 is not due to increased

multiple scattering in the SCX channel, but rather to a

modification of the underlying processes.
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As in the case of ir+ quasi-elastic scattering, the apparent
weakness of multiple scattering in SCX on heavy nuclei (in this
case at 160 HeV, however) is not immediately easy to understand.
The (TT+,TT°) data are scarcely adequate to draw firm conclusions,
tut the multiple scattering here does not appear to rise as fast
as the (ir+,Tr~) DCX reaction; one might rather expect the
contrary in view of the strong ir~ final state distortions. The
very weak multiple scattering in Pb(ir~fir°) should he compared to
the similar results in Pb(Tr~,ir+) and in Pb(ir"~,ir°) at backward
angles (single scattering), and to the Bi(ir+,ir ') reaction. All
fr~-p reactions are very strongly shielded by the excess
neutrons, and while one might be surprised at the efficacity of
this shielding, the strong TT -n elastic cross section may be
taken to be the cause.

The weakness of the (TT~ »TT°) in lead is nevertheless perhaps
surprising when compared to. the (ir~/ir

+) case: For DCX, two
protons must participate, while participation with one proton
and one neutron would probably be predominant in SCX double
scattering. For SCX single scattering, if the neutron shielding
is the source of the low cross section on lead, some part of
this shielding should instead contribute to the multiple
scattering yield in SCX. Nevertheless, the increase in cross
section from carbon to lead is similar for SCX single and double
scattering and for DCX. While the shielding of the protons in
the Bi (ir+

/Tr+') reaction is less - A0*42 dependence at 160 MeV
compared to A for (Tr~»ir°) in single scattering - the
surprise of the relative weakness of the multiple scattering in
this case - about A0 '35 compared to A0*24 in (ir~,ir°) - i s , if
anything, compounded by the (TT~»TTO) results. While i t is
finally hard to draw definite conclusions on these points, they
do indicate that the neutron excess and geometry combine to be a
very powerful influence on the vr-nuclear dynamics.
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5. ISOTOPIC COMPARISONS

Comparisons of a l l these reactions on isotopic pairs can

provide information complementary to TT-N isospin channel ra t ios

and A-dependences. But while the geometrical influences are

l i t t l e changed between isotopes, the nuclear structure

differences may be important. I will consider the pair ^0—180

where most data exis t , and where the fract ional increase in

neutron density i s near to the best pract ica l ly achievable

(excluding the very l ight systems). I have only time to show a

selection of the available resul ts in Pig. 13, and make a few

quick comments.

The inclusive (TT^TT*') data of Navon et a l . [ H ] at 165 MeV

at backward angles show the extra neutrons enhance the ir~

quasi-elas t ic cross section and damp i t for ir+. This is

understood qual i ta t ively in that for the ir+ the extra neutrons

shield the protons by enhancing the absorption and charge

exchange probabi l i t i es . At 315 MeV, where the absorption cross

section i s small, the effect on the TT+ has disappeared.

Karaoglu et a l . [ i 5 ] have described the effect at 165 MeV in the

A-hole model as an enhancement of the effect of the spreading

potential proportional to the increased neutron density. I t i s

in teres t ing to note that th i s seems to imply the opposite effect

at 240 MeV (see Fig. 5)» contrary to ones simple qual i tat ive

expectation, but there is no published data here yet . In the

SCX channel, the 160 MeV data of Ashery et a l . [ i 3 ] show a

similar behaviour (with ir+ and TT~ sens i t iv i t i e s to the neutrons

reversed), but with an apparently weaker effect on the ir~. This

is rather the opposite of what I would expect since the

quasi-elas t ic process on the neutrons ought to shield the

protons from the ir~ much more strongly than the charge exchange

shields them from the TT+.
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In the (TT,TTN) results of Piasetzky et a l . [ i 6 j the backward
angle (ir+,ir p) and (ir~#ir~n) ratios are consistent with the
previous inclusive results and with Karaoglu et a l ' s
calculation, but the (IT |ir+p) ratio (1 60/1 80) at 90° - 110°
appears to rise with no obvious explanation. The (Tr~,ir~p) ratio
is qualitatively as expected, although one could again, as in
the SCX case, argue that i t should be larger than for (ir+/ir+p).

Lastly, in Pig. 13 a comparison i s shown of the DCX reaction
(TT+,IT~) at 240 HeV from Bauer et al . [ 5 ] , showing a factor of

18
1.7 enhancement on 0. This i s by way of advertisement for
this experiment which has measured the inclusive (TT*,**1) and
(ir*,Ti*) reactions on these isotopes at 115,163 and 240 MeV at
forward and backward angles. But i t i s also an i l lustrat ion of
the di f f icul t ies of extracting the interesting physics from
isotopic comparisons without assistance from calculation; while
the sign of the effect i s expected, the apparently very large
magnitude should be seen in the context of an Nx(N-1) ratio of
90/56 = 1.61(18O/16O) and phase space differing by a factor 1.1
for valence and core neutrons, and finally differing i n i t i a l and
final state interactions. All these must be accounted for
before we may deduce anything special about the underlying
processes. By measuring a l l possible reaction channels under
many different physical conditions we may nevertheless be able
to identify inconsistencies in the relations between the
channels on the isotopes, and thus deduce anomalies in some of
the underlying interactions.

6. A-DEP3JDENCES

For my last section, I have summarised the A-dependences of
quasi-free pion reactions in Table V, to the extent that present
data permit. For simplicity the A-dependences quoted are not
f i t s , nor published dependences, but straight comparisons of
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TABLE V. Simplified A-Dependences of Pion Cross Sections,

defined as In [a(H)/a(L)]/lnJA(H) /A(L)] where H is Bi, Pb or

Ta and L is C or 0. Incident energy is indicated by (a)

16 0-180 MeV, or (b) 220-245 MeV. An asterisk indicates that the

cx-oss section grows very little or declines after A - 50.

Proton

(/,-/')

(IT ,ir p)

+ +

(IT /IT ' )

(TT #TT )

n + : 0.
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cross sections on a heavy and light nucleus (e.g. lead and

carton). Of course the reactions often do not follow a straight

power law, and where this is clearly and grossly inappropiate I

have noted i t with an asterisk. The purpose of this tabulation

is to identify gross trends and undue attention should not be

paid to the details without examining the quality of the data on

which they are based. For completeness I have included the

total absorption cross section.

For the neutron induced reactions, the qualitative

behaviour is as expected, except for the (7r+,7r°) double

scattering dependence being slower than for DCX; the

uncertainly here, however, is large. For the proton induced

reactions, the most striking feature is the effectiveness of the

shielding by the neutrons. For 7T~-p interactions the cause of

the shielding is clearly the strong Tr~-n coupling, and only the

strength and apparent uniformity of the effect in the three

channels presented may cause surprise. That the (ir+,Tr+l ) double

scattering yield is almost as well quenched is more surprising,

and the behaviour of the (7r+,7r+p) cross section seems odd; both

of these phenomena have been discussed earlier. Bringing al l

these A-dependences together emphasizes that geometry and

neutron excess are very powerful influences on the pion reaction

dynamics, but that at the detailed level this is not yet

understood.

7 . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I have discussed the quasi-free scattering on 0 in

detail, examining the inclusive quasi-elastic, single and double

charge exchange, and exclusive coincidence data. These provide

a varied but consistent picture of the reaction dynamics on this

nucleus. The data on • 0 have also provided three signatures of

medium effects on the quasi-free interaction: The inclusive
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quasi-elastic data and the calculations of Thies have underlined

the importance of those effects already deduced from elastic and

total cross sections. The exclusive coincidence data on

Q(TX~fir^p) N have provided a really striking signature, with

TT /TT ratios over 3 times the free ratio, of a A-N knockout

interaction. And finally, I believe the inclusive single charge

exchange data will prove to be another signature of A-N

knock-out, although I risk rebuttal on this in the future.

Now that we are accustomed to the dominance of single

quasi-free knock-out processes, we may focus on the weaker

multiple pion interaction probability, as a function of incident

energy and of reaction channel, because this is a sensitive

touchstone of the balance between quasi-free interactions and

pion absorption in the reaction dynamics. Multiple pion

interactions are now established to account for about 30$ of the

quasi-elastic cross section on 0 at 240 MeV (but probably less

than 5$ at 114 MeV). This implies a weak direct absorption

probability at this energy, so that a good fraction of the total

absorption cross section may result from processes where the

incident pion energy is first degraded by a quasi-free knock-out

before the absorption takes place on other nucleons in the

nucleus.This is not, however, a 3-nucleon absorption process so

much as a two step absorption process, which becomes important

as the incident pion energy increases, because the direct

irNN -*• NN probability sharply declines.

The A-dependences of the various reactions raise sufficient

questions to demand fuller experimental investigation; while

some of these results seem remarkable, the data base often

remains weak. They raise the question of whether the strong

effects observed are the consequence of qualitatively understood

factors combining with the strong pion-nucleon interaction, with

itB marked isospin structure, or whether there are other

dynamics playing an important role. Careful and .fuller
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comparisons of reactions on isotopic pairs should also provide

important complementary information, with perhaps a more

explicit connection to the isospin structure of the

interactions. If unconventional dynamics are playing an

important role, then the presumed origin must be in the

A-nucleus interaction

It is a pleasure to acknowledge useful discussions with

Drs. M. Hirata, P.Lenz, K-. Masutani and T. Takaki, and to

thank Dr. D. Geesaman for providing data from the Argonne

collaboration prior to publication.

ERRATUM

It has been pointed out that in the preliminary results of

Kyle et al. shown in Figs 6 and 7 and in Table III, the

correction for the part of the (ir,irp) reaction out of the

experiment's acceptance is only valid for the direct quasi-free

part of the reaction. Thus the ratios of (TT,TTP)/(TI,II ') are only

meaningful when the reaction is dominated by the direct process.

The discussions in the text are not significantly affected.
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HIGH RESOLUTION STUDIES OF PION-NUCLEUS REACTION MECHANISMS

C. L. Morris
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently the (p,n) reaction has been used as a tool for measuring

Gamow-Teller matrix elements to states not kinematlcally accessible to beta

decay experiments.1 These experiments have shown that the quenching, of the

matrix elements observed In beta decay is also observed for higher lying

states. A considerable theoretical controversy has arisen concerning the

mechanism which is responsible for this quenching. 1. e., whether the

quenching is due to particle-hole or delta-hole excitations.2 This mechanism

is also likely to be responsible for the quenching of ground state magnetic

moments and Ml transition matrix elements.

Pion induced Ml transitions in 1 2C 3 and *t8Ca1* have been observed to be

enhanced when compared to expectations based on the distorted wave impulse

approximation (DWIA) model of the pion-nucleus interaction. This

enhancement has been interpreted as due to excitations of A-N components

of the final nuclear states. A similar mechanism has been invoked to

explain the observation of non-zero cross sections for pion induced double

charge exchange (DCX) isospin changing transitions. If this proposed

explanation is correct pion induced transitions, by providing wave function

amplitudes for A-N components of the nuclear wave function, should help in

answering the question of which mechanism is responsible for quenching

Gamow-Teller matrix elements, ground state magnetic moments and Ml

transitions.

Another proposed mechanism for these anomalous pion cross sections lies

in higher order contributions to the pion-nucleus interaction due to

interactions of the intermediate delta with the nuclear core.5 Since the

role of A in low lying nuclear states depends upon this interaction, both

proposed mechanism* imply that pion induced transitions provide information

which is likely to help in understanding the importance of excited nucleon

degree* of freedom in low lying nuclear states.
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The dominance of the A3-3 resonance in the pion nucleon interaction

leads to simple expressions for the form of the pion-nucleus interaction in

. the DWIA. However, DWIA does not properly account for the energy dependence

of the interaction, propagation of the intermediate delta, and interactions

of the intermediate delta. Comparisons of this approximation, for cases

where the nuclear structure is known from other probes, provides a measure

of higher order effects. A comparison of pion inelastic scattering with

expectations based on DWIA is the subject of this talk.

2. LOW LYING COLLECTIVE STATES

At incident pion energies between 100 and 300 MeV the A 3.3 resonance

dominates the pion-nucleon interaction. In the static-DWIA model, where

intermediate A propagation is ignored, the relative strengths of the

central, spin-dependent, and isospin-dependent parts of the force are fixed

with respect to each other by the quantum numbers of the A. The strongest

part of the force is the spin-isospin independent part. Consequently

collective states are strongly excited in pion inelastic scattering.

A comparison of DWIA calculations using empirically determined form

factors from inelastic electron scattering in general gives excellent

agreement with pion inelastic scattering to such collective states.b~9 Cross

sections and calculations of resonance energy (Incident pion energy of 180

HeV) pion scattering10 from the ground state and 2* member of the rotational

band in ^^Zsm are presented as an example in figure 1. The DWIA (dashed

line) and coupled-channel-impulse approximation (CCIA solid line)

calculations shown in the figure have used collective model form factors

determined from elastic and inelastic electron scattering. A departure from

the static model is an energy shift of -28 MeV used in evaluating the

T-matrix elements from pion nucleon phase shifts. This bit of phenomenology

has been shown to improve fits to elastic scattering.11 The quality of

agreement between the calculations and the data in this case is typical of

that obtained in other nuclei for strongly excited collective states.

Some exceptions to this generally good agreement have been observed.

In a comparison of DWIA calculations with data for low lying states In 12C

and **°Ca,b small angle cross sections for the 2* (4.44 HeV) state were
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observed to be underestimated by nearly a factor of two while those for the

0^ state were underestimated by a similar factor. The results of a aore

detailed study of pion inelastic scattering from 12C at forward angles at

162 HeV incident pion energy12 along with some calculations are presented in

figure 2. The explanation of the discrepancies between static-DWIA

calculations (solid line) and the data rests in two different higher order

processes. The enhancement of the 2* cross sections at forward angles

arises from spin-flux tensor coupling terms that appear in the isobar-hole

model. These liave been evaluated in a dynami.c-DWIA calculation by Lenz,

Thels and Horlkawa13 (dashed line). These extra tensor pieces of the

interaction do not effect transitions with Aj < 1, and so do not explain the

forward angle cross sections for the 0^ state, as can be seen by comparing

the dynamic-DWIA and static-DWIA calculations for this state.

This discrepancy has been removed by Sparrow and Gerace by calculating

two step contributions through the 2* state.14 These have been evaluated in

the coupled channel impulse approximation (CCIA), shown as the dot-dash line

In the figure. The form factors used in these calculations have been fit to

available electromagnetic observables and, as can be seen, give a good

description of the data.

Summarizing, cross sections to low lying collective states are well

described using DWIA or CCIA with empirically determined form factors.

Exceptions occur at low-q for 2 + and presumably higher spin states. A more

thorough experimental study of low-q cross sections to collective states

should provide important information about the A-nucleus interaction.

3. SINGLE PARTICLE EXCITATIONS

Resonance energy pion inelastic scattering can also excite states which

involve AS * 0 and/or AT * 0. Although these states are generally not as

strongly excited as collective states, they provide information about the

other parts of the pion-nucleus interaction. For some excitations

comparisons can be made with information extracted using other probes and so

assumptions about the pion nucleus interaction can be tested.

Among the well studied cases is the 1+ T-0,1 doublet in 12C. These

states have been extensively studied in (e,e') and (p,p') scattering and to

be well described by Cohen-Kurath wave functions.
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One of the predictions which can be aede from the relative sixes of the

various parts of the pion-nucleus interaction in the static model is that

the ratios of cross sections for members of an analog-antianalog* pair of

states (states whose wave functions only differ in isospin) is

o(T«0)/o(T-l) - 4. This ratio is rigorous if only the A3 3 resonance

contributes to the interaction and if interactions of the A with the A-l

system are neglected.

The possibility that this ratio is not 4 and that it varies with

incident pion energy was first reported by Peterson et al.15 Both of these

features are inconsistent with our present understanding of either the

structure of these states or the pion nucleus interaction.

A more recent measurement3 of the quantity [o(ir+) + o(ir~)] at q • 124

MeV/c is shown in figure 3 along with the ratio

R - 4o(15.11 MeV)/a(12.71 MeV) Not only does R deviate from its expected

value of unity but it shows strong energy dependence.

Also shown in the figure are static-DWIA calculations made using

Cohen-Kurath wave functions for these states. The magnitude and energy

dependence of The 12.71 MeV state are well predicted, but not for the

15.11 MeV state. Although the explanation of this data may lie in either

the isobar-hole model5 or in the existence of A-N components of the

15.11 MeV state wave function,3 no satisfactory explanation of the magnitude

and energy dependence of this data presently exists.

Inelastic (ir,ir'),lb (p.p')1' and (e,e')18 data have been measured for a

large number of transitions to stretched states, i. e., states of the

maximum j allowed in a lnu shell model space. A DWIA analysis19 of

inelastic pion scattering to T-0 and 1,4" states in lb0 and 6~ states in
28Si, using spectroscopic amplitudes determined from analysis of data taken

with other probes, has shown that the strengths of the T«0 and 1,, S-l

interactions from the free pion-nucleon interaction give a good description

of these high spin transitions. Since convection currents cannot contribute

to these transitions and other higher order couplings are expected to be

smaller for high spin states than for low spin states, this agreement cannot

be taken to imply that the interaction is well understood for the case of

the 1+ doublet.

A lower spin, isospin-mixed doublet of states has been observed in

(*,*') and also in 398 MeV incident energy (p,p')20 reactions at excitation

energies of 18.3 MeV (T - 0) and at 19.4 MeV (T - 1) in 12C. Both the
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energy dependence of the cross section observed in (*,»') (shown in figure

4) and the spin-flip probabilities measured in (p,p') suggest the~e states

are unnatural parity. This coupled with the cross section angular

distributions measured in both reactions lead to a spin assignment of 2" for

both states.

The strong isospin mixing suggests that these states have similar

spin-space wave functions as in the case of the 1+ doublet. Therefore, both

sets of data have been analyzed using DWIA and a simple model for the form

factor (^5/2BP3/2^2~> to see if the static DWIA model provides a resonable
description of the pion data.

The results of this analysis, using the same harmonic oscillator

parameter and spectroscopic amplitudes for both sets of data, are shown in

figure 5 (p,p') and figure 6 (ir,ir'). This somewhat naive model provides a

good description of these data sets simultaneously, indicating that the 1

results are not simply do to a renormallzation of the spin-isospin dependent

parts of the force for low-spin states, but must depend on the wave

function.

4. PION INDUCED DOUBLE CHARGE EXCHANGE REACTIONS

Fion inelastic scattering, although generally well described by first

order DWIA, provides evidence for second order processes. Those which have

been considered include: 1) two step interactions; 2) intermediate delta

interactions, and 3) final and initial state AN"1 components. Of these the,

latter two bear directly on the topic of this conference.

The pion induced double charge exchange reaction can only proceed via

such a second order reaction mechanism and, consequently, should provide an

ideal testing ground for models of these second order processes. The

systernatics of the data set for DCX are presented in another contribution to

this conference21, and so will not be reiterated here. The present status

of the theory of this reaction is also presented.22

The experimental data, however, are inconsistent with simple models

which only include two step interactions and, consequently, provide evidence

for second order processes involving either interactions of intermediate

deltas or final state delta wave function components. No existing models

for these other second order processes have been able to give a satisfactory

explanation of the DCX data set.
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5. CONCUSSIONS

Pion inelastic scattering is generally well described as a first order

process using the DW1A. this is especially true for a large body of

inelastic scattering data to low-lying collective states which is

well-described by fora factors obtained in (e,e') and the DWIA. Some data

for which this model does not work have been presented. Higher order

reaction mechanisms have been invoked to explain some of these data.

However, no model of these second order processes gives a satisfactory

explanation of the entire data set. Experimentally, more data for pion

induced transitions to low-spin unnatural-parity states which have been

studied by other probes would be useful in sorting out the reaction

mechanism responsible for the anomalous cross sections observed for the 1

states in 12C. Theoretically, a consistent evaluation of possible second

order diagrams in inelastic scattering, such as is being attempted for

DCX22, would be useful.

This work was supported in part by the Department of Energy.
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7. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1) Flon elastic and inelastic scattering froa 152Se at an incident

energy of 180 MeV. The curves are DWIA (dashed) and CCIA (solid)

calculations described in the text.

Fig. 2) Angular distributions for 162 MeV lzC(ir+,ir+')12C. Curves are

static-DWIA (solid), dynamic-DWIA13 (dashed) and CCIA (dot-dashed)

calculations.

Fig. 3) Bottom; Averaged ir+ and *"" cross sections for the 12.71 (circles)

and 15.11 MeV (triangles) states in 12C compared to DWIA

predictions. The solid curve is for the 12.71 HeV state, and the

dashed curve is for the 15.11 HeV state. The short dash curve

includes an estimate of convection current effects for the 12.71 MeV

state. Top: Ratio of the cross sections vs incident energy.

Fig. 4) Excitation function of the peak cross section for ir scattering to

the 18.3 MeV 2" state in

Fig. 5) Cross section angular distributions for scattering from the 2~

doublet at 18.3 MeV and 19.4 MeV in 12C compared to DWIA

calculations described in the text.

Fig. 6) Averaged w + and ir~ cross sections for the 2~ doublet in 12C compared

to DWIA calculations.
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ISOBAR-HOLE APPROACH TO PION-NUCLEUS INELASTIC SCATTERING

M. Thies
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that pion-nucleon scattering gets

strongly modified inside the nuclear medium: Binding cor-

rections, Pauli blocking and true absorption are important

ingredients for understanding elastic it -nucleus scattering

and the total reactive cross-section. In the A -region,

these medium corrections can conveniently.be related to prop-

erties of the A-resonance inside nuclei, which are of con-

siderable interest in their own right. It is the great merit
1-7)of the isobar-hole models to have made this connection,

thereby providing a new perspective for the whole field of

pion-nucleus interactions.

How do these medium corrections enter into the description of

specific inelastic reactions ? Traditionally, inelastic

hadron-nucleus scattering has been analysed in terms of the

"distorted wave impulse approximation" (DWIA). One uses the

free hadron-nucleon t-matrix as transition operator, in con-

junction with distorted waves generated from an empirical

optical potential :

< * * Tfk • * > -
 < f > C 15 *- " s f > (i)

From the theoretical point of view, the standard DWIA is only

fully satisfactory if the phenomenological optical potential

- which reproduces elastic scattering - happens to be close

to the theoretical first order optical potential,

C * > • <»•*•' l £ t « | O , 4 L > •
^^ ^^f ^^^
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This seems to be the case for high energy proton-nucleus

scattering (£ 1 GeV). For pions in the resonance region, one

is far away from such an ideal situation, and the whole DW1A

concept becomes questionable. Here, one first has to identify

the origin of the corrections to the 1st order optical poten-

tial, and then to apply these corrections consistently to

inelastic reactions. In practice, this program is technically

rather involved. Moreover, there are problems of principle

due to the fact that the optical potential always contains

some phenomenological elements. In this talk, we shall dis-

cuss various corrections to the standard DWIA for pion-

nucleus inelastic scattering in the resonance region. Our

starting point are previous analyses of elastic scattering,

based on the isobar-hole approach.

In section 2, we review the "modified DWIA". This is an ap-

proximation to pioiv-rvjcleus inelastic scattering closely

related to the version of the A-hole model which employs a

phenomenological "spreading potential" *** .In section 3,

we turn to a more microscopic approach where the A - N two-
14 17 ^

body interaction is introduced explicitly * '

2. MODIFIED DWIA

In the A-hole calculations of refs. 4-6, the pion nucleus

optical potential is given by (Fig. 1)

with Q "*

H:

(£ - HI ) •- V , - V
(4)
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W Is the Fock terra, Vsm the nuclear shell-model potential,
the A kinetic energy operator. The spreading potential V

sp

accounts phenomenologically for the coupling of the A-hole

doorway states to more complicated channels (2p-2h, pion ab-

sorption; Ap-2h, reflection terms; etc.), and consists of a

central * and spin-orbit term ':

Mr, s Vc P f o / P f o ) 4 VUJ L A - ^ P'CT) (5)

. _ 'V «„ (6)
I*, * - -HO n«v

In this model, all medium corrections, enter as A self-energy.

The transition operator for a particle-hole excitation can be j

derived from U . in Fig. 1 by cutting the hole-line, con- !
op-c I

verting it into a particle- and a hole-line (Eig. 2 ) . It has

two noteworthy features: i) it is non-local, due to the propa- \

gation of the A , ii) the A propagator in the transition I

operator is "dressed" by the A-nucleus interaction. These j

properties are indeed plausible : We are just using the full, |

non-static in-medium itN t-matrix as transition operator,

rather than the free one. We now include pion distortion in

the standard way, using the A-hole model to generate pion

wavefunctions in the initial and final state (Fig. 3 ) . This

approximation will be called "modified DWIA". It has been
7-9)applied to a variety of reactions on light nuclei . Notice

that the medium corrections enter in two distinct places :

The distorted pion wavefunctions, and the transition operator.

To set the scale for the medium effects, one should compare

the modified DWIA to an exact Ist-order calculation. However,

such an approach has never actually been used, simply because

it would be almost as complicate'! as the full A-hole calcu-

lation. Therefore, we shall emphasize the comparison with the
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more popular and technically simpler static 1st order DWIA

calculations.

It is instructive to compare distorted pion wavef unctions

calculated via the A-hole model with those obtained from a

static, 1st order theory (e.g. PIPIT ' ) . As a measure for

the attenuation of the distorted wave, let us define a "dis-

tortion factor" D as follows :

Here,

is the density for incoming (+) and outgoing (-) pions of

U)asymptotic momentum k. In the high-energy limit

the familiar form

D assumes

4

Here, it can be interpreted as the ratio of the one-nucleon

knock-out cross-section to the plane wave result, A- In

sp

16 8)

Fig. 4, we show D for It - 0 scattering ' as a function of

pion energy, both in the &-hole model (solid curve) and the

closure approximation (dashed curve). The isobar-hole model

predicts less damping above 100 MeV, mainly because Im V

(related to pion absorption) weakens the tt-N in-medium

't-matrix. Below 100 MeV, the effect is reversed : Here, pion

absorption increases the imaginary part of Uo_t» and there-

fore the damping. Note that D >1 (which is not possible in

Glauber theory) indicates an enhancement due to the attractive

real part of the optical potential.
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A-propagation effects are due to the delta kinetic energy

operator T^ in the transition operator. In the "fixed scat-

terer approximation", one usually sets

(10)

i.e. the value corresponding to a nucleon initially at rest..

A better guess in the case of inelastic scattering to dis-

crete states would be to assume that the A is created in the

brick-wall frame : This allows to share the momentum trans-

fer equally among initial and final nuclear wavefunctions
7)(Fig. 5). Then, the closure energy becomes angle-dependent ,

( 0 . !±£ ) (11)
~ * J

Between 0° (Q=k) and 180° (Q=0, delta at rest), Tft varies by

40 MeV, with a corresponding sizeable change in the TIN

amplitude.

Next, we allow for fluctuations of T A around the mean value

(11):

•*• _«L

Here, p and p• denote the initial and final nucleon momenta.

The linear correction term in eq. 13 yields a coupling to the

nuclear convection current, absent in the static theory. This
12)

has first been observed by Wilkin . There is a second

mechanism for coupling to the convection current, namely via

the non-static vertex corrections :
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f K (A'-tfA- C*. -£/»*)

2
The average correction (-2eQ ) in Eq. 14 is the usual

"angle transformation11. In contrast to the non-static vertex

correction, the A propagation effect has a strong energy

dependence, being proportional to the energy derivative of

the resonant TIN amplitude, cf. Eq. 13.

The role of & propagation in inelastic scattering can be
7)

illustrated with the following little example . Take a

(s~y2 Pj/2) *"" excitation in PWIA, using harmonic oscillatory2

wavefunctions

The first term is the longitudinal form factor, the second

term the convection current. Classically, one can change the

angular momentum in two ways :

J (16)

An order of magnitude estimate yields

I&L I o r L • 2- J~ ±. (17)

in close analogy to Eq. 15.

The second piece in Eq. 15 thus corresponds to an excitation

via "AR" and does not require any momentum transfer. This

mechanism is not restricted to the convection current : Take
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for instance a (pl/o P,/o)
 2 + excitation, where the convection j

current vanishes identically. Here, we find 1

The numerical estimate refers for example to 240 MeV (TC,7t*)

on 0. This huge variation produces a characteristic shift

of the quasi-elastic peak in different directions, depending
8 131

or* whether ona is above or below the resonance energy * .

d) Medium_corrections to

If the A moves in a complex, local potential V(r), the ef-

fective resonance energy and width in the transition operator

become r-dependent :

X* • xt - <21AVfr) (20j

i

The A propagation induced term has now 2 extra powers of 1
2 2 —1 »

( x. - Q ) , indicating that in the perturbative expansion |

of eq. 13, one has tc go to 2nd order in the nucleon momenta. jj

This type of excitation mechanism - which has no analogue in j

electron scattering - should be most clearly visible at
very small momentum transfer. It is worth noting that static I
DWIA calculations often fail precisely in this region. !

Finally, we recall that there is a very nice signature of the :
13)A kinetic energy operator in quasi-elastic pion scattering .

In a Fermi gas model, the initial nucleon momenta have well

defined values at the endpoints of the energy-loss spectrum, I

namely +k_q on the large energy-loss side, -kfq on the small

energy-loss side. This implies a variation in T across the

full spectrum by i

i
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To estimate the effect in inelastic scattering, we replace

V(r) by the relevant average value7' ("3-dimensional door-

way state expectation value")

(21)

(22)

We evaluate X* for C, using the simple parametrization

(23)

for the transition density, which is adequate for the low-

lying,collective states. Furthermore, we take V(r)=V p(r)/f(O)

The result is

B- * ̂  - ±>\vo *» ' e (* + £ £ - £ * ) (24)

The effective resonance parameters now depend on the multi-

polarity J and the momentum transfer q. For q=0, one obtains

* v. f., r, i+, 3" (25)

respectively. For large q, the effect of the A-nucleus po-

tential gets enhanced due to the possibility of sharing the

momentum transfer among two nucleons : The exponential factor

converts the q-dependence of the single scattering term
2 2

(•c exp(-q b /A)) into the one characteristic for a double
2 2

scattering term («t exp(-q b /8)).

As a quantitative example, we show in Fig. 6 the differential

cross-section for the 2 + (4.44 MeV) excitation in 1 2C at 226

MeV, using various options for the & Greenes function7'. The

pion distorted waves correspond in all cases to the full
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isobar-hole results : They are not varied. Notice the char-

acteristic angle dependence of both the A kinetic energy

effect and the medium corrections.

The weakening of the in-medium ttN t-matrix near resonance

due to V has two effects : It changes the transition

operator, but also decreases the damping of the distorted

wavefunctions (Fig. 4 ) . As a result, the cross-section in the

first maximum is rather insensitive to the model for the itN

t-matrix, if one uses the same t-matrix in the transition

operator and the optical potential. This is illustrated in

Fig. 7 for the 2 + and 3~ excitations in 12C at 226 MeV pion

energy. Here, in the closure approximation (dashed curves),

we have also used static pion wavefunctions, unlike in Fig. 6.

At large q however, th© cancellation is not effective any

more because the effect of the spreading potential in the

transition operator is enhanced, as explained above.

We now turn to quasi-elastic pion scattering, which has also
8 9)

been analysed in terms of a modified DWIA ' . In Fig. 8, we

show the inclusive (it,it1) spectra on He at 170, 220 and

270 MeV, and a pion angle of 132°. The solid curves correspond

to the full isobar-hole calculation, the dashed curves to a

standard DWIA (free, static transition operator; pion wave-

functions from the A -hole model). This figure clearly shows

that the in-medium ItN t-matrix is weaker near resonance, but

stronger well above resonance : The first effect can be

attributed to the absorptive imaginary part of V ( or,

equivalently, to "true" absorption ), the 2nd one to it's

repulsive real part (of unknown dynamical origin). Both of

these predictions are nicely confirmed by the recent SIN
9)experiment . One might wonder whether there will again be a

miraculous cancellation of the medium corrections if one uses

static pion wavefunctions in the standard DWIA : This is not

the case here, because the energy of the scattered pion is
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quite different from the incoming one, and the distortion

effects vary strongly with energy (Fig. 4). Unlike in the

case of low-lying, discrete states, a straight, static first

order calculation yields rather poor results in quasi-elastic

scattering. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for (TL.Tt1) on
160 at 163 MeV 8).

3. TRANSITIONS INDUCED BY THE AN-INTERACTION

Eventually, one would like to relate the spreading potential
14)to some underlying A -nucleon two-body interaction '. The

two basic medium corrections to the optical potential im-

plied by such a more microscopic picture are shown in Fig. 10,

The A N interaction gives rise to both a A self-energy and
a vertex correction (A-hole interaction). In the following,

we focus on the contribution to the A N t-matrix which is

related to pion absorption. Thus we consider only the S2

(T=l) A> N partial wave, which dominates pion absorption and

production at and below resonance energy.

The strength of the effective. A N t-matrix can be inferred

from a comparison with the empirical spreading potential

(Fig. 11). It has been demonstrated that for light nuclei,
14)such an identification can always be justified . The main

reason is the dominance of the first doorway state in elastic

scattering. We note in passing that for the Sp(T=l) A N

partial wave, the self-energy accounts for 3/4, the vertex

correction for 1/4 of the spreading potential. As far as

elastic scattering is concerned, there is no real difference

between the "phenomenological" approach and the "microscopic"

one, except that the latter yields a useful strength para-

meter for the effective AN interaction.
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This equivalence is no longer true in inelastic scattering.

In order to get the corresponding transition operator, we

have to cut all hole-lines in the two diagrams of Fig. 11.

This yields the 4 lowest order processes depicted in Fig. 12.

The two direct terms (M and M«) can be interpreted as A -

nucleus elastic and inelastic scattering respectively; the

other two terms (M and ! O are exchange diagrams.

Clearly, these 4 processes do not have anymore the general

structure of the modified DWIA. Nevertheless, it is still

possible to write down an effective itN transition operator

which, for a lp-lh excitation, has the same matrix-elements

as the sum of all 4 diagrams in Fig. 12. For the sake of

simplicity, let us use here the closure approximation for

the A kinetic energy operator, a O-range A N s-wave t-matrix

and static ncNA vertices. Then we find

( 2 6 )

We have already eliminated the strength parameter of the A N

t-matrix in favor of the spreading potential V . The 1st
sp

term in eq. 26 corresponds to the DWIA, modified by the

diagrams Mg and M of Fig. 12. The 2nd term arises from the

processes M and M-, where the A N interaction is responsible

for the transition. The spin-dependence of t __ (projector

onto j=3/2) is unchanged as compared to the DWIA, due to our

restriction to S=2 A N states. However, the isospin dependence

of the additional processes is quite different. In this per-

turbative approach, the effect of the spreading potential is

doubled for a AT=O transition, but completely cancelled for

a AT=1 transition (t/t piece). This is of course no accident.

The intuitive reason will be explained below.
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To arrive at a more realistic estimate of the corrections to

the DWIA, we sum up the elastic A-nucleus interaction to

all orders, using the identification of Fig. 11. This is

again in the spirit of a DWIA, but now for the delta rather

than the pion. The result is simply

(27)

The first term in parentheses corresponds to the modified

DWIA of section 2, the second one to the processes M and M

of Fig. 12, but with dressed A -propagators (Fig. 13). Eq. 27

is the starting point for the following qualitative dis-

cussion. A generalization to A N partial waves different from

the S2(T=1) channel can be found in ref. 14).

We first consider low-lying AT=O excitations. The effective

transition operator in our model is

teff = _ — 3 : 7 x + ^e I (28)

Since V =V° o(r)/ P(o), we may write the optical potentialsp "P
as

g f > (29)

'" e-eT *;
The relation between t -f and U . is remarkably simple :

(30)

This is of course nothing else but the diagrammatic "cutting

of hole lines", in a very simple model. Using this same model,

the modified DWIA of section 2 may be defined through the

relation ^

* ^ (modified DWIA) (31)
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The difference between (30) and (31) explains the factor of 2

in the 1st order corrections noticed above. The physics
2

reason is the following : A j> -term in the optical potential

arises from a pion-two-nucleon operator. There are two dif-

ferent ways of using such a 2-body operator in inelastic

scattering, as compared to only one way in elastic scattering

(Fig, 14). We also note that a transition operator of the
15)

type eq. 30 has correctly been used by the MSU group at

low energies, where U Q is usually parametrized as a power

series in the density j»(r).

In order to estimate the size of the corrections, we have to

replace V in eq. 28 by some appropriate average value. At
s.P

resonance, we get a reduction of the modified DWIA amplitude
14)by typically 20% , due to the imaginary part of t N,

therefore a decrease in cross-section by 30-40%. Judgeing
12 7)

from our modified DWIA results for C at resonance (Fir*.

15), this will help to improve the agreement between theory

and experiment for the 3~ state, but will deteriorate existing

agreement for the 2 + state.

For isovector excitations or single charge exchange, the

medium corrections cancel completely in our simple model, to

lowest order in t A M . The reason is illustrated in Fig. 16 :
5 a 1

The S2 AN-channel does not couple to S NN pairs, so that

a short range &N interaction cannot contribute to a AT=1

transition. Note that this selection rule can only be imple-

mented if all 4 diagrams of Fig. 12 are kept : The A self-

energy alone is identical for &T=0 and AT=1 transitions.

The corrections to the modified DWIA amplitude in the res-

onance region have been estimated to tt 20% for AT=1 excit-
12 13

ations in C and « 25% for single charge exchange in C,
14)and there is constructive interference '. For discrete

states which differ only in isospin, the ratio between T=l

and T=0 excitation cross-sections may therefore change by as
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much as a factor of 2 as compared to the DWIA prediction, in

favor of the T=l state. This may help to understand quali-

tatively the observed isospin ratio for the 1+ excitations in
12 16)

C (Fig. 17). Recently, Takaki has evaluated the dia-

grams of Fig. 13 rigorously in the isobar-hole model, in-

cluding pion distortion and AN s-wave interactions in all
17)spin-isospin channels . He confirms the estimated change in

the ratio of T=l to T=0 transitions; however, in order to

explain the individual energy dependence for the 12.7 and

15.11 MeV states, he has to invoke strong and strongly energy

dependent contributions to t N which are not related to the

dominant absorption channel.

1 o

In the case of single charge exchange on C, Hirata and
18)

Sakamoto have presented a A -hole calculation which in-

cludes the S2(T=l) AN 2-body interaction. Here, the most

important diagram is shown in Fig. 18. These authors find an

increase in cross-section of about 40% as compared to the

earlier calculation of Hirata, based solely on the spreading
19) 14)

potential , in agreement with our rough estimate . They

speculate that the remaining discrepancy between theory and

experiment (about 75% in the integrated cross-section) might

reflect A N interactions in higher partial waves.

These two recent examples indicate the possibility of getting

rather detailed information about the effective A N inter-

action in nuclei from a careful analysis of specific inelastic

pion-nucleus reactions.

c) Nucleonknock-out_reactions

For quasi-free nucleon knock-out, our simple estimate yields

the following ratio between the t ....-induced corrections
A 14)

and the modified DWIA amplitude, in the resonance region :
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^/^ + *v^> «-*•£•*> (32)

The corrections are smallest for the large TC*p-» flf*p cross-

section, which dominates (to tt 90%) the inclusive (TC,TC#)

reaction. Therefore, our modified DWIA calculation of (TLjTi')
A 16 8 9)

on He and 0 * are not affected very strongly. For in-

clusive single charge exchange (it*,**) on the other hand, we

would expect an increase in cross-section over the DWIA by up
20)

to 40%. A recent experiment by Ashery et al. shows indeed
an excess of cross-section for the ( TC*,u*) reaction on 0,

as compared to the (n*,W*) reaction, rescaled by the free
isospin ratio. However, there is also a shift in the quasi-

elastic peak towards large energy losses. This might indi-

cate an increased contribution of incoherent two-step

processes in the charge exchange case, as opposed to the

coherent processes in our model.

The most dramatic correction in eq. 32 concerns the weak

TC'p or tt+n knock-out channels, where the DWIA amplitude

is cancelled to a large extent by the AN-interaction in-

duced process. This should show up in ftVit" proton knock-out

ratios significantly exceeding the free value of 9. A better

estimate of this ratio has to take into consideration real-

istic values for ^V > and & £ in eq. 27. This gives rise

to a rather sensitive dependence on the kinematics. A typical
14)

prediction for specific kinematics is shown in Fig. 19.
21 22)Experimental results • from coincidence measurements

show indeed strong deviations from the quasi-free isospin

ratios in the direction which we would predict. Unlike in the

case of inclusive charge exchange, incoherent two-step pro-

cesses can be ruled out here.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this type of conference talks, one often hears how wonder-

ful pions are as a tool for nuclear structure studies. The

isospin dependence of the elementary TCN scattering ampli-

tude plays an important role in this context. All such claims

are invariably based on the assumption that a DWIA type of

approach can be used, where the free ftN t-matrix acts as

transition operator. It has not always been realized that

such a simple picture cannot be reconciled with che large

medium corrections found in the isobar-hole calculations of

elastic scattering.

A first step towards a unified description of elastic and

inelastic pion-nucleus scattering is the "modified DWIA", in

which one replaces the free U N t-matrix in the transition

operator by the in-medium t-matrix. Unfortunately, a closer

look into the microscopic origin of the medium corrections

(e.g. the phenomenological spreading potential) reveals that

this very intuitive correction to the DWIA is far from being

complete : It leaves out a whole class of processes where the

A N interaction plays the active part in the transition. If

one insists upon describing such many-body processes in the

general form of a DWIA, the transition operator becomes very

strongly dependent on the type of reaction considered. Thus

for low-lying, longitudinal 4T=0 excitations, one has to

use the functional derivative & U /f $ (r',r), rather than
Opu ** *

the in-medium t-matrix. In particular, this implies that

neither the free itN t-matrix, nor a phenomenological para-

metrization of the in-medium t-matrix entering the optical

potential, will in general suffice to pin down the tran-

sition operator. This may be somewhat disappointing for those

mainly interested in using pions as a nuclear structure probe.

On the other hand, it opens exciting new prospects for under-

standing some longstanding puzzles in pion-nucleus reactions,
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while getting at the same time highly selective information

related to the A-nucleus and 6-nucleon interactions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1) Pion-nucleus optical potential in the isobar-hole model.

V = spreading potential, Wp = Fock term (Pauli quenching

of the A width).

2) Transition from the elastic optical potential to a particle-

hole excitation, by "cutting" the hole-line.

3) Schematic illustration of the "modified DWIA" for inelastic

pion-nucleus scattering. The A propagator is the same as

in Fig. 1.

-Iff

4) Distortion factor (eq. 7) for tt- 0, as a function of
8 )pion energy . Solid curve : A-hole calculation, dashed

curve : closure approximation.

5) Creation of the delta in the "brick wall frame", for pion

nucleus inelastic scattering to discrete states.

6) Comparison of various approximations to the A Green's

function in the transition operator, for the 2+(4.44 MeV)
7)excitation by 226 MeV pions . Dotted curve : Closure

approximation, solid curve : free A (kinetic energy only),

dashed curve : including central A-nucleus potential,

dash-dotted curve : full A-hole calculation,' including

Fock term and spin-orbit potential. The distorted pion

wavefunctions always correspond to the full A-h calculation.

7) Comparison between the A-h calculation (solid curves) and

the closure approximation (dashed curves) for the 2 + and

3" states in 12C and 226 MeV pions. Unlike in Fig. 6, the

same model has been used for the transition operator and

the (distorting) optical potential, in both cases.
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8) Inclusive ( 7L,Tt') spectra on/Sie at 170, 220 and 270 MeV

and 132° pion scattering angle '. Solid curves : A-hole

calculation, dashed curves : static 1st order transition

operator, full wavefunctions ("standard DWIA").

9) Inclusive (it,it') spectra on 1 60 at 163 MeV 8'. Solid

curves : Modified DWIA & -hole calculation, dashed

curves '. closure approximation, both in the transition

operator and the distorted waves.

10) Two basic corrections to the pion-nucleus optical potential,

to lowest order in the & N t-matrix. Left hand side :

self-energy, right hand side : vertex correction.

11) Schematic identification of microscopic A self-energy and

A-h interaction with the phenomenological spreading poten-

tial .

12) The 4 contributions to lowest order in the AN t-matrix in

inelastic pion-nucleus scattering, as generated from the

optical potential in Fig. 10 by cutting each hole-line.

Only M2 and M3 are contained in the modified DWIA.

13) Illustration of the modified DWIA transition operator (M_ )

and other corrections induced by the & N two-body inter-

action (M |M 1). The dressed & propagator sums up the elas-

tic &-nucleus interaction to all orders ("A distortion")

14) Plon-two-nucleon operator in elastic (a) and inelastic (b)

It. -nucleus scattering.

15) Modified DWIA results of ref. 7) for the 2 + and 3~ excit-
12ations in C, at and above reson*

correspond to the A -hole model.

12ations in C, at and above resonance. The solid curves
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16) Illustration of medium corrections to an isovector tran-

sition (or single charge exchange). A short range, S2

(T=l) A N interaction cannot contribute, therefore the

A self-energy is cancelled by the vertex corrections.

17) Excitation function of the T=0 and T=l 1+ states in 1 2C,

for fixed q=120 MeV/c, versus pion energy. Solid and

dashed cu

ref. 16).

7)dashed curves : modified DWIA predictions . Data from

18) Active contribution of the AN interaction to single
13charge exchange in C, evaluated in ref. 18).

19) Ratio of 240 MeV Tt+to it"*proton knock-out cross-section

for 0 (p-shell knock-out), as a function of the energy

of the scattered pion14'. Solid curve : 0^=130°, ^=-17°,

Dashed curve : 0^=60°, 9p =-50° (coplanar geometry). The

arrows indicate the quasi-elastic point.
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The A Resonance In Pion Nucleus Elastic, Single,
and Double Charge Exchange Scattering

Mikkel B. Johnson
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The A resonance is strongly excited in pion-nucleon scattering, but

there is clearly only a limited amount of information that can be learned in

scattering the pion from an isolated nucleon. One learns that there is a

resonance of mass 1232 MeV» width 115 MeV, and, if one is willing to

introduce a dynamical model, something about the off-shell extension of the

amplitude. One stands to learn much more from pion-nucleus scattering

because in this case the A,, resonance has an opportunity to scatter from

nucleons, and how this occurs is not well understood. Nuclear theory cast

commit itself to a specific form for this interaction in order to do

dynamical calculations, and nearly all subfields of nuclear physics would

benefit from a specification of the A -nucleon (A-N) interaction that has
3 3

empirical verification.

What do we know about the A-N interaction for pion-nucleus

scattering? The isobar-hole model2»3 was invented to deal directly with the

A .-nucleus dynamics, and in Ref. 3 a phenomenological determination of the

isobar "shell-model" potential was attempted. The unknown dynamics fiU^ is

contained in a cent

spin orbit potential

contained in a central isoscalar "spreading potential" of strength U and a

wnp

The real part of W.p Is measured relative to the nucleon-nucleus potential.

One learns from this analysis that the isobar A., is less bound in the center

of the nucleus than a nucleon by about 20 MeV, and that the width of the

Isobar Is Increased by about 40 MeV by multiple interactions and absorption.

The parameters were fit to a variety of light nuclei, where it it technically

feasible to solve the theory.
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Having learned that It Is possible to study the isobar-nucleus

interaction directly In plon-nucleus scattering, it is natural to ask how one

•ight discover even •ore* A characterisation of the isospin dependence of

the isobar-nucleus interaction is one obvious lack in our understanding. I

- believe that there are great opportunities for exploiting the Isospin degrees

of freedom in future experiments at the meson factories to facilitate an

understanding of this physics. From a more theoretical point of view, one

would like to be able to calculate 6V^, including its isospin dependence,

from an underlying dynamical model which is formulated in terms of the basic

"effective" meson-baryon couplings, a few of which are shown in Fig. 1. Some

salient properties of these couplings can be determined from models of

quark-bag structure, which raises the exciting possibilty of learning about

these fundamental issues from pion scattering*

Host of the remarks of this talk will deal with our attempts at Los

Alamos to build a theoretical framework to deal with these and other Issues.

To learn about the A-N isospin dependence in elastic scattering, it is

clearly necessary to study carefully nuclei with N > Z, e. g., nuclei with a

neutron excess. One can deal more directly with the isospin degrees of

freedom in charge exchange reactions. Of the two varieties, single charge

exchange (SCX) and double charge exchange (DCX), the latter is more useful

for the present purposes because at least two nucleons must be struck in the

process, which means the isobar-nuclear interaction contributes to leading

order.

In building the theory, our decisions have been strongly influenced by

the fact that there is an intriciate coupling between the A, ir, and nuclear

dynamics. To learn about any of these, one must make convincing arguments

that the uncertainties in the others are under control. It makes most sense

to begin building theories for nuclei near closed shell, to take advantage of

the nuclear mean field models, which in other contexts have proved quite

successful. He have learned much about plon dynamics already in elastic

scattering from various theoretical and experimental investigations, and we

therefore want to Incorporate this knowledge also.

He therefore have chosen a framework in which pion-nucleus elastic, SCX

and DCX are calculated together in the same theory. We want to exploit the

fact that the underlying strong interactions respect Isospin invarlance to a

high degree of validity. Because SCX and DCX to isobaric analog states and
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elastic scattering are intimately connected by a synmetry, we are able to

achieve a unified treatment of these processes for which the theoretical

description is paticularly simple. Our second major demand is that the

theory be microscopic and derivable in principle from the basic couplings

shown in Fig. 1. By so doing we allow the results of the theory to make the

strongest possible statements about fundamental physics.

In the remainder of this talk I want to describe in a bit more detail

how we are building the theory and what we are learning from it. I will

begin by describing the two complementary stages of development we are

pursuing in which D. J. Ernst and E. R. Siciliano are major collaborators.

Finally I will describe the status of a calculation of some important terms

in this theory, which involve the "double delta" (Fig. (lb). This is a

collaboration with E. Siciliano, H. Toki, and A. Wirzba.

Low energy pion-nucleus elastic scattering has been studied by Strieker,

HcManus, and Carr in an optical model framework with great success. Their

optical potential has the form

D - V • [5 + AC1V - k2[? + A£] - i( P l - 1>V25 - I(p2 - 1)V
2A5 , (2)

where k is the momentum of the incident pion, p^ » (1 + w/2iM)/(l + to/AM) is

a kinematical factor arising from the transformation from the pion-nucleus

center-of-mass frame to the pion-nucleon center-of-mass frame (M » nucleon

mass, w2 • k2 + m2, A • number of nucleons) and where the quantities g and AC

specify the dynamics in the p-waves of a pion relative to a cluster of one

and two nucleons, respectively (£ and A? are the same for s-waves).

We7'8 have extended the theory of Ref. 6 to includs an explicit

dependence on the pion isospin operator $ and the nucleus isospin operator T.

We therefore write

e - e0 + «!* • f

where £. is the lowest order isoscalar and £. the lowest order isovector

interaction term. Because the pion is an Isovector meson and because two
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nucleons arc struck in describing AC. A? m y have in addition an "isotensor"

term

(4)

The operator form chosen here enables us to calculate elastic, SCX, and DCX

to isobaric analog states in a unified framework.

The two stages of development of the theory aim at an Integration of a

correct microscopic description of the plon/A dynamics with a correct
3 3

handling of the nuclear dynamics. Because the pion may be emitted and

absorbed in single quanta, the following two basic tenets of traditional

multiple scattering theory are invalid:

(1) the existence of an underlying two-body potential, and

(2) conservation of the number of projectile particles.

The first stage seeks to gain experience in the formulation of pion

scattering in a framework which avoids these assumptions. For this we have

examined multiple scattering based on the Chew-Wick static source field
q

theory. A few of the properties of our scattering theory which will be
preserved in more comprehensive frameworks are:

(1) U may be derived from the couplings in Fig. 1 in terms of a

well-defined diagrammatic cluster expansion.

(2) It is proper to embed U in the Klein-Gordon equation

(-V2

(3) U (and the scattering T-matrix) are crossing symmetric in principle

and this property may be preserved order by order in our expansion.

(4) Multipion intermediate states are naturally incorporated.

(5) Short range irN form factors are proper to use (the theory described

above goes to the limit of zero ranged form factors).

We derive U from a diagrammatic spectator expansion in which the lowest

order term u' ' is the sum of all diagrams for which a pion interacts with a
( 21single nucleon, and the second order term Uv ' includes all diagrams for

which a pion interacts with two nucleons, minus the iteration of the lowest
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order optical potential. Our tr1' is expressed in terms of the off-shell

free pion-nudeon-scattering amplitude in the usual way. Typical terms for

U*2* are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2c is the iteration of U*1*, which is

subtracted to avoid double counting with Fig. 2a and 2b. The correction is

nontrivial for the isotensor potential. The Fauli principle is incorporated

through exchange terms, one example of which is shown in Fig. lb. Generally

speaking, all diagrams in U come in crossed and uncrossed form, but sometimes

there is no distinction, i. e., Figs, la and Id are the same in our theory

because we do not distinguish time orderings.

One of our main findings is that isospin invariance imposes a rather

strong constraint on the form of A£ > giving rise to a rather special "global"

form. One expects that A£ , A£ , and A£ will depend on p 2, Ap2, and pAp,

where p is the total nuclear density and Ap is the valence neutron density.

We find that isospin invariance allows these densities to be combined with

four numbers A> , which may depend strongly on energy, but are in practice

very weakly dependent on N, Z, and A. The object of the theory is then to

calculate these four numbers, in terms of which scattering

throughout the periodic table should be predicted at a given energy.

The terms shown in Fig. 3 are perhaps of more theoretical interest than

those in Fig. 2. Figure 3a includes the multiple reflection and true

absorption of the pion and is generally believed to account for the collision

broadening of the A as determined experimentally in the isobar-hole model.

A calculation of these terms ' made in the static theory, employing a

self-consistent procedure, gives about the right sign and magnitude of the

teries in the resonance region. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the

spreading potential determined in Ref. 3 with the earlier calculation of

Ref. 10. The results of Ref. 2b support the conclusion that the spreading

potential W should arise from these terms. Microscopic evaluations of these

terms for charge exchange have not been made, but the importance of doing so

is heightened by their apparent importance in the isoscalar channels.

Figure 3(b), (c), and (d) have achieved a high level of interest lately

based in large part on measurements of double charge exchange cross sections.

These terms are quite puzzling and for this reason I will postpone the

discussion of these to the end of the talk.
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Let me now turn to a discussion of some experimental results in the

region of the (3,3) resonance and indicate' the extent to which they can be

understood in the theory at a very elementary level of application. Elastic

scattering has been studied In a theory very similar to ours by Cottingame

and Holtkamp, and they found a remarkably simple result, namely that a

systematic reproduction of elastic scattering throughout the periodic table

in an energy interval about the (3,3) resonance can be accomplished if the

pion-nucleon scattering amplitude is evaluated at an energy shifted downward

by 20-30 MsV. A theoretical description of this shift depends upon the

details of the A propagation and Interactions in the medium and 1 will

shortly show how we propose to include this In our theory microscopically.

Extensive measurements of SCX to isobaric analog states have shown

that 0° cross sections follow a very simple law

(0°) ~ (N-

which holds within a factor of two. Similarily, DCX14 follows the law

a(0°) ~ <N-Z)(N-Z-l)/A10/3 . (7)

Examples of this are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These trends are reproduced by

the theory if very simple scaling densities

PN/pp - N/Z (8)

are utilized and if all second order terms are dropped.

The fact that the theory reproduces trends seen in the data in many

different experiments is taken as encouragement to take the approach

seriously at the next level, namely encouragement to include more realistic

descriptions of nuclear densities and to see what new can be said about A-N

dynamics. As guidance for these studies, we find the following two results

to be of help:
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(1) Our global form for lr2' shows that the second order terms tend not

to affect the relative (N,Z,A) dependence of cross sections, with

only one exception: the sequential terms lead to a relative

enhancement of DCX cross sections for T « 1.

(2) Including more realistic densities can have large effects on the

relative (N,Z,A) dependence of SCX and DCX cross sections.

We expect that these systematics will help us separate the

uncertainties in nuclear structure from those of A-N dynamics.

Now let me turn to the problem of determining the effective energy of

the A resonance in pion-nucleus scattering. I will discuss the initial

results of our attempts to incorporate nuclear dynamics at a microscopic

level, which so far has focused only on the lowest order optical potential.

Let me emphasize that the necessity for as careful a treatment as possible of

the lowest order optical potential arises from the rapid energy variation of

the A., resonance and our desire to separate the uninteresting kinematic
3 3

aspect of A , propagation from the A-N dynamics, which are specified by the
3 3

higher order terms in U.

Credit for the widespread awareness of the importance for carefully

handling the kinematics of A propagation is due to the proponents of the
3 3

isobar-hole model. However, this same publicity has generated the perception

that a microscopic treatment of pion scattering requires complicated and

time-consuming numerical calculations. We believe that this is not the case,

and in particular that the isobar-hole model is not necessary. Our

alternative within the optical model is made possible by the work of

D. Ernst, G. Miller, and D. Weiss.17

When the formulation of the scattering dynamics of ll'1^ is redone

allowing for a microscopic treatment of isobar recoil and interaction, u'1'

may be expressed " in terms of the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 7. In

addition to the contributions shown there are other background terms, which

are small in the reaon

expressed in the fora

are small in the resonance region. In the isobar model the "A., term" may be

A

(9)
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where V's are appropriate N-A vertex functions, w Is the "starting energy"

evaluated in terns of the nuclear Hartree-Fock eigenvalues and incident pion

energy, and where £ is the recoil momentum of the A . The quantity Jel_ + uA

is the "isobar propagation and interaction," which has been the object of

intense study in isobar-hole models. The Ernst, Miller, and Weiss technique

permits the nonlocalities arising from the V's and isobar propagation to be

handled efficiently in momentum space.

The tfA plays a bit more general role in our theory than in the

isobar-hole model. In our approach U^, which we refer to as the "dispersive

correction," plays the dual role of establishing a single particle basis

for the A, and simultaneously cancelling some important higher order terms

in the theory. The terms that are important and should be cancelled remain

to be decided on the basis of physics considerations as they become more

clearly defined. Thus, we have no unique lowest order potential and we have

a "dial" in the theory that can be used to enhance the convergence of the

expansion for the U.

The dispersive corrections are very important and are quite often

neglected. They are important because they largely compensate for the

binding potential of the nucleus, which enters the starting energy with the

opposite sign. One can see this in the isobar-hole model. Dropping the

spin-orbit force for simplicity, we have

UA - UN + V

where UN is the nucleon-nudeus potential. The main point is that UN "sticks

out" farther in the nucleus than the density p (due to the finite range of

the NN potential) so that even though the A tends to be produced in the far

tail of the nucleus at resonance (in a region centered about the 10% density

point), the A., still has the opportunity to experience a substantial

attraction. The region In which the A,, is formed is expected to be not too

much different from that mapped out by the product of the nucleon density and

the square of the pion wave-function. The average attraction is then UA

where
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UA - / l*w(r)|
2p(r)U(r)dr/ / |*1r(r)|2p(r)dr , (11)

which is plotted In Fig. 8 as a function of energy. The solid line

corresponds to UN and the dashed line to the full U in Eq. (10). The effect

of the spreading potential is sufficiently small to be included

perturbatively in a second order term in the optical potential.

Figure 9 shows a calculation of pion scattering with different

approximations in the treatment of the energy denominator of Eq. (9). All

curves employ the results of Negele's Hartree-Fock theory. The solid curve

corresponds to the full calcuation with U - -24 HeV and with u including the

HF single particle binding. The resonance is correctly described, as

evidenced by the depth of the first diffraction minimum being correctly

described. If one omits UA, as in the dashed curve, the resonance is pushed

too far up in energy, and if one omits both the U^ and the nucleon potential

(dot-dashed curve), the minimum becomes too deep. The fact that the solid
18

curve sits above the data in the region of the secondary maxima means that

the diffuseness of the optical potential is too sharp; the spreading

potential W is expected to reduce the imaginary part of the optical
Vi

potential in the nuclear Interior in this energy region, which would have

the desired effect. Weakening the optical potential would also make the

nucleus appear somewhat smaller, which would improve the positioning of the

minima. In the near future we will be able to study these second order

effects quantitatively in our extended theory.

Let me now restate the main points and move to a discussion of the

double delta effects. We believe that in order to learn about A-N

interactions we must treat the nuclear structure and kinematic aspects of

pion scattering as carefully as possible. Information about the interesting

A-N interaction is then carried explicitly in the second order optical

potential. Considerably more work is still required to put these ideas

together in a fully quantitative theory, but the theory in its present form

reproduces systematics of the elastic scattering and charge exchange

sufficiently well to encourage us that lots of data and ideas will be

successfully brough together in this forumulation.

The double delta terns constitute an important physical ingredient of

our theory and have become controversial in the interpretation of recent
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double charge exchange data. It has been suggested by C. Morris and

T. Fortune in a series of paper*20 that their very interesting Measurements

of double charge exchange in T • 0 • T - 2, 0+; • 0+ transitions and

T • 1 • T • 1,0 • 0 double lsobaric analog transitions can be interpreted
I L

in terms of the amount of ATT in the nuclear wave-function of these nuclei.
9 3

The evidence that they put forth is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. All cross
21

sections of the former variety exhibit a peaking in the resonance region,
22

suggesting delta dominance. In the latter one sees evidence for an

interference between the sequential process (solid curve) and another term

that is asserted to be proportional to the amplitude in the nonanalog

transition. A phenomenological "two amplitude" model is studied in support

of this idea.
23

We have made an estimate of the double A terms shown in Fig. 12 based

on the following assumptions. The two neutrons in 180 are in the d . level.

The A,, is allowed to couple to both the * and p fields. SU(4) arguments are

used to relate the coupling of the w to nucleon and A,,, and the "strong p"

coupling is taken. Monopole fore factors of cutoff mass A * 1.5 GeV/c were

used.

One Immediate conclusion that one can draw is that the double A process

in Fig. 12a dominates the two processes in Figs. 12b and c in the resonance

region. This is a simple consequence ax the fact that there are two on-shell

A,, in the former but only one in the latter two figures. The more

interesting conclusion is that the double delta terms are a factor of two

to three too large in amplitude, for both analog and nonanalog transitions.

We see that the theory fails to reproduce the charge exchange data, and

the question of immediate concern is why this has happened. We prefer not to

speculate about this until our investigation is completed. However, it

appears likely that double charge exchange jLs_ making a very strong statement

about A-N dynamics in this result, and that our understanding of the way the

A,, interacts in the nucleus will be refined as a result of the double charge

exchange measurements.

To summarize the talk, let me merely reiterate that we are attempting to

extend the optical model to heavy nuclei in order to develop a microscopic

theory for pion elastic, single and double charge exchange in a unified

framework. The theory works well for elastic scattering at low energy and in
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the resonance region if we employ an energy shift. For charge exchange we

find:

(1) The relative (N,Z,A) dependence of experimental single and double

charge exchange cross sections is reproduced to a factor of two,

and we expect the discrepancies to reflect inadequacies in the

nuclear structure models used.

(2) The overall scale of the cross sections reflects the importance of

A. -nucleus interactions. We find large second order terms in the

theory, and discrepancies of roughly a factor of two with data in

the absence of second order terms.

The main question for the future is whether these discrepancies can be

reconciled to learn new and detailed information about nuclear structure and

A-nucleus dynamics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. A few of the basic effective couplings which underly dynamical models In

nuclear physics. The couplings (a) and (c) are rather well understood,

but the "double A" process, (b), is subject to much uncertainty.

2. Two-nucleon processes contributing to the pion-nucleus optical pot-

ential. These terms are second order in the pion-nucleon scattering

amplitude and are referred to as sequential scattering processes.

3. Additional two-nucleon processes contributing to the pion-nucleus op-

tical potential, (a) is third order in the pion-nucleon scattering amp-

litude and is referred to as a reflection process, whereas (b)-(d)

involve various isobar-medium effects. Each process has a corresponding

exchange and crossed piece.

4. Comparison of the theoretical spreading potential of Ref. 10 (solid

line) to the phenomenological result of Ref. 3. The triangles come from

an analysis of '•He, the squares 1 60, and the circles 1 2 C

5. Forward cross section for SCX divided by scaling cross section of

Eq. (6) as a function of A for 165 MeV pions. The data are from Ref. 13

and this compilation is due to M. Cooper.

6. Forward cross section for DCX divided by (N - Z)(N - Z - 1), as a

function of A. The solid curve is A~10/3, as expected from Eq. (7).

The data are from Ref. 14.

7. Representation of the lowest order optical potential as a piece of a

Feynman diagram, (a) Direct and crossed amplitudes are evaluated in

terms of nucleon single paticle energies and wave functions obtained

from a Hartree-Fock theory, (b) The amplitudes in pion-nucleon P-waves

consist of the nucleon pole and the isobar, and in addition numerous

small terms not shown.

8. The average potential U& defined in Eq. (11) for 1 50. The pion

wave-functions were evaluated in our coordinate space optical model and

incorporate the Lorentz-Lorenz effect in the second order U. The solid

curve corresponds to U^ » UJJ, and the dashed line to the full U. in

Eq. (10).
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9. Calculations of * + clastic scattering froa 160 at 163 MeV with a series

of approximations In the isobar propagator. The solid curve includes

UA - -24 MeV and the dashed curve omits U^. The dot-dashed curve

corresponds to omitting both U^ and the nucleon binding. Data are from

Ref. 19.

10. Zero degree cross sections for nonanalog (T - 0, jP - 0+) • (T • 2,

jP - o+) transitions. The peaking of excitation function near

160-180 MeV suggests a delta-dominated reaction mechanism. Data are

taken from Ref. 21.

11. Zero degree cross section for the 180(w ,*~)18Ne double analog tran-

sition. The solid curve is the sequential double charge exchange cal-

culated from our coordinate space theory by R. Gilman and P. Seidl.

Data are taken from Ref. 22.

12. Double delta terms which are conjectured to contribute significantly to

double charge exchange.
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THE NN, NA AND AA INTERACTIONS

G.E. Brown*
Physics Department

State University of New York
Stony Brook, New York 11794

1. INTRODUCTION

I wish to outline the theory of the nucleon-nucleon interaction as a

fundamentally nonperturbative phenomenon. This differs greatly from the current

mainstream (bandwagon?) which tries to describe the nucleon-nucleon interaction

in terms of perturbative quark-gluon exchange. This latter approach has

validity, as I shall discuss, but is concerned with calculating the perturbative

"fine structure" to basically nonperturbative phenomena.

The nonperturbative description of the nucleon has been carried forward

chiefly by Mannque Rho, with support from "the chiral gang", Vincent Vento,

Andy Jackson and myself. Fred Goldhaber joined us in making a topological

soliton bag model. Mannque realized early on that our nonperturbative hedgehog

solution had topological properties, and we are now progressively under-

standing these.

But first I wish to discuss boson exchange.

2. BOSON EXCHANGE

2
Boson-exchange models do well in reproducing nucleon-nucleon scattering,

with the caveat that the interactions must be regularized in an ad hoc

fashion at short distances. We return to the question of regularization at

short range later.

Boson-exchange models should be considered, in my opinion, as an

approximation to the Amati-Leader-Vitale dispersion-theoretic framework, used

•Supported in part by DSDOE under contract No. DE-ACO2-76ER13OO1.
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by the. Paris group and by Stony Brook in the past decade. I wish to discuss

this connect" ion in some detail, because it will then allow us to go on to

chiral models.

The largs~distar.ee interaction is given by pion exchange. Let me begin

her?, by discussing the cr-degrees of freedom, because they bring in A-isobars,

the subject of this symposium. Most of the strength in the J»0, I«Q exchange

("a-degrees of freedom") involves virtual isobar excitation, as shown in fig. 1.

These processes are all included in the dispersion theoretical calculations

leading to the Paris potential. Dynamical calculations have been shown to

reproduce essentially the same results, and I shall discuss these here.

The three chief results of ref. 4 were:

1) Crossed pion exchange processes are as large as uncrossed exchanges.

The sum of crossed and uncrossed leads to the isobars contributing substan-

tially only to the J»0 crossed channel. Contributions to the J»l p-meson

channel are small.

2) Relativistic dynamics are essential. Relativistic effects change

nonrelativistic calculations by factors of 'v 2.

3) Virtual p-meson exchange must be included together with TT-exchange.

The p-TT cross terms build up the repulsion in the w-channel by a factor

"* 2-3 over that which would result from elementary w-exchange.

The dispersion-theoretical calculations do not include the virtual p-

exchange, and, consequently, the strength in the to-exchange channel has to be

increased to take this into account. The dispersion-theoretical calculations
4do, however, go beyond the DSJB calculations in including pion rescattering

(bottom line of fig. 1). Dynamical calculations show this inclusion to

increase the strength in the o-channel by a factor ^ 2, so this is non-

negligible.

I wish to make a tangential remark here. It is very important that the

entire intermediate-range interaction is in the J»0, I«0 channel. This means

that it results from the exchange of effectively neutral objects. Exchange-

current effects do not, therefore, coma from this region. In exchange currents,

one can follow the pion exchange terms down to quite short distances; they are

first modified by terms of p-meson exchange range. This has been used to great

advantage in investigation cf exchange currents.

I now wish to make a connection between the processes, fig. 1* and those

which would result fton the nonlinear o-aodd of aeson-nucleon interaction. In
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this model, the pion and a font a 4-v«ctor, and

c2 + *2 - f/ (1)

where f̂  is the pion decay constants Zn the nonlinear o-moiel (See ref. 6 for

a review of this model, as used in nuclear physics.) there are oNN and OITIT

couplings. Thus, the exchange of a J-0 two-pion system between nucleon* can be

visualized as coming from the process shown in fig. 2. The elementary a is

thought to be quite heavy, but by "pionizing", as shown in fig. 2, the a-

exchange can lead to intermediate states of quite low energy and, therefore, to
•j

interactions of long range • Let us now redraw one of the pion-rescattering

terms of fig. 1 (see fig. 3). The pioa reseattering can be visualized as going

through a virtual a-meson. The process, fig. 3, can be redrawn as in fig. 4,

showing that the former process can be considered as a vertex correction to the

basic a-exchange. Physically, this isn't so useful, because the lowest order

a-exchange is of quite short range, due to the high mass of the a; from our dis-

cussion, it is clear that the "pionization" of the cr, fig. 2, and the vertex

corrections, fig. 3, give the long-range character of the interaction. Nonethe-

less, we wish to bring out the fact that the entire interaction, down to ranges

of the p-meson Compton wavelength /tt/m c, can be constructed from virtual IT- and

o-mesons, and nucleons and isobars. We shall return to this point later.

The p-meson exchange channel presents a somewhat new phenomenon. The p-

meson is a qq state in its own right. (The pion, of course, has a qq sub-

structure; we do not need to discuss this in our present treatment.) It couples
a

into the NN interaction in the way shown in fig. 5. This process is neatly

mapped into the covariant helicity amplitude formalism by noting that, in the

t-channel, the coupling of the qq-p-meson to the two-pion J»l system provides

the rescattering corrections which build up the effective, rather broad, p-

meson seen in physical processes. We wish to make one point strongly here. The

construction of the qq-p-meson involves a nonpercurbative process; it is

obviously nonperturbative because it is connected with confinement. The closed

qq-p-channel is opened by coupling to the 2ir-channel. Of course, the confine-

ment problem has not been adequately solved yet, so we have to take the p-meson

solution as a phenomenological one; e.g., a bag solution. We should remark here
Q

that the p-solution is not thought to be soliton in nature , whereas that for

%he N end A is thought to be a soliton, as we shall discuss.
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3. A TOPOLOGY FOR THE N AND A.*

The o and ir-meson can be conveniently unified through the quaternion

-|- (0<x) + 1 T 4 ( X ) ) (2)
it

and the non-linear c-model Lagrangian density can be written

f 2

/ 2 - - -r- Tr (LyLy) (3)

where

(4)

U+U

In an astoundingly prescient paper, this Lagrangian was written down by Skyrme

in 1962.

This Lagrangian is known to incorporate all relevant symmetries of QCD.

All current algebra theorems governing the low-energy processes can be

recovered from it. (We write down the Lagrangian resulting from SU(2)xSU(2)

symmetry here; i.e., that relevant to nonstrange quarks. The extension to

SU(3)xSU(3) is not trivial.)

Ones first question is, how can pion-nucleon scattering be recovered from

<^2> which has o- and ir-mesons, but no nucleon. The answer (Skyrme's answer) is,

the nucleon results as a soliton solution to the equations of motion following

from the above ,^£. In order to stabilize the solution, Skyrme added (pheno-

menologically) a 4th-order term

_2 ,

vV } • <5>

*Following the 1983 Stony-Brook preprint "Topological Soliton Bag Model for
Baryons" by Mannque Rho, Alfred S. Goldhaber and G. £. Brown.
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where e is a parameter. Then there is a stable soliton in three dimensions.

The emergence of Feroions as solutions to equations written in boson variables

has a long history, which we shall not go into here.

Skyrme wrote down a baryon current

with baryon number

B « / B (x) d3x . (7)
* o

2 ~1
Skyrme adjusted the factor (48ir ) so that B*l for the nucleon, which seemed

sensible to do. Witten has connected B with the ir •+• Y + Y decay, i.e.,

with the anomaly term, incorporating the baryon current into the QCD

Lagrangian, and shown that the above normalization follows from N , the number

of colors. Thus, in his normalization, Skyrme was exactly right. Skyrme also

worked out the baryon number B«2 solution, and showed that it has a much higher
2

energy than 2M c . He suggested this as a model for the short-range repulsion

in the NN interaction.

Here we encounter a problem, because if the interaction were to continue

to grow with decreasing distance, asymptotic freedom would be violated. We

propose to remove this defect: by replacing the interior of the nucleon by a

bubble, or "defect."

4. INTRODUCING A DEFECT TO CURE A DEFECT

Skyrme's treatment did not properly incorporate the two-phase structure of

the vacuum. In order to have quarks one must introduce a bag, or "bubble" or

"defect," a region in which chiral symmetry is realized in the Wigner-Weyl

mode. In the exterior nonperturbative region where pions exist, chiral

symmetry is realized in the Goldstone mode. The defect is conveniently intro-

duced through the chiral bag model . In this model, the pion is connected to

the interior quarks through continuity of the axial-vector current.

We take the hedgehog ansatz for the field

U - e « cos 6 + i T«ir sin 6 (8)
c c
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In terms of the quantities appearing here

it - f if sin 6 (r)
* c -

0 - f cos e (x) .
IT C -

The pion field used in ref. 1 was*

fff v tan 8c (10)

where

§ - ir-6 .c c

Since IT > 6 > 0 for the nucleon, this gave 9' •* 0 as 6 •*• TI.c _ c c
In terms of d(r), the color confinement condition of ref. 1 was

q(cos 6(r) + i x«r sin 8(r)) q L - 0 . (12)
** " I X

This condition plus the continuity of the normal component of the axial current

joined the exterior meson cloud to the interior quarks. The (common) wave

function of each of the quarks was

/4IT \ -cr*r i, (oir)v /

12superficially like the wave function in the M.I.T. bag model . There are two

important differences:

1) The spin-isospin wave function is

(|+; - > |+; + >) (14)

where arrows refer to spin and ± to isospin wave functions. Thus the product

of three quark wave functions includesa linear combination of isobar and

nucleon wave functions and these have to be projected out. This situation is

well known in nuclear physics, and just this (above) wave function and the pro-
13jection is discussed in Bohr and Mottelson, Vol. II . As discussed there, what

we call the "hedgehog", correlates the spin- and isospin deformations favorably.

Thus, our hedgehog is an intrinsic wave function which includes both nucleons

*The 6(r) used here was called 6(r) in ref. 1.
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and isobars. I find this highly appropriate for this secting.

2) The quark energy u is changed because of the coupling to the aeson

field. In terns of ft * uR, we have the' results, fig. 6, from ref. 1. As the

bag radius R decreases, u ->• 0. This aeanti that the ratio of small to large

components

goes to zero, with decreasing R; and one recovers the nonrelativistic quark

model. Coupling to the meson field makes the quarks, in this way, behave as

if they were massive.

Let us discuss the situation when u>»0. This may be somewhat extreme, the

actual situation being better described by larger R (and larger u>) but we now

wish to bring in phenomena not included in perturbative bag model calculations.

Although w=0, the total energy of the system, which includes meson-cloud and

bag-constant energy, is by no means zero.

For this case we can show that the baryon number B from the meson cloud is

since 6(R) » ir/2 for w»0. In other words, half of the Fermion number has leaked

out of the bag, into the meson cloud. The other half is to be found in the three

quarks. But we put three quarks, or one Fermion into the bag. How can only half

a fermion be found there? The point is that the bag boundary conditions on the

negative energy quark wave functions deplete the negative energy sea by 1/2 of a

fermion for this particular chiral angle. Thus, as one puts a fermion into the

system, half of it goes into filling the negative energy sea, half is left.

This situation is continuous with angle 8, and therefore less dramatic for

smaller 6.

The fractionalizatlon of Fermion number makes a difference! The axial

vector coupling constant g. was calculated in ref. 1 as if the full Fermion were

present in the bag. Renormalizing, to account for the fractionalization of

Fermion number, produces the results shown in fig. 7. All quantities calculated

in the bag model have to be looked at again, and we are doing this.

5. NONPERTURBATIVE VS PERTURBATIVE SOLUTIONS

The soliton nature of our solution implies that it is nonperturbative; in

fact, the energy, wave function, etc., go as
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where a is (equivalently)

a -v jr."1 -v ag -v- T
2 , (17)

with N •= the number of colors; a , the color coupling constant, f , the pion
O S 7F

decay constant.

Perturbative calculations miss the 0<a ) and 0^1) terms. Thus, perturba-

tive calculations are concerned with the "fine structure" (which nonetheless may

be important).

As is well known, the nucleon-isobar splitting is given in order a . The
s

zero-point energy (not included in static bag solutions, even if calculated non-
14

perturbatively) and g. come in r £ ) . Jaffe had a way of getting g., for large

bag radii, by a perturbative procedure, however.

We discuss, now, the leading nonperturbative terms of order 9ia ) ,

chiefly with respect to energy. One obtains a solution of hedgehog type by

introducing a quantum numbers K,K , following from the operator

« . ! ? 2 ~ i f ~ * V-LBJ

Although in perturbative calculations, with inclusion of color, 12 quarks (four

flavors x three colors) can occupy the Is orbital, the quantum number K splits

these 12 into three lowlying K«0 orbitals, and 9 higher-lying K>1 orbitals.

The coupling to the meson cloud "warps" the orbitals. Ratios of energies of

K-l to K-0 orbitals are plotted in fig. 8. More important is the total energy

of the system. This is given in fig. 9. From Fig. 9 it can be seen that it

costs ^ 2 GeV repulsive energy to push six quarks on top of each other, for

small bag radii, less for large radii. The warping of the orbitals by the meson

field has restored the van der Waals mechanism for the short-range repulsion.

Only three quarks can be put into the energetically favorable K-0 orbital, and

the additional 3 must go into the K-l orbital if 6 are to be put together. The

figure of ^ 2 CeV can be seen to not depend sensitively on R; one needs fig. 6

to convert the scale Q to R in fig. 9.

Ferturbative quark-model calculations lead to 6oft short-range repulsions

^ 300 MeV (In the nature of things, this figure mist be of the order of the N-A

energy splitting.) From our above arguaents, this is 0{N ) . Thus, the non-
2 c

perturbative short-range repulsion should be t> N larger, and that is what we
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find. Note that the effects of perturbative calculations are additional to*

not an alternative of, the nonperturbative effects discussed here.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our view of the nucleon-nucleon interaction is that it is given by aeson

exchange at large distances, by effects Which are nonperturbative in the color

coupling constant a at short distances. The short distance interaction Is

strongly repulsive, of van der Waals type. We believe that it can be siaply

incorporated as a regularization in Boson-exchange calculations; e.g., the

u-exchange potential can be regulated by

2
g - m r -A r

with A in the range ̂  1 GeV. We believe, therefore, that Boson exchange aodels

have considerable validity, the main question to be answered by QCD relating to

how they should be regulated at short distances.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Processes involving virtual isob«rs. The top line shows lowest-
order processes involving isobars. The bottom line includes
corrections for pion rescattering.

Fig. 2. One long-range piece of the two-pion-exchange interaction.

Fig. 3. Pion rescattering in the c-model.

Fig. 4. The process, fig. 3, can be understood as giving vertex corrections
to the lowest-order o-exchange.

Fig. 5. One of the various terms included in the dispersion-theoretical
treatment of p-meson exchange.

Fig. 6. Behavior of u with bag radius R. Here ft » tuR.

Fig. 7. The dashed line gives the unrenormalized g., the full line, the
renoraalized one. For large R, the value of g. is 3/2 * 1,09, where
1.09 is the M.I.T. bag-model value, and the extra 50Z comes from the
meson cloud^. Without renormalization, the 1.09 becomes 5/3 as R
decreases, giving the nonrelativistic quark model result, and the
factor of 3/2 remains; thus, the 2.50. Renormalizing at the point
OJ=O gives a factor of 1/2.

Fig. 8. Relation between the frequency corresponding to the K«l orbital
and that of the K=0+ orbital, ft + (See ref. 15).

Fig. 9. Behavior of the total energy of the system.
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Meson-exchange Hamlltonian for NN scattering and isobar-nucleus dynamics

T.-S. II. Lee
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the recent developments in nuclear physics is to investigate

the effects of non-nucleonic degrees of freedom. One approach is to follow

the conventional -neson theory to consider mesonic effects. The other is to

consider more fundamental degrees of freedom: quark-gluon QCD dynamics.

Qualitatively speaking, the first approach is appropriate for describing the

physics mainly determined by nuclear forces at intermediate and long ranges,

and the second is needed to describe the physics at very short distances. In

this talk, I will report recent progress made in the somewhat traditional

approach concerning the mesonic effects exhibited in terms of n, A and N

excitations.

I will focus my discussions on a class of theoretical models for

describing interactions between n, N and two isobars: the A and the Roper

w (1470). The basic assumptions of the theory can be stated as follows:

(a) Nuclear phenomena can be described by a finite number of degrees of

freedom. The necessary degrees of freedom in different energy regions are

suggested by the elementary NN scattering processes. At low energy, we only

consider N to account for the pure elastic NN scattering. As the energy

increases, we need to also consider it, A and N to describe pion production

from NN collisions.

(b) The interactions at intermediate and long ranges can be described by meson

theory. The short range parts are phenomenologically parameterized as meson-

baryon-baryon form factors which in principle are related to the complicated

quark-gluon dynamics.

(c) The phenomenological parameters of form factors can be determined by

fitting the data of elementary NN and ITN data.

A class of models based on these three assumptions is shown in table 1. I

also Indicate the data which must be fitted by the models, and the

corresponding numerical problems we must face. The complexities of the models

increase rapidly when pion production Is considered. These models can be

considered as direct extensions of our conventional nuclear many-body theory

to higher energies where on-mass-shell pions can be produced during nuclear
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-reactions. These extended models are probably also needed to resolve several

fundamental problems encountered In the study of low energy nuclear

phenomena.

The baryon-baryon interactions are usually taken to be the low order

Feynman diagrams evaluated at appropriate static l imits. The wN Interactions

are frequently taken to be the simple isobar models for A and N excitations,

and separable two body potentials in less Important *N channels. A more

ambitious approach is to describe al l pionlc processes by « N + «N

vertex. In my opinion, this approach is very diff icult to manage in practice

and, at the end, needs to introduce additional phenomenologicaI form factors

to bypass the diff icult renormalizatlon problem. Once the phenomenological

procedures are introduced, i t is not worthwhile to take such a complicated

approach at the present stage of development.

Today's talk is about our recent work2 involving N, A, it and N*. To

see the progress we have made, i t is necessary to f irst briefly summarize the

current uNN models as shown in the third row of table 1. To describe plon

production, al l models ara constructed so that 2- and 3-body unltarity are

satisfied formally. The predictions of the model can only be obtained by

carrying out lengthy 3-body calculations. To overcome numerical d i f f i cu l t i e s ,

a l l existing approaches parameterize baryon-baryon and *N Interactions as low

rank separable potentials in addition to appropriate *N~A or nN~N* vertex

interactions. Attempts to use meson-exchange baryon-baryon interactions are

not very successful so far. Qualitatively, the main difference between these

irNN models is in the treatment of pion absorption. In the models with a wN~N'

vertex, the absorption is achieved by one-pion-exchange which is the extension

of the old Koltun-Reitan model.15 In the model with only a wN-A vertex, the

absorption is accomplished by a NN~NA transition potential which is

phenomenologically determined from the wN and NN scattering data. The results

of the former ones are: (a) spin averaged cross sections of nd+nd and ird+pp

are successfully described. (b) NN scattering is not satisfactorily

described. One can aay that the common problem of these models is the lack of

a correct treatment of interactions in low partial waves; I .e . poor

descriptions of the nuclear force at Intermediate and ahort ranges.

The model with only a *N~A vertex was quantitatively constructed by

Betz and me*' about 2 years ago. The Interactions between NN and NA in each

partial wave are suitably constructed so that the model can describe the NN
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scattering phase-shif ts up to about 1 GeV. Our goal was not to give a

microscopic model of NN scat ter ing , but to use NN data as Input to construct a

many-body HatnlItonian for the study of A-nucleus interact ions . Ue achieved a

complete three-body calculat ion by using separable interact ions as usual.

Compared with other approaches, i t i s fa ir to say that our approach is less

microscopic, but has stronger predictive power in many-body ca lcu la t ions . The

model has been used to obtain a microscopic understanding ° of the empirical

A-nucleus spreading potential and the strong lsospin dependence of pion

absorption by 3He. The de ta i l s of each of these resu l t s require long

discuss ion . I would simply emphasize here that our approach i s an internal ly

cons is tent one, and i s capable of giving us a unified description of A-nucleus

dynamics.

To make the theory aa sophist icated SB our conventional nuclear

theory, we need to solve two problems: (a) the separable baryon-baryon

Interactions have to be replaced by the meson-exchange model, (b) the

absorption through nonresonant »N waves, in particular the nucleon pole In

Pj_l> has to be included. In the rest of the talk, I wi l l report the recent

progress we have made in item ( a ) . Furthermore, we a l so include the Roper

N (1470) resonance. This extension Is necessary for two reasons. F ir s t ,

s ince the threshold energies for exc i t ing AA and NN are about the same, N

and A must be treated on the same footing in order to r e a l i s t i c a l l y describe

the I n e l a s t i c i t i e s in the NN T-0 channels (note that the NA state does not

contribute to T-0 channels) . Second, to examine the problem of dibaryon

resonances as suggested by pp polarization measurements, i t i s necessary to

have a careful description of channel coupling e f f e c t s , for which the N could

be as important as the A in the considered energy region. In addit ion, the

extended model w i l l allow us to describe NN scattering at higher energies <L 2

GeV wheve 2ir production through N can a lso be invest igated .

I I . ISOBAR MODEL FOR A AND N*

To proceed, we need to construct an isobar model for the A and N

e x c i t a t i o n s . It i s assumed that the wN scattering in P ^ and P33 channels can

be described by a model Hamlltonian (in the c. m. frame)

h - hQ + h' (1)

where h0 i s the sum of r e l a t l v i s t i c free energy operators E ^ k ) , E
N(p)> E

A ( P ) »
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and EM*(p) for », N, A and N respectively. The interaction h* is the SUM of

vertex interactions.

h' - hQ1 + hQ2 + h 3 l + h32 + h1Q + h2Q + h ^ + h2 3 (2)

where the lower Indices 0, I, 2, 3 denote the «N, A, N and wA states

respectively. Note that h+ - h in eq. (2) and hence h* is a hermitian

operator. The main feature of this model is to have pion production in »N

scattering; e .g . wN+N +*A+wnN. Our approach is to determine the vertex

Interaction h' by f itt ing the P.. and P33 »N phase-shifts up to ~ 1 GeV

laboratory energy. The aiajor complication Involved in solving the *N

scattering equation in this model i s due to the coupling to the three-body **N

channel. The plon can dress A and N . In the Intermediate *A state , the

interaction WN++A can induce 2w contributions. If we neglect the plon

crossing mechanism2 between any two intermediate *A states , the wN scattering

amplitudes take simple algebraic forms in the *N c. m. frame

^^O'^ ' w-ma-ga<w) , . - 1 , 2

where q - |q | i s the wN relative momentum, w is the col l i s ion energy, m̂  - m

and m2 - mN* are respectively the bare masses of A and N ; i . e . o • 1, 2

represents respectively the *N P33 and P t l channels. The isobar self-energy

Z has two components

which can be explicitly calculated from the vertex interactions

a,*

|h a 3(q)) qdq

" Jo (6)

#•• I 01 I
° w-Eif(q')-I(Eir(q")+EN(q"))2+q'2Ji/2+ie
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The Isobar self-energies £ and E _ contain the contributions fro* one-
a,w a,2w

plon and two-pion intermediate states. When the *N phase shifts are fitted

properly, the effects of the plon crossing mechanism and other neglected

mechanisms are then phenomenologlea Ily included In h1. The above simplified

solution of E will allow us to avoid unmanageable complications when the same

solution of the model is needed In the calculations of NN scattering.

All vertex functions are parameterized as
2

where m and u are respectively the masses of nucleon and pion. We adjust

parameters g - , A „ and bare masses mA and mN to f i t the P33 and Pj^ *N

phase-shifts up to 1 GeV kinetic energy. The results are shown in Fig. 1 and

Table 2. The present model should be suf f ic ient to describe the main physics

of pion production from NN c o l l i s i o n s .

III . NN SCATTERING EQUATION

The model Haml1tonian for NN scattering i s assumed to be

5 .
H - II + h1 + I v1 (9)

1-1

where HQ is just the 1IQ of eq. (1) , the sum of free kinetic energy operators

for IT, N, A and N , and v for 1 « 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are respectively the

transition interactions from NN to NN, NAt AA, NN*, N*N* (Fig. 2a). We

consider NN scattering in the subspace C - BB • BNn • NNitif, where B is N, A

or N . The main feature of the model Haml1tonian eq. (9) i s to have pion

production from NN collisions (Fig. 2b). The interactions between isobar

channels (1 - 2, 3, 4, 5) within this model are automatically generated by the

vertex interaction h'. The low order mechanisms are the pion contributions to

the isobar self-energies in the presence of a spectator baryon and the plon- :

exchange between Isobar channels. Furthermore, two baryons can interact in

the TI + two-baryon channels. A complete calculation including al l of these

mechanisms between isobar channels is simply beyond our present numerical

capabilities in dealing with large complex matrix equations. Instead, we keep

only pion contributions to the isobar self-energies. Then the NN+NN

scattering equation in each partial-wave elgenchannel â JST can be cast in the

c. M. frame into
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p"2dp" V° (p\p",E) T° (p",p,E)
+ \J E - 2 E N < P » ) + le ' <»>

where t Is the re lat ive orbi ta l angular momentum. The energy-dependent e f f e c -

t lve NN Interaction V , . , contains a l l contributions from the coupling of NN to

i n e l a s t i c channels Involving plons. In deriving V , , , , we l imit the number of

plons In any Intermediate s tate to be less than 2 and keep only sel f -energy

contributions from the plon to one of the baryons. Then, i t i s s t ra ight -

forward to extend the procedures given in sect ion IV of Ref. (1) to obtain

V * V P ' 'P'E) " vi'J<P''P'E>
5 , 2 vj: a , . . ,.(p\p"> vj° (p",p)

1-2 V'a" E-^H
0VP )>i - ^ ^ j t B i P ))

where a" i s the total spin of channels containing A or N , {HQ(P")>£ IS the

free energy of the i-th two-baryon state; e.g. (HQ(P") ) 2 - EN(P") + EA(p")

etc. v , ' . „ „ is the partial-wave matrix element of v of eq. (10) in momentum
& f A S

space. All the plon contributions are contained In the isobar self energy

E£(w£<E,p")) which depends on the collision energy E and the Intermediate

relative momentum p". In practice, the baryons are treated

nonrelativlstically in calculating E1(wi(E,p)), Then, for each E and p", the

isobar self energies of each intermediate state i in eq. (11) can be

calculated from eqs. (4)-(7) by substituting

2 2
I; w * w (E,p") - E-m - ̂  C , i - 2,3,4,5 (12)
f 2m. 2(m,+E (q'))
i 1 1 W

where m^-m »m, m.-m., m."m , m • m and m, respectively for calculating

E and E ._, and E (q*) is the plon energy evaluated in the wN or rt& c. m.

frame In which the integrands of eqs. (5)-(7) are defined. In doing this

calculation, the nucleon is also treated nonrelativlstically in eqs. (5)-

(7). Clearly, our procedure for calculating E, is very different from Refs.

As emphasized in Ref. (2), the energy and momentum dependences of

E.(w (E,p")) are the consequences of treating pion-productlon Inelastic

cuts. They have important dynamical effects on NN scattering. At energies
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below tho plon production threshold E < 280 MeV in the laboratory frame, Z is

real end leads to pur* elast ic scattering from solving eq. (11). The model

will produce NN inelast icity when E becomes complex at higher energies. This

"off-shell width" effect of the isobar has been found in Ref. (2) to give a

satisfactory description of T»l NN scattering phase shifts up to 1 GeV.

Including N here, we now can examine also the ine last ic i t ies in T»0 channels

and NN scattering at higher energy up to ~ 2 GeV.

Our remaining tasks are to define the matrix elements of NN+NN

interaction v. ,'• (p1 ,p) and transition interactions v,,' .„ ,,(p' ,p) for

i - 2, 3, 4, 5. All transition Interactions include one-plon-exhange

evaluated by taking appropriate static limits of Feynman amplitudes. A form
2 2 2 2factor (A -u )/(q +A ) is Introduced in each meson-baryon-baryon vertex to

regularize the interaction at short distance. Following Ret. (18), we also

include the one-rho exchange in the transitions to NA and AA states. The

resulting potentials in r-space have been explicit ly given by Niephaus, et

a l . 1 8 for transitions to NA and AA, and by Lomon12 for NN* and N*N*. To limit

the number of parameters, we also take their coupling constants determined

from the decay widths of A and N . In this way, the cut-off parameter A of

the form factors is the only parameter of the transition interactions.

The last step of our calculation is to define the NN+NN Interaction

v 1 . Following the procedure introduced in Ref. (2) , v1 is defined by

subtracting an energy-independent contribution of the intermediate NA, AA, NN

and N N from the Paris potential. In our model, we assume that v is

defined by the following matrix elements

V'it<P f»P ) " ( V i ' l ( p ' * p ) J P a r l s " t s e c o n d t e r m o f e1- (12>JE-E ( l 3 )

where Eg is chosen to be well below the pion production threshold so that the

second term of eq. (14) is real as required by the hermiticlty of v . This

construction is consistent with the Paris potential which calculates the 2*-

exchange mechanism in a nonperturbatlve approach based on dispersion

relations.

IV, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model Hamilton Ian defined above only has two free parameters: Ea

for the subtraction in eq. (13) and the cutoff A of transit ion potent ia ls
i>2v . For s impl i c i ty , the same A i s used for a l l meaon-baryon-baryon
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vertices. By choosing Eg-10 MeV and A-650 MeV/c, we find that the Arndt
20

phase-shifts up to I GeV can be satisfactorily described (Pigs. 3-5). In

particular, we have predicted the Isoscalar T-0 NN Inelasticities which are

not well determined due to the lack of sufficient np scattering data at higher

energies. It Is Important to note, that both the model and data show very

small Inelascltles p In all T-0 partial waves. But the model predicts non-

zero p in l>2 partial waves, while some of them are set to zero in the

analysis of Arndt et al. Our predictions can only be verified from more

precise np scattering measurements which are currently being carried out in

several meson facilities.

In view of the great Interest in dibaryon resonances, we compare in

Figs. 6 and 7 the data** with the calculated reaction cross section o , and

total cross sections o t o t, Ao£ot and Ao^ot corresponding to various spin

orientations in the incident beam and target nucIcons (as defined in Ref.

17). First, we see that the model gives good descriptions of the pp reaction

cross section o . The three-body model of Kloet and Silbar is also very

successful in describing this data which contain the information of pion-

production. In fact, any model with vertex interactions properly fitted to

the UN scattering could achieve the same success, If the two- and three-body

unltar1 ties are retained. Compared with Ref. (4) the main achievement of the

present theory is to give an overall correct description of both the

magnitudes and signs of the considered total cross sections in the entire

energy region from 0-2 GeV.

The model, however, does not give sufficient energy dependences of

all pp total cross sections in the region from 0.6 to 1 GeV. The calculated

total cross section o t o t in this region is only about 80% of the data. It is

clear that if the amplitudes in one or two partial waves had stronger energy

dependences, the shapes of Ao£ and Ao^ could be well described. Within

our model, we have investigated this possibility by examining the sensitivity

of the calculation to the only free parameter of the model, the cutoff A of

the fro> factor of transition interactions. The value of another parameter

E8»10 HeV is pretty much fixed by getting good fits to the phase-shifts at low

energy. We found that by changing A from 650 MeV/c to 1000 MeV/c, we can get

the correct energy dependence of o t o t up to 1 CeV. But the resulting Ao£ot

has wrong signs at ~ 0.7 CeV. The calculated phase-shifts are also in severe

disagreement with the Arndt phase-shifts; indicating poor descriptions of all

NN scattering observable*. Furthermore, the calculations with A-1000 MeV/c do
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not come close to yie lding the pronounced minima In Ao£ot and Ao^ot near 800

MeV.

One possible way to resolve the problem la to Introduce dlbaryon

resonances In some of the partial waves. However, I think that It Is

premature to proceed Immediately In this d irec t ion . The f i r s t Important step

Is to carefully Investigate the energy-dependence of other meson-exchange

mechanisms which are omitted In this ca lcu la t ion . The most Important one Is

the e f fec t due to NN Interactions In the *NN three-body Intermediate s t a t e .

The Input P^j Isobar model should a l so be Improved to a l so describe rhe

negative irN phase-shifts at low energies . Final ly , we should explore a better

description of the meson-baryon-baryon vertex Interact ion. Chlral (cloudy)

quark-bag model calculat ions of the form factors for N, A and N could be

useful In this regard.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have constructed a meson-exchange Hamftltonian for

it, N, A and N for NN scattering up to 2 GeV. The model gives good

descript ions of the Arndt phase-shif ts up to 1 GeV in both the T-0 and T«l

channels. The calculated total cross sect ions o t o t , Aa£ot and Aai o t agree to

a large extent with the data in both the magnitudes and the s igns . The

present ca lculat ion gives a sound start ing point for future refinements.

Among them, a large-scale three-body calculat ion could be needed to

inves t igate the energy dependence of the e f f ec t due to NN interact ions in the

nNN channel. Until this e f f ec t i s careful ly studied, i t i s premature to

extract information on dlbaryon resonances, If they e x i s t , from the data. Our

model also gives def in i te predictions of np scat ter ing . Precise np

polarizat ion measurements at higher energy £, 0.6 GeV are needed to have a

complete test of our model. Final ly , the present model Hamiltonian can be

used to carry out many-body calculat ions as i l l u s t r a t e d in the works by Ohta

and me.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under

Contract Number W-31-1O9-ENG-38.
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Table 2. The parameters of the Isobar model for MP33) and N (

excitations. The parameters are defined In eq. (9) and Fig. 1.

h afi

«N~A

*N«"»-N*

uA*+N*

uA«-+A

SaB

0.98

0.463

2.013

0.689

Aa0 (MeV/c)

358

599

251

356.4

MA - 1300 HeV

MN* - 1575 MeV

Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The calculated itN scatterlrg phase-shifts are compared with the

data of Ref. 22. (Ec m< Is the total itN energy In cm. frame)

Fig. 2 (a) The baryon-baryon interactions v1 of the model Hamiltonian

eq. (9) .

(b) The mechanisms of one-plon and two-pIon productions generated by

the model Hamiltonian eq. (9) .

Figs. 3-5 The calculated NN scattering phase-shifts are compared with

the energy Independent analysis of Arndt et a l .

Fig. 6 The calculated pp reaction cross section 0 , total cross sections

o t o t , Ao^ot - (otot(*i) - o to t<t+)), 4of
tot -

T L

are compared with the data.

Fig. 7 Same As Fig. 6, except for the np scattering.
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Proton Excitation of the Delta Region

C. Glashausser and J. McGill
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, MJ 08903

The delta resonance plays a rather different role in most

intermediate energy proton scattering experiments than it does

in pion scattering and reactions. The delta appears as an inter-

mediate state, a "compound" state, in most near-resonance pion

scattering experiments io low-lying states. In proton scattering^

however, the effects of the delta resonance can be generally

neglected in the low excitation energy regime; it must be studied

in direct reactions to the 300 MeV region. In the last few

years, proton scatterers have begun to examine the direct re-

action to this (decaying) final state, in the expectation that

such studies may yield information complementary to that of

the pion studies.

One of the aims of such studies is the determination of

the NN+NA amplitudes, both in free scattering and in the nuclear

medium. Free pp scattering to the delta region has been

studied for more than twenty years, but surprisingly little

work has been done until recently on the spin observables. Even

the cross sections for quasi-free production of the delta on

heavy targets have been measured only in the last five years.

The lowest order diagrams for the pp+-pmr reaction pro-

ceeding through the A isobar are shown in Fig. 1. They are

labelled as "decay* or "recoil" from the point of view of an
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observer who detects the outgoing proton. The A contribution

is nine times larger than the A contribution and makes it

difficult to see the recoil peaks in the inclusive (p,p') re-

action. We will discuss several models of this reaction. Dia-

grams included in the Born Approximation calculation of Ver-

West are shown in Fig. 2. These calculations are reasonably

successful in describing cross sections, as we shall see below.

Higher order terms without the p meson are included in a uni-
2

tary model by Kloet and Silbar and collaborators; this model

has been successful in explaining various spin-dependent

phenomena without dibaryon resonances.

Relatively little work has been done thus far in applying

such amplitudes to heavy targets. A plane wave calculation

using an isobar doorway model has been carried out by the Mary-

land group to predict quasi-free delta production cross sect-

ions. Quasi-free production is certainly the main process re-

sponsible for the inclusive cross section in the 300 MeV region.

While much current work is focused on measuring cross sections

and spin observables for quasi-free production, it is interesting

also to look for deviations from predictions of straightforward

application of free amplitudes to heavy targets. This is a

search for medium effects on the NN-*-NA amplitudes as previously

discussed for pion scattering. A clear way to determine such

deviations is to compare directly the features of a particular

reaction on aH and on a hea.yy target as a function of scattering

angle. The position, shape, and strength of the quasi-free pro-

duction peak are all subject to examination.
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One possible source of a deviation from pure quasi-free pro-

duction might be delta-nucleon hole states. These will be dis-

cussed in detail by Carl Gaarde. Definitions are a little fuzzy

here, since pure quasi-free processes yield broad delta-nucleon

hole states if a nuclear particle is excited to a delta state.

Such states move with angle according to hydrogen kinematics.

In this sense, they certainly exist and there is usually no sur-

prise in finding them. It is still important to measure their

strength. It would be a surprise, however, to find a feature

in the 300 MeV excitation region of the spectrum that moved with

angle according to the kinematics of a heavy nucleus rather than

hydrogen, i.e., a feature that stayed at a fixed excitation

energy in a heavy nucleus as the scattering angle changed. This

can be taken as the operational definition of a delta-nucleon

hole state in the sense that I will use it. Even with this

definition, however, the observed "state" may not be exotic.

These are the topics that I now want to discuss in more

detail. We will begin with a look at inclusive (p,n) spectra,

and then turn to the more complex inclusive (p,p') data where

spin observables have also been measured. Some exclusive three

body data will then be compared to theoretical predictions. In

the final part of the talk, we will concentrate on two interest-

ing and difficult experiments, the ELi(p,A )6He reaction and

the 13Ctp,d2p) reaction.

II. THE (p,n) REACTION

I want to discuss first the (p,n) reaction, partly because
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it illustrates nicely some of the interesting features of work

in the delta region, and partly because it puts into focus some

of the difficulties in doing the (p,p') reaction. Neutron

spectra from proton bombardment of hydrogen and deuterium tar-
4

gets are shown in Fig. 3. All data on heavy targets thus far

have been taken at 0° at LAMPF. Qualitatively, the spectra are

all similar. A large, narrow peak is observed at an energy

close to the bombarding energy; this presumably includes both

analog states and Gamow-Teller resonances and will not be dis-

cussed further here. The broad bump at an excitation energy

close to 300 MeV corresponds mostly to the free pp-»-A n re-

action on the XH target; the fact that the nuclear targets re-

veal a similar bump suggests that this is the manifestation of

the same reaction, now called quasi-free delta production. It

is interesting to note that even in the spectrum from 1H, the

centroid of the A bump does not occur at an excitation energy

of 300 MeV, but rather somewhat lower. The apparent A mass,

taken simply from this centroid, would be 1200+5 MeV; the 30

MeV difference is explained by various kinematic and dynamic

factors which can be calculated. In the heavier nuclei/* shown

in Fig. 4, the peak position is approximately constant at about

1080 MeV/c, a shift of about 60 MeV/c from its position in *H

toward lower excitation energy. On the other hand, this

energy is very close to an excitation energy of 300 MeV in 12C

and heavier nuclei. To my knowledge, no attempt has been made

to calculate the shift expected in a heavy nucleus; such a

calculation might tell us something about the N-A interaction
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inside nuclei, and the orbits of the particles involved. Fermi

motion effects should broaden the peak observed in a heavy

nucleus relative to hydrogen, but they should not shift the

position of the peak unless the cross section is energy-depend-

ent.

The cross section in the delta region has been plotted in

Fig. 5 as a function of mass number. A straight line has been

drawn through some of these points, similar to that drawn by

Bonner et al. The results for A*10 follow roughly an A0*1*

law, less than the A2'3 dependence expected for a surface re-

action. But distortion effects have not been included, and

these are probably significant. For small A, there are large

fluctuations which imply a large sensitivity to nuclear struc-

ture if the data are proved correct. Note, for example, that

the cross section for 6Li is larger than that for 1 2C.

III. THE (p,p') REACTION

The inclusive (p,pf) reaction lacks the strong signature

of the A . As shown in Fig. 6 for *H and 12C targets, the

recoil peak from A or A production is barely visible amid

the protons from the decay of the deltas. The data shown

here were taken at the HRS with 800 MeV protons at 11°.

Similar cross section data are also available for 2H, *0Ca, and

208Pb targets; they extend over a range of laboratory scatter-

ing angles from 5° to 30°. As in the 1H(p,n) reaction at 800

MeV, the peak in this 1H(p,pl) spectrum is shifted significantly

below the 300 MeV naively expected. To show that one should

not attach undue significance to the position of the peak at
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one angle and energy, however, it is amusing to note that at

an incident energy of 1.36 GeV, in data taken twenty years ago

at Berkeley, the peak in the *H spectrum falls almost precisely
g

at an excitation energy of 300 MeV. The positions of the

peaks at both 800 MeV and 1.36 GeV are well described in cal-

culations using the code of VerWest.

When we turn now to a heavier target at 800 MeV, we note

that at 5° the position of the maximum in 12C is shifted from

its position in *H; at larger angles, however there is no

noticeable difference between the shapes of the 1H, 2H, and

12C spectra in this region. The peak in the 12C spectrum moves

approximately with 1U kinematics, corresponding to an excita-

tion energy of about 240 MeV in 1H. At angles larger than

about 5°, then, the situation in the 300 MeV region is exactly

the same as the surprising and not understood situation in the

quasd-elastic region where the peak in the spectrum of 1H and

heavy nuclei fall at the same energy. No shift due to the
9

binding of the nucleons is observed. This is very different,

of course, from quasi-elastic electron scattering, where the

shift is used to measure binding energies.

The integrated cross section in the quasi-free delta re-

gion above 350 MeV/c is plotted as a function of target mass

in Fig. 5. For small A, the quasi-free cross sections exhaust

about 90% of the total reaction cross section a ; this is good

evidence that a can be mostly explained in terms of single

nucleon processes, as expected in Glauber and KMT theories.

For Z08Pb, the quasi-free cross section is only about half of
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o , however; judging from the shape of the spectrum, it appears

that higher-order processes are lowering the momentum of the

scattered protons out of the range included here. The cross

section for lighter nuclei follows roughly the expected A de-

pendence. This may suggest that the A dependence of the pp and

pn quasi-free delta production cross sections are not as diff-

erent as the two rather arbitrary lines suggest, since they

emphasize low masses and high masses, respectively.

Consider now the A measurements for 12C shown in Fig. 7.

The A is large in the quasi-elastic region, as expected; it

becomes small in the delta region and is very close to zero for

much of the spectrum at low excitation energy. The small

values here are probably not surprising, since this region is

dominated by decay protons. When the product of a and A is

formed (Fig. 8), an interesting feature is observed even though

A itself is only 0.10. A clear peak is seen, and the position

of this peak is not at the position of the maximum cross sec-

tion for recoil protons, but rather shifted by about 100 MeV/c

toward lower excitation energy. The product CA eliminates

background processes with zero analyzing powers, and so can be

a sensitive indication of weak processes. The first clue that

many-body effects are not primarily responsible is given by

the kinematic shift in the position of the ok peak as the

scattering angle increases; like the maximum in the cross sec-

tion, the oA peak in the 12C spectrum moves with 2H kinematics.

A more direct indication that this peak is primarily a nucleonic

and not a nuclear phenomenon is given by the data for 1H itself
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(Fig. 9,10). A peak is observed here in the a A data for

1H at almost the same excitation energy as in 1 2C. The shape

of the peak is interesting, since it resembles the derivative of

the cross section with respect to outgoing proton momentum.

Derivative relations are common for A but this seems to be an

unusual one and indeed a very simple one for an inclusive re-

action which integrates over many final states. An attempt to

predict A with the Born approximation calculation of VerWest

fails completely, as shown in Fig. 9. The gross features of the

12C aA spectrum should be understood when the gross features

of the XH aA spectrum are understood, it is not clear that
y

this is true of the details. The broadening of the 12C peak re-

lative to *H is presumably an effect of Fermi motion, for ex-

ample, but it is not obvious that this can account for the

noticeable shifts (about 50 MeV/c) in the positions of the maxi-

ma of the aA peaks when the a peaks fall at the same excitation

energy.

We have recently begun also to measure spin rotation para-

meters for inclusive p + 12C scattering in the delta region.

The polarization of the outgoing particles is measured with the

focal plane polarineter at the HRS. The initial polarization

state can be normal (N) tp the scattering plane or in the

scattering plane and either sideways (S) or longitudinal (L);

the final polarization state is also measured in all three

directions. The results are characterized by the Vtolfenstein

parameters D,A,A',R, and R1 or, as now commonly used, D tf D__,,
nzi ss
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D £," D£Jl" a n d D£s'* ^ ^ y preliminary data for 12C are pre-

sently available.

The relatively small spin dependence of elastic scattering

is manifested by values of D.., close to one near the quasi-

elastic peak and a fall toward zero as the delta region is

approached. Symmetry relations expected for elastic scatter-

ing (D .=D.oj, D- ,=-D .,) are approximately fulfilled in
SS JCX JGS SXr

the quasi-elastic region. In the absence of a spin-independent

interaction, these relations have been shown to be valid also

for inelastic scattering. The strong spin dependence of the

NN-*NA reaction we observe in the disagreement between D^,, and

D , around the peak of the delta resonance at 1000 MeV/c. The
SS

data for D , are limited by precession angles in the spectro-

meter; all measured values are close to 0.20, so that the spin-

flip probability is large, about 0.40.

Such data can be used directly to test the various cal-

culations of the NN-*NA amplitudes; as discussed below, there

are sixteen such amplitudes compared to the five necessary for

NN scattering, so that measurement of many observables is

necessary for accurate knowledge of individual components. In

the context of this workshop, though, it is useful to point out

that these measurements can sometimes provide direct informa-

tion on the polarization state of the deltas produced inside

nuclei. This is most straightforward in the exclusive reactions

such as pp-»-nA++-*-np7r+. By the Bohr theorem, detection of a spin

up proton, for example, means that the A was produced in either

the m^»+3/2 or -1/2 substates, while a spin down proton implies
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A or -3/2. Other information can then be used to help

decide between the two possibilities for a given proton spin

direction. Comparison with similar data for free scattering

can yield a sensitive test of the modification of the effect-

ive spin amplitudes by the nuclear medium.

IV. THE NBMJA INTERACTION

The study of cross sections for three body final states in

NN collisions has been carried on for a few years now, parti-

cularly by the Rice-Houston group . Much of the data can be

reasonably fitted by the Born approximation theory of VerWest

mentioned earlier; an example is shown in Fig. 11. These are

differential cross section data for the pp-*pnn reaction at

800 MeV; the proton counter was at 15° and the pion counter at

21°. The data are plotted as a function of laboratory proton

momentum. The high energy peak corresponds to A excitation

while the lower one is due to final state interactions. (Par-

enthetically, let me remark that this method of illustrating

the data seems conventional for both theorists and experimenta-

lists yet it is difficult to get a feeling for the underlying

physics without further information. Typically, the experi-

mentalists have, in fact, chosen the kinematics to correspond

to production of deltas of given masses at given angles, but

this information is often not mentioned.)

Recently, work has begun on measuring spin observables in

NN scattering with three body final states. Analyzing power

12 +

data measured by the Houston-Rice group fcr the pp-*pn7r re-

action at 800 MeV are shown in Fig. 12 for several p, ir angle
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pairs. The theoretical curves here have been calculated by

Dubach et al both in Born approximation (dashed lines) and

in their unitary calculation. The differences are substantial

and show one reason at least why the model of VerWest did

poorly in explaining our inclusive A data. The full unitary

model gives at least a fair explanation of these A data, and

shows that it is not necessary to invoke dibaryon resonances

to obtain reasonable agreement.

Spin-spin correlation data are just now beginning to

appear for the pp-*npir reaction. Again the full unitary model

does reasonably well in explaining the few data points which

exist/ as shown in Fig. 13. The data for A _ and Aoo were
n n - X/X/

taken by Bhatia et al at LAMPF at 800 MeV.14 (These observa-

bles combine polarized beam and polarized target measurements,

just as the D... combine polarized beam and polarized out-

going particle measurements.) Such spin-spin correlation

measurements seem much less sensitive than A to the higher

order terms; it is encouraging that the Born approximation

yields results almost identical to those of the full calcu-

lation in two of the three cases shown here.

It is useful to examine for a minute the spin amplitudes

for the NN->-NA reaction which have been derived by Silbar, Lom-

bard, and Kloet on the basis of the full unitary model.

Whereas the NN-*NN amplitudes seem abundantly blessed with

enough spin-dependent terms to satisfy the most demanding

polarophiles, there are, in fact, only four such terms. Silbar

et al_have shown that sixteen different independent amplitudes
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are necessary to describe NN->-AN scattering because of the in-

conveniently large spin of the delta resonance. The corre-

sponding operators are listed in Fig. 14; the notation is de-

fined in Ref. 15. The first of these corresponds to the simple

one-pion exchange diagram and is the only one that has pre-

viously been used in essentially all calculations of A effects

on structure and reactions. It would be surprising if nature

was so kind as to permit such a radical simplification in a

physical process of such high interest. Silbar et al. show

that, indeed, nature is not so benevolent. They have calcu-

lated the sixteen amplitudes on the basis of their full unitary

model. They find that a number of them are significant, and

that they depend strongly on the incident energy as well as on

the mass of the delta. Fig. 15 shows the real and imaginary

parts of the largest unsymmetrized amplitudes at 800 MeV with a

delta mass of 1238 MeV. The dominance of Re A, at 0° seems to

suggest that the simplified form of this amplitude in common

use is appropriate, but that is not correct. Antisymmetriza-

tion of the initial nucleon-nucleon state means that the for-

ward and backward amplitudes are mixed so that Re A- and Re A_

are also very important, as well as the imaginary parts of the

five amplitudes shown. Some of these are effectively included,

however, in structure calculations with exchange properly in-

cluded. Typical structure and reaction calculations also assume

that the mass of the delta is fixed at 1238 MeV. The rapid

variation of some of these amplitudes with the mass of the
i

delta shown in Fig. 16 indicates that this assumption also seems |
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inappropriate.

The determination of all the important components of the

NN+NA amplitude justifies a large effort in measuring the

spin-spin correlation parameters for the exclusive final states

in this reaction. As experience in the NN-+-NN problem has told

us, particular combinations of measurements can often be used

to isolate individual terms in the scattering amplitude, and

such combinations should also be useful here. It will be im-

portant also to extend such spin measurements to exclusive

quasi-free production on nuclear targets, in order to determine

the modifications induced by the nuclear medium.

V. THE (p,A++) REACTION

An important first step in the measurement of exclusive pro-

ton induced reactions on nuclei has been reported by Hennino

et al. In a difficult and very pretty experiment/ they have

measured the 6Li(p,A )6He reaction at 1.04 GeV. The experi-

mental setup is shown in Fig. 17. A semiconductor telescope

detected the 6He recoils directly. In addition, the A + + decay

products were detected in an array of scintillation counters

which covered a large solid angle. Their differential cross

section data are shown in Fig. 18 as a function of four-

momentum transfer; the cross sections represent a sum over the

missing mass between 1170 and 1290 MeV. (Note that these three

body data are presented in a physically meaningful way). An

attempt to explain these data in terms of Glauber theory was

reasonably successful, but it emphasized the many uncertainties

in the calculation and the sensitivity to nuclear structure.
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Let us concentrate instead on an analysis of these data by B.K.

Jain• which has just appeared; this calculation is shown by

the curves in Fig. 18. These curves represent DWIA calcula-

tions with essentially no free parameters. The agreement with

the data is remarkable, much better than the Glauber theory re-

sults, for reasons that are not apparent. The agreement is

certainly as good as any found in DWIA calculations of the

ordinary low excitation energy transitions in the well-studied

intermediate energy range. What is surprising, in view of my

previous comments, is that this agreement is obtained with a

purely central form of the pp-*-nA transition potential. In a

letter I have just received, Jain mentions that he has now in-

cluded tensor terms as well. Their effects are small here only

because of cancellations induced by details; of the nuclear

structure. It should be remarked also that the delta-nucleus

optical potential at these energies is, of course, not well

known, and has been chosen to be similar to that of the proton.

The real part was set equal to zero; the small effect of 30%

variations in the imaginary part is shown by the dashed and dot-

dashed lines in the figure.

In spite of these uncertainties, the good agreement shown

here is very encouraging for the eventual detailed success of

calculations in the delta region of the type heretofore carried

out only in the low excitation energy r'egime.

VI. THE 13CCp,d2p) REACTION

The momentum transfer in inelastic scattering reactions ex-

citing the delta region is perforce large, at least about 1,5
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fm . Yet some of the most interesting deviations from quasi-

free scattering are expected preferably at small q, if they

occur at all. One way to avoid large momentum transfer in the

study of the delta region is to use a transfer reaction. In

the 13C(p,d) reaction at 800 MeV for example, q is 20 MeV/c at

0° for an excitation energy of 250 HeV. In a collaboration led

by C.L. Morris at LAMPF, we have studied the inclusive 13C(p,d)

18

reaction at 800 MeV in the excitation region around 300 MeV.

Deuterons were observed in the High Resolution Spectrometer at

scattering angles of 2,5°, 5°, and 9*. In addition, pion and

proton decay products were observed in two scintillation counter

telescopes located above and below the target. The idea is

that a back-to-back irp or pp coincidence in the two telescopes

should be a strong indication of slow delta production, a delta

that possibly might be quasi-bound in a nuclear orbit.

Singles deuteron spectra, shown in Fig, 19, reveal a bump

whose position changes with angle according to the kinematics

of the free pp-*-iTd reaction, as indicated by the arrows. Double-

coincidence events are approximately equally divided between d-p

coincidences and d—ir coincidences; the spectra, shown in Fig. 20,

are relatively flat above about 220 MeV excitation energy.

Triples spectra are shown in Fig. 21; these data all corre-

spond to a deuteron in coincidence with two relatively high

energy (100±50 MeV) protons. No clear true coincidence peak

was observed in the time spectra for dpir coincidences, (The de-

tection threshold for protons was around the 27 MeV expected

for protons from free A decay at rest.) A clear peak is ob-
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served in the proton triples spectra on top of a rising back-

ground; these peaks seem shifted somewhat from the peaks in the

singles spectra.

The triples data at all three angles were fitted with a

Breit-Wigner resonance on a background whose shape was given by

three-body (two protons plus 10Be) phase space; this background

is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 21. The normalization of

the background and the centroid and width of the peak were con-

strained to be the same in all three spectra. The solid lines

in Fig. 21 show the fitted sum of the resonance and the back-

ground. The location EQ and width TQ of the resonance obtained

in this fashion are E0=241±4 MeV and rQ=55±18 MeV. The reduced

X2 obtained was 1.1 per point. We also fitted the data with

the same background but with a different peak location at each

angle as given by pp-*-dTT kinematics. The total x2 increased

from 16 to 22 with this constraint.

The fitting procedure allowed the cross section of the

peak to be integrated as a function of excitation energy. The

resulting cross sections are &3o/n3 =(15.4+3.1), (8.5±2.0), and

4.6±1.8) yb/sr at 2.5, 5.0, and 9.0°, respectively. In

addition to the quoted statistical errors, there is an overall

normalization uncertainty of ±30%. If the protons are assumed

to be back to back and are emitted isotropically, then the pro-

duct of the cross sections and the two-proton decay branching

ratios for this state are da/dG=U93±39) , (107+25), and

58±23) yb/sr at the three angles.

How is the peak in the triples spectrum to be interpreted?
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The back-to-back protons must be correlated with each other,

since the triples coincidence rate is otherwise about four

times higher than expected from the doubles proton rate. The

triples protons can then be naturally explained as the pro-

ducts of the reactions A p+pp and A n+pp. If the effects of

distortion and Fermi momentum of the bound nucleon are neglec-

ted, the solid angles of the telescopes limit the momentum of

the delta to be less than about 250 MeV/c. The absence of

•up decays is probably due at least partially to the marginally

high threshold on the p detector. A careful study of this

very interesting ratio of irp/2p coincidences is a prime goal

of future work on this experiment.

Certainly such work is needed before a definitive inter-

pretation of these results can be made. In our paper recently

published, two possible explanations were mentioned. The most

straightforward was that the deltas were formed by the absorp-

tion of pions produced in the quasi-free pp+dn reaction; this

is suggested by the rough correspondence in shape between the

singles and triples spectra. In some sense, I think this is

almost certainly the first step, since we know it is happening

with a large cross section; the real questions relate to the

spectrum of possible off-shell pions produced and whether a

simple second step of absorption of on-shell pions (as recently

suggested by Toki) is sufficient to explain the triples data.

We argued in the paper that the narrow width, much narrower

than the free delta resonance, and the apparently fixed exci-

tation energy with respect to 12C might, on the contrary, in-
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dicate the formation of a (AN ) state in a 2C. While the mean-

ing of "state" here was not specified, the experimental facts

provide the definition. As we stated in the introduction, it

would be a feature of the 12C spectrum in the delta region

whose position changes with angle according to the kinematics

of i 2C.

The first, more straightforward, explanation, has been pur-

sued by Toki in a recent preprint and in a contribution to this

19conference. He shows that the width and position of the bump

in the singles deuteron spectrum are consistent with the quasi-

free pp->d7T reaction, assuming a reasonable Fermi momentum dis-

tribution of the nucleons in 1 2C. His rough calculated quasi-

free spectrum is shown in Fig. 22; the total energy of the on-

shell pions generated is then given by the apparent excitation

energy in 12C at the top of the figure. In Toki's model, these

on-shell pions are then absorbed in the inverse ird-*-2p reaction

which is strongly energy-dependent. He suggests that this

would select a fixed range of pion energies and would explain

the apparent fixed position of the triples peak. In addition,

the up-down back-to-back constraint on the two final protons,

which limits the total momentum to less than about 250 MeV/c,

restricts the number of effective deuterons available for ab-

sorption in a manner which depends on the pion momentum. The

relative probability P that Toki calculates for finding an

effective deuteron pair as a function of k^ is shown in Fig.

23. When the ird-»-2p cross section excitation function is multi-

plied by P, the center is shifted by about 25 MeV toward lower
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excitation energy, i.e., in the direction which tends to explain

the low excitation energy, 240 MeV, found experimentally.

The basic problem with this explanation as it stands, we

find, is that it predicts that the width of the triples peak

should be given by the experimental width of the ird->-2p exci-

tation function. This is about 150 MeV, however, in contrast

t6 the experimental width of the triples peak which is about

55 MeV. In fact, the model should include the fact that the

spectrum of available on-shell pions is, according to Fig. 22,

much narrower than 150 MeV at small angles. When this spectrum

is properly folded in, the predicted position and width of the

triples peak are clearly angle dependent, as shown in Fig. 24.

While the data are better fitted with an angle-independent peak,

it is clear that better experimental statistics are necessary

to confirm this important feature. It should also be noted that

the integrated cross section predicted in this model no longer

drops off sharply with angle as seen experimentally. Some of

these problems might be remedied with a better calculation of

the spectrum of available pions.

Data are needed also at other incident energies. A (AN~ )

state in 12C would, by definition, remain at a fixed excitation

energy, whereas other mechanisms could easily produce a peak at

a different position. It is interesting to note, for example,

that at 800 MeV, the momentum transfer q in the (p,d) reaction

is a minimum at about 250 MeV excitation, very close to the

triples peak; at 600 MeV and 1000 MeV, q is a minimum at 200

MeV and 300 MeV, respectively. Toki's model as stated would
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predict an excitation energy independent of beam energy; when

the effects of the quasi-free pion momentum distribution are

properly included, the predicted peak position should then

shift according to the free kinematics. The various models

also give rather different predictions about the triples/singles

ratios as a function of energy.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have discussed here a number of experimental results

which have thus far received relatively little theoretical

attention. While this is not really true of the NN results,

the applications to heavy nuclei reveal many unsolved puzzles.

There is as yet no clear evidence for medium effects on the

free NN+NA amplitudes from this work, but there are features

of the data which are not identical to the free case. Possible

deviations should become more clear as the coming years bring

more studies of exclusive reactions on heavy targets. As

suggested by our discussions of the tp,A ) and (pfd2p). re-̂

actions, the study of three body final states can yield sur--

prising results.

This work was supported in part by the National Science

Foundation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic spectrum of inclusive proton inelastic
scattering from hydrogen with examples of contributing
lowest order diagrams.

Fig. 2. Diagrams included in the Born approximation calcu-
lations of NN scattering by VerWest (Ref. 1).

Fig. 3. Inclusive neutron spectra at 0° from proton bombard-
ment of *H (smaller cross section) and 2H (larger
cross section) at 647 and 800 MeV (Ref. 4).

Fig. 4. Inclusive neutron spectra at 0° from proton bombard-
ment of heavy targets at 800 MeV (Ref. 5).

Fig. 5. Integrated cross sections in the delta region for in-
clusive (p,n) and (p,p') reactions at 800 MeV as a
function of target mass (Ref. 5 and 7, respectively).
Only 0° data are included in the (p,n) data; the (p,p')
results include data between 5° and 30°.

Fig. 6. Inclusive proton spectra for the 'iKpfP'X) and I2C(p,p'X)
reactions at 800 MeV and 11° (Ref. 7).

Fig. 7. Analyzing powers measured in the inclusive 12C(p,p'X)
reaction at 800 MeV plotted as a function of outgoing
proton lab momentum (Ref. 10).

Fig. 8. The product oA of cross section and analyzing power
for the inclusive 12C(p,p'X) reaction at 800 MeV (Ref. 10)

Fig. 9. Analyzing powers measured in the inclusive 2H(p,p'x)
reaction at 800 MeV compared with a theoretical calcu-
lation using the code of VerWest (Ref. 10).

Fig. 10. The product cA for the inclusive 'Hfpjp'X) reaction at
800 MeV (Ref. 10).

Fig. 11. Differential cross sections for the pp-*pnir+ reaction at
800 MeV (Ref. 11). The solid curve is a theoretical
calculation by VerWest (Ref. 1).

Fig. 12. Analyzing powers measured in the pp+pnir+ reaction at
800 MeV (Ref. 12). The solid curve is a full unitary
calculation; the dashed curve represents a Born approxi-
mation calculation (Ref. 13).

Fig. 13. Spin-spin correlation data for the pp+pmr+ reaction at
800 MeV (Ref. 14). The theoretical curves correspond
to those in Fig. 12.

Fig. 14. The sixteen spin-dependent operators chosen by Silbar
et al to describe the NN+NA reaction (Ref. 15).
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Fig. 15. Real and imaginary components of the largest ampli-
tudes A. for the NN+NA reaction at 80Q MeV (Ref. 15).
The num&ers correspond to the operators of Fig. 14.

Fig. 16. Delta mass dependence of two important amplitudes for
the NN+NA reaction (Ref. 15).

Fig. 17. Experimental arrangement for measuring the $Li(p,A )$He
reaction (Ref. 16).

Fig. 18. Differential cross sections for the 6Li(p,A++)6He re-
action at 1.04 GeV (Ref. 16). The theoretical curves
have been calculated by Jain (Ref. 17) using the DWBA.
The three curves correspond to three different choices
of the imaginary term in the optical potential.

Fig. 19. Inclusive deuteron-production cross section as a function
of excitation energy in 12C. The arrows mark the ex-
pected peak from quasi-free p+p-»-d+ir+(Ref. 18).

Fig. 20. Double-coincidence cross sections as a function of ex-
citation energy in 12C for deuterons in coincidence
with (top) protons and (bottom) pions. The solid lines
are nothing more than a guide to the eye (Ref. 18).

Fig. 21. Cross sections for deuterons in coincidence with out-of-
plane, back to back, two-proton decays as a function of
excitation energy in 1 2C. The dashed lines are the
fitted three-body, phase-space backgrounds, and the solid
line is the sum of this background and the fitted re-
sonance (Ref. 18).

Fig. 22. The differential cross section for the quasi-free
pN-f-dir reaction at 800 MeV as a function of the outgoing
deuteron energy. The upper scale is the excitation
energy of the residual system. The Fermi distribution
is assumed to be of Gaussian form,

e-(p/PF) f w i t n p -135 MeV. For comparison, the result
with the Gaussian distribution denoted by the solid line
is compared to that with a constant distribution up to
the Fermi momentum p_ denoted by the dotted line at the
deuteron scattering angle 6L«2.5°. The arrow indicates
the deuteron energy of the quasi-free reaction with zero
momentum nucleons (Ref. 19).

Fig. 23. The probability P of finding a deuteron-like pair under
the constraint that the total momentum must be less than
250 MeV/c (Ref. 19).

Fig. 24. Predicted triples peaks using the model of Toki (Ref. 19)
after the pion spectrum of Fig. 22 has been properly
folded into the calculation. The arrows indicate the
peak positions expected from free kinematics.
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PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS IN THE A-HOLE APPROACH

J.H. KOCh
National Institute for Nuclear Physics and
High-Energy Physics (NIKHEF, section K)

P.O. Box 4395
1009 AJ Amsterdam/The Netherlands

I. INTRODUCTION

The dominant feature of pion- and photon-nucleon interactions

at intermediate energies is the excitation of the A resonance.

Therefore, one can use pion- and photon-induced nuclear reactions

to study the dynamics of A propagation in a nucleus. While a large

number of experiments has been carried out with pions, the data

base for photonuclear reactions with photon energies between 200

and 400 MeV is rather small. However, major experimental programs

are now underway or planned for the new electron scattering faci-

lities.

Fia. 1 shows the total photoabsorption cross section for a

nucleon .It clearly shows the A peak. If we subtract out the

contribution from the resonant M1 (3/2) multipole, the remaining

background is nearly energy independent. The peak cross section is

about .5 mb, compared to 200 mb for IT p scattering. This large

cross section for pions implies that pion-nucleus scattering is

mainly taking place in the nuclear surface. On the other hand, due

to their much weaker interaction photons can reach the entire

nuclear volume. One would therefore expect that the total nuclear

photoabsorption cross section, a _, is simply given by a A =

Aa „ , the incoherent sum of the free nucleon cross sections.
^ 9 2)

Fig. 2 shows the total photoabsorption data for Be from Mainz

and Bonn . Compared to the incoherent sum Aa „, the experimental

cross section shows a substantial damping in the A region. A

meaningful theoretical description must take into account the modi-

fication of the A propagation in the nuclear medium due to effects

such as Fermi motion, nucleon binding or pion absorption. The A-

hole formalism, which has been applied extensively to ir-nucleus

elastic ' ' and inelastic scattering , offers a framework to

consistently include these effects also into the description of
8—12)photonuclear reactions . This common approach is shown
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schematically in Fig. 3, where the same A-hole Green's function,

G.,, is used as in 7r-nucleus elastic scattering, nuclear Compton

scattering and coherent 7r° photoproduction. Through the optical

theorem, the forward Compton amplitude yields the total photo-

absorption cross section. The reactions in Fig. 3 correspond to

different matrix elements of G... Pion-nucleus elastic scattering

involves only A-h states with unnatural parity, while the photon

also excites the natural parity A-h states. Another difference is

that the irN -»- A coupling is longitudinal, while the yN •* A coupling

is transverse. Photonuclear reactions therefore provide an impor-

tant independent tool for studying the dynamics of A propagation

in the nuclear medium.

Starting point of this talk is a discussion of photoabsorption

and Compton scattering on a single free nucleon. We then present

the A-hole approach to photon-nucleus scattering. As examples for

its application, we discuss nuclear photoabsorption on light nu-

clei and the transverse response function for inclusive electron

scattering, coherent TTC photoproduction and nuclear Compton scat-

tering. The results used in this talk are taken from work done in

collaboration with E.J. Moniz (MIT) and N. Ohtsuka (NIKHEF-K).

II. THE PHOTON-NUCLEON AMPLITUDE

To calculate the nuclear photoabsorption cross section, we

first need a model for Compton scattering from a nucleon. We will

assume that this proceeds through intermediate pion production in

the TTN s-wave and M1+(3/2) channels. The contribution from the A

has the form

w + 1

A ~ yNA D(E) YNA'

where the transverse YNA coupling is given by

F v N A = -jjj^ e.Jc x S"+T + (2)
_, A

and D(E) is the free A propagator with D(E) = E - E R + iF(E)/2

= r(E)/2(i-ctg <S33(E)),

The optical theorem relates the imaginary part of the forward

Compton amplitude to the total pion photoproduction cross section.

In the isobar model, the yH •*• itN amplitude is
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A TTNA D(E)

FTTNA i s t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l N̂A coupling

f 5.r »(,) T+. (4,
The isobar model yields D(E) and a parametrization of the A decay

width, F(E), in terms of the trNA vertex function v(q)

4 I L ? 3 A
r(E) = r(ER)

R
4 ?S
v2(qR)

 qR E

13)A good fit to the experimental 633~phaseshift is obtained with '

V(q) = (1 + q 2/3 2), 6 = 300 MeV. (6)

The only undetermined quantity in Eq. (3) is then the coupling

strength 9 M./M . However, with one free parameter it is not pos-

sible to reproduce the energy dependence of the experimental

M1+(3/2) multipole. (On the other hand, if one chooses v(q) to fit

the M.. (3/2) multipole, the isobar model does not yield the observed

irN phaseshift, <533.) For a good fit, one has to include also non-

resonant IT production in the (3,3) channel. If we add such a term,

we must make sure that the total amplitude keeps the irN scattering
14)phase 633. This is required by "Watson's final state theorem"

When adding a non-resonant Born term TB(E), we can satisfy this

requirement by letting the pion produced via T B rescatter through

the A. This is indicated in Fig. 4a. Since we are interested in

the A, we regroup the terms according to Fig. 4b and work with Tn

and a A-term with an effective or "dressed" yNA-vertex, F
Y N A » in-

dicated by the shaded circle. Formally, the effective vertex is

defined by

T^ 3(E) - {1 + TjN(E)GirN(E)}Tj1I(E) + TjU(E)

1,
Through the intermediate TTN rescattering in F v N A» this effective

vertex is energy dependent and complex.

E ) = Y e U j t+ + (8)

This partitioning of the experimental M1+(3/2) multipole into a

resonant and non-resonant part is clearly model dependent. Rather

than calculating the effective vertex from a model, the standard
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approach has been to simply parametrize it 1 5' 1 6' . we find a good

fit with a constant value for g(E), g = 1.03, and

3
<t>(E) = •* _- degrees,

al + a
2
q

a1 = .0222 fm~
3 a 2 = .0778 fm"

1.

With this parametrization, the full 3,3 photopion amplitude,

Eq. (7), becomes

FT m F ( t i s L + si!i5.} fiM F NA .
3,3 TTNA r ( E ) / 2 D ( B ) g ^ YNA

Similarly, the (3,3) Compton amplitude becomes
5 2 + rirN

G

Y»Y = F+ _1 p e2i«f>(E)f5jNA 2 + ri
3,3 F

YNA D(E)
 F

YNA
e 9 B G

Finally, to complete out description of photoabsorption, we also

have to include other intermediate TTN channels. This contribution

is mainly due to intermediate s-wave charged pion production. For

the applications below, we simply use an amplitude of the Kroll-

Ruderman form,

J * o.e h(E) , (11)
s

where h(E) has been fitted to the data. The model outlined above

reproduces the total yN cross section very well for photon labora-

tory energies between 200 - 400 MeV. However, the fit in individual

charge channels is poorer and we will use a refined model when dis-

cussing a specific reaction such as (y,ir°) in Section V.

III. THE PHOTON-NUCLEUS AMPLITUDE

We first discuss photon-nucleus scattering proceeding through

A-h excitation only. The nuclear amplitude is ^

The many-body Greens function G.. is given by 4,7,11)

G I n = D ( E " H A> ~ 6 W " WTT " V s p ' U 3 )

HA = TA + VA + HA-1" ( 1 4 )

The first part of the Greens function is the free Breit-Wigner

denominator, D(E), evaluated at E - H., the internal energy avail-

able to the A. H., Eq. 14, includes the kinetic energy T &, an
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average binding potential, V^, and the hole energy Hft_ . The phase-

space for A -> irN is restriced inside the nucleus. This is taken

into account by the Pauli blocking term, dW. W^ in Eq. 13 describes

intermediate pion propagation with the target in the ground state.

In elastic ir-nucleus scattering, this term yields the very large

elastic width due to coherent multiple scattering. In the photo-

reactions considered here, it accounts for coherent ir° photoproduc-

tion. The terms described so far can be evaluated miscroscopically

in the A-h basis. As is known from pion scattering, it is important

to take into account that the A-h states can couple to more compli-

cated channels. In contrast to the other terms in Eq.. 13 this effect

is treated phenomenologically through a complex spreading potential

Vsp(r> = VC | W + VLS ̂ V y r 2 V V
The complex parameters, V._ and V T O, have been obtained from fits to

17)elastic pion-nucleus scattering and are nearly energy independent
A

For example, for He we have Ii V ^ - 35 MeV. It has been shown
that this rather sizeable spreading potential mainly describes the

4 17)coupling to the pion absorption channel ' .We use this same

spreading potential also for our calculation of the photon-nucleus

amplitude.

To obtain the total photoabsorption cross section, we use the

optical theorem for the nuclear Compton amplitude, Eq. 8,

k •*•"' " A lJWfJW 72'
(16)

In addition to predicting the total cross section, we can also use ,
Tour model to approximately partition a into the major reaction

12) VY

channels ;. The contributions to Im M^' are shown schematically

in Fig. 5, where a wavy line indicates the on-shell part of a pro-

pagator. As shown in Fig. 5a, Im M T Y has contributions from Im G.,

and from the on shell part of the irN loop in F
Y N A » which corresponds

to quasifree irN photoproduction. The partitioning of Im G^n is

shown in Fig. 5b: the first diagram corresponds to quasifree knock

out, due to the imaginary part of D(E-HA) - SW, i.e. proceeding

through the Pauli blocked isobar. The next contribution is due to

Im W^ and yields the coherent ir° photoproduction partial cross

section. Finally, the last diagram indicates contributions from
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Im V , which accounts for the partial cross section into the ir ab-

sorption channel. In addition to the isobar contribution, we have

to take into account the 3,3-background amplitude TQ, Eq. 7, which

leads to a nph state. In the unnatural parity partial waves, the

3,3-background term can lead to coherent TT ° photoproduction. This

TT° can then excite a A-h state (see Pig. 6), yielding an energy

dependent Y * Ah vertex correction. The effective vertex, p y N A»

also gets modified in the medium. The intermediate propagation of

the nucleon, Fig. 4, is affected by nucleon binding corrections and

Pauli blocking. All these modifications of the nuclear YNA vertex

are included in the results discussed below. Finally, we must add

the purely non-resonant contriubtions from the 3,3-background Tg,

Eg. 10, and the s-wave term, Eg. 11.

IV. PHOTOABSORPTION ON LIGHT NUCLEI

We now discuss results for the total photoabsorption cross

section on He, C and 0, the same nuclei which were studied for

pion scattering in the A-h approach. By using the spreading po-

tential determined independently from pion scattering, no new

parameters have been introduced. Fig. 7 shows the isobar part a"?,
12

Eq. 16, of the total photoabsorption cross section for C and

its partitioning. The largest contribution comes from quasifree ir

production. The quasifree and the much flatter absorption cross

section both peak hear the resonance energy of the free A. The

coherent TT° cross section peaks at a lower energy, because it de-

pends on the nuclear ground state formfactor which drops rapidly

with increasing momentum transfer. For heavier nuclei, this TT°

partial cross section is less important.

In calculating the pnotoabsorption cross section, many body ef-

fects enter in two ways: W^, for example, enters directly by contri-

buting a coherent TT° partial cross section to the nuclear cross

section. But it also enters in the Ah propagators, G., , and

"shadows" all reaction channels (Fig. 5b). These two competing

effects can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows the full calculation for

the 3,3-channel photoabsorption cross section and a calculation with

W^ omitted. At low energies, inclusion of the coherent TT° channel

increases the cross section, but near resonance shadowing dominates

and the cross section decreases. It is therefore not correct to

separately add s coherent ir°. cross section in a perturbative way.
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Similar remarks apply to the absorption channel. Fig.. 8 also shows

a calculation where we keep only D(E - H.) in the Ah- propagator,

Eq. 13, which accounts for A propagation and binding effects. In-

clusion of the many body terms, <5W + W + V , leads to a substan-

tial broadening and depression of the peak cross section. As an

example for the size of the yNA-vertex corrections, Fig. 7 shows

the effect of the ir° contribution (see Fig. 6) . Clearly, this is

an important correction at lower energies (but largely gets can-

celled by the effect of Pauli blocking on the dressed yNA vertex).

Fig. 9 shows our results for the full photoabsorption cross section
12 18)

and die C data of the Bonn group ' . The total cross section

data result from a sizeable extrapolation of the observed charged

hadron yield (also shown) at five angles. Missed events due to

energy cutoffs for charged hadrons and due to neutral events were

estimated by comparing to a Monte Carlo cascade calculation at
9 12three energies for a Be, C, Ti and Pb target. By interpolation,

these calculations were then used for other targets and different

energies. The cross section for coherent TT0 calculation was cal-

culated separately and added. (This ignores the shadowing effect

discussed above.) We can use the decomposition of the cross sec-

tion, Section III, to make a rough comparison with the measured

charged hadron yield: we take the full s-wave contribution, the

(3,3)-channel absorption cross section and one third of the (3,3)

quasifree TTN production cross section. We exclude coherent and

quasifree TT° production. Knocked out protons in the latter case

are assumed to have energies below the experimental cutoff of

58 MeV. Compared to the extrapolated Bonn data, our prediction for

the peak of the total cross section has the right magnitude, but it

occurs at a photon energy about 20 MeV higher than the data. Our

estimated total cross section for charged hadrons, on the other hand,

is quite close to the experiment. Figs. 10 and 11 show similar

results for He and O. Clearly, the agreement between the calcu-

lations and the "data" is much worse. While our calculation peaks
4

close to the free nucleon resonance position, the extrapolated He
data peak at a much lower energy. For O, the peak position of

the total cross section agrees, but the predicted cross section is

about 20% too low at the peak. The origin of this disagreement

which is also found in Ref. 10, is not clear. It should be recalled
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that the Monte Carlo calculations needed by the Bonn group to
A

obtain the total cross section "data" were not performed for He

and 0, but obtained by extrapolation from other targets. Another

complication is that the coherent TT° cross section was simply added

to the Monte Carlo results. This neglects the shadowing effect dis-

cussed above. This is especially important in He, where the co-

herent ir° cross section is very large. However, the total cross
section for Be obtained at Bonn in this way agrees closely with

2)data obtained at Mainz by an entirely different method.

The total cross section for transverse virtual photons is
9 11 12)

measured in inclusive electron scattering ' ' . It is related

to the transverse response function, ST, by

The main difference to our discussion of the total photoabsorption

of real photons is that energy transfer u and momentum transfer k

are now independent. Our result for the A--contribution to the C

transverse photoabsorption cross section is shown in Fig. 12 for a

fixed momentum transfer, k = 500 MeV. The general features and the

effect of the spreading potential are similar to the real photon

case. Also shown is a calculation where only H, is retained in the

A-hole Greens function, which corresponds most closely to a

Fermi gas calculation. Compared to this the full calculation shows a

substantial suppression and broadening of the peak due to the
12spreading potential. The C response function has been measured

19)for similar kinematics . The peak position observed, for example,

for an incident electron energy of 680 MeV and 36° scattering angle

is at HI % 350 MeV and k - 456 MeV. Taking into account the additional

A recoil energy for k = 500 MeV/c, our peak position agrees with

the data. Fig. 12 shows an enhancement of the full cross section

for low energy transfer compared to the "Fermi gas" calculation

(H. only). However, this effect is not large and not sufficient

to explain the substantial strength observed in the "dip region"

between the quasi-elastic and A-peak.

V. COHEREKx tru PHOTOPRODUCTION

The A contribution to the coherent nuclear (y,v0) amplitude is
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Im V , which accounts for the partial cross section into the ir ab-

sorption channel. In addition to the isobar contribution, we have

to take into account the 3,3-background amplitude TQ, Eg. 7, which

leads to a irph state. In the unnatural parity partial waves, the

3,3-background term can lead to coherent ir° photoproduction. This

n° can then excite a A-h state (see Fig. 6), yielding an energy

dependent Y •* Ah vertex correction. The effective vertex, F Y N A #

also gets modified in the medium. The intermediate propagation of

the nucleon, Fig. 4, is affected by nucleon binding corrections and

Pauli blocking. All these modifications of the nuclear yNA vertex

are included in the results discussed below. Finally, we must add

the purely non-resonant contriubtions from the 3,3-background T ,

Eg. 10, and the s-wave term, Eg. 11.

IV. PHOTOABSORPTION ON LIGHT NUCLEI

We now discuss results for the total photoabsorption cross

section on He, C and O, the same nuclei which were studied for

pion scattering in the A-h approach. By using the spreading po-

tential determined independently from pion scattering, no new
Tparameters have been introduced. Fig. 7 shows the isobar part a.,

12

Eg. 16, of the total photoabsorption cross section for C and

its partitioning. The largest contribution comes from guasifree ir

production. The guasifree and the much flatter absorption cross

section both peak near the resonance energy of the free A. The

coherent n° cross section peaks at a lower energy, because it de-

pends on the nuclear ground state formfactor which drops rapidly

with increasing momentum transfer. For heavier nuclei, this 7r°

partial cross section is less important.

In calculating the pnotoabsorption cross section, many body ef-

fects enter in two ways: W^, for example, enters directly by contri-

buting a coherent TT° partial cross section to the nuclear cross

section. But it also enters in the Ah propagators, G.., and

"shadows" all reaction channels (Fig. 5b). These two competing

effects can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows the full calculation for

the 3,3-channel photoabsorption cross section and a calculation with

W^ omitted. At low energies, inclusion of the coherent ir° channel

increases the cross section, but near resonance shadowing dominates

and the cross section decreases. It is therefore not correct to

separately add » coherent ir° cross section in a perturbative way.
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resonance the elastic Compton amplitude is predominantly imaginary.

Therefore, the suppression of the full forward differential cross

section due to the spreading potential is through the optical

theorem directly related to the suppression of the total photo-

abosorption cross section. While the forward cross section depends

more globally on the presence of the spreading potential, the

large angle scattering, which is dominated by photon helicity flip,

is sensitive to the detailed structure of this potential. This is

shown in Fig. 15, where we plot the differential cross section ob-

tained with a central spreading potential, which was fitted to

pion scattering. This is compared to the full calculation of Fig. 14,

obtained with the non-central spreading potential, Eq. 15. While

the forward cross sections are nearly the same, the purely central

spreading potential produces a minimum near 75 ° and leads to an

enhancement at larger angles. Fig. 16 shows the elastic nuclear

Compton differential cross section at ki_v, = 203 MeV. The forward

amplitude is now predominantly real and inclusion of the spreading

potential increases the forward cross section. An interesting fea-

ture at this energy is the importance of intermediate coherent TT°

propagation. Recall that at low energies the ir° cross section is a

major part of the total photo-absorption cross section (see Fig. 7) .

VII. SUMMARY

The A-hole approach provides a common basis to study pion- and

photon-induced nuclear reactions at Intermediate energies. Using

this formalism, we have shown that the many body aspects of A pro-

pagation in nuclei, which were previously examined in pi. on reac-

tions, also play an important role in photonuclear processes.

This was done for nuclear photoabsorption, electron scattering,

coherent TT° photoproduction and nuclear Compton scattering. For

photoabsorption, we have estimated the partitioning of the total

cross section into the partial cross sections for pion annihilation,

coherent ir° and quasifree pion production. This allowed a

comparison with the observed charged hadron yields of the Bonn

group. In comparing the theoretical predictions for the total

photoabsorption to the extrapolated data, there are discrepancies

in the peak position and/or magnitude. We have used the spreading

potential determined independently in pion-nucleuc scattering.
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Simply changing the spreading potential parameter to improve the

fit for photoabsorption would therefore not be consistent with the

analysis of pion scattering. If the discrepancies are confirmed,

we have to go outside our framework and investigate modifications

specific to photoreactions. For example, there might be higher

order medium corrections to the yNA coupling. Another important

question is the use in photonuclear reactions of the spreading po-

tential determined in pion scattering. This phenomenological spread-

ing potential also accounts for ir-Ah vertex corrections, which should

not be included as a self energy. If the relative importance of ve,—

tex and self energy corrections are different for photons, this

would prevent us from carrying over the fitted spreading potential.

Clearly, this would affect the close connection between pion and

photon induced reactions emphasized in this talk. At present, the

data base for photonuclear reactions at intermediate energies is

still very small. Since the photon samples the nucleus in a dif-

ferent way than pions, photonuclear experiments will be very im-

portant in testing and refining our understanding of A propagation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Total photoabsorption cross section for a nucleon (solid

curve); dash-dotted: M1+(3/2)-contribution; dashed:

background.

Fig. 2: Total photoabsorption cross section for Be. Dashed:

Aa N« Data from Mainz (Ref. 2, crosses) and Bonn (Ref. 3,

dots).

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of pion elastic scattering, Compton

scattering and coherent ir° photoproduction in the A-h

approach.

Fig. 4: Non-resonant and resonant pion photoproduction in the 3,3-

channel. (a): total amplitude; (b): effective vertex.

Fig. 5: Contributions to Im M T Y , (a), and to Im G.,, (b).

Fig. 6: Coherent ir° photoproduction through the 3,3-background, Tfi,

and resulting y -*• Ah vertex correction.

TFig. 7: 3,3-channel total photoabsorption cross section, o i V for

C and partial cross section for coherent TT° production (IT0),

quasifree pion production (qf), and pion absorption (abs).

Dotted: total 3,3-cross section with coherent irc vertex

correction, Fig. 6, omitted.

Fig. 8: A part of total photoabsorption cross section for C.

Solid curve: full calculation; dash-dotted: calculation

without W^; short dashes: calculation with D(E - H.) only;

Fig. 9: Charged hadron yield (h~) and extrapolated total photo-
12absorption cross section for C from Ref. 18. Solid

curve: full calculation; short dashes: estimate for

charged hadron yield.
A

Fig.10: Photoabsorption cross section for He; data from Ref. 18.

Fig.11: Photoabsorption cross section for O; data from Ref. 18.

Fig.12: A-contribution to total photoabsorption cross section for

transverse virtual photons. Solid curve: full calculation;

dash-dotted: calculation with D("S - H^) only, Eq. 13;

dashed: no spreading potential.
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Fig. 13: Angular distribution for C(Y/"t°)12C for photon energy
klab ^ 2 4 0 M e V« S o i i d curve: full calculation; dashed:

impulse approximation; dash-dotted: no spreading potential.

Date, from Ref. 20 (dots) and Ref. 21 (crosses).

Fig. 14: Differential Compton scattering on C for k,̂ , » 335 MeV.

Solid curve: full calculation; dash-dotted: no spreading

potential; dashed: calculation with H& only; also shown

are photcn-helicity flip and non-flip contributions.

Fig. 15: Differential cross section for elastic Compton scattering
12

on C for klab = 335 MeV. Solid curve: full calculation

with central and spin-orbit spreading potential, Eq. 15.

Dashed: calculation with a central spreading potential

fitted to pion scattering (Ref. 17); also shown: helicity

flip contributions.

Fig. 16: Differential cress section for elastic Compton scattering
12

on C for klab = 203 MeV; long-dashed: no spreading

potential included; dash-dotted: calculation without W ;

also shown: helicity flip contribution to full calculation.
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c
( PION ABSORPTION IN THE A-HOLE MODEL

K. Yazaki
Department of Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, 113

In this talk, I would like to discuss two subjects on pion absorption within

the framework of the A-hole model. They are a) the total absorption cross

section and b) the (TT, N) reaction,

a) Total absorption cross section

As is well known, the pion nucleus total cross section, a , consists of

the elastic and reaction cross sections, i.e.

Otot - %l + °r <«

and the reaction cross section, a , can be decomposed as

a = a , + a c (2)
r abs qf

The absorption cross section, 0 , , includes all the processes in which the pion
3. DS

disappears in the end, while the "quasi-free" cross section, a ,, is a sum of the

inelastic, single charge exchange and double charge exchange exchange cross

sections, i.e.

a c = a. - + a + a, (3)

qf xnel sex dcx

The optical theorem tells us that the total cross section is related to the

imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude as

^ I m f(0)

where k is the incident pion momentum, {k> is the pion plane wave state and T is

the pion-nucleus elastic T-raatrix. The normalization is taken to be consistent
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with the Klein-Gordon propagator for the pion.

In the A-hole model, the T-matrix is given by (Fig. 1)

(5)

where F. is the vertex describing the formation of A-hole states by the incident

pion and G., is the propagator for these states. All the dynamics of A in the

nucleus are contained in G., , which can be expressed as

GAh" = E - HA " "h " VAh

where EL is the single particle hamiltonian of the A in the nucleus, H, is the

single hole energy and V., is the A-hole interaction. -V.. is usually assumed to

be dominated by the elastic process (Fig. 2). H. can be written as

HA " EA " frA + KA + VA

where E. - -̂ r. is the energy of a A in the free space and K. is the kinetic

energy. V. represents the modification of a A in the nuclear medium and can be

expressed as a sum of the Hartree potential, v!; (Fig. 3a), the Fock term,

V (Fig. 3b) due to the Fauli effect and the spreading term V parametrizing all

the higher order effects.

Talcing the imaginary part of the expression (5), one obtains

Im <k|TJk>

HA + Im VAh)GAh

J
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With the above assumption on V., , the elastic and reaction cross sections are

easily identified as

(10)

If one further assumes that Im V is dominated by the absorption process, one

can calculate the "quasi-free" and absorption cross section by

V - - i <kXGAh(- IFA + Iffl VGAh

aabs = " i <k>AGAh<Im V G A h

In the usual analyses based on the A-hole model, the spreading potential, V ,

is treated as an adjustable parameter and is determined so as to reproduce the

elastic data including a ^ and a . The resulting V is then used to calculate
° tot r sp

a , by eq. (12). The absorption cross sections, a , , thus obtained seem to
abs abs

explain the observed ones quite well as is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case of

12
C. This strongly supports the assumption that the absorption process dominates

Im V .
sp

On the other hand, there have been several "microscopic" calculations of

2)
V and it has been pointed out that the rescattering diagram (Fig. 5a) becomes

as important as the absorption diagram (Fig. 5b) at higher energies, i.e., near

and above the resonance energy. The importance of the rescattering term has been

also stressed in ref. 3) where the local field correction to the pion optical

potential is studied in detail. This seems puzzling, because the above consid-

eration implies that the calculation based on eq. (12) should overestimates the
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absorption cross section at higher energies, while the comparison with the data J

in Fig. 4 shows the opposite tendency. \ . ?-

Let me attack this problem from a different point of view. There are many

other ways of calculating the absorption cross section a , ' The optical
oDS •

potential approach proposed in ref. 5) is, one of them and gives the absorption

cross section as the following sum.

a = o + 0 + a + (13)
abs abs abs abs

o , is the contribution of the direct absorption from the elastic channel, 0 ,
abs * abs

is that of the absorption after a quasi-free process and so forth. The results

12
for the case of C at T = 50, 162 and 226 MeV are shown in Table 1. One sees

that the absorption after quasi-free processes becomes important at higher

energies. What is the relation between this approach and the one based on the

A-hole model ? It is easy to see that 0 , corresponds to the contribution of

the absorption diagram (Fig. 5b) to Im V . If one looks at the details of the
sp

rescattering diagram (Fig. 5a), one finds that a , corresponds to the contrib-

ution to Im V from the diagram (a) in Fig. 6. The dot-dashed line indicates

the stage where the imaginary part is taken. The remaining contributions to

Im V from the rescattering term are the diagrams (b) and (c) in Fig. 6. The

diagram (b) is the contribution of the second quasi-free process, while the

diagram (c) represents the pion distortion correction to the contribution of the

first quasi-free process, i.e. the diagram of Fig. 5a. Because of the ab-

sorptive nature of the distortion effect, the diagram (c) has a sign opposite to
(2) (3)

that of the other diagrams. One also notes that o , , o , etc. correspond to
abs abs

a part of the diagram (b).

The apparent puzzle mentioned above has now been resolved in the sense that

the importance of the rescattering diagram (Fig. 5a) does not necessarily imply
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C
( the overestimate of O , in the calculation based on eq. (12). In a favorable

situation, one can even justify the calculation based on eq. (12) by arguing

that the non-absorption part of the diagram (b) in Fig. 6 is mostly cancelled by

the diagram (c). This seems to be the case for light nuclei but one cannot

expect such a favorable situation in the case of heavier nuclei, where the ab-

sorption cross section becomes the major part of the reaction cross section

(Fig. 7). In such cases, eq. (12) will underestimate a . More detailed con-

siderations on the spreading potential, V , are necessary for a better estimate
sp

of a , . One can also take a phenomenological approach again and use the ob-
aOS •

served absorption cross section to separate the contribution of the absorption

process to Im V , which will serve as a guide for theoretical considerations,

b) (TT, N) reaction

I will discuss here the (IT, N) reaction on a closed shell nucleus leading to

a one-hole state. Although this is a very special type of the pxon absorption

process which gives unly a small portion of o , , it offers interesting problems

on the reaction mechanism, and also carries valuable information on nuclear

structure. I will concentrate here on the reaction mechanism and discuss it

within the framework of the A-hole model. The reaction can be regarded as the

formation of a particle-hole state by the incident pion, the particle being in

the continuum. The T-matrix for the process in the A-hole model is given by

<p, h|T|k> = <p, h|FM|k> + <p, h|tMA G., F.|k> (14)

where p is the momentum of the emitted nucleon, h specifies the one-hole state,

F is the vertex for the pion absorption by a single nucleon and tVT. describes
N "A

€ the transition from a A-hole state to a particle-hole state. Fig. 8 illustrates
00

these processes. tN» is assumed to consist of the one-pion exchange part t~.

(s)
and the short range part t:A , and their contributions to the A-hole term of the
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expression (14) are illustrated in Fig. 9. The direct term of tS. (diagram (a) \

in Fig. 9) together with the first term in the expression (14) gives the contrib-

ution of the one-nucleon mechanism while the other terms (diagrams (b), (c) and

(d) in Fig. 9) correspond to the two-nucleon mechanism. One sees that the A-

hole model gives a unified way to incorporate two mechanisms without the problem

of double counting. Another nice feature of this approach is that all the com-

plicated many-body effects are included in G., which can be determined by the

analyses of the elastic scattering. The only unknown element of the theory is

the short range part of the AN •*• NN transition interaction, tL*. , and is to be

determined through the analyses of NN •*• NNTT and/or IT d -*• pp reactions.

4 - 3
We have applied this formalism to the He(ir , n) H reaction for which sys-

9)tematic data are available in the resonance region. The A-hole dynamics is

determined by the analyses of IT- He elastic data. The short range part t̂ L?

is assumed to be given by a static local potential with central and tensor com-

ponents and the complex strength parameters are adjusted, so as to reproduce the

observed differential cross sections and polarizations (analyzing powers) for the

ir+d •*• pp (pp -> TT+d) reaction. ' A typical fit at T^ = 142 MeV is shown in Fig.

10 (solid lines). For the sake of comparison, the fit without t̂ f is also shown

in the figure (dashed lines). In the latter case, the vertices FN and F. are

slightly modified so as to reproduce the magnitude of the observed cross section.

(s)
l seems necessary to explain the observed large polarizations and the details

of the cross section angular distribution.

4 3
The wave functions for He and H are chosen to be those of a simple har-

-2
monic oscillator model and a common size parameter V = Mto = 0.534 fm is used

for both nuclei. The nucleon distortion due to the optical potential of ref. 11)

is also included in the calculation. Fig. 11 shows the results of calculation \

with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) t^ at T^ = 100, 150 and 200 MeV J
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together with the data. One sees that the magnitude of the cross section is

roughly reproduced by the present calculation with tj-? except at T = 200 MeV

where the calculation underestimates the cross section by a factor of 2 ̂  3.

(s)
The calculation without tJ:. underestimates the cross section by more than a

factor of 5. This is due to a strong cancellation between the direct term

(diagram (a) in Fig. 9) and the exchange term (diagram (b) in Fig. 9) of t:. .

The results of the calculation without tA. and the exchange term of tA. is also

shown in Fig. 11 (dash-dotted lines) for clarifying the situation. Note that the

last one corresponds to the calculation based on the one-nucleon mechanism. The

similarity between the results of the last calculation (dash-dotted lines) and

those of the full calculation (solid lines) is accidental but may explain the

puzzling success of the one-nucleon mechanism in some cases.

One can thus conclude that the one pion exchange mechanism alone does not

+ 4 - 3

give a consistent description of the ir d -»• pp reaction and the He(iT , n) H

reaction. As for the angular distribution, the calculation reproduces the over-

all trend but fails to explain the bump at 0 2l 90° which is a notable feature

of the data at all energies. Two possible origins of the failure are the choice

of the oversimplified wave functions for He and H and the ambiguity in t,:? .

The use of the more sophisticated wave functions can affect the results consid-

erably since a large momentum transfer is involved in this reaction. The short

(s) +

range part tA. cannot be completely determined by the IT d •*• pp reaction.

In particular, the reaction tells us nothing about that part of t;? which de-

scribes the pion absorption by the T = 1 nucleon pairs. These are the problems

which should be clarified in the near future.c
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Table 1 o ^ for ir+ - 12C at T^ = 50, 162 and 220 MeV (a in mb)

abs abs

2

7 1

J

50

162

220

°abs

133

174

118

(0)
abs

124

104

42

0(D
abs

8

53

42

abs

14

26
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 The T-matrix for pion-nucleus elastic scattering in the A-hole model.

Fig. 2 The elastic contribution to the A-hole interaction V...

Fig. 3 The Hartree potential vl[ '(a) and the Fock term V_(b) in the A-nucleus

u r

potential V..

Fig. 4 The absorption cross section 0 , calculated by the A-hole model

together with th*. data.

Fig. 5 The contributions of the rescattering (a) and absorption (b) processes

to the spreading potential V

Fig. 6 The details of the imaginary part of the rescattering diagram. The

diagram (a) corresponds to the absorption after a quasi-free process,

the diagram (b) to the second quasi-free process and the diagram (c)

to the distortion correction to the first quasi-free process.

Fig. 7 The decomposition of the reaction cross section taken from ref. 6).

Fig. 8 The T-matrix for the (TT, N) reaction in the A-hole model.

Fig. 9 The four contributions to t^.. They are the direct (a) and exchange
(b) terms of t^. and the same (c, d) for tA. .

Fig. 10 The differential cross section and the polarization for the pp ->• ir d

reaction at T = 142 MeV. The solid (dashed) lines are the fit with

(without) tff.
A - 3

Fig. 11 The differential cross section for the He(ir , n) H reaction at

T = 100 (a), 150 (b> and 200 MeV (c). The solid (dashed) lines are

(s)
the results of calculation with (without) t;. . The dash-dotted lines

are the results of calculation without tjV? and the exchange term of

t^. , and correspond to the calculation based on the one-nucleon

mechanism.
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DOOBLE-A, EXCITATION IN'PION ABSORPTION

B. Schwesinger, A. Wirzba and G. E. Brown

Department of Physics
S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook

Stony Brook, New York

1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental proton spectra observed after TT and it" absorption in the

A(1232) resonance region show characteristics which are incompatible with

the assumption of primary two-body absorption ( a mechanism analog to the

pion disintegration of the deuteron (see fig la) ) *. Particularly the

average number of nucleons participating directly in the absorption is

approximately h rather than 2 and of the same magnitude for ir as for ir~

absorption 2. Furthermore the ratio R of proton yields after IT and TT~

absorption

R = Y pU
+) / Yp(ir") (1)

is found to be around h 2, whereas the quasideuteron absorption through

AN intermediate states (see fig. la) would suggest a ratio larger than 10.

Exclusive pion absorption experiments probing the two-body mechanism

directly in %e and **He show that the ratio R is one order of magnitude

larger than expected from inclusive experiments 3. This high value of R

for the two-body process in comparison with inclusive pion absorption data

can be explained by the interplay between kinematics favoring the initial

nucleons to have relative angular momentum L = 0 and the exclusion prin-

ciple. The later forces the two-body mechanism to be strongly isospin

dependent 3. The p-wave absorption is suppressed for a L • 0, spin S = 0,

isospin T « 1 pair of nucleons in comparison to L * 0 , S « l , T = 0

f% pairs 3»\
'^ Secondary interactions ( final state interactions ) do not supply satis-

factory explanations for these observations, for several reasons. First,
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the mean free path of 100 MeV nucleons in nuclear matter is large,typically

5 ftn *, therefore rescattering effects are unlikely. Second, the velocity

distributions of protons coming from ir and IT" absorption on medium to heavy

nuclei are very similar. This behavior vould be hard to understand if

initial two-body processes together vith secondary interactions vere

important, since the protons in the ir absorption can result from primary

and secondary interactions, whereas the protons from the ir~ absorption

must be secondary ones *. Third, photon- and pion-induced proton emisson

spectra at comparable energies have the same shape and differ only by an

overall factor 5. Given the fact that pion absorption takes place do-

minantly in the surface and photon absorption anywhere in the nuclear

volume this similarity would be surprising if final state interactions

were important.

Therefore the conclusion must be drawn that pion absorption processes

at energies in and slightly above the A(1232) resonance region involve

directly k nucleons in the average. Brown et al. suggested the possibility

of a genuine direct k nucleon emission following virtual double-A(l232)

excitation as shown in fig. lb 6. In section 2 we will briefly review

their estimate of the double-isobar process in pion absorption in nuclear

matter. Then in part 3 calculations for this mechanism in ^He are pre-

sented. Part h briefly discusses the effect of double-isobar excitation

on pion production in heavy nuclei and deuteron.

2. DOUBLED ABSORPTION MECHANISM IN NUCLEAR -MATTER

In order to get a simple estimate of the importance of the absorption

process involving double-isobar excitation Brown et al. related the ratio

of double-A process and the standard process (see fig. lb and la) to the

absorptive parts of the response functions for the channels of fig. lc and

Id. The first one represents the two nucleon emission by coupling the pion

to two-nucleon-two-hole continuum states. The second one involves double-A-

two-hole intermediate states with an assumed substantial decay width to the

four-nueleon-four-hole continuum. At pion energies of the order of the
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A(1232) region the A+irN decay is kinematically suppressed and both isobars

have to deexcite via AJMTN transitions which together lead to U outgoing

nucleons. After neglect of binding energy and Fermi momentum of the

participating nucleons and taking the matrix elements at the phase space

average the following expression between the absorptive rates for the

double-A process (denoted by FT. ) and the standard two-nucleon absorption

(denoted by T ™ g ) was obtained
 6:

abs

M, and M are the masses of the A and the nucleon respectively, y is the

average decay width for AN+NN transitions which is according to A-hole

models nearly energy independent 7. u)=a>A is the pion energy at the resonance

region, where both intermediate isobars are off-shell by UF^I^ in the

average. The phase space factor 0.1 takes care of this kinematical sup-

pression. Assuming a tensor force for the AN-+NN interaction of the two-

nucleon absorption, a spin-spin force for the AH+AA double-isobar ex-

citation and quark model values for the coupling constants f _., f fl ,

f A& the residual factor R denoting the ratio of the squared averaged

matrix elements was shown to be of the order of 10 6, provided that

the pion-delta-delta coupling constant is as strong as predicted by the

SU(JJ) quark model. Therefore the double-A process is of the same magnitude

as the standard two-nucleon absorption, probably even larger, since the

later is constrained to relative s-states of the participating nucleons.

Considering only the dominant channels of the double-A process in the

IT and ir~ absorption ( n pp+A A and Tr~ntt*-A""AO ) the following simple ex-

pression can be obtained 6:

V Only squared Clebsch-Gordon-coefficients, the number of pp, nn and r.p pairs

„. of an (N,Z)-nucleus and the number of emitted protons enter this formula.
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The result for Y (ir ) / Y_(*"*} is surprisingly close to the experimental

data (see table l). The inclusion of other absorption channels of the

double-A. process reduces these numbers "by about 23%.

Table 1: Ratio of proton yields from ir or ir~ absorption on three different
nuclei, following from the double-^ mechanism prediction at re-
sonance (io=a»A , according to eq. (3). Experimental data are
shown at two pion energies e:

27A1

Ni
181T a

k.l
k.2

3.9

AA-mechanism T ** l60 -MeV T *>* 220 MeV
(at Tw» 160 MeV) " T

3.6 ± 0.7

U.3 + 0.8 3.2 ± 0.6

k.h ± 0.9 3.3 ± 0.7

3. DOUBLE-A ABSORPTION MECHANISM IN kEe

Neglecting binding energies again but incorporating the momentum

distribution of the nucleons in **He the total true-absorption cross section

as function of energy has been calculated for the double-A excitation

mechanism alone. In order to simplify the computation both final A1MIN

transitions vere approximated by contact-like spin-spin interactions

taking short-range correlations (in an average way) into account B. Be-

ducing the baryon propagators in the Feynman graph of fig. lb to non-

relativistic expressions and using angular averages in the A propagators

the cross section in fig. 2b was obtained.

The rather flat energy dependence in the shape can be explained as an

interplay between the two following features. The resonance position

in a naive fixed scatterer approximation occurs at about 600 MeV total pion

energy in the laboratory system ( where both isobars are on-shell ). The

resonance is broadened by kinetic energy corrections and shifted to higher

energies. The short-range correlations between the interacting baryons

AN-*NN decrease the cross section at higher energies.

The overall normalization is rather sensitive to the choice of the

coupling and mass parameters in the calculation, especially to the pion-
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A \

delta-nucl. coupling constant f .„, vhlch enters the cross section by the
Haa

eighth pover. Here we chose f A N « 2 f __, a value, which is lover than the

expected value from the A-*-TTN decay width, "but to some extent takes into

account the off-shell behavior of the isobars. Since a nonrelativistic

approximation for the nucleon degrees of freedom was used and also higher

resonances (like odd-parity states) were ignored the extrapolation of the

calculated cross section to energies higher than 600 MeV is doubtful.

As a consequence of using contact-like spin-spin interactions for the

final A1MIN transitions together with antisymmetry of the '•He wavefunction

in isospin and spin coordinates the intermediate AN+-M transition is

governed by the tensor force alone. Therefore the rho-meson exchange and

the pion exchange vill tend to cancel each other. Assuming strong rho

coupling ( f2 m/m
2 = 2 f2 T/m

2 ) 8 the cross section resulting from pure
pNa p Ifaa IT

)

p

pion exchange (see fig. 2e) is considerably reduced by a factor of about

3 (see fig. 2b).

The comparison between the off-shell contribution of the pion exchange

alone (see fig. 2d) and the cross section of fig. 2c (incorporating both

on- and off-shell pion exchange) indicates the strong dominance of off-

shell pions in the. case of the double-A absorption mechanism in '•He.

So far we only discussed the double-isobar mechanism irNN*-AN-*AA intro-

duced by Brown et al. 6 which of course is not the only way of exciting

two intermediate isobars in pion absorption. Since the rho-meson is a

strong and broad resonance in pion-pion scattering the incoming pion can

also decay into a virtual rho and a second pion at energies above the A

resonance. Then in the next step both intermediate mesons excite a nucleon

to a delta which decays in the standard manner by the AN+NN transition

(see fig. le) . The pion-pion-rho coupling constant f can be calculated
71 Tip

from the rho decay into two pions. For the nucleon-delta transition in-

duced by the virtual rho-meson we used a coupling constant which follows

from strong rho coupling and the SU(U) quark model (universality) 8. The

cross section resulting from the interference of the processes shown in
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diagrams le and lb is given in fig. 2a. For total pion laboratory energies

in the A resonance region and above up to U50 MeV the mechanism of fig lb

dominates. In the region from U50 MeV to 600 MeV, where the nonrelativistic

approximations to baryon propagators might still be correct, there is a

considerable contribution from the process of fig le. For reasons of

completeness we also show the cross section for higher energies where the

approximations are doubtful. Here the process of fig. le is the dominant

one.

k. DOUBLE-4 EXCITATION AND PION PRODUCTION

At pion energies of the order of the A (1232) resonance region the A-*-TTN

decay is kinematically suppressed and both intermediate isobars of the

double-A process have to deexcite via AN+NN transitions. But with in-

creasing pion energy the intermediate isobars approach their mass-shell

and more phase space is available for the A-MTN decay mode. An appreciable

cross section for the (i7,2ir) pion production can be expected.

Brown et al. 6 considered this mechanism shown in fig. If in the case

of heavy nuclei at pion energies in the laboratory system of about kkO MeV,

which are chosen to lie below the first odd parity excitation of the
_ it

nucleon, the 3/2~ N (1520). They estimated that the intermediate isobars

decay about 13X of the time into a pion pair. With incident ir mesons

9% of these pairs will be ir ir in charge conjugate nuclei 6. At these

rather low energies the ( » , » » ) and (7r~,jr~V") reactions are a signature

for production through double-A excitations, since the decay of a virtual
*, + + — —

N (1520) cannot give IT IT or ir ir .

Whereas in pion production on heavy nuclei coincidence experiments are

necessary, inclusive measurements on deuterons proposed by Piasetzky et al.

are sufficient to unambiguously signalize pion production. Double charge

exchange cannot occur on deuterium, therefore pion production is already
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tested by measuring pions of charge opposite to the incident 'beam 9.Piasetzky

et al. suggested that the excess of pion production on deuteron over pion

production on protons for an incident IT beam has to be related to a genuine

two-body mechanism which includes for instance the doubled excitation.

The pion production on deuteron only probes isospin T • 0 nucleon pairs

and rather long ranged nucleon-nucleon forces. Therefore (IT ,tr~) experiments

on %e (and (TT̂ .TT ) on %!) are suggested s. They are again sufficient to

have an unambiguous signature of pion production, but have the advantage of

probing T = 0 and T = 1 pairs and also shorter ranged forces.
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Figure captions.

Figure 1: (a) standard p-vave pion absorption leading to two nucleon

emission.

(b) absorption through formation of a AA-state which sub-

sequently decays by emitting k nucleons.

(c) contribution of standard two nucleon absorption to the

pion nuclear response function.

(d) contribution of double A-formation to the pion nuclear

response function.

(e) absorption through formation of a virtual p n-pair

with subsequent AA-excitation.

(f) double A-excitation leading to the production of two

pions.

Figure 2: Total cross section of the l|He(ir,ltf!f) process versus the

total energy of the incoming pion in the lab system cal-

culated from

(a) the diagrams in figures lb and le.

(b) diagram in figure lb alone.

(c) from diagram in figure lb alone emitting p-exchange in

the interactions V.

(d) same as figure 2c omitting contributions from the inter-

mediate pion when it is on shell.
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PION PHOTO- AND ELECTROPRODUCTION ON LIGHT NUCLEI
J.M. Laget

DPh-N/HE, CEN Saelay, 91191 Gifsur-Yvette Cedex, France

1. INTRODUCTION

When one look at the total photoabsorption cross section by a nucleus at inter-
mediate energy (let say , above the pion threshold) one is struck by two facts.1 »2

On the one hand, it is dominated by the coupling of the incoming photon with theone-
nucleon and the two-nucleon currents, although strong final state interaction ef-
fects strongly distort the shape of the spectra of the emitted particles, which are
measured in inclusive experiments. On the other hand, it is roughly equal to the in-
coherent sum of the free nucleon reaction cross sections, corrected for the effects
of the Fermi motion and the binding of the nucleus inside the nucleus.

This is a direct consequence of the nature of the electromagnetic probe at
intermediate energy. On the one hand, the small ness of its wave length (as
compared to the radius of the nucleus) makes it possible to safely ignore
the fate of the struck constituents, which escape quickly the interaction
volume : the inclusive electronic!ear reactions tell us how the photon is
absorbed by the constituents of the nucleus, whereas the exclusive reactions
tel 1 us how its energy is distributed in all the possible channels and allow us to
study the final state interactions. On the other hand, the weakness of the
electromagnetic interaction allows the photon to penetrate in the deep in-
terior of the nucleus and to see all the nucleons, contrary to hadronic probes
(such as the pion, for instance) which are strongly absorbed and see only
the surface of the nucleus.

These qualities of the electromagnetic probe provide us with a powerful
tool to disentangle the absorption mechanisms in the entrance channel and
the final state interactions in the exit channels. I have extensively des-
cribed in Ref. 3 the consequences of this considerable advantage, which
allows us, for the first time, to study in a clean way the short range be-
havior of nuclear systems and to build the bridge between Nuclear and Par-
ticle Physics.

To-day, I will rather deal with the mechanisms which govern the absorp~
tion of a virtual or real photon by a nucleus at intermediate energy. I will
not enter into the technical details of the method of analysis which I am
using : I have fully described it elsewhere." It is based on the non reia-
tivistic reduction of a few relevant diagrams, and it looks very much like
the methods which are currently used in analysing the reactions which occur
at high energy between elementary hadrons. I will rather try, when it is
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possible, to compare it to more conventional approaches, and I will try also
to look for its limits.

It is particularity well suited to the study of the few body systems, but
I have recently1 extended it to the analysis of the electronuciear reactions
induced on heavier nuclei.

2. THE LIGHT NUCLEI

Let me start summarizing what are the salient features in the electronu-
clear reaction cross sections (more details can be found in Refs. 1,2). In
Fig. 2, I have plotted the total positive pion photoproduction cross-sec-
tion,5 the total proton photoproduction cross section5 and the total photo-
absorption cross section6 which have been measured at Bonn or Mainz.7

The shift of the 12C(y,n+) reaction cross section, as compared to the free
nucleon P(Y,TT+) reaction cross section, is due to the binding of the target
nucleon. The spreading of the peak, the width of which is a direct conse-
quence of the creation of the A resonance, is due to the Fermi motion of the
target nucleon. A small correction, which is due to the true absorption of
the pion and which never exceeds 20%, helps to satisfactorily reproduce the
data.
Another channel contributes to the 12C(v,p) reaction cross section and to

the total photoabsorption cross section. The pion, which is created at one
nucleon, is reabsorbed by another, and two fast nucleons are emitted (dia-
gram II in Fig. 1). The photon couples directly to the two-body current, and
the corresponding matrix element is directly linked to the two nucleon short
range correlation function. Since it is not well known in a nucleus as com-
plex as 12C, I have used an improved version of the Levinger quasideuteron
model.8 At short distance the two-nucleon wave ^unction is assumed to behave
as the deuteron wave function, and the cross section is related to the deu-
teron photodisintegration cross section through

o^NZ

The momentum distribution of the center of mass of the active correlated
neutron-proton pair, the number of which is NZ, is P C A ^ ) - The integral,
which runs over the three body phase space, guarantees the good threshold
behavior of the 12C(y,pn) reaction cross section. Furthermore, the binding
of the two active nucleons is taken into account by the conservation of the
energy and the momentum at each vertex in diagram II of Fig. 1. At high
energy, when no kinematical cuts affect it, the cross section reduces to
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o = j NZ <aD> (2)

where <aQ> is a mean value of the deuteron photodisintegration cross section.
This is the original Levinger formula.8 The ratio j, between the Levinger
factor L and the number of nucleons A, takes into account the difference
between the nucleus and the deuteron volumes, and renormalizes the deuteron
wave function in the nuclear volume.

When only the exchange part (diagram II in Fig. 1) of the theoretical deu-
teron photodisintegration cross section9 is retained, it is possible1 to fit
the experimental data with an energy dependent Levinger factor (10<L<20).
However, it should be realized10 that this diagram interferes with the

diagram Ib in Fig. 1, where the photon directly dissociates a correlated
pair, without interacting with a virtual pion. This interference is capital
to reproduce the elementary deuteron photodisintegration cross section.9

It is very satisfactory that the Levinger factor L becomes roughly cons-
tant when the complete theoretical deuteron cross section is used instead
of its exchange part. The phase space integration and the good kinematical
treatment of the binding effects in Eq.(l) allow to reproduce the total
photoabsorption cross-section below the pion production threshold, contrary
to the analyses11'12 which are based on the approximate Eq.(2). Moreover,
its value is L = 7 + 1, in good agreement with the theoretical value which
was estimated thirty years ago by Levinger,8 and which is based on the ef-
fective range theory of the nuclear forces.

The same mechanisms are also responsible for the total absorption of a
virtual photon by a nucleus, but a new mechanism becomes important : the
quasi-free electron scattering. As an example, the cross section of elec-
tron deep inelastic scattering on >2C is plotted in Fig. 3. It has been re-
cently measured at Saciay.13 Besides the pion electroproduction peak, which
appears on the right of the figure for high values of the energy u of the
virtual photon, the peak which appears at lower energy corresponds to the
absorption of the virtual photon by a quasi-free nucleon nearly at rest in
the nucleus (this is kinematically forbidden to a real photon). The top of
the peak corresponds precisely to the energy of the elastic scattering of
the incoming electron on a nucleon at rest, and the width is due to its
Fermi motion in the nucleus. Between these two peaks, the contribution of
the exchange currents (diagram II in Fig. 1) helps to reproduce the expe-
riment.

. However, the situation is not as simple as in the case of real photon ab-

I sorption. When the contribution of the quasi-elastic peak is computed, the
1
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closure approximation is usually made. The one-particle one-hole diagram la,
the two-particle two-hole diagram Ib, and all the possible other diagrams
are added incoherently. If the available energy is high enough, this sum is
equivalent to the one-nucleon contribution, since all those different final
states form a complete basis.
When the complete deuteron electrodisintcgration cross section is used in

the quasi-deuteron model, diagram Ib is counted twice, since the coherent
sum of diagram Ib and II is used, and since diagram Ib is already contained
in the quasi-elastic contribution. This is not the case for real photon ab-
sorption, since the kinematics of diagrams la and Ib requires a very large
nucieon momentum in the nucleus : the one-body current contributes only
through the interference between diagrams Ib and II.
There are two ways to overcome this double counting problem. The first

one is to retain only the exchange part (diagram II) in the elementary deu-
teron electrodisintegration cross section, but the price to pay is the need
of an energy dependent Levinger factor (the same as in the real photon case)
to simulate the interference between diagrams Ib and II : the curve in the
upper part of Fig. 3 has been obtained with this recipe. The second way is
to start with a cluster expansion of the target nucleus ground state wave
function, and to compute its overlap with all the possible one-particle
one-hole and multi-particle multi-hole states (not only those where the
particles are free, but also those where they interact in the final state).
This is a very ambitious program, and I am not sure that it could be easily
achieved in the case of a nucleus as complex as 12C.

However, this is possible in the case of the few body systems, which pro-
vide us with the best laboratory to check our understanding of the basic
mechanisms of the electronuclear reactions.

3. THE FEW BODY SYSTEMS

Their nuclear wave functions are well under control. Starting from a rea-
listic potential, which describes the scattering between two nucleons, it
is possible to solve numerically the two- and three-body problems, whereas
the solution of the many-body nuclear problem relies heavily upon the con-
cept of effective interaction.
Their simplicity also allows us to separately deal with all the most im-

portant channels, without using the closure approximation as in heavier
nuclei.
A good example is shown in the lower part of Fig..3, where the spectrum of

the electrons inelastically scattered by 3He Is plotted against the incoming
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virtual photon energy ID. It has been measured at SLAC in Ref. 14 and the
range of the mass of the virtual photon is roughly the same as in the Saclay
experiment1* : the incoming electron energy is higher but the scattering
angle is smaller. In both experiments the shape of the electron spectrum is
very similar and the physics is the same. However, the use of a good three-
body wave function (the solution15 of the Fadeev equations in momentum space
for the Reid potential16) makes it possible to compute separately the con-
tributions of the two-body and the three-body break-up channels. They add up
to give a fair agreement with the experiment. Between the quasi-elastic and
the pion electroproduction peaks, the excess of the cross section is well
accounted for by the tail of the three-body break-up channel, which is main-
ly due to the meson exchange mechanisms. Here I have not made the quasi -
deuteron assumption, since the correlated two-nucleon wave function is auto-
matically contained in the complete three-body wave function. Moreover, I
am able to completely take into account the effect of the interference bet-
ween the meson exchange graphs and the graph where the virtual photon di-
sintegrates a correlated nucleon pair : this was not possible in the case
of the 12C(e,e') reaction.
At low energy, near the electrodisintegration threshold, the final state

interactions strongly modify the shape of the electron spectrum, and help
to get a good agreement with the data. Here the virtual photon interacts
with a pair of nucleon strongly correlated in the final state. In the ana-
lysis of the spectrum of the electrons scattered by 1 2C, those effects were
implicitely taken into account by doing the closure approximation. This is
a bad approximation when the available energy is not high enough to reach
all the possible final states. This is the reason why the theory fails to
reproduce the low energy side of the 12C quasi-elastic peak.
However, the good agreement of this detailed model and the 3He data tells

us that the basic mechanisms of the absorption of a photon by a nucleus are
well under control, and gives us some confidence in the extension of this
kind of analysis to heavier nuclei.
No free parameters enter this description of the electronuclear reaction

induced in the three-body systems. The operators are the same as those which
I have extensively used to reproduce the two-body photodisintegration of the
deuteron3 and the pion photoproduction on free nucleon2'17 ; the only change
being the nuclear wave function. It is therefore wry important to check in
details those one-body and two-body mechanisms in the few body systems, and
to look at the exclusive cross sections in order to pin down each of the re-

I levant diagrams. Such a program is under way at the Saclay Electron Linac,V
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and I will devote the remainder of my talk to present some highlights among
the recent developments.
However, before going into these details, let me compare my approach with

the more popular A-hole model, which will also be discussed16 during this
symposium. This is an elegant way to take unitarity into account. The in-
coming photon is assumed to change a nucleon into its first exited state,
the A resonance, which subsequently propagates in the nucleus. The binding
of the nucleon and the A are taken into account by assuming that they are
moving in a mean nuclear potential, and unitarity demands that this A-hole
state is strongly coupled to all the possible other channels. This coupling
strongly affects the width and the position of the resonance (as compared
to the free nucleon case) through the spreading potential, a sizeable part
of which is due to the A-N -*- N-N transition : this is also a sizeable
part of the exchange current contribution (diagram II in Fig. 1) in my dia-
grammatic approach. It is here that the phenomenology enters both models. In
the A-hole model, the spreading potential is usually empirically determined
by fitting the cross section of pion elastic scattering by selected nuclei.
In my calculation, I parametrize the exchange current contribution by the
quasideuteron model, in which the Levinger factor is also determined in an
empirical way.

However, the A-hole model does not treat consistently the non resonant
Born terms in the elementary operator.17 They dominate near threshold and
they represent half of the charged pion photoproduction cross section" at
the resonance, with which they strongly interfere (see Fig. 12 in Ref. 2).
In the diagrammatic method they are automatically taken into account in the
elementary operator.2'17 In the A-hole model, they are often ignored,18 or
added by hand19 in the framework of the quasideuteron model!. It is impor-
tant to realize that these non resonant Born terms are responsible for the
non resonant meson exchange currents which dominate the total photoabsorp-
tion cress section below the pion production threshold.
Nevertheless, both approaches deal with the same physics and should lead

to roughly the same results, although the phenomenology is not introduced in
the same way. But I believe that the extension to heavy nuclei of the dia-
grammatic approach, which has been built to deal with the few body systems,
is the most economical way to reproduce the basic mechanisms which govern
the absorption of a photon by a nucleus.
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4. THE NUCLEON

The pion photo- and electro-production reactions on a nucleon are descri-
bed in a very economical way by few diagrams : the non resonant Born terms
and the resonant A creation amplitude. This model17 and its applications in
nuclear physics have been fully described in Ref. 4 in the case of real pho-
ton induced reactions.

Its extension to the virtual photon case is straightforward, and some exam-
ples have already been given in Kef. 2. All the terms proportional to ke
should also be taken into account, and the relevant electromagnetic form
factors must be used at each vertex. I have assumed that the proton, the
pion and the axial form factors are the same, and I have parametrized them by
the dipole fit to the proton form factor. This is a good approximation at
low momentum transfer and preserves the gauge invariance. The N-A transition
form factor is defined as follows

where F.. (q2) is the nucleon dipole form factor and q2 = io2-k2 is the vir-
tual photon squared mass.
The inclusive cross section of the p(e,e') reaction is related to the longitu-

dinal a^ and the transverse aj virtual photo absorption cross sections through

£ rv x [oT + t 0|] (4)

where rv is the flux of virtual photons and e its degree of longitudinal po-
larization. These two cross sections have been separated in several experi-
ments performed at Bonn and DESY, and are well accounted for by the model
(Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 2).
When the pion is detected in coincidence with the electron, two more terms

appear : the interference between the two possible transverse components and
the interference between the longitudinal and the transverse components. The
cross section of the exclusive reaction p(e,e'ir) is

By measuring the azimuthal 4> dependence of the cross section, these inter- . j
ference terms have been determined in an experiment performed at Bonn.20 As j
it can be seen in Fig. 4,the model leads to a fair agreement with the data. j

J
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Experimental studies of the p(ete'ir°) reaction are fewer, but the model sa-
tisfactorily reproduces the existing results.
Therefore, this extension of the Blomqvist-Laget mode'to the virtual photon

case is good enough to be safely used when dealing with pion electroproduc-
tion reaction on nuclei, in the kinematics 1 domain defined by 0<Q-M<500 MeV
and 0 < q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2(being Q the total cm. energy of the TT-N pair).

5. THE DEUTERON

This elementary operator has been widely used to analyse pion photoproduc-
tion reactions induced by a bremsstrahlung beam on deuterium, and I refer to
Ref. 4 for a more complete discussion.
To-day, I would like to concentrate on recent developments which have been

made possible by the quality of the new Saclay "monochromatic" photon beam.
It is obtained by positron in flight annihilation in an hydrogen radiator,
and the contribution of the bremsstrahlung tail is substracted by repeating
the measurement with a copper radiator. Since the shape of the bremsstrah-
lung spectra are not the same for the two radiators, a small undershoot ap-
pears on the low energy side of the annihilation peak, which is got by the
subtraction procedure. This is clearly apparent in the lower part of Fig. 5,
where its shape has been determined by the measurement of the P(Y,IT+) reac-
tion cross section.

This "monochromatic" photon beam has been used to determine the spectra of
the pions emitted at a given angle in the d(y,7r+)nn reaction. A typical
spectrum is shown in the upper part of Fig. 5. The broad peak is due the pion
photoproduction on a quasi-free nucieon. Its top corresponds precisely to
the kinematics of the free nucleon reaction p(Y,ir+), which is depicted in
the bottom of the Fig. 5. Its width is due to the Fermi motion of the target
nucleon. The peak, which appears at the high momentum end-point of the pion
spectrum, is due to the strong s-wave interaction between the two nucleons
which recoil here with a vanishing relative kinematical energy. When the
theoretical cross section, which is drawn in the inset, is folded with the
shape of the "monochromatic" photon spectrum, it reproduces fairly well the
deuterium data.

These measurements of inclusive pion spectra are a useful complement to
the studies of more exclusive reactions (coincidence experiments), which I
have extensively discussed in Ref. 4. Their extension to heavier nuclei,
and more particularity to the three-body system, is underway at Saclay.

The good agreement between the theory and the experiment, e.g. Fig. 5, is
not only a measure of the accuracy of the measurements which can be performed
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with the modern intermediate energy photon beams, but also a check of the
ability of this diagrammatic method to accurately reproduce a wide bulk of
experimental data." It is worthwhile to point out that there are no free pa-
rameters. The calculation relies heavily upon the free nucleon cross section
and the deuteron wave function which are independently determined by the ana-
lysis of other reactions.
Contrary to these real photoproduction reactions, the analysis of virtual

pion photoproduction reactions is not parameter free.
Although the method of calculation of the pion absorption graph II and the

pion rescattering graph Illb in Fig. 1 is the same, the virtual pion which
is reabsorbed is highly off its mass shell, and the free pion photoproduc-
tion operator, as well as the pion absorption operator, should be correc-
ted. Two ways are usually followed to overcome this difficulty.
On the one hand, since it is far off-shell, the exchanged pion is sensi-

tive to the finite size of the nucleon, and I have used at each pion-baryon
vertex a monopole form factor

where q2 is the squared mass of the virtual pion.
On the other hand, other virtual mesons can also be emitted and reabsor-

bed. Among them the p-meson exchange diagram plays an important role (in
which case I use a dipole p-baryon form factor with a cut-off mass equal to
two times the nucleon mass).

I have determined the values of the cut-off mass A and of the ratio
G2/G2 between the square of the rho- and the pion-baryon coupling constants
by fitting9 the 90° excitation function of the d(y,p) reaction cross-section
(Fig. 6}. It turns out that, in this reaction, the p-exchange mechanism is
negligible below the pion production threshold, and only affects signifi-
quantly the A-N •+ N-N transition in the resonance region. It is therefore
possible to separately determine the cut-off mass A = 1 GeV at low energy
and the ratio G2/G2 = 1.3 in the A region. They lie in the range of the un-
certainties of the currently accepted values.

This model also provides us with a good representation of the angular dis-
tributions. As an example, the proton angular distributions at E = 80 MeV
and E = 260 MeV are plotted in Fig. 7. They appear to be different from
those shown in Ref. 9, where a wrong sign was used in Eq.(6). When this
sign is corrected the pathological forward backward asymmetry disappears and
the model decently fits the data.21
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The most striking feature is that i t f i ts also the forward cross section

at low energy, in agreement with a recent calculation by Hwang et a l . , 2 2 but

in disagreement with conventional calculations.23 However, this forward pho-

todisintegration cross section is very sensitive to the details of the model,

and a definite conclusion calls for more refinements in my model : particu-

larly the inclusion of higher nucleon-nucleon partial waves in the neutron-

proton rescattering diagram (so far I have only retained here the correspon-

ding s-wavas).

These final state interactions also help to reproduce the deuteron elec-

trodisintegration cross section recently measured at Sad ay,2" and which is

plotted in Fig. 8. The calculation is a straightforward extension, to the

virtual photon case, of the analysis of the deuteron photodisintegration.9

Therefore I have built one-body and two-body operators which allow me to

accuratly reproduce the cross section of most of the reactions induced on

the nucleon and the deuteron by real and virtual photons. I am now in a good

position to use them in a more complex nuclear system : the 3He nucleus.

6. THE THREE BODY SYSTEM

As I said before, the only change is the nuclear wave function,15 and there

are no free parameters. The total two-body photodisintegration cross section

of 3He is plotted in Fig. 9, together with the total photodisintegration

cross section of deuteron. In both case the contribution of the exchange

current is essential to reproduce the data.9?25 The angular distribution of

the proton measured at E « 240 MeV is plotted in Fig. 10. The meson exchan-

ge contribution is very important and the cross section is very sensitive to

the details of the model. For instance the f i t to the experimental data""2 7

is significantly improved when the d-wave part of the deuteron, which is

emitted in the meson exchange diagram, is also taken into account (the d-wave

part of the active deuteron is also important,9 but i t is always taken into

account in the two-body operator).

I t is only the use of a good, and realist ic, three-body wave function and

of good elementary operators which allows such a good f i t . Had I used a more

phenomenological three-body wave function (as a cluster representation which

f i ts the three-body form factor28 for Instance) the disagreement between the

theory and the experiment would have been catastrophic.

The extension of this calculation to the two-body electrodisintegration

channel is also straightforward. As in the deuteron case, the final state in-

teractions in the emitted p-d pair as well as the meson exchange contribu-

tion help to accurately reproduce the data (Fig. 11), which have been recen-

t ly obtained at Sac!ay.29

J
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I have also analysed, with the same methods, the three-body break-up chan-
nel, and, here again, the agreement between the theory and the experiment29

is satisfactory.
These final state interaction effects dominate the cross sections near the

electrodisintegration threshold. In Fig. 12, I have plotted on a logarithmic
scale, the low energy part of the quasi-elastic peak, which is seen in the
3He(e,e') reaction,1" for two values of the squared mass of the virtual pho-
ton : q2 = - .2 (GeV/c)2 (as in Fig. 3) and q2 x - 1. (GeV/c)2. The arrows
indicate the kinematics of the elastic scattering of the electron on a nu-
cieon or a nucieon pair at rest : respectively -q2/2m and -q2/4m. It is
clearly apparent that the nucieon high momentum components which are probed
when a virtual photon interacts with a single nucieon, in that low energy
part of the quasi-elastic peak, are hidden by the quasi-free scattering of
the electron on a deuteron or a correlated nucieon pair almost at rest in
3He. Just above threshold the strong s-wave p-d interaction considerably en-
hances the theoretical cross section.
This model reproduces fairly well the low momentum transfer data (q2 =

- .2 (GeV/c)2), but fails to reproduce the high momentum transfer data (q2 =
- 1. (GeV/c)2). This is the hint that we are reaching its limits and that we
must go beyond this description of the electronuclear reactions in terms of
point like nucleons and mesons. I have recently examined the prospects of
this new field in Ref. 3 : a more complete discussion, which lies outside
the subject of my talk, can be found there.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this talk I have tried to show how powerful and economical is the des-
cription of the electronuclear reactions in terms of few relevant diagrams.
This method is well suited to analyse the reactions which are induced in the
few body systems, but its extension to heavier nuclei makes it possible to
disentangle each dominant mechanism.

It leads to a remarkable agreement with a large amount of experimental da-
ta in the energy-momentum domain which 1s roughly defined by 0< W-2M< 500 MeV
and 0 < -q2 < .2 (GeV/c)2 (being W the invariant mass of two active nucleons
in a nuclei). For higher momentum (q2 * - 1. (GeV/c)2), the model should be
improved. Obviously, a covariant (relativistic) description of high momentum
transfer reactions should be built, and the direct coupling of the incoming
photon with the more fundamental constituents (the quarks) should seriously
be taken into account. It is very likely that these subnuclear degrees of
freedom already play a role even in the analysis of low momentum transfer
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electronuclear reactions, but are hidden by the phenomenology of the current

models. The or ig in and the nature of the various meson-baryon form-factors,

as well as the relevance of the concept of heavy meson exchange a t short

distance, must be understood a t th is more fundamental l e v e l .

Let me close by emphasizing that the diagrammatic method is a promising way

to make the bridge between the non r e i a t i v i s t i c nuclear physics and the re -

l a t i v i s t i c par t ic le physics. The non r e i a t i v i s t i c reduction of the various

diagrams, which I am using, is a way to get r id of the negative energy com-

ponents of the nuclear wave functions. I t can be shown" that these amplitu-

des reduce to the conventional nuclear physics amplitudes, provided that the

nuclear vertex form-factors are ident i f ied with the momentum space nuclear

wave functions. These negative energy components are also suppressed i f the

covariant amplitudes are computed in the I n f i n i t e Momentum Frame, which is

a method currently used to analyse wry high momentum transfer reactions in

term of the fundamental constituents of the nuclear matter . 3 0

I rea l ly think that Nuclear Physicists w i l l gain a l o t in learning and

adapting the methods which are currently used at high energy by Part ic le

Physicists. But I also believe that the i r expertise to deal with the many-body

problem w i l l be of great help to go beyond the perturbative treatment of the

reactions induced by very energetic pa r t i c l es , and to shed more l i gh t on the

ultimate structure of nuclear matter.
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(A-1)

/
(A-1) (A-2)

Fig. 1 - The relevant diagrams in the analysis of electronuclear reactions
on light nuclei at Intermediate energy. I : the one-body current contribu-
tion (quasi-elastic scattering) Is split Into Its different parts according
to the number of particles in the final state. I I : the meson exchange dia-
gram. I l l : the quasi-free pion electroproduction diagram and the pion res-
cattering diagram.
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Fig. 2 - The p1on photoproduction, the proton photoproduction and the total
photoabsorption cross sections.5"7 The dash-dotted line corresponds to the
free nucieon cross section. The dashed line corresponds to the pion photo-
production channel (in the (Y.TT+) cross section the full line is obtained
when true absorption effects are taken into account). The dotted line cor-
responds to the meson exchange contribution.
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Fig. 3 - The spectra of the electrons ineiastically scattered on 12C, when
Ey - 620 MeV and 6 - 60° inftef. 13, and on3 He, when EY - 3.26 GeV and e « 8°
in Ref. 14, are plotted against the energy u> of the virtual photon. The da-
shed line corresponds to the pion electroproduction channel. The dash-dotted
line corresponds to the quasi-elastic electron scattering. The dotted line
corresponds to the three-body break-up channel : in l2C only the meson ex-
change currents (diagram I I in Fig. 1) are taken into account, in JHe they
interfere with the diagram Ib where a correlated nucleon pair 1s directly
disintegrated by the virtual photon.
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Fig. 4 - The excitation function, at e> • 25°, of the reaction p(e,e' n+) 1s
plotted against the invariant mass Q of the emitted ir-N pair.20 The squared
four momentum transfer is q2 • - .3 (GeV/c)2. The sum of the longitudinal
and the transverse cross sections and the transverse-longitudinal interfe-
rence cross section are shown separately.
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Fig. 5 - The spectra of the pions emitted at e u - 46.4°, when Ey * 300 HeV,
In the d(Y,TT+)nn and p(y,-n+)n reactions are plotted against their momentum.
They have been recently measured at Saclay with the monochromatic photon
beam. The theoretical cross section is drawn in the Inset. It is folded with
the experimental photon line shape, when it 1s compared to the data. The fi-
nal state interaction effects are (are not) Included in the full (broken)
curves. The comparison 1s absolute : the experiment and the theory have been
normalized to the same number of incoming photon and to the same target
thickness.
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Fig. 6 - The excitation function, at 8ff - 90°, of the d(Y,p)n reaction is
plotted against the incoming photon energy EY. The high energy experimental
points have been obtained at Bonn.21 At low energy the references can be
found in Ref. 9. The dotted and dashed curves correspond to the plane-
wave calculation without and with the exchange current contribution respec-
tively. The full curve includes also the neutron-proton final state interac-
tion.
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Fig. 7 - The angular distributions of the protons emitted in the d(y,p)n
reaction when EY « 80 MeV and Ey * 260 MeV. The experimental points, as well
as the meaning of the curves, are the same as in Fig. 6.
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0(e.e'p)n
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E'=395 MeV
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Pn (MeV)

Fig. 8 - The angular distribution of the protons emitted in the d(e,e'p)n
reaction, when E - 500 MeV, E1 » 395 MeV and 9_ - 59°, is plotted against
the momentum p n of the recoiling neutron. The dashed curve corresponds to
the Bom approximation. The neutron-proton final state interactions are in-
cluded in the dash-dotted curve. The meson exchange current contributions
are included in the full curve. The experiment has been recently performed
at Saclay.2"
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200 300
E? (MeV)

400

Fig. 9 - The integrated cross sections of the two-body photodisintegration
of the deuteron and the 3He nucleus are plotted against the energy of the
Incoming photon. The high energy data points have been recently measured at
Bonn.21'" The meaning of each curve is explained in the insets.
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30 60 90 120 150

Fig. 10 - The angular distribution of the protons emitted in the 3He(y,p)d
reaction when Ev « 240 MeV. The experiments have been performed at Bonn,25

Saclay26 and TRIUMF.27 The dashed curve corresponds to the Born approxima-
tion. The dash-dotted curve includes the meson exchange contributions, where
only the s-wave part of the final deuteron is retained. Its d-wave part is
included in the full line.
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Fig. 11 - The variation of the 3He(e,e'p)d and the 3He(e,e'p)pn reaction
cross sections, recently measured at Saclay,29 is plotted against the momen-
tum of the recoiling system.
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Fig. 12 - The low energy part of the spectra of the electrons inelastically
scattered by 3He, when q2 « - .2 (GeV/c)2 and qJ • - 1. (GeV/c)2, are plot-
ted, on a logarithmic scale, against the energy of the virtual photon. The
arrows correspond respectively to the elastic scattering of the electron on
a free proton or a free deuteron at rest. The broken curve takes only into
account the quasi-elastic scattering of the electron on a nucleon. The ful l
curve takes also into account the quasi-elastic scattering on a nucleon pair
and the p-d rescattering for the two-body break-up channel, and the nucleon-
nucleon rescattering in the active pair for the three-body channel.
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FADDEEV CALCULATIONS OF THE THREE-NUCLEON BOUND STATES

INCLUDING THE A-ISOBAR

Peter U. Sauer
Theoretical Physics, University Hannover

Hannover, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

Most few-body physicists may consider the three-nucleon
system a tackled problem without challenge. It is theoretically
described in terms of Faddeev equations which can be solved with
quite satisfactory accuracy for realistic two-nucleon potentials.
Most nuclear physicists, who enjoy the wealth of nuclear phenomena
are disappointed by the scarce physics of the three-nucleon system.
Is the three-nucleon system still interesting?

The three-nucleon system is the theoretically best access-
ible nucleus, but its physics is not understood in detail. The
consequences of this fact for the microscopic theory of nuclear
phenomena in general have not been explored yet. In the classic
format of nuclear structure the nucleus is viewed as a collection
of non-composite nucleons. The nucleons interact with each other
nonrelativistically through instantaneous charge-independent two-
body potentials, they interact with external e.m. and weak probes
through one-body currents. This classical model, which is nonrela-
tivistic and which freezes mesonic and internal nucleonic quark
degrees of freedom, is unable to describe nuclear properties
quantitatively.

(1) The H binding energy1 obtained from current two-
nucleon potentials (-7.38 (-7.23) MeV for the Paris2 (Reid soft-
core (RSC)3) potential with all two-body partial waves included up
to total angular momentum I < 2, the experimental value being

^ -8.48 MeV) is too small by more than 1 MeV. The 3He r.m.s. charge
^radius1 (2.01 (2.02) fm for the Paris (RSC) potential, the experi-

~" mental value being 1.935 + 0.03 fm) is too large by about 5%.
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Off-shell changes of the potentials can be made at small distances,

where the potential is theoretically unknown. They may yield ad-
3 3ditional binding and squeeze He and H as required. But due to the

change in r.m.s. radius the He charge form factor gets tilted at

zero momentum transfer without essential change in its shape. Thus,

any improvement of the H binding energy worsens the position of

the first diffraction minimum in the He charge form factor com-

pared to experiment and vice versa".

(2) The theoretical He e.m. form factors of elastic

electron scattering are in disagreement with the experimental data.

The charge form factor1 is in the secondary maximum and for mo-

mentum transfers beyond lower than the experimental one by a factor

of 2 - 3 as demonstrated in fig. 1a. Off-shell variations of the

two-nucleon potential appear unable to cure this problem. A point-

proton density with a pronounced central depression7, which no

theoretical density has shown yet, would be consistent with experi-

mental data. The He magnetic form factor is shown in fig. 1b. It

has been known for long8 that no nucleonic wave function can ac-
3 3count for the He and H magnetic moments. Thus, the discrepancy of

the theoretical magnetic form factor to experiment is not at all

unexpected.

(3) There are further well established discrepancies be-
3 •?

tween theory and experiment in the He - H binding-energy differ-

ence9 and the weak decay10 of H. The existing discrepancies in

quasi-elastic electron scattering11 from He are not yet conclusive.

The reliability of the plane-wave impluse approximation used in the

theoretical description has not been cleanly established.

The discussed problems indicate: The classic picture of

the nucleus has difficulties in accounting quantitatively for the

properties of the three-nucleon bound states. The difficulties are

general, they can be demonstrated to reappear for all nuclei in the

periodic table. They do not indicate the failure of a particular

off-shell parametrization of the two-nucleon potential. The classic

model of microscopic nuclear structure is at fault. What are the ./

dominant correction mechanisms for the classic picture of the

nucleus? The three-nucleon system may provide partial answers to

this fundamental question of microscopic nuclear structure.
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2. A NUCLEONIC INTERACTION MODEL WITH ISOBARIC AND PIONIC

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

There are many correction mechanisms which lead nuclear
structure beyond the classic format. We are unable to consider them
all at once. We are aware of the fact that the addition of a phe-
nomenological three-nucleon force may be a successful correction of
the classic picture. We are also aware that relativistic correc-
tions may be important. Nevertheless, we choose to remain in a non-
covariant framework without antinucleons and choose to explore cor-
rections arising from the explicit inclusion of mesonic and inter-
nal nucleonic degrees of freedom. Besides the purely nucleonic
configurations of classic nuclear structure, channels with mesons
and ^ith isobars are taken into account. Naturally, only few ad-
ditional channels can be treated. The model12 to be discussed
revives the pionic and A-isobar degrees of freedom: At most one
nucleon can be turned into a A-isobar or at most one pion can be
added to the nucleons. The form of the force model is diagrammati-
cally defined in fig. 2. The isobar in fig. 2 is a bare quark-bag
A which due to its coupling to the pionic channel receives its
dressing as physical baryon resonance.

The force model aims at consistency between pion-nucleon
Pg3 scattering, nucleon-nucleon scattering below and above pion
production threshold; where it is unitary, and nuclear structure.
We consider this consistency between phenomena energetically far
apart the real beauty of the model. The interaction describes low-
energy nucleon-nucleon scattering as well as the Paris potential
does. Its performance in the region of inelasticity is impressive
and is shown in fig. 3. The degrees of freedom added to the classic
picture yield genuine three-nucleon forces and exchange-current
corrections for e.m. and weak processes. Examples are given in
fig. 4. They are consistent with the two-nucleon force. The two-
nucleon force and the mass of the physical A-isobar (fig. 5) become
ijpergy- (and in general medium-) dependent. They can adjust to the
presence of other nucleons.
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The Schrodinger equation for the three-nucleon bound state
in the considered Hilbert space is projected onto the sector of
nucleons and bare isobars. The pionic channel remains implicitly
present and yields one-body and two-body corrections to the effec-
tive hamiltonian. The pionic components in the wave function have
to be considered for normalization and for the calculation of ob-
servables. The projected Schrodinger equation is turned into a
Faddeev equation and can in principle be solved in momentum space
by standard techniques. A realistic description of the three-
nucleon force in fig. 4 mediated by the A-isobar requires rather
high two-body partial waves11*. The interaction model of fig. 2 has
not been used yet in such complexity. However, truncated to act in
low partial waves only, it has been applied12 to the three-nucleon
bound state with the result: The pionic components in the wave func-
tion are with<0.1% extremely small. The reason is that the model
couples the pionic channels only to those with an isobar. Thus, the
pionic contribution to expectation values can safely be neglected.
The energy-dependent A-mass of fig. 5 is in the three-nucleon bound
state needed below pion-nucleon threshold, even below the nucleon's
mass. There its energy dependence is rather weak, the mass is larg-
er than the resonance position by about 30 MeV. (The mass increase
is model-dependent., we have chosen the lowest possible mass shift).
Compared to the resonance-mass approximation for a bound A-isobar,
the dynamic increase in mass decreases the weight of isobar com-
ponents in the three-nucleon bound state by about 15% and therefore
changes the isobar effects also by about 15%. This is a correction
of a correction. The ordinary coupled-channel approach, which
assigns the fixed resonance mass of 1236 MeV to the A-isobar and
which neglects pionic configurations appears well justified. I
therefore quote now results for the three-nucleon bound state ob-
tained in the ordinary coupled-channel approach. In this calculation
of ref. 15, two-body partial waves up to total angular momentum
1=2 are included, the NA potential is put to zero, and only wave-
function components of the three-nucleon ground state with a single >
A-isobar are retained. The employed interaction model is diagram- \
matically defined in fig. 6. Its performance for two-nucleon
scattering is shown in fig. 7. The interaction model of fig. 6, as
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^ the one of fig. 2, is for all practical purposes phase-equivalent

with the Paris potential.

3. RESULTS OF FADDEEV CALCULATIONS FOR THE THREE-NUCLEON BOUND

STATE WITH THE INCLUSION OF THE A-ISOBAR

Results for the force model A2 of ref. 15 are quoted. We

think the results characteristic for the nuclear-structure effects

which the A-isobar is capable of yielding. The results are always

compared to those of the Paris potential as purely nucleonic refer-

ence potential.

(1) The H binding energy gets increased without signifi-

cantly worsening the position of the first diffraction minimum in

the He charge form factor. The correlation between the problems of

binding energy and charge form factor minimum is broken. The in-

crease in binding is 0.3 MeV. It arises from an attractive 0.9 MeV

contribution due to three-n.ucTeon forces and from a 0.6 MeV dis-

persive repulsion due to the energy dependence of the two-nucleon

force. The competing processes are shown in fig. 8. A change in the

range16 of the transition potential which connects NN with NA

channels has been found in ref. 15 to affect the binding energy by

less than 0.1 MeV.

(2) The He charge form factor is improved beyond the

secondary maximum (fig. 9a). Among the various isobar effects there

is an indirect one due to the isobar-induced three-nucleon forces.

As shown in fig. 10, the point A-distribution has a pronounced

central depression. Due to the interaction with the A the point-

proton distribution gets somehow polarized accordingly, but this

polarization cannot explain the structures of ref. 7 quantitatively.

Despite A-isobar configurations in the three-nucleon wave function,

the theoretical He magnetic form factor remains in substantial

disagreement with the data. Meson-exchange currents have to be

idded in order to guarantee current conservation. The result is

shown in fig. 9b.
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In all observables there is competition between the
various A-processes. With respect to the energy, the attractive
A-mediated three-nucleon force is partly balanced by the accompa-
nying repulsive modification of the two-nucleon force. With respect
to e.m. properties, contributions of A-currents are partly balanced
by changes in the corresponding nucleonic contributions due to
A-induced modifications in the nuclear wave function. Thus, the
simultaneous calculation of all A-corrections to observables is
necessary. When effective nucleonic operators are used for many-
nucleon forces and many-nucleon currents, this balance is usually
not respected. Even worse the picked unbalanced processes are often
unduely enhanced17 by unjustified approximations in the A-propa-
gation.

4. CONCLUSION

Even the simplest properties of the three-nucleon bound
state, i.e., binding energy and e.m. properties, cannot be de-
scribed satisfactorily within the classic picture of the nucleus.
The classic format of microscopic nuclear structure needs correc-
tions. We therefore want to ask the three-nucleon bound state as a
substitute for the heavier and more complicated nuclei: Does the
extended picture of a nucleus as a system of nonrelativistically
interacting nucleons, isobars and mesons work quantitatively? We
are still unable to answer this question, but we doubt that the
answer will finally turn out to be positive.

We are still unable to answer the question: Only some
effects on the three-nucleon bound state arising from the revival
of internal nucleonic isobar degrees of freedom have been discussed.
The effects are beneficial, though disappointingly small for the
binding energy and for the e.m. properties of the three-nucleon
bound states. We think that the A-contributions of section 3 are ,
even slight overestimates, since the A-isobar is treated there as k
a stable particle and not as a dynamical u-nucleon system with an
energy-dependent and increased mass as the force model of fig. 2
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) and ref. 12 advocate. The discussed single A-excitation is only one

of all possible mesonic and isobaric mechanisms correcting the

classic format of microscopic nuclear structure.

We doubt that the final answer to the posed question will

be positive: In view of the fact that the single A-excitation of

the coupled channel approach obviously does not yield the dominant

corrections for classic nuclear structure, we have two reasons for

our doubt:

(1) The problem of the theoretically unexplained H

binding energy is a grave one. A-contributions to the energy

arising from processes such as those of fig. 11, unaccounted for

by the present coupled-channel approach, have been estimated in

ref. 15 and appear unimportant. All other still unconsidered

processes involving mesons and isobars will show competition be-

tween the resulting attractive three-nucieon forces and repulsive

two-nucleon dispersion, i.e., they are expected to generate only

a small binding correction, as does single A-excitation. There is

no new prominent mechanism for additional binding in sight. The

extended picture of the nucleus as a system of nucleons, isobars

and mesons is either unable to yield sufficient binding for the

three-nucleon ground state or the necessary correction is fragmented

over a large number of processes. Thus, the considered extended

picture of the nucleus is either incomplete or it is an entirely

impracticable tool.

(2) A disagreement between the theoretical nonrelativistic
3

description and the experimental data for the He charge and
magnetic form factors still remains. Especially, the disagreement

for the He magnetic form factor, despite non A-isobaric exchange

currents, is surprising. There are operator corrections of rela-

tivistic origin which improve the theoretical description. The

results are shown in fig. 12. However, these corrections are not

derived from a consistent relativistic theory for the three-nucleon

system, their practical success does not prove that they are theo-

p^retically satisfactory. The relativistic operator corrections may,
*••••

w<iowever, indicate the general importance of relativistic effects

in the many-nucleon system.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: 3He charge (left) and magnetic (right) form factors F(Q)
as a function of momentum transfer Q calculated for the
Paris (solid curve) and RSC (dashed curve) potentials
with all two-body partial waves up to total angular mo-
mentum 1=2 included. The magnetic moment is -1.77 (-1.76)
n.m. for the Paris (RSC) potential. The experimental data
are from refs. 5 and 6 respectively. The result for the
magnetic form factor does not include mesonic exchange
currents required by current conservation.

Fig. 2: Interaction model which couples two-nucleon (NN) and
nucleon-A (NA) channels. The transition potential vNf. NA
is based on n-exchange. The NN part VNN-*NN

 of *ne
interaction is the Paris potential vp renormalized for
the box process of A-excitation taken at the available
energy zero, i.e., VRN+NN = vp - v N N+ N A g(o)vNA_>NN with
the NA Green function g(oj) in the two-body c m . system.
States with a pion are generated through the irNA vertex.
The same vertex is used in the transition potential
vNN-*-NA« There is no interaction between nucleons in the
pionic sector of the Hilbert space, the present model
cannot describe pion-deuteron scattering consistently.
The isobar of the shown processes is a bare one, the
physical A-resonance is built up as in fig. 5. The NA
potential simulates that time-ordering of the ly-exchange
process between NA states which the considered Hilbert
space cannot generate. For the exploratory low-partial
wave calculation of the three-nucleon bound state in
ref. 12 only channels with at most one isobar and one
pion are retained.
1 3

Fig. 3: Dg and F3 NN phase shift parameters 6 and p as a func-
tion of the c m . kinetic energy E c > m > «• 2mfjc2 and the
corresponding Argand diagrams. The theoretical results
(solid lines left and triangles right) refer to the in-
teraction model of fig. 2. The S-matrix in the NN chan-
nel is described as cos2p exp(2i6). The experimental data
are from ref. 13. They range up to 1 GeV lab energy. In
the right part of the figure they are denoted by circles.
The results of the Paris potential for the phase shift
parameter 6 are given by the dashed curve. Below 200 Mev
lab energy the interaction model of fig. 2 and the Paris
potential are for all practical purposes phase-equivalent.

Fig. 4: Some examples for three-nucleon forces and exchange-
current corrections arising in the interaction model of
fig. 2 for the three-nucleon bound state.
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Fig. 5: Pion-nucleon scattering in the P33 partial wave. The real

part of the full propagator is the mass MA of the physi-
cal resonance whose energy dependence is shown. In bound
nuclear systems the mass MA is needed at energies below
the nucleonic mass mfj. The A-resonance position m^ and
the nucleonic mass m^ are indicated.

Fig. 6: Interaction model which couples two-nucleon (NN) and
nucleon-A (NA) channels and which is used in ref. 15 for
the results of section 3. The A-isobar is taken to be the
physical one with a constant mass of 1236 MeV. The NN
part of the interaction is the Paris potential renormal-
ized as in the model of fig. 2. The transition potential
to NA channels is derived from TT- and p-exchange with
large cut-off masses. For the description of the three-
nucleon bound state configurations with at most one iso-
bar are retained.When all higher partial waves up to total
angular momentum 1=2 are included, the resulting Faddeev
equations involve 47 Faddeev amplitudes. The numerical
solution of the Faddeev equations for the results of
section 3 is carried out in momentum space and keep only
33 amplitudes. The omitted amplitudes have the single
A-isobar either in the interacting pair with orbital
angular momentum LS3 or as a spectator while the pair
nuclegns interact in higher isospin triplet partial waves
than 'SQ. We used perturbation theory to convince us that
the neglected states are unimportant for the properties
of the three-nucleon ground state.

Fig. 7: So, D2 and F3 NN phase shift parameters 6 and p as a
function of the c m . kinetic energy E c < m < - 2m^c2. The
theoretical results refer to the interaction model of
fig. 6. The S-matrix in the NN channel is described as
cos*p exp(2iS). The experimental data are from ref. 13.
They range up to 1 GeV lab energy. The results of the
Paris potential for the phase shift parameter are given
by the dashed curve. Below 200 MeV lab energy the inter-
action model of fig. 6 and the Paris potential are for
all practical purposes phase-equivalent.

Fig. 8: Three-nucleon force and two-nucleon dispersion the com-
peting processes for the three-nucleon binding energy.

Fig. 9: He charge (left) and magnetic (right) form factors cal-
culated with the inclusion of single A-isobar configu-
rations (solid curve). The charge form factor does not
contain a contribution from the transition charge which
is a relativistic correction of order nt|\|-2. The magnetic
form factor also contains the ir- and p-meson seagull and
exchange two-body currents between nucleonic configura-
tions. The corresponding ones arising from A-configu- i
rations have not yet been calculated. The reference form
factors without isobars (dashed curve) are the ones of
the Paris potential in fig. 1.

t
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V Fig. 10: Point proton distribution in He. The distributions
arising from a calculation with single A-isobar ex-
citation (solid curve) and with the Paris potential
(dashed curve) are compared. The distribution of the
point A + + is also shown multiplied with a factor of
20 as short-dashed curve.

Fig. 11: Time ordering of processes, contributing to the three-
nucleon force, arising from single A-isobar excitation
and not accounted for in a coupled-channel calculation.
Their binding energy contribution can be estimated 18

by comparing energy results obtained with a transition po-
tential of ordinary meson and of reduced range16. The
estimate of ref. 15 yields -0.03 MeV.

Fig. 12: He charge (left) and magnetic (right) form factors. Com-
pared with the nonrelativistic result (solid curve) of
fig. 9 the recalculated 3He charge form factor (dashed
curve) includes charge-operator corrections of relati-
vistic origin, i.e., of order m|\|-2: relativistic correc-
tions of the single-nucleon charge, the nucleon-A tran-
sition charge and the pion-seagull process. In the non-
relativistic description of the magnetic form factor19

(solid curve) current conservation requires the use of
the e.m. Sachs form factor G^" for the seagull and ex-
change currents due to the TT- and p-meson. The use of the
Dirac form factor F ^ instead, which differs from G E V by
a relativistic correction, would improve the agreement
with experiment (dashed curve). For the short-dashed curve
Fj v is employed and all A-isobar processes are replaced
by the NA transition current in static approximation. The
latter approximation is usual, but entirely unjustified17.
We consider the result corresponding to the solid curve
the one theoretically best founded, though its agreement
with experiment is poorest.
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THREE NOCLEON INTERACTION AND NUCLEAR COMPOSITION

V. R. Pandharipande
Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1110 West Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801

I. INTRODUCTION

In the first part of this talk I will discuss results of some of the

calculations carried out by J. Carlson, I. Lagarls, J. Iomnitz-Ailer, R. A.

Smith, R. B. Wiringa, and myself, to study the three nucleon interaction.

We have attempted to calculate the wavefunctions and binding energies of ^H,

°He, He and nuclear matter, with the variational method, from a

nonrelativistic Hamiltonian:

H " - l m - 2 V i + I vi1 + I Vi1k" <1"1)
im i X K j 1J Kj<k 1Jk

Only nucleon degrees of freedom are retained in this Haalltonian; the

effects of other degrees of freedom are implicit in the two and three

nucleon potentials VJJ and V±\^'

In the second part I will discuss the calculations carried out, in

collaboration with B. Friman and R. B. Wiringa, to study the composition of

nuclei. Nucleons interact by many processes including exchange of pions

with or without excitation to isobar (A) states. Ihus the nucleus contains

pions being exchanged, and some nucleons in the A state. He attempt to

calculate the number and momentum distribution of these exchanged pions, and

the fraction of time a nucleon in the nucleus is in the A state.

Ihe variational Monte Carlo method1'2^ is used in the studies of three-

and four-body nuclei. la practice this method gives an exact upper bound to

the binding energy of the nucleus. A number of model Hamiltonians have been

studied by the Faddeev^, exp(s)*, Green's function Honte Carlo5), and

variational methods. A comparison of results obtained in these model

calculations suggests that the variational results„ obteined by varying the

wavefunctions as discussed in refs. 1 and 2, may have less than 3Z error in

the binding energies of A - 3 and 4 nuclei. It is difficult to estimate the

errors in the wavefunctions.
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j
Bie nuclear matter results are based on variational calculations using

hypernetted-chain and single-opsrator-chain summation techniques.^*'»*»*'

A comparison of results obtained in Model calculations with the Brueckner-

Bethe-Goldstone method'', and liquid Helium calculations10^ suggests that

the variational energies of nuclear matter, corrected with perturbative

corrections11', could be accurate to ~ 1 HeV per nucleon. The main

advantage of the variational method, developed at Urbana and Argonne for

light nuclei and nuclear matter, is that realistic three-body interactions

can be treated in a reasonable fashion.

II. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH REALISTIC TWO NUCLEON INTERACTIONS

In the past few years, three so-called v ^ models of realistic nucleon-

nucleon interactions were developed. These interactions have the form:

v±1 - I vp(r) Oj , (2.1)
1J p-1,14 1J

where 0^. are suitable operators containing a. »a4»T
i»

T4»*4 a nd V , and vp(r)

are functions of the interparticle distance. The Paris potential12) is the

oldest of these; the Urbana ' and Argonne1 ' are the other two. These

potentials have one-pion-exchange long range part, an intermediate range

part of two-Dion exchange range, and phenomenological short-range part. In

Urbana and Argonne models the cutoff of the one pion exchange potential, the

strengths of intermediate range components, and the short range part are

obtained by fitting the deuteron and two nucleon scattering data. The form

of these potentials is fairly constrained by our theoretical ideas of the

N-N interaction. The Paris potential is not very well suited for variational

calculations, the Urbana and Argonne potentials were developed to make

variational calculations possible.

The nuclear matter E(kF) obtained with these potentials is shown in

Fig. 1. The Paris potential results are obtained by Day^) with Brueckner's

method, flie empirical curve in Fig. I has kF - 1.33 fit"
1, E/A - -16 MeV and

compressibility K - 230 HeV at equilibrium. The Urbana potential gives

binding energies of 7.1 and 24.3 MeV for 3H and 4He against the experimental \

values of 8.A3 and 28.2 MeV. The other two realistic interactions give /

similar results for A - 3 and 4 nuclei. These results indicate that the
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three-body interaction must become repulsive in nuclear natter at high

density, while it must be attractive in light nuclei and low density nuclear

matter, if the Hamiltonian 1.1 is to describe nuclear properties.

III. MODELS OF W E E NUCLEON INTERACTION

We may express the V^J^ as a sum of three terms:

Vijk Vijk + Vijk» u a ;

FW SWwhere the V^.^ and V^^ come from pion rescattering in P and S waves, as

depicted by Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, and V* is meant to contain all the other
Pff SWcomponents. The V „ and v".- are two-pion exchange three nucleon

interactions, they have the form:

+ B2irtTi'Tj'Ti*Tk^Xij'Xik^ <3'2)

Vijk

(3*3)

where I represents a cyclic sum over indices i , j , and k, S±j i s the
eye

tensor operator, and

X y ) S±j, (3.4)

Y^r) - ~ e~ur CjCr), (3.5)

IT I1 Tfp 2 2 uiF C2vr^« v->«O/

The Cj(r) and C£(r) are short range cutoffs. The function BoyO^.! »riv^ is

given in ref. 2.

We will consider two models of V W . Ihe first of these is the licson

model15' in which the A?*, Bo, and Bcu are obtained from »-N scattering
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data, and the cutoff parameters are taken from Goldberger-Triman

discrepancy. ' It is a two pion exchange model, and thus has no V... term.

One other model we shall consider is model V of ref. 2. In this model the

P-wave interection is attributed to a A intermediate state and consequently

n _ A IL (% T\

knz is taken as a free parameter with the hope that, by artifically
PWenhancing the strength of the V.., we can include contributions of the

"isobar ring" Goldstone diagramas (Fig. 3 ) . It can be shown in a crude

approximation2' that the contribution of three-body rings containing more

than one A is proportional to that of the ring with one A which forms the
PWmajor part of V.., contribution.

SWThe V77. is neglected in model V. It was not found to be very
o\ T

important in our ' studies with the variational method. Hie V... is assumed

to be of the form:

Vijk * Uo

it is primarily motivated to take into account contributions of Goldstone

diagrams 3.3-4 of Fig. 3. Calculations by Wiringa8^ and Sauer17), which

attempt to treat the A degrees of freedom explicitly, have indicated the

importance of these diagrams. Since the A-nucleon interaction is not known

from experiments, it is difficult to calculate UQ. Hence in model V J^^ and

Uo are taken as free parameters to be determined by fitting the
 3H, *He and

nuclear matter energies and nuclear matter density.

IV. RESULTS ON BINDING ENERGIES

Wiringa18) has calculated binding energies of 3H, 3He, 4He nuclei and

nuclear matter with four Hamiltonians containing Urbana or Argonne two-body

interaction and Tucson or model V three-body interaction. Within the

accuracy of his calculations these four Hamiltonians give identical results

for the 3H, 3He and *He nuclei. Ibis result is quite surprising, since one >.

might have expected that with its two free parameters the model V might do

better than the "parameter free" licson model.
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Table I Binding energies and charge radii

3H 3He 4He

Calculated Energy (MeV) -8.1 -7.4 -29.4

Experimental Energy (MeV) -8.48 -7.72 -28.3

Calculated rms Rch (fm) 1.78 1.87 1.64

Experimental rms Rch (fm) 1.70 1.84 1.67

Within Monte carlo ai pling errors of ~ 0.1 MeV for A - 3

and 0.5 MeV for A - 4, the four Hamiltonians U + T, U + V,

A + T and A + V give the above results.

The binding energies and radii of H, He and He are given in Table I.

The expectation values listed in Table II are for the (U + V) Hamiltonian,
A ^

and the ratio of the expectation values in He and H is given in the last

column. The ratio of the number of pairs (triplets) in He to that in % is

2(4), and if the radii of 3H and 4He were to be the same, we could have

expected the ratios for <vjj> and O^-i^ to be ~ 2 and 4 respectively. The

values of these ratios are larger on account of the smaller radius of He.

Table II Expectation values with U + V Hamiltonian

3H 4He Ratio

<kinetic energy> 46.5 103.6 2.23

<v±j> -53.5 -127.3 2.38
- 1.1 - 6.2 5.88

A number of different three-body potential models were studied^, the

ratio of their contribution is ~ 6. For this reason it has not yet been

possible to obtain a better explanation of the three- and four-body binding

energies than that given in lable I. A more attractive three-body force

with larger A^ can reproduce the binding energy of 3H but then the *He is

severely overbound. It should be noted that the ~ 3Z difference between the

calculated and experimental values in Table I is of the order of the

uncertainties in the calculation, and better calculations are clearly

necessary to study and resolve it.
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The addition of V ±j k to H increases the binding energies of
 3He, 3H and

He nuclei and consequently their radii decrease. The calculated radii are

in agreement with experiment, lie calculated charge form factor, in Impulse

approximation ', of % agrees with experiment at q < 10 fm~ , but those of
3He and *He disagree at q2 > 5 fm~2. It is thus suggested that there are

significant isoscalar and isovector exchange current corrections which

cancel in H. Other calculated properties of these nuclei are discussed in

ref. 2.

The calculated nuclear matter energies are shown in Fig. 1. . lie U + T

and A + T models fail to saturate nuclear matter simply because the Tucson

potential does not have a repulsive component. Ihe U + V and A + V

hamlltonians saturate nuclear matter at a little too high density. Ihe

curve labeled U + V + corrections in Fig. 4 contains two-particle two-hole

corrections*1' to the variational energy calculated in correlated basis

perturbation theory. It should be a fairly accurate representation of the

true E(kF) for U + V Hamiltonian, though it cannot be ruled out that the

differences between this and the empirical curve are due to inaccuracies in

the many-body calculation, lie calculated equilibrium properties of nuclear

matter are compared in Table III.

Table III Nuclear matter properties with U and D * V hamlltonians

Eo (MeV)

kF (fm"1)

K (MeV)

E8 (MeV)

U
-20.

1.8

~ 27

V. DISCUSSION

U + V
- 14.5

1.32

170

~ 30

0 F V i jk

Empirical
-16 .

1.33

230 ± 20

28-40

It appears that Hamiltonian models containing Urbana or Argonne VJJ and

the two-pion exchange Tucson V y ^ can explain the binding energies and radii

of A - 3 and 4 nuclei. However, it is likely that this explanation is

fortuitous for the following reasons: (a) These Hamlltonians fail to ^

explain saturation of nuclear matter; (b) Ihey do not contain the A-hole /

dispertion effect found in the more microscopic theories such as that of
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Wiringa^' and Sauer17s (c) They do not contain the extra attraction of

"pion ring" diagrams having more than one A line. In Table IV we compare
Ptf T

the contributions of the V± „ and V ^ of model V with that of Tucson
The saturation of nuclear matter can be seen to be an effect of V... , while

the contribution of V... in model V is ~ 1.5 times that of the Tucson model.

Table IV Comparison of Tucson and model V three nucleon interactions

TUcson <7btals>

V <VZ>

V <Tbtal>

He
-1.09

-1.65

+0.6

-1.06

He
-6.48

-9 .90

+3.67

-6.23

kF-1.33
-2.07

-2.65

+3.33
+0.68

kF-1.53
-3.82
-4.72
+8.23
+3.51

Hie expectation values of P-wave and intermediate range parts of

model V interaction are listed separately In rows two and three.

Columns one and two give expectation values for He and He nuclei

in MeV, while three and four give expectation values for nuclear

matter in MeV per nucleon.

The microscopic theories of Wiringa ' and Sauer '' certainly do not

give as nice results as our semi-phenomenological Urbana + model V

Hamiltonian. A major reason for this could be that the A-N interactions in

the microscopic models is not attractive enough, and hence their analogue of

V... is too repulsive.

VI. COMPOSITION OF NUCLEI

By using Hamiltonians such as (1.1) we eliminate all the states

consisting of nucleons and pions, or nucleons and A's etc. However, it is

possible to obtain an operator1'', whose expectation value in the ground

state wavefunction, which has no pion degrees of freedom by construction,

corresponds to the number of pions in true ground state. If we make the

static approximations that form the basis of the one pion exchange

potential, and subtract the expectation value of the pion cloud associated
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]Q\ J

with nucleons in vacuum, we get*" a rather simple two-body "pion excess

nuaber operator" 61^ (k):

K i,j u (kZ-Hi

+ f*2!^^ S.*k Ti»'T + h.c.)} A
2(k2) (6.1)

Here S and T are transition spins and isospins, f and £ are *NN and

coupling constants, and A^(k ) a cutoff.

Hie expectation value of this operator gives the change in the number of

pions when nucleons are brought together to form a nucleus. It is necessary

to use ground state wavefunctions containing isobar components, since most of

the contribution to Sn^k) comes from the transition operators. •*

We recently calculated the pion excess in nuclear matter with Wiringa's '

wavefunctions obtained from the Argonne V2Q potential. •- This potential couples

NN, NA and A& channels, and thus is very suitable for such studies. Our

result? for nuclear matter are given in Fig. 4 and Table V. At small values

of k there is a negative pion excess, i.e. there are fewer low k pions per

nucleon in nuclear matter than in a nucleon in vacuum. This reduction is

due to Pauli blocking of nucleon self-energy diagrams. At k — 2 to 3 fm"1

there is a substantial pion excess due to correlations in the nuclear

wavefunction. The total number of excess pions in nuclear matter is 0.17

per nucleon (Table V).

Table V Composition of nuclei and nuclear matter

deuteron
3H

*He

nuclear matter

K/A
0.024

0.05

0.09

0.17

»A/A

0.005

0.019

0.038

0.05

Ihe results of similar calculations in 2H (Fig. 2 and Table V) give a

very small pion excess. The results for A • 3,4 nuclei reported here use

closure approximation to estimate amplitudes of wavefunctions having A
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components. On the whole these calculations are not very accurate. It is

possible to overestimate 6%(k) by ~ 25% by using the number operator (6.1)

with wavefunctions calculated from static potentials. On the other hand we

may be underestimating Sn^dO due to neglect of baryon states other than N

and A. Nevertheless it appears that a nucleus such as -*6Fe may have ~ 8

excess pions, and these may be able to explain differences in the deep

inelastic muon scattering from iron and deuterium. » '
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Nuclear natter E(kp) for various models. A, U, P denote Argonne, Urbana,

and Paris two-nudeon interactions, and T and V denote the "Hieson and

model V three-nuclear interactions.

2. TVo-pion exchange three-nucleon interaction diagrams*

3. The expectation value of the V... includes the contribution of GoIdstone

diagramas (3.1), but not of more general rings like (3.2) containing

more than one isobar lines. The V. , expectation value is meant to

include contribution of dispersion diagrams such as (3.3) and (3.4), and

other three-body ladders.

4. The momentum distribution of excess pions in deuteron, He and nuclear

matter.
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A's IN NUCLEI STUDIED WITH THE (3He,t) REACTION

Carl Gaarde

Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen
Blegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark

I. INTRODUCTION
1 2Charge-exchange reactions at intermediate energies ' have proven

to be an ideal tool for the study of isospin-spin excitations in

nuclei. The (p,n) data at e.g. 200 MeV from Indiana and the cor-

responding ( He,t) data at 600 MeV from the Saturne accelerator

show a spectacular selectivity for transitions with isospin-spin

transfer. This is understood as a result of the NN interaction
3

being much stronger in the ax-channel. Data for the { He,t) reac-

tion at 1200 and 2000 MeV indicate that also at these energies,

i.e. 4 00 and 670 MeV per nucleon does the ax-channel dominate.

The charge exchange reaction would therefore seem to be a good

tool also for the study of possible A-hole states in nuclei. If

we think of the A as a ax-excitation of the nucleon, we would ex-

pect to see a strong excitation of AN hole states in nuclei in

(p,n) and ( He,t) reactions at sufficient high bombarding energies.

The spectrum in Fig.l from a ( He,t) reaction on n a C at 2 GeV is

indeed consistent with such an expectation. We see strongly ex-
+ 12cited the 1 g.s. in N together with a broad peak which we

ascribe to the excitation of a nucleon into a A.

The ( He,t) reaction could be a simpler reaction for the study

of A's in nuclei than the (p,n) reaction. The latter reaction has

contributions in the transition amplitude from excitation of the

projectile into A with subsequent decay into a v and a neutron

which is then observed in the detector. When, however, the He

projectile is excited into a A-state the probability for decay into

the tritium g.s. (which is the measured object) is very small, and

the contribution to A-production from the projectile excitation is
3;therefore small in the ( He,t) reaction.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this report I shall mainly discuss data obtained at Saturne

and shall therefore briefly discuss the experimental setup in the
3
( He,t) experiments. The reaction has been studied betweer 600

MeV and 2 GeV. The outgoing tritons are analyzed in a magnetic

spectrometer SPES IV, which can bend up to 2 GeV tritons correspond-

ing to a momentum of 4 GeV/e. The aperture was 0.6°x0.3° or

5.5xlO~ msr with 0.3° opening angle in the scattering plane.

Note that at 6=0° the opening angle is 0.6°.

With target thicknesses around 50 mg/cm and beam currents of

1-20 nA it typically takes 10 minutes to obtain a spectrum. The

data presented here are obtained with SPES IV in a mode of opera-

tion with a momentum range -E ^ 7% and a resolution -E ^ 10~ .

The spectrum shown in Fig.l is obtained with 3 (overlapping)

field settings.

III. (3He,t) REACTION MECHANISM

In Fig.2 a triton spectrum at 6=0 and 600 MeV is shown. The

target is natural carbon, and the figure demonstrates how very

clean triton spectra can be when analyzed in a magnetic spectro-

gr<
13,
graph. The low lying states in N can be studied from the 1%

C abundance in the target. The figure also shows the angular
+ 12distribution measured and calculated for the 1 g.s. in N.

The calculation is a result of a DWIA for the reaction. The form-

factor in momentum space can be written as a product of transition
4

dsnsities for target and projectile and the NN interaction. The
12 12target transition density is, in the particular case C -*- N

(g.s.) (Fig.2), calculated from Cohen-Kurath wave functions. The

projectile transition density is parametrized as e~aq where q

is the momentum transfer. This is a good approximation for
2 —2

q < 6 fin for the magnetic formfactor as determined from elec-

tron scattering. For the NN interaction we have used the para-

metrization by Love and Franey. The optical potentials used

are calculated in the same way, and so determined from NN data. ;'i

It would be important to measure the elastic scattering to test
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these potentials. The break-up of He e.g. is not included in

such a microscopic calculation.

At 1.2 and 2 GeV we obtain similar reasonable agreement between

data and calculation (for the same transition) as demonstrated in

Fig.2. The calculations are performed with the code ALLWORLD.

We conclude that the ( He,t) reaction at intermediate energies

is a one step process and that the impulse approximation seems to

apply.
54Fig.3 shows triton spectra at different angles with Fe as the

target. At 9=0° the spectrum is dominated by &=0 G.T. transitions,

at 0=2° the spin dipole (11=1) transitions and at 0=4° the spin

quadrupole transitions dominate the low lying part of the spectra.

At 2 GeV the changes with angle are even more dramatic. In
0 08

Fig.4 we show triton spectra with Pb as the target. It is seen

that already at 0=0.7° the spin dipole state is stronger excited

than the SL=O collective state.

IV. 3He + p ->- t + A + +

The data for the p( He,t)A reaction is obtained as differences

in yieltl*. from CH-- and C-foils. The analysis of the data is not

completed at present. The uncertainty on the absolute cross sec-

tion as g.lven in Fig.5 is therefore 30%; the further analysis

should reduce this number. In Fig.6 we show the total cross sec-

tion for the A-peak at 3 angles. The kinematic shift in energy

is sufficiently large already at 6=3.5° to be seen directly from

the raw data. In Fig.11 the triton spectra from the p( He,t)A

reaction at 0=0.5° and 3.5° are shown.

A. Calculation of cross section

Figure 5 also shows cross sections

calculated by V. Dmitriev. A plane wave approximation is assumed

and furthermore that the reaction proceeds via IT- plus p-exchange.

To illustrate the dependence on some of the terms in the cross

Section we give the direct term for ir-exchange. The amplitude we

write as:

<<*> - 2. a2
T = e" 2 % V7r(0)rq)(a-q)(S.q^./2
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* is a unit vector, f ^ is taken as 2 ^ , f (q) = f

with A = 1.2 GeV, the factor e~2 qy is coming from the ( He,t)

vertex and taken in this form as a good approximation for the
o ? —2
He formfactor for q < 6 fm

V^di^q) = 0)2-02-112 w n e r e 3 an<* w a r e momentum and energy trans

fers.

The lab. cross section is then (after averaging over initial

and summing over final states)

where E1 and p1 are lab. quantities. The wid'h of the A is taken

into account through the Breit-Wigner term.

In this plane wave limit the cross section factorizes into terms

from the projectile, the target and the interaction. We see that

the folding from the projectile formfactor has the effect of shift-

ing the resonance energy. The lab. energy of the triton at 9=0°

and 300 MeV excitation energy in the proton is 1603 MeV. The ob-

served resonance energy (the centroid) is 1680±10 MeV. The figure

shows that the calculation accounts for this large shift. We note

that in the A-region the interaction versus q is a slowly varying

function. For OJ=300 MeV in the proton the (four) momentum trans-

fer at 2 GeV and 9=0° is q = 0.305 GeV/c =1.54 fm.

The inclusion of the space-exchange amplitude is seen to have a

major effect. The exchange term comes in with a factor of -1 for

the A-excitation in contrast to the NN scattering case. The ex-

change effect is calculated in the "big Q" approximation which in

the present case means that the integration over projectile coor-

dinates is carried out independent of Q, a fair approximation be-

cause of the weak dependence on q (or Q).

The inclusion of the p-exchange is seen to reduce the calculated

cross section considerably. If we think of the interaction as a

sum of a central and a tensor part, the latter completely domina- !i

tes in the A-region, and the effect from the p-exchange therefore

subtracts from the ir-exchange contribution. The coupling con-
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stant for the p-exchange is taken as the bare value.

In this analysis we do not, as discussed in the introduction,

consider the excitation of the projectile. The angular distribu-

tion in the plane wave limit is determined directly from the q-de-

pendence of the cross section as given in the expression above.

In this connection an interesting question arises: which formfac-

tor to take for the He projectile? In Fig.6 we give 2 calculated

angular distributions with formfactors parametrized as e~ * S-i

and e" * ̂ y. The former corresponds to the experimental magnetic

formfactor from He(e,e) data (Fig.7) whereas the latter is a (low

q) parametrization of the (calculated) formfactor where only nu-

cleon-nucleon effects (in the 3-body system) are considered. The

very large difference between the 2 formfactors is ascribed to

meson exchange effects. We would argue that we should not use the

experimental formfactor in the ( He,t) reaction but rather the

"bare" formfactor. It would be nice if the experiment directly

would determine which formfactor to use, and it seems that more

data for the He + p reaction could possibly solve the question.

V. A-PRODUCTION IN NUCLEI
nat 54

In Fig.8 we show zero degree spectra for C and Fe. The cen-

troid energy for the A-bump is around 1720 MeV, and seems to be

the same for all the targets (with A-12) we have studied. In

Fig.9 the zero degree cross sections are given for a number of

nuclei. A considerable uncertainty is attached to these cross

sections alone from the definition of the background under the

A-peak. The background used has the same shape for all nuclei and

g.l]
2/3

the choice of shape is guided by the He-formfactor. (See Fig.l).

Figure 9 shows that the cross sections up to A^90 go like A

indicative of a surface reaction. We note, however, that the cross

section for Pb does not follow this systematics. We do not at

present have an analysis to explain these data. An eikonal ap-

proximation might apply at these energies and preferable to an

)nalysis of the distortion effects in terms of a (distorted) wave

description.

Figure 10 shows the angular distributions for the A-peak from
n a C and Fe. It is seen that within the errorbars the angular
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distribution is the same as for the He + p reaction. This is con-

sistent with the He-formfactor being responsible for the small

angle behaviour.

In Fig.11 we show the A-peak at 2 different angles for the pro-

ton and for carbon as the targets.'7' The spectra for carbon are ob-

tained by subtracting a "background" with the same shape for the

2 angles. We see from the figure that the centroid energy is ra-

ther different for p and C, but that the kinematic shift with angle

seems to be similar.
Q

Figure 12 shows a calculated cross section for the A-peak in

carbon. A plane wave approximation is assumed and only the direct

Tr-exchange term is considered. The absolute cross section from

this calculation is therefore of no significance. The initial sta-

tes are taken as P3/2
 an<^ si/2 harmonic oscillator states, and the

final states are A's in plane wave states- We see from the figure

that the shift in centroid energy is to some extent reproduced in

this model. The Fermi motion broadens the resonance, and the fold-

ing with the projectile formfactor will emphasize the low excita-

tion energy part. The result is an apparent shift of the centroid

energy. A more detailed analysis would include effects from dis-

tortions, but these are not expected to have a strong Q-value de-

pendence.

The model indicated above describes the resonances we observed

as quasifree A-production. We see that also the angular distribu-

tions and the energy shift with angle are consistent with such a

model.

A. A-hole states

A description in terms of A-nucleon hole states should also be

possible. The broad resonance is then interpreted as an envelope

of several A-hole states with different spin-parities. The energy

shift we see as we move out in angle is in this way of thinking a

result of higher spin N~ states becoming dominant at the larger

angles. In Fig.3 we see the same effect. With increasing angle /'

the higher spin multipoles become important, and a corresponding

shift in the mean energy of the resonance is directly observed.

For the low lying states this shift in energy can be understood
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as shell effects. The £=0 resonance is a Oftu transition, the 1=1

resonance is a Ihu transition and so forth. The practicality of

an analysis in terms of overlapping AN~ resonances is dependent

on the number of configurations that need to be considered.

Even such a description could be named quasifree A-production.

If however the AN interaction (inside the nucleus) were suffici-

ently strong to establish phase relations between many AN~ states

(for given Jv) and generate a collective state, we might observe

effects specific for A's in the nuclear medium.

In a plot of energy transfer versus momentum transfer (Fig.13)

we show for nuclear matter the regions accessible to particle-hole

and A-hole states. Also given in the figure is the curve deter-

mined by kinematics for the ( He,t) reaction at 2 GeV and 6=0°.

The region below this curve corresponds to possible scattering

states. We also see that going to higher bombarding energy does

not make much difference. We are already close to the t = u> -q = C

limit.

The figure, howevar, shows that the kinematic conditions make

the study of low q properties of the AN states difficult. The

quenching of the G.T. strength as observed in intermediate ener-

gy (p,n) reactions is in various models (partly) due to coupling

to a collective state at q=0. The energy of this state is pushed

^50 MeV up in energy and indicated in Fig.13.

VI. SUMMARY

The ( He,t) reaction, as studied in experiments at Saturne, is

an efficient way to study isospin-spin modes in nuclei, including

the A-degrees of freedom. The cross sections for transitions to

the low lying (E < 50 MeV) collective states are at forward angles

very large and so are the cross sections for A-excitation.

For the low lying states, the reaction can be described in a

DWIA where the interactions both for the transitions in question

and for the elastic channels are taken from parametrized interac-

tions of NN phase shift data.

The A-excitation of the proton seems to be described as a sum of

7T- and p~exchange effects. The data have at present a fairly large

uncertainty.
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12 208 *v
The A-excitation on a number of nuclei between C and Pb has

2/3
been studied. The cross section is proportional to A ' up to A=90,

O AQ Q ft

whereas Pb has a slightly smaller cross section than Zr.

The angular distribution and kinematic shift is similar to the

results obtained with the proton as the target. A description in

terms of quasifree A-production seems to describe the data.

An alternative model is proposed, where the A-peaks are described

as envelopes of (A-N~ ) j i r states with different spin-parities. A

more quantitative analysis has not been performed yet. It will be

essential to get the distortion effects under control.

A comparison with (p,n) data at 800 MeV could be most intere-

sting. At present only zero degree (p,n) data exist, but a compa-

rison between A-resonance energies and cross sections for (p,n)

and ( He,t) reactions should be made.
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Figure captions.

1. Triton spectrum obtained with the magnetic spectrometer SPES IV
12at Saturne. The cross sections are in the C c m . system. The

dashed curve corresponds to the He formfactor parametrized as

e * "y (arbitrary scale).
2

2. A zero degree triton spectrum from a natural carbon target is
shown together with measured and calculated cross sections for

12the transition to the N g.s. The two peaks in the spectrum

coming from the 1% C isotope are the g.s. and the 3.5 MeV

3/2" state.

3. Triton spectra at different angles at 600 MeV.

4. Triton spectra at two angles at 2 GeV. The aperture was rec-

tangular corresponding to 0.6°x0.3°.

5. Triton spectrum obtained as a difference between spectra from

CH2~ and C-targets. The cross section is in the lab. system.

The uncertainty is (at present) around 30%. The curves are
g

calculated cross sections and explained in the text.

6. Cross sections (lab.) for the A-peak from the p( He,t)A reac-

tion at 2 GeV at three angles. The 2 curves correspond to para-

metrizations of the He formfactor as e~ * gy and e~ * gy (nu-

cleon) and refer to Fig.7. The "nucleon" formfactor corres-

sponds to the calculated curves in Fig.5.

7. The magnetic formfactor for He. The figure is obtained from

B. Frois and given in Ref.6.

8. Triton spectra for n C and Fe. The cross sections are given

in the c m . systems. Note the different scale.

9. Cross sections (cm.) for the A-peak at 9=0° for different tar-

gets. The same shape for the "background" is used for all tar-

gets.

10. Cross sections (cm.) for n a C and Fe at three angles.

11. Triton spectra at two angles. In the carbon spectra a "back- \

ground" has been subtracted. The cross section scale is diffe-

rent by a factor of 8 for 6=0° and 3.5°.
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12. Background subtracted spectrum for n a C. The curve is calcu-

lated in a plane wave approximation and only the direct ir-ex-

change term is considered. The absolute cross section is

therefore of no significance and arbitrarily adjusted for

comparison of resonance energies.

13. Regions of NN and AN~ states for nuclear matter in energy

versus momentum. The dashed line corresponds to the kinema-

tic condition for ( He,t) scattering at 2 GeV and 0=0°, The

region below this curve is available in ( He,t) scattering

(at larger angles) . The line u>=q would be the infinite bom-

barding energy limit.
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The effects of the A on nuclear, electromagnetic and

weak transitions

Akito Arima

Department of Physics

Faculty of Science
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Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Several different mechanisms which affect nuclear magnetic

properties and Gamow-Teller transitions are discussed.

Especially the role of many-body correlations is emphasized.

An example of correlations is the effect of two-particle-

two-hole mixture in one-particle-one-hole states. On the

other hand it is pointed out that the role of A in low-lying

states has been too exaggerated in recent years.

§1. Introduction

In my talk, three quantities will be discussed to clarify

the roles of several different mechanisms affecting the nuclear

magnetic properties and Gamow-Teller transitions. They are

isoscalar magnetic moments, Gamow-Teller matrix elements and

isovector magnetic moments. In this talk I would like to

confine myself mainly to nuclei with an LS closed shell ±

one nucleon in order to avoid a complication caused by the

first order core polarization. Among several mechanisms,

one finds the effects of A-hole states, meson exchange currents,

2nd order configuration mixing (mainly the tensor correlation)

and meson exchange currents with wave functions modified by
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core polarization. The last effect will be hereafter called

"crossing term".

§2. Isoscalar magnetic moments

I would like to point out first the effect of the second

order correlation most clearly shows up in the isoscalar mag-

2)
netic moments and isoscalar transitions. Table 1 shows

observed and their Schmidt values. At the first glance, the

simple Schmidt values are in very good agreement with the

observations. This is not true at all. In the impulse

approximation the isoscalar magnetic operator is written as

where g® = 5.585, qn = -3.826 and g0 = 1. Inserting these
S S •*<

values to (1), one rewrites (1) as

°'38

Since J is always conserved, one can learn how much the
m

expectation or transition matrix elements of the operator S

are modified in nuclei. Table 2 shows the expectation values

of S thus extracted from the observed isoscalar magnetic

moments in nuclei with an LS closed shell ± one nucleon.

One sees that those values show strong quenching from their

Schmidt values. It should be noticed that the famous A-h
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) states do not affect on the isoscalar magnetic moments.

The first order effect of the A-h states modifies only iso-

vector quantities because the isospih of the A-h states

cannot be zero. An additional modification of the iso-

scalar magnetic moment is given by the dissociation current

pTry (in fig.2 A) and second order corrections (fig. 1)

and the crossing term with the piry (in fig.2 C) . The exchange

contributions are very small as shown in table 2 where

A + piry stands for the corrections from figs. 2A and E.

If a nucleon-nucleon interaction V is central and

commutes with S, the expectation value is not changed at

all even when a large amount mixing of wave functions

occurs. However, one has to take into account a strong

tensor interaction in one pion exchange potential or other

potentials such as the Hamada-Johnston, Reid and Paris

potentials. The tensor interaction causes the second

order corrections in the expectation value of the S operator.

4)They are calculated first by Ichimura and Yazaki and

Mavromatis,Zamick and Brown ' who calculated the mixture

of states up to only 2i?w excitation. Because the tensor

force excites configurations into very high excitation,

one must take very high energy intermediate states into

account. Shimizu found that the second order corrections

which are caused by the tensor correlation are indeed large

as shown in table 2. These corrections are recently re-

^ calculated by Towner and Khanna. Their results are compared

with those of Shimizu, Hyuga and Arima in table 3. ' '

One sees good agreement between the two independent calculations.
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These two calculations clearly show the importance of the

tensor correlations.

8)
Recently Bentz and his collaborators estimated these

corrections using the Fermi-Gas model and obtained similar

conclusions.

For nuclei with an LS closed shell ± one nucleon, one

can introduce an effective operator

Their results are shown in table 4. We use the quantities

A(0,l) _ .(0,1). (0,1) A(0,l) - (0,1) , (0,1)
As " 6 gs / gs ' A£ = Sq!L /g£

A ( O f l ) = 6g(0'1}/»^? gi°'1) where (0,1) indicates either
P P s

isoscalar or isovector.

eff (0)In the isoscalar part of V , one thus concludes that ogv 's

and g are almost completely determined by the tensor

correlations. Bentz and their collaborators found very simple

expressions for <Sg* ' and 6gi ' from the tensor correlation,

-0.72

= o
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2
where P. is the total probability of 2p-lh states mixed by

the tensor force.

We thus convince ourselves the dominance of the tensor

correlation in the isoscalar magnetic moment and the iso-

20fi +
scalar transition such as in Pb(p,p')l , 5.845 MeV which

9)
is expected to be quenched. ' Be aware that the quenching

of the isoscalar transition has nothing to do with the

first order (or R.P.A.) correction due to the A-hole state.

§3. Gamow-Teller transitions

Since the second order correction of the isoscalar

magnetic moments are so important, it is very natural to

calculate the similar corrections for the Gamow-Teller

transitions. According to Bentz and his collaborators,

the Fermi-Gas model calculation of the second order cor-

rections gives the following expression

-1.1

The numerical value of Ai = 6GA/G- amounts -0.50,

namely 50% (75%) reduction in amplitude (in squared).

In this case, however, there are other corrections. They

come from exchange currents especially A-hole (fig.2 B),

pirA (fig.2 A ) , the crossing terms (fig.2 C) and two pion
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resonance contributions (fig.2 E).

Table 5 shows their results together with those of

Shimizu et al ' for A = 17. One immediately sees that the

second order corrections mainly due to the tensor correlation

are large. Be aware that the dependence of the A correction

on the density is much stronger than that of the tensor

correlation as shown in fig.3. As a consequence, the A-hole

corrections in light nuclei are expected to be much smaller than in

the Fermi-gas with normal density. Indeed the correction in

A = 17 is very small. In A = 17, the contribution from A is only

2% while that of the tensor correlation is 12%.

Table 6 shows again the comparison between the result of

the Chalk River group and those of the Tokyo

group. One sees that these two calculations are in good

agreement except for some differences coming from the assumed

coupling constant of p meson. One again clearly sees that

the A contribution is very small -2.5% in 0 and -4.3% in

41 17
Ca, while the second order corrections amount -10% in o

41
and -12% in Ca. It is very clear to me that the role of

the A has been too much advertized and emphasized in these

years. For completeness, I show table 7 which is taken from

Towner and Khanna. One can confirm my statement in all cases.

So far I confined myself to Gamow-Teller transitions

with Aj = 0. It is very relevant here to mention that there

is a difference between transitions with Aj = 0 and those with

Aj = 1 such as 0 •+ 1 transition and d,..- -»•
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One has the effective Gamow-Teller interaction.

= (gA + 6 9 A
) T S + g p AT[Y

( 2 )xs] ( 1 )

= g {(1 + A.)TS + A .[Y(2)xs]
A A I?"

When I is large, the matrix elements of this operator are

written as

< j | | M ( 1 ) l l j > = g A d + A A +

< j ' | | M ( 1 ) | | j ' > = - g A d + AA +

a n d

< j | | M ( 1 > | | j ' > - - g A d + AA - \ ApA'

w h e r e j = H + -j, a n d j ' = £ , - • = • .

Because the sign of AA is opposite to A ,, the two contri-
A P

butions of the A-hole state cancel out each other in the

diagonal matrix elements but work coherently in the non-

diagonal matrix elements. Therefore the contribution of the

A is expected to be larger in the non-diagonal than in the

diagonal. One sees that this is the case examining numbers

shown in table 7 taken from Towner and Khanna.

There is a puzzle. Some works reported very large

quenching by the A-hole states. For example the works of

Harting, Weise, Toki and Richter reported -35% quenching

(in amplitude) and that of Kohno and Sprung * -12% from the

A-hole in Ca. In a classical paper Oset and Rho

found that those corrections in the nuclei with an LS±one
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nucleon are also much larger than those obtained by Shimizu,

Hyuga and Arima and independently by Towner and Khanna .

Table 8 compares the former results with those of the Chalk

River group. '

There are two remarks here. One is that almost all

calculations ' ' which obtained large corrections from the

A-hole state utilized the Landau-Migdal method, while the

Tokyo and Chalk River groups ' used a conventional method

There arises a question about the so-called universality

of g'. Usually the same value is assumed for the following

two processes,

VAy N

and

9' = A
We pointed out that these two numbers need not to be the same.

According to Dickhoff, Faessler, Meyer-ter-Vehn and

14)Muther, ' g' - 0.6 while g1. - 0.4. We found similar

numbers. This difference produces a very serious change in

13} 41 41
the estimation of the A-hole effect. ' In the Sc -> Ca

transition, a contribution of pion plus p to the A-h correction

is 4.76% (enhancement in amplitude). That of g!6(r) term is

-26.0 g! % (quenching). The sum of these two contributions is

-10.8 % for g'A = 0.6

-5.6 % for g'A = 0.4 .
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\ Towner and Khanna found -2.7% *v» -4.0%. The latter value is

close to that of g'.=0.4.

Toki in his contribution to this conference claims that

iterative pion process increases g' and g' and makes these

two g1 almost the same. I have some reservation to accept

his claim. One reason is as follows. His 2ir contribution to

g'N is 0.18 and that to g' is 0.10. Using the closure approxi-

mation, one can express g' in tsrms of a direct contribution

g and an exchange one gE as

g'N - 4gD - 5gE

and

9'A
 = gD " 9E'

These quantities g and g depend on the coupling constant of

p meson and the short range correlation. Generally, g is

roughly a half of gQ. Assuming g =2gE, one finds that

gIA _ 1

^ = 3 '

According to Toki, this ratio is 0.56. This difference could

come from different choices of the short range correlation

function. I, however, feel that his ratio 0.56 is too large.

Dickhoff and his collaborators calculated the G-matrix

and took into account many kinds of diagrams including the

iterative pion process. Their results are as written above

g'.= 0.4 and g' - 0.6. Instead of furtherargueing the values

I of g', it is better to directly calculate the effect of two

pion exchanges in the Gamow-Teller transition. Using the

Fermi-Gas model,Bentz and his collaborators calculated the
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contributions of the following diagrams separately ;

\ar

+ their exchanges

Their contributions are -14% and -2%. This means that the

two-pion iteration contributes only one seventh of the first

order correction.

Another criticism to my argument has been raised by Rho

who claims that the axial vector current conservation must

be taken into account. It is an interesting thought.

I, however, find a great difficulty how to use the assumption

of the axial vector current conservation in nuclear many body

system. For example what corresponds to the charge conser-

vation? I would like to ask Rho to tell us more concretely

and precisely what we should do in nuclear many body systems.

§4. Isovector magnetic moments

One finds here a very similar story as that of the

Gamow-Teller transitions, though it becomes more complicated.

Table 9 compares the results of Hyuga, Shimizu and Arima

with those of Towner and Khanna. They calculated many

corrections from diagrams shown in figs. 1 and 2. One sees that
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} the results are more or less consistent, though some values

are different from one another because different assumptions

are used.

Let me here again quote the results of the Chalk River

group ' in table 10. We feel that the isovector magnetic

moments are qualitatively understood. I would like to mention

again that the A-hole contribution is much smaller than that

of the second order configuration mixing. One should, however,

2)realize that many processes cancel each other. In particular,

a cancellation between the second order correction and the

2)

correction due to the crossing term is serious. This cancel-

lation, however, occurs mainly in Sgi between the second

order correction and the crossing term of the Sachs moment

as clearly seen in the Fermi-Gas model calculation shown in

Table 4. Anyway the role of the A is very small here.

There is no clear explanation why many terms cancel out

one another. Even if Rho's assumption of the axial vector

current is correct, one does not have in the isovector magnetic

moment any such underlying symmetry.

The effect of the A-hole is slightly larger in non-

diagonal matrix elements than diagonal ones as seen in

table 11. This is because of the same reason as in the

Gamow-Teller transitions. However, even in the non-diagonal

matrix elements, the A-hole states do not seem to play a

very dominating role.

§5. The role of 2p-2h mixture in lp-lh Giant Resonance States

I so far confined myself in odd A nuclei. There have been.
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however, accumulated many experiments of (e,e'), (p,p') and

(p,n) reactions on even-even nuclei. These reactions excite 1

states but their cross sections are only one half to one third

of the simple shell model prediction. The quenching is often

believed to be explained by the A-hole mixture. We saw, however,

in the previous sections how important the second order cor-

rection is to modify the magnetic dipole moments and the

Gamow-Teller transitions of odd A nuclei.

There are two ways to take into account the second order

correction; one is the use of renormalized operators such as

an effective charge and the other is to explicitly calculate

the effect of two-particle-two hole states in one-particle-

one-hole states and the ground state correlation.

The first approach was adopted by McGrory and Wildenthal. '

They carried out one major shell (f•J/2~^5/2~^>3/2~1^>1/2^

calculations for the Ca isotopes assuming an effective

magnetic dipole operator fitted to the observed magnetic

41 2
moment of Ca. Comparing the jj-limit 12y , they obtained

2 48

6y as the total sum of the Ml transition strength in Ca.

When the magnetic dipole operator of a free neutron is used,

shell model correlations in the Ofiw shell model space reduce

the total strength by 25%. Further reduction by 25% is given

by the use of the effective operator which involves the effect

of the meson exchange currents, the second order corrections,

the A-h contributions etc. Their results are shown in table 12.

One sees from this table that one major shell model calcu-

lations are able to reproduce very well the B(M1) except
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44 ef f
Ca when y is used. A very similar conclusion has been

drawn in the ls-od shell by Wildenthal and his collaborators. '

I now would like to discuss the second approach to the

18)
problem of the quenching. Recently Bertsch and Hamamoto

found that the mixture of 2p-2h states in the lp-lh giant

Gamow-Teller state spreads a large portion of the Gamow-Teller

strength to a higher excitation energy region. This is very

similar to the second order effect in the Gamow-Teller

transition in odd A nuclei.

19)
Takayanagi and Shimizu recently calculated the strength

function of the Gamow-Teller transition Ca(p,n) Sc taking

into account the mixture of 2p-2h states. The strength func-

tion S(E) of one body operator 6 is defined as

S(E) =^|<E1|9|0>|
26(E1-E). (2)

El

Here, |E> are eigen vectors of total Hamiltonian H with their

energy eigen values E.. This equation can be rewritten as

s(E) = - i im

= - ± Im I <0|e + |
a,a'

The following approximations are used to make the calculation

possible;

Approx. 1. |0> to be a bare jj closed-shell state.

This approximation is reasonable in the case

of Ca(p,n) Sc, because the first order

core polarization (the RPA type correction)
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is not possible here.

Approx. 2. The full shell model space is truncated into

only |0>, lp-lh and 2p-2h states.

Approx. 3. The Hamiltonian H +V is assumed to be diagonal

between 2p-2h states, namely it reduces to H

in that space. H Q is the shell model Hamiltonian,

After these approximations, one can write the strength func-

tion as

S ( E ) = - - Im I < 0 | 8 + | a ' x a 1 |
0 1 ' a ' p (E-H+ in) P+PVQE_H

x
+iriQVP

x <a|6 I0>

Here, because |0> is the bare jj closed shell state, |a">,

|a> are lp-lh states and <010 |a'> and <a|e|0> can be easily

calculated. The intermediate term (2p-2h propagator) can be

better understood by iteration. By diagramatic representation,

it can be shown as in fig. 4. The dimension of this term is

no more than that of lp-lh space and it can be easily reversed.

Comparing with other methods, ' the present method has the

following advantages;

1. This is not a perturbation.

2. If one first diagonalizes H in the lp-lh space (T-D

approx.) and chooses the state which absorbs the

most part of the G-T strength and secondly takes

the expectation value of „._. 1 ny^r then one
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easily finds that the result is the same as what is

got in the usual way. In the present method, the

couplings through 2p-2h states between different

Ip-lh states which is diagonalized in the T-D

approximation is included, we found that this

coupling is important.

3. One needs no truncation of the 2p-2h space, though

its dimension is very large.

The formalism developed above is now applied to the

Ca(p,n) Sc reaction. The calculated strength function is

shown in fig. 5. The experimental data are shown in fig. 6.

One can integrate the strength distributed above the peak of

17 MeV in order to see the amount of strength carried away

by high energy 2p-2h states. The result is shown in table 13,

from which one can predict that the portion of about -jx of

the strength is distributed in the high lying 2p-2h space if

the Q space includes all the 2p-2h states. In the Ca(p,n)

Sc case, the latest experiment discovered the 17 MeV peak.

It is reported that the 50% ̂  70% of the sum rule strength

is experimentally found. One can thus conclude that the

missing strength amounting to 30% is attributed to the high

lying 2p-2h states.

The A-hole mixture brings the strength further to the

A-hole state. However, I anticipate that the amount carried

by the A-hole state is smaller than that usually believed if

one assumes that g' , , =0.4. One can apply the same
N^A-N N

method to magnetic dipole transitions. Here a preliminary
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(

4 8 + '

calculation is carried out in the Ca(p,p')l . Roughly 25%

of the jj-limit is found to spread over high energy 2p-2h

states. . One must further taken into account the ground state

correlation which reduces the total strength by 25% as shown

by McGrory and Wildenthal. Altogether one expects to find

56% of the strength below 12 MeV excitation energy;
0.75 x (1 - 0.25) = 0.56

§4. Conclusion

There must be the A-hole excitation of nuclei. There

is no doubt at all. However, it is not clear how much the

mixture of this state contributes to properties of low-lying

states. Before one concludes anything about it, one must

examine all effects given by conventional nucleon correlations,

which include the tensor correlations, 2p-2h mixtures and so on.
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Table 1 Isoscalar Magnetic Moments

\ {^<Z
A'TZ= 3> + ̂ (

Z-1
A; V " 1)

15

17

39

4 1

0

1

0

1

.218

.414

.707

.912

0

1

0

1

.187

.440

.636

.940

0.031

-0.026

0.071

-0.028

Table 2 Deviations of matrix elements of (SQ)

from the single particle values

A

15

17

39

41

P l / 2

d5/2

d3/2

f7/2

< S >s

- 0 .

0 .

- 0 .

0 .

167

5

3

5

o b s

-0.085

0.433

-0.118

0.442

6<S>Ca1/

Conf.mix.

-0.63

-0.18

-0.55

-0.19

<S

A

0

0

0

0

!>

+p7rY

.10

.03

.06

.03

sum

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

. 5 3

. 1 5

. 4 9

. 1 6

6 < S > o b s / < S >

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

.49

.13

.62

.12
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Table 3 Isoscalar magnetic moments 6y' /v (% )

A=17 pTry

crossing term

2ir with A

2nd order

Sum

obs

k=41 piry

crossing term
P7TY

2ir with A

2nd order

Sum

obs

Shimizu-Hyuga

0 . 1

not calculated

0 . 1

-2.3

-2.1

-1.8

0 . 1

not calculated

0.2

-2.1

-1.8

-1.0

Towner-Khanna

0 .2

0 .2

0 .0

-3.8

-3.4

0 . 1

0 .2

0.0

-2.2

-1.9
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Table 4 Relative changes of g-factors in the Fermi-Gas model

calculation (Bentz et al) and A = 17 from Shimizu, Hyuga
and Arima

Isoscalar Fermi-Gas

I

I) Exchange current

(0) (0)

A=17

A(0)

P7TY

JL) Second
tensor
lation

Second
with A

order
corre-

order

-0

-0

-0

.027

.500

.025

0

-0

-0

.014

.016

.023

0

-0

0

.00

.126

.017

0.00

0.00

not
calculated

0

0

.00

.02

IH) Crossing term
with piry

Isovector

I) Exchange current

0.057 0.005 Not calculated

in the Fermi-Gas Model = -0.023

Fermi-Gas

(1) (1) (1) A(D (1) (1)

Pair+Pionic

A-excitation

Sachs

0.

-0.

-0.

0

023

139

022

-0.
0.

0.

0

052
015

011

0

0
0

0

.197

0
-0

-0

.015

.023

.008

0

-0.
0.

0.

0

036
036

018

0

0
0

0

.1

H) Second order
correlation

Second order
with A

IH) Crossing term
(A excluded)

-0.435 0.044 -0.613 -0.126 0.011 -0.200

0.092 not
cal.

-0.123 0.032 not calculated

Pair+Pionic

Sachs

0)1T

0.187

0

0.049

0.008 0 0.048 0.015 -0.002

0 0.631 0.005 -0.002 0.256

0.004 0
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Table 5 Relative deviations for GT
AA

 =

Fermi-Gas A=17 from Shimizu et al

A A V A

1)

IE)

m)

IV)

Exchange
currents

A

PIT A

Sum

Crossing
term
(pirA)

2nd order
conf.mixing

TPE resonance
contr.

Fig. 2E 1

Fig. 2E 2

Fig. 2E 3**)

Sum

Total Sum

-0.139

-0.138

-0.277

+0.149

-0.497

-0.105

+0.081

+0.102

+0.078

-0.549

+0.015

-0.036

-0.021

+0.010

+0.048

a.

0.037

-0.023

*

-0.120

-0.035

•\>

+0.032

-0.146

+0.036

%

+0.006

*) Quantities with ^ are not calculated.

**) The contribution from a crossing term due to the A

t excitation is included.
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Table 6 Comparison between Hyuga, Shimizu and Arima and

Towner-Khanna on deviation (in %) from shell model

values of the Gamow-Teller matrix elements of A=17

and A=41. (gA = 1.26)

A=17 Gamow-Teller

Hyuga et al.

6<TS>
<TS>

(%) Notes

Towner-Khanna II

6<xs>
<TS>

(%) Notes

(I) Exchange
currents

MEC(ptr)

0.

0.

26

38

No
calcula-
tion

OPEP

Vector
Mesons
(small at )

-1.30

-1.20 OPEP

+Vector
Mesons
(strong

Sum -0.64 -2.50

(II) Crossing terms

MEC (pir) No
Calcula-
tion

1.50

(III) TPE with A 0.40 0.65

(IV) Second Order -10.63 -9.20

OVERALL SUM -10.87 -9.55
-2.70

-12.25

relativistic
correction
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Table <s Continued

A=41, Gamow-Teller

(I) Exchange
currents

MEC (pit)

A

Sum

(II) Crossing terms

MEC (pir)

(III) TPE with A

(IV) Second Order

OVERALL SUM

Hyuga

<5<TS> ,
<xs> '

-1.42

-0.42

-1.84

0.50

-13.19

-14.53

et al.

[%) Notes

No
calc.

OPEP

Vector
Mesons
(small 4tp)

No
calc.

Towner-Khanna

6<TS>
<TS>

-1.60

-2.70

-4.30

2.00

0.69

-12.10

-13.70
-3.40

-17.10

(%) Notes

OPEP

+Vector
Mesons
(strong ̂  )

relativistic
correction
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Table 7 Correction to the Gamow-Teller matrix element

(6<TS>/<TS> in %) (Taken from Towner and Khanna II)s

Diagonal

Second order

A-RPA

A in other
2nd order

MEC (pir)

MEC (PIT) RPA

Crossing with MEC

Relativistic

Sum

Exp

j * j

A=15

-13.1

6.5

4.0

-4.9

0.0

3.7

-4.4

-8.2

-4.4

±0.6

Non-diagonal j=A

Second order

A-RPA

A in other
2nd order

MEC (PIT)

MEC (PIT) RPA

Crossing with MEC

Relativistic

Sum

A=15

-15.5

-3.3

-0.1

-0.3

0.0

1.6

-0.9

-18.5

A=17

-9

-1

0

-1

-0

1

-2

-12

-13.

±0,

.2

.2

.9

.3

.0

.5

.7

.2

.2

.7

A=17

-11.

-4.

-0.

-0.

0.

1.

-1..

-15.

,2

1

2

2

1

0

2

3

A=39

-16

-0

2

-3

-0

3

-3

-18

-33

±1

4

.5

.9

.1

.2

.0

.6

.7

.5

.0

A=39

-18.

-4.

-0.

-0.

0.

2.

-1.

-22.

,4

,7

,3

4

3

4

0

1

A=41

-12.1

-2.7

1.1

-1.6

-0.1

2.1

-3.4

-16.6

-26.3

±0.5

A=41

-14.3

-5.0

-0.2

-0.3

0.1

1.6

-1.3

-19.4
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0.\
Table 8

Deviation (in percent) from shell model values of Gamow-Teller

matrix elements due to the A-hole state. The Landau-Migdal

method is used. From Oset and Rho, Phys. Rev. Lett.42 (1979)47.

I. Towner & Khanna, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42 (1979) 51

II. Towner & Khanna, Preprint (1983)

6<T0>_ (%)

g ' A = 0 . 6

15Q->15N - 5 . 7

17F~*17O " 8 * °

39Ca+39K ~12'2

41Sc^41Ca -10.5

-8.8

-9.7

-15.0

-12.4

Towner-Khanna
I II

+4.3

-2.5

-3.1

-4.1

6 . 5

-1.2

-0.9

-2.7
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Table 9 A=17 Isovector Magnetic Moment 6y ( 1 )/y < 1 ) ( %

I

IE

HE

IV

Over

Exchange
currents
IT/ P

. Sachs

A

Sum

Crossing
terms

MEC

Sachs

Sum

Two pion
Exchange
with A

2nd order
corrections

all sum

Hyuga

-0

5

-0

5,

3.

7.

11.

2.

-14.

5.

.03

.65

.18

.44

.90

.91

,81

25

33

2

Notes

Pair+Pionic
+ira)Y+Vector
mesons
(small K )

HJ-Pot

OPEP

Pair+Pionic

HJ-Pot

Towner-Khanna Notes

0

4

-0

4

3,

3,

7.

0.

-14.

-2.

.4

.6

.9

.1

.3

.7

,0

3

1

7

Pair+Pionic
+T7o)Y+Vector
mesons
(strong K )

Pair+Pionic
+Vector
mesons

OBEP

Same as I

•i

Exp.: 5y(1)/v(1) = -1.3
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Table 10 Corrections to the isovector magnetic moment

(<5y {1)/M(1)%) (Taken from Towner and Khanna}

Second order

A-RPA

A in other
2nd order

MEC

MEC-RPA

Crossing
with MEC

Sum

Exp

A=15
9

11

6

-21

2

3

11

11

.1

.3

.3

.3

.9

.5

.7

.1

A-l't

-14.

-0.

0.

4.

0.

7.

-2.

-1,

r
1

9

3

9

0

0

7

3

A*

37

-2

6

-43

1

-6

-8

-38

39
.3

.5

.0

.9

.0

.4

.4

.4

A«41
-19.5

-1.7

0.4

7.1

-0.1

9.5

-4.2

-8.9

Table 11 Corrections to non-diagonal Ml matrix element

between j=a+ ^ and j'=£- | states (<6y(1*>/<y(1)>%)

(Taken from Towner and Khanna)

A=15 A=17 A=39 A=41

Second order

A-RPA

A in other
2nd order

MEC

MEC-RPA

Crossing
with MEC

-12.4

-3.7

0.1

4.4

0.0

2.9

-10

-4

-0

0

-0

1

.0

.6

.2

.9

.2

.7

-15

-5

-0

3

0

3

.4

.3

.3

.7

.0

.1

-12

-5

-0

1

-0

2

.7

.6

.3

.1

.1

.4

Sum -8.7 -12.7 -14.2 -15.4
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Table 12 JB (Ml)cal/jB (Ml)g p calculated by McGrory and

Wildenthai

Cal Exp

42Ca

44Ca

46Ca

48Ca

0.43

0.47

0.48

0.49

^0.40

^0.33

<̂0 .43

Table 13 Integration of the strength function S(E) over 17 MeV

No. of s t a t e s [°° S(E) dE
J17 MeV

0 - 2hw 31,452 2.60

0 - 4hw 319,452 4.05

0 - °°hw ^6

Sum Rule 24
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0

Fig.l Second order diagrams

P+k

0

\-M Isoscalar

Gamow-Teller

Isovector

Isovector

Fig.2A Meson exchange current diagrams
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f *
Fig.2B Diagrams involving A-h states

p+k

p

k. ®

Fig.2C Diagrams of crossing terms
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Fig. 2E Some typical diagrams for two pion exchange processes
involving A excitation.

Fig. 3 Dependence of various corrections on the Fermi momentum
Pp. Notice a strong dependence of 6g(1'/g'1' from the

A-hole state.
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X—-, X — T,

X—-

X—-

Fig. 4 various diagrams which are taken into account in the
present calculation of the strength function S(E).



G-T Strength
MeV

8 r

6

4 5 1 / 4 ^

0 5 10 15 20
Excitation Energy ( MeV )

25

Fig. 5 Gamow-Teller strength function calculated by the present
model for 48ca.

mb

sr-MeV

0 5 10 15 20
Excitation Energy (MeV)

Fig. 6 The observed cross section of the Ca(p,n> Sc reaction
taken from ref. 20
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PION ABSORPTION IN 3He

G. Backenstoss, A. Huck, W. Kowald, P. Weber, H.J. Weyer

K. von Weymarn

Physics Institute, University Basel, Basel,Switzerland

D. Gotta, S. Ljungfelt, U. Mankin, G. Schmidt, H. Ullrich

Institut f. Kernphysik, Kernforschungszentrum

und University Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe,Germany

There is a lot of experimental and theoretical information avai-

lable for the iT-absorption on deuterium where the absorbing nuc-

leon pair is in a T=0 ytate.

In order to get more insight into the ir-absorption process, we have

performed absorption experiments in 3He.

Here it is possible to study the absorption also on a T=l nucleon

pair, where much less information is available up to now. On the

other hand for this light nucleus the primary absorption process is

expected not to be overwhelmed by secondary reactions as it seems to
1 2)be indicated from experiments with heavier nuclei ' . Furthermore

measurements on 3He can be done kinematically complete by detecting

two of the outgoing particles in coincidence. Consequently, since

quasifree absorption processes (QFA) and those with final state inter-

action (FSI) take place under different kinematical conditions, they

can be easily disentangled. Also reactions, where three nucleons

share energy in comparable amounts,show a special kinematical signa-

ture. Furthermore, for this light nucleus microscopic theoretical

calculations are feasible. Thus the experimental results which dis-

play the full kinematical distribution of the final states can be

""*>mpared with theory. This is expected to give more insight into the

•tfosorption process than by comparing integral values only.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up. The incoming pions were identi-
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fied by a conventional counter telescope using time of flight se-

lection. For the measurement with stopped pions we used a gaseous
3He target cooled to about 5 K by liquid ''He. For the experiment in

flight a liquid 3He target was used. The emitted neutrons, protons

and deuterons were detected in large area (2m x 0.5m) position sen-

sitive TOF coi-rn,ers capable of particle identification. In addi-

tion a large total-absorption hodoscope with 12 plastic scintilla-

tors (17cm x 17cm) in connection with two MWP-chambers was used for

the charged particles.

In fig. 2 our data for stopped pions are displayed in a Dalitz plot.

The main topics of our results with stopped pions may be stated as

follows:

1. There are no events in the middle of the Dalitz-plot (see fig.2)

where the three nucleons share the available energy in equal

amounts. The data are concentrated on the perimeter of the Dalitz-

plot. That means that collinear events are strongly preferred.

2. There is a distinct structure of the events on the perimeter, the

data are accumulated in the regions of quasifree absorption (QFA)

and final state interaction (FSI).

3. QFA-events contribute only to about, two thirds of.all reactions.

4. Absorption on a T=0 nucleon pair is strongly enhanced over absorp-

tion on a T=l nucleon pair; we obtain a ratio R = ppv) % . — f =

7.9±1.2.

5. Detailed theoretical calculations were performed by using a

two-nucleon absorption operator with coherent inclusion of final

state interaction (FSI). They are able to reproduce the main

structure of the experimental results. However they fail to get

the strong enhancement in the T=0/T=l ratio. These calculations

have been performed for S-absorption only. At the time of this

contribution it is unclear whether this discrepancy stems only

from the p-absorption contained in our data or if this difference

persists also in the pure S-absorption data. This question sho',

be settled as soon as our 3-fold coincidence data including the

X-rays to the lS-state will be available.
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( ) +
^ For pions in flight measurements at T = 120 MeV both TT and ir

have been performed.
•f* "•

Figs. 3, 4 show our data for TT and i\ respectively to which we can

make the following preliminary remarks:

1. Again as for stopped n's a strong enhancement of the events

appears on the perimeter of the appropriate Dalitz plot. At the

moment it can not be excluded that there may be also events in

the middle of the Dalitz-plot, because the set-up covered only an

angular range between the nucleons of about 160°-180°.

2. There are much less events in the FSI-region than in our experi-

ment with stopped pions and also less than in the TRIUMF-data at

65 MeV as presented by Ashery to this conference. It is not clear

at the moment whether this can be explained exclusively on kine-

matiral grounds or whether other non-trivial effects contribute.

3. We can derive a ratio for the QFA-processes on a T=0 to T=l nuc-

leon pair. We obtain at T =120 MeV a value for R = <ff_+Pn'"PP =
IT IT +pp->pn

34±13. This value is much higher than R = 6.5 as expected from

isospin considerations alone.

Fig. 4 summarizes the experimental and theoretical results avai-

lable so far. The preliminary value of the TRIUMF-group pre-

sented to this conference is also included.

Whereas our data at T =0 and T =120 MeV together with the TRIUMF-
TT IT ^

value a t T =65 MeV show a smooth increase as function of the pion ener-
4)

gy there is a dramatic increase to the LAMPF-points at ̂ =165 MeV

particularly the one at the commonly measured angle of 75 .

Recently there have been published first theoretical calculations by

Lee et al. and Toki et al. using the delta-isobar model. These

authors can explain the enhancement of the T=0 to the T=l absorption

but seem to overestimate the effect, at least at lower energies.

To clear up the situation from the experimental point of view, fur-

^^ther measurements covering the full resonance region are certainly

):cessary. Besides measuring the absorption cross section as func-

tion of pion energy and the CM angle also distributions of the rela-

tive angle of the outgoing particles seem to be most informative.
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Because of the weakness of the T=l channel non-resonating reaction

amplitudes may be important. These may show up in the distributions

of the relative angle. 5 ) .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Top view of experimental set-up
Fig. 2: Contour line representation of the Dalitz-plot for the nnp

final state produced by ir absorption at rest in 3Ke. The
kinetic energy of one neutron versus that of the proton is
displayed. The numbers at the contour lines give the density
in arbitrary units. The density maxima are:
(A) FSI-nn
(B) and (F) QFA(upp->np)
(C) and (E) FSI-pn
(D) QFA(irpn->-nn)
Data for Tp>20 MeV have been measured with pn coincidences,
data for Tp<20 MeV with nn-coincidences.

Fig. 3: Scatter plot representation of the Dalitz-plot for IT 3He-»-ppp
at TTT= 120 MeV and Q C M = 7 7 ° * T h e kinetic energies of two of
the protons are displayed.

Fig. 4: Scatter plot representation of the Dalitz-plot for ir~3He->pnn
at Tv= 120 MeV and QpQM= 77°. The kinetic energy of one
neutron versus that of the proton is displayed.

Fig. 5: Summary of the ratio R3 = A _.fPF/ in the QFA region from
coincidence experiments. ' "
The dashed lines are theoretical calculation.
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MULTIPLE A ( 1 2 3 6 ) - RESCATTERING IN NUCLEAR PION ABSORPTION1*0

M.Dillig+), V.E.Herscovitz and M.R.Teodoro
Instituto de FTsica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

90000 Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

There is experimental evidence, that the nuclear
absorption of pions around the 33-resonance involves considerably
more than 2 nuc;eons, typically 3-5 '. In this note we propose as
a mechanism a natural extension of the conventional two-nucleon
absorption, invoking n and p induced A-isobar rescattering. A
four-nucleon interaction is constructed in the framework of
effective Lagrangians, with the parameters restricted from the
pp -s- dir+ reaction; A propagation is treated in closure.

We compare our model with a mechanism, proposed by
213)Brown et al ' , which proceeds via the formation of a

AA-intermediate state. Comparing the transition strengths of the
two nradels their ratio at w^= 300 MeV is given qualitatively by

2 |«
R = MeV)

MeV) * 3 0 0 ^ j ^ o m

f o r SU(4) coupl ing constants , depending on the spin and isospin
channel. (Note that the reduct ion of the large fac to r above comes
from <3/2llS,TH3/2> = 2 /T5 compared to <3/2 ||S+,T+1|1/2> = 2.)
Furthermore, depending on the de ta i l ed assumptions, the IT+/IT~

r a t i o fo r proton emission is predicted q u a l i t a t i v e l y . Detai led
ca lcu la t i ons on d i f f e r e n t aspects of the two models (nucleon
m u l t i p l i c i t i e s , 2v p roduc t ion , energy dependence of the (ir,4N)
cross sec t i on , e t c . ) are in progress.

1) R.D.McKeown et al - Phys.Rev.Lett. 44 (1980) 1033.
2) G.E.Brown et al - Phys.Lett. 118B (T582) 39.
3) W.weise - Contribution to thiFUorkshop.

( *)Supported in part by CNPq, FINEP (Brazil) and KFA (W.Germany).
+)Permanent address: Inst . of Theor.Physics, Univ.Erlangen, W.Germany
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF DOUBLE-A AND OTHER TWO-HUCLEON
MECHANISMS TO PIONIC PION PRODUCTION ON THE DEUTERON

L.-C. Liu, R. S. Bhaierao, and E. Piasetzky
Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. INTRODUCTION

Pion-induced single-pion production in complex nuclei is of
fundamental theoretical interest since it provides a new means to study the
pion field inside a nucleus. On a free nucleon, the pionic pion production
threshold is at an incident pion kinetic energy of Tw = 170 MeV. In a
nucleus, owing to simple kinematic reasons, the threshold for pion
production is shifted downward as the mass of the nucleus increases.
Consequently, we expect that the (ir,2w) reaction can have appreciable cross
sections even at pion energies ~300 MeV, an energy domain accessible at
LAMPF.

We choose to first study the reaction n~d • n+ir"nn for the following
reasons: (1) the deuteron provides the simplest nuclear environment in
which pion production involving more than one nucleon can occur; (2) the
internal structure of the deuteron has been extensively studied; (3) since
the deuteron is a loosely bound system, the medium modification of the
basic production amplitude due to the presence of the other nucleon is
expected to be minimal; (4) the basic production process ir~p * *+ir~nn has
the largest cross section among all irN + TTTTN processes in the energy domain
we are interested in; and, finally, (5) since the double-charge-exchange
reaction (n",Tr+) cannot occur on a deuteron, the detection of a *+

represents the signature of the pion production; consequently, a single-arm
detection system can be used in the initial phase of experimental studies
to achieve higher counting rates. (The above discussion equally applies to
the mirror reaction -rr+d •>• it"it+pp.)

In the deuteron, the simplest pion production mechanism is the
quasifree process in which the pion is produced on a single nucleon, with
the second nucleon acting as a spectator (Fig. la). More interesting
mechanisms, however, are those in which both the nucleons are actively
involved, as shown in Figs, lb to Id. In addition, there exist higher-
order two-nucleon processes involving both wN and NN rescatterings. At Tw >
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250 MeV, there is evidence that the basic production could proceed via

intermediate irN- and **-resonances, including the A ( 1 2 3 2 ) resonance

(Fig. 2). Considering the fact that the *N rescattering can also proceed

through the formation of a &(1232), we then have a situation in which two

A(1232) can be simultaneously present. Recently, G. E. Brown et al. have

proposed a double-A model to explain certain features of pion absorption by

nuclei.3 It seems useful to further examine this mechanism by use of other

nuclear reactions, such as the ir"d -»• ir+ii"nn reaction. In this report, we

only briefly describe our calculations of the diagrams shown in Figs, la

and lb. We have also omitted the distortion of the incoming pion wave.

This approximation should not affect our conclusion concerning the relative

importance of the two diagrams studied.

II. CALCULATIONS

In the plane-wave Born approximation of Fig. la, the double

differential cross section in the c m . system corresponding to detecting

the TI+ at a given energy and a given angle can be written as:

d
2 g ( dP4 y

oi dcosGi = K J (E4/M) J ^ j - dcosG *1 IW

Ay

where the subscripts 1 and 4 refer, respectively, to ir+ and the spectator

neutron, and K is a kinematical factor. The quantities denoted with * are

defined in the center-of-mass frame of the w~p system, and J= (dû /dtoj ) x

(dcos©*/dcos©j) is the Jacobian of transformation. The p and v1 are the

spin projections of the neutrons and the v and X are, respectively, the

spin projections of the proton and the deuteron. * is the wave function of

the deuteron, and Q is the momentum variable. In the nonrelativistic

limit, 0 = ^ ko + P 4 ! with ko ^ing the c m . momentum in the vd system.

Calculated cross sections shown in this report are based on the deuteron
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wave function of Ref. 4. Use of other deuteron wave functions has led to
essentially identical results.

We have used experimental d2o/dwdcoso of the reaction *~p + *+*"*nn as
the input to our calculations and have parameterized them according to:

d2a/dZ dcosO « I Z Af. (W)
1 (cosG)j I x Ph3(W,cosG), (i,j=0,l,2). (2)

where Ph- is the three-body phase space integrated over the other variables
and W is the invariant mass of the ir~p system. Since the experimental
double differential cross sections are averaged over the spin of the
nucleons, the use of Eq. 2 also requires the introduction of an appropriate
spin average in Eq. 1. When both the diagrams of Figs, la and lb are
included, the differential cross sections are given by

d 2 g ( f dp4 dp3 dt,
dwj dcosGj = K" J (E4/M) (E3/M) T^

 kld*l

-W) 6(1<1+ ^ + p3 + p4)

+[{o)1+E4-E4)
2-o)i2+ ie]"1 TpliJ(l 4 - 1' 4')} <vy|$lA(§' )>J

2 . (3)

Here, we use ^ = (it? + \^f\ (i = 1,2), and Ej = (p? + M 2 ) 3 ^ (j = 3,4)
to denote, respectively, the pion and nucleon energies in the final state.
W is the total energy of the ird system and is given by W = (It2 + M2.)3* +
(ko + Md)3* • Further, T ^ denotes the it+n scattering amplitude. The
momentum variable of the deuteron wave function is Q' = h kQ + p 4 . One
can show that this expression reduces to Eq. 1 when the rescattering term
is absent. An exact evaluation of Eq. 3 requires the knowledge of the
phase of the production amplitude M vi v. Since we are using experimental
cross sections to infer M, we have neglected the phase of M ^ and carried
out the spin average over M v< v. As a further simplification, we have
calculated the rescattering using on-shell geometry. This approximation
might be justified by the fact that the average separation between the two
nucleons in the deuteron is large compared to the range of *N scattering.
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Results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 3. The solid curves

represent cross sections obtained from a four-body phase-space calculation,

assuming M vi v x $ = constant. The other four curves are based on Eqs. 1

and 2, the quasi free model, and correspond to the cross sections calculated

with cosOj = 0.75 (the dashed curve), 0.25 (the dot-dashed curve), -0.25

(the dotted curve), and -0.75 (the crossed curve), respectively. We note

that the phase-space result is independent of cos©,. The solid curve has

been normalized to yield the same total production cross section as

obtained with the quasi free model. With respect to the phase-space

calculation, use of the quasifree model shifts the maximum of the cross

sections to a higher value of Tj, the kinetic energy of n + in the four-body

c m . system. The shift is bigger for smaller values of Qff+ (denoted © 1 ) .

The differential cross sections predicted by the quasifree model at

Tw_ = 256 MeV agree fairly well with the preliminary data obtained at LAMPF

(Exp. 783, LAMPF-MIT-Tel-Aviv collaboration). The inclusion of u+n

rescattering increases calculated cross sections. The increase is bigger

for smaller values of cosGj. For cosGj = +0.75, calculated cross sections

are, respectively, increased by about 4 and 6% at 256 and 331 MeV. For

.cose1 = -0.75, the ir
+n rescattering increases cross sections in the region

where there is a maximum by about 20 and 30% at 256 and 331 MeV,

respectively. Theoretical results based on the use of microscopic theories

for the basic nN + inrN process and on full calculations of all the diagrams

shown in Fig. 1 will be given elsewhere.

Since the average energy for irN rescattering at 256 and 331 MeV is

equivalent to free pion-nuc'son scattering at pion energies between 60 and

100 MeV, which are well below the A ( 1 2 3 2 ) resonance energy, it seems useful

to study the n"d -•• w+n"nn reaction at higher energies to look for a more

clear signature of the double-A mechanism.

This work is supported by U.S.D.O.E., Division of Nuclear Physics.
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SIT
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(a) (b)

(0

Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to the reaction ir"d • n ir~nn. (a) Born
approximation; (b) * production followed by irN rescattering ; (c) *
production followed by NN rescattering; and (d) deuteron breakup followed
by ir production. In all diagrams, nd is the wave matrix for the distortion
of pion wave, the open circle is the dpn vertex, the shaded circle is the
production amplitude, and the solid circle is the irN or NN scattering
amplitude.

\% \

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Pion-induced single-pion production on a nucieon (Isobar model).

Each of these diagrams is further supplemented by diagrams obtained from

crossing the pion l ines.
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ISOSPtN DEPENDENCE OF PI ON ABSORPTION BY NUCLEON PAIRS

H. Toki and H. Sarafian
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy and National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab.

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Ml 48824

Ashery et al. made the (iT+,2p) and (if.pn) measurements on 3He and ''He

at 1^=165 MeV and found surprisingly large ratios for da(Tr+,pp)/da(if ,pn), on

the order of 100. If expressed in terms of the isospin of the initial nucleon

pair, the cross section ratio is da(T=0)/dcr(T=1) ̂ 5 0 , whereas this ratio is

two with the isospin consideration alone.
2

We took the A isobar model, where two nucleon emission takes place

through A isobar after pion absorption (Fig., 1). The leading contribution

comes from the pion partial wave % =1, absorption of which by a 1s-orbit nu-

cleon leaves the intermediate A isobar in the ls-orbit. In this case, the ratio

is simply given by the A isobar propagators, G-. (direct) and G_ (crossed);

R = da(T=0)/da(T=1) = |GD/GC|
2 (1)

The calculated result is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2.

We then examined the contributions from other partial waves by explicitly

calculating the T matrix for tt»e processes in Fig. 1. Now the ratio comes

down to about 40 at T^^ 165 MeV, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2. The

large ratio seems to be reproduced naturally within the A isobar model.

1. D. Ashery et air, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 895 (1981).
2. H. Toki and H. Sarafian, Phys. Lett. 119B, 285 (1982).

(0)

; :

a

k,

; :

Fig. 1 P-wave pion absorption through
A isobar.

2 0 0 -

1.0

l 7 2 TT[MeVl

2.0 k[mT]

Fig. 2 Pion absorption ratio as a
function of the pion momen-
tum k(Tu= kinetic energy).
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Isobar-Doorway Model of the O(ir ,pp) N Reaction

W. R. Wharton and B. D. Keister
Carnegie-Mellon University

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

The (IT ,pp) reaction appears to have the largest part of the pion

absorption cross section in lp-shell nuclei. However in the vicinity of

target mass, A, = 12 and pion energies near the 3-3 resonance, the quasifree

component of the (ir ,pp) reaction has no more than 25 percent of the ab- r

sorption cross section. Detailed (IT ,pp) triple differential cross sections
2

to selected final states are emerging from a recent LAMPF experiment . To

understand this data we are developing a microscopic DWBA computer code which

includes explicitly the nonlocal behavior of the irNN interaction. The pri-

mary diagram used in the calculation is shown in figure 1 describing a irNN->NN

subprocess with the production of an intermediate AN state. The propagation

of the intermediate delta through the nucleus is treated using the Isobar-

Doorway model . In addition to the diagram of fig. 1 S-wave pion scattering

on a nucleon followed by absorption on a second nucleon is also included. The

work to develop this model into a computer code has previously been accomplish-

4 +

ed for the (P,TT ) reaction in which one of the interacting nucleons remains

bound.

The main modification which was made to the (p,ir ) code (besides making

both interacting nucleons unbound after pion absorption) is a correction for

spurious center-of-mass motion. This can be accomplished approximately by

changing the step-size of the distorted waves in the radial integrals. The

radial integral for the T-matrix is:
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Where the gradients V operate only on the Green's function of the virtual

pion. See also fig. 1. We also include an exchange term in which K . , and
X, A-x

K „ are interchanged, thereby properly antisymmeterizing the final state.
/, A-1.

The proton distorted waves are treated differently in each of the direct and

exchange terms. One of them, K , is distorted relative to both the A-2
X-j A** X

residual nucleus and the other proton. The other proton, K_ . 7, is distorted

relative to only the A-2 nucleus. This allowed an easier decoupling of the

conjugate momenta and we were able to map out adequately the part of the 3-body

phase space which has most of the (ir ,pp) cross section with only about eight

different pairs of K, . 1 and K „ in the radial integrals. Standard optical
X , A— X 2,, A— £.

potentials for the protons and pions were used. The single nucleon radial

wave functions tj>., <j>R, were calculated independently (no correlations) using

a standard Woods-Saxon well.

To make the computation time reasonably short, the energy of the delta is
4

restricted to the value determined by the on-shell kinematics at the pion

vertex. The so-called "factorization approximation" has been found to be very

good for energies near the 3-3 resonance. The fourth component of the virtual

pior. four-momentum, K°, is in principle an integration variable. However,

since the nuclear wave functions are three-dimensional and non-relativistic,

a prescription must be used for the fourth component. In our calculations we

have assumed K°=T „ + B/2, the kinetic energy of the final proton from the r?

vertex plus half the binding energy of the two removed nucleons. This leads

to a long range Yukawa type interaction if the incident pion energy is about
2 2 2,60 MeV. The effective mass of the virtual pion is y =m - K° resulting in a

Green's function: it.ri t-\

_ , . f d\ e *
G (r,-ro) = - , -= ;
* 1 2 i (2T03 I2 * V/
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which includes the nNN and TTAN form factors with JL. = 5 fm" and A. = 4 fm" .

With this same prescription for higher energy pions, the Green's function

would describe spatially oscillating (timelike) propagation.

Also, Coulomb effects in the nucleus are ignored, and isospin is treated

as a good symmetry. The nonlocality of the delta propagation through the

nucleus is not yet included, but is being currently incorporated using the

method of Freedman, Miller and Henley. Of all of the kinematic variables,

the (IT ,pp) triple differential cross section depends most strongly upon the

recoil momentum of the A-2 nucleus. This momentum does not appear anywhere

explicitly in the T-matrix and our preliminary calculations are not reproduc-

ing the measured recoil momentum distribution very well. It is known that

final-state interactions and initial-state correlations determine the shape

of the angle and energy distributions. The magnitude of the cross sections

are five to six orders of magnitude smaller than the data. Kalberman and

8 —

Eisenberg , in a study of (n",2N) reactions, found that a reasonable short-

range correlation function resulted in an increase of the matrix element by

four orders of magnitude. This short-range correlation enhances the momentum

components of the wave function of the pair suitable for the kinematics of

the reaction. We are planning to investigate these effects in our own

calculations.

The initial application of the model has been to examine the isospin

dependence of the O(ir ,pp) N reaction at T =59.3 MeV. Calculations were

made for the JUT = l+0 ground state, 0+l 2.3 MeV and 1*0 3.95 MeV states of

14 9

the N with the spectroscopic information obtained from Cohen and Kurath.

^Because the triple-differential cross sections are most sf. _ , -^pendent

upon the recoil momentum of the A-2 nucleus, we restrict our study to the
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three-body phase space with recoil momentum less than 150 MeV/c. In this

region of phase space, the cross section of the T=0 ground state, 2,3 MeV

T=l state and the 3.95 MeV T=0 state are in the ratio of 6:1:60. In fig. 2

we show a 16O(ir+,pp)14N spectrum2 taken at 1^=5.93 MeV, 61=60°, 02=1O3° with

a phase space acceptance concentrated at small recoil momentum. As is well

known, the pion has a very small cross section for absorption on a NN pair

coupled to isospin 1 as compared to absorption on a T-0 pair. The spectrum

indicates this result, showing that the 2.3 MeV 0 T=l state is at least a

factor 30 weaker than the 3.95 MeV 1 state even though the 2-particle spec-

troscopic strength of both states are comparable. A factor of three reduction

in the cross section for absorption on a T=l pair relative to a T=0 pair comes

from the isospin coupling of the initial to final states, but most of the

reduction in the T=l cross section must come from the dynamics of the reaction

mechanism. Our computer code is still in the developmental stage. The results

of this paper are thus preliminary in nature, and only suggest the possibil-

ities that this type of work can provide in studying pion absorption.
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K,

Fig. 1 A diagram depicting the model used in the (if ,pp) calculation,

including the notation used in the text.
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Fig. 2 The 0(n ,pp) N missing mass spectrum

at 1^=59.3 MeV, 6^60°, 82=103° taken with a water

target of which 5% was OJ^ (see re^« 2) • "The Pnase

space acceptance was predominantly in the small recoil

momentum region.
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Early measurements * »2 of plon-induced double charge exchange (DCX) gave

indications that simple theoretical models 3 '*• for this process were

inadequate. Due to the limitation of these early measurements to extensive

studies of the 1 6» 1 80(ir +,O 1 6 ilftNe(g.s.) transitions, re-evaluations of DCX

theory 5» 6 dealt predominantly with effects due to the

multiparticle-tnultihole admixtures known to be present in the 16»lfi0(g.s.)

wave functions. Recent data indicate that the anomalous features observed

in the 160(ir+,w~)1£>Ne(g.8.) transition are present in all DCX non-analog

transitions from available T - 0 targets. The regularity of the

experimental results indicates the need to reconsider what the basic

reaction mechanism responsible for DCX transitions is. The present set of

measurements rule out simple explanations based on the detailed nuclear

structure of the states involved.

A convenient way to categorize DCX transitions is to separate them into

two groups. The first deals with double lsobaric analog transitions (DIAT).

Here, the initial and final nuclear states have, to first order, identical

space/spin wave functions. The original DCX nodels 3 •»» dealt exclusively

with these: transitions due to the expectations that the large overlap

between initial and final state wave functions would lead to relatively

large cross sections. The second class of DCX transitions are simply

labeled non-analog. The largest body of data presently available are

g.s* -> g«s. transitions from N - Z target*. In addition to changing the
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isospin wave function, non-analog DCX by necessity changes the spatial

and/or spin characteristics*

To fully appreciate the systeoatlc features of the recent non-analog DCX

data, it Is Instructive to review the theoretical expectations and

experlaental aeasureaents available for DIAT-DCX. The first order

calculations generally assume an lsospln Invariant fora for the w-nucleus

optical potential which includes lsoscalar, lsovector and lsotensor terns.

The analog transition is pictured as successive single charge exchanges

through the intermediate lsobaric analog state. Models of this form

generally predict the following features:

1.) Forward angle cross sections which aonotonically increase with

Increasing pion energy for Incident pion energies between 100 < T < 300

MeV. 3

2.) Diffractive angular distributions over this sane energy interval.1*

3.) Mass dependence of c(A) « (N-Z)(N-Z-l)A"lO/3.«»

The available DIAT data consist of excitation function measurements for
1 80,26Mg(n +,O 2» 1J»C(ir+,it~) 7. *nd 56Fe(ir

+,if-> »; angular distribution

measurements at T^ - 164 and 292 MeV for l«O(ir+,ir~) 2 and 14»C,26Mg(ir+,O

'; and mass dependence at T • 164 and 292 MeV.8 The data can be

summarized in the following manner:

1.) Forward angle cross sections for 180,26Mg(w+,iO vary rapidly with

energy in the region 100 < T^ <z 164 MeV and then aonotonically increase for

Tff > 164 MeV. Excitation functions for 1<4C,56Fe(ir+,**") do not show

structure at the lower energies.

2.) Angular distributions at Tw « 164 MeV are generally non-diffractive.

At T^ * 292 MeV, the positions of the first ainiaum are consistent with

reasonable estimates of nuclear radii.

3.) The general trend of the aass dependence is A~10/3, The T - 164 MeV

data display signifigant deviations from this trend whereas the higher

energy data do not.
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Many attempts have been nade to understand the deviations of the DIAT

data from the slaple first order estimates. The anomalous miniaum in the
18O(it+,ir~)19Ne(g.s.) T - 164 MeV angular distribution as well as the

structure observed in the excitation function for this transition has

successfully been explained in a phenomenologlcal model which interferes the

simple first order amplitude with a resonant type amplitude taken to be due

to the 16O(w+,if~) non-analog transition.9 Recently, second order

contributions to the ir-nucleus optical potential have been explored as a

possible explanation of the analog data.10 These attempts have not been

successful in explaining the full range of the available measurements.

Parameters which describe the contribution of higher order processes do not

appear to vary smoothly with mass. As well, the source of the second order

contributions is not fully understood.

The variability of the features of D1AT-DCX is in sharp contrast to the

regular features observed for 0+; T » 0 -> 0+; T • 2 non-analog transitions.

The extensive measurements of the 16O(w+,ir")16Ne(g.s.) transition 2>11»12

have had their energy and angular dependence successfully parameterized.

The same form of this parameterization has then been extended to describe

non-analog transition data from 1 2C to **°Ca.

Fig. 1 shows the energy dependence of forward angle cross sections for

non-analog transitions from all T - 0 targats which are available as solids.

The characteristic rapid energy dependence first observed for the
160(u+,-n~)16Ne(g.8.) transition is readily apparent for all of these

transitions. A Breit-Wigner form has been used to extract the widths and

uentroids of the excitation function data. The width parameter has a very

nearly constant value of r ~ 70 MeV. Excluding the 2<fMg(tr+,ir~) excitation

function, the centroid for the other transitions is E Q ~ 165 MeV.

Fig. 2 displays the angular distribution measurements for three

transitions at Tff - 164 MeV. The curves are the function

a(fl) - N e~4d JQ
2(qR) where q is the momentum transfer. The parameters

N,d,R were varied to give a best fit to the 1GO(w+,ir~) angular distribution.

The radius parameter (R - 3.3 fm) was found to correspond to the 2/10

density point of a realistic matter distribution for 1 6 0 . The curves for

12c,'*0Ca(ir+lO were then generated by determining the 2/10 density radius

;f for 1 2C and **°Ca matter distributions, relating the exponential damping

"' factor (d) to the inverse of the derivative of the density at this radius
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and by scaling H by A"1*'3. This formula, which corresponds to a diftractive >

amplitude for non-analog DCX, is observed to well represent the available • J

data.

The A-dependence of non-analog DCX has been a matter of some controversy

since the first reporting of an A"1*'3 dependence by Morris, e£ *i»13 Fig. 3

shows a wider range of data (12 < A < 56) and higher statistics

re-measurements of points originally reported in Ref. 13. The curve

corresponds to an A"*1'3 dependence. The fact that non-analog transitions

fall off more slowly with Increasing mass then do analog transitions has

been the primary justification for a different reaction mechanism dominating

non-analog DCX transitions.13. This process has been hypothesised as being

due to excitation of final state A-hole components in the wave function.

Qualitative arguments for the A*"1*'3 dependence result from this amplitude

being either a direct w+n -> %~t^ process or by assuming that

a (A) <c W A~ 1 0 / 3 where ft ~ A/2 (i. e. the number of neutrons in a T • 0

target). Quantitative predictions of the mass, angular and energy

dependence of this diagraa are in process.

To summarize, regular features of the experimental data for non-analog

DCX transitions have been observed for ail T - 0 targets (available as

solids). The mass dependence of A"^'3 has been suggested to indicate that

these transitions are due to excitation of final state A-hole components in

the ground state wave functions. The regularity of the observed data

indicate that a nuclear structure independent amplitude is responsible for

non-analog DCX. This result Is in sharp contrast to the structure dependent

interference effects between first- and higher-order processes which appear

necessary to explain DIAT-DCX.

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy, the

Robert A. Welch Foundation, the National Science Foundation, and the Natural

Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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Fig. 2. Angular distributions for "C^O.^Cafcr+.O mng daaped
Bessel function fits following the prescription in Ref• 12.
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EFFECTS OF EFFECTIVE DELTA-NUCLEON AND PARTICLE-HOLE INTERACTIONS

ON THE 13C(TT+,TT°)13N CHARGE EXCHANGE SCATTERING

M. Hirata and K. Sakamoto
Department of Physics, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan

It is well known that there are some serious problems in our understanding of

the C(TF ,TT ) N charge exchange (CE) scattering mechanism . Our previous

results from the delta-hole formalism have shown that the excitation function of

the C(Tr+,Tr ) N CE scattering becomes flat between the pion kinetic energies

70 and 230 MeV, but the theoretical integrated cross sections are roughly a fac-
2)

tor of 3 less than the observe ones . It was necessary for the A-nucleus poten-

tial (the spreading potential) to have the strong isospin dependence to obtain a

close cross section to the observed value. We have to explore the origin of

strong isospin dependence. It seems that the strong isospin dependence of

spreading potential comes out artificially because the whole effects which con-

tribute to the increase of the cross section are charged to the self-energy term

(the spreading potential) of delta. The pion can exchange the charge with the

nucleon outside the closed shell through the true pion absorption of which total

cross section is roughly one half of the pion nucleus reaction cross section.

Such charge exchange mechanism is shown in fig.1. This diagram cannot be desc-

ribed by the self-energy form of the delta. If its contribution is taken into

account, the isospin dependence of the self-energy term will become weaker.

The effective two-body A-N interaction V^. has to be introduced to the delta-

hole model instead of the one body spreading potential to treat the rearrangement

process like fig.1. What kind of interaction is a good candidate for the effec-

tive interaction VAJ.? There are some evidences that the pion-absorption due to

the isospin T=1 nucleon pair inside a nucleus is suppressed in the vicinity of

the (3,3) resonance energy ' . Thus, it is expected that the pion is mainly

absorbed by the isospin T=0 nucleon pair. The simplest system of the isospin T=

0 pair is deutron. The IT +d-»p+p reaction is believed to be dominated by the

intermediate AN configuration with isospin 1^=1, spin S =2, orbital angular

momentum L.=0 and total spin J»™=2 in the resonance energy region. Here, as the

"irst step we adopt the interaction which is expressed as follows;

VAN(*1 '*2 ; V V = '0 PT -1 PS =2 6<R'-R>g<r')g(?), (1)

where PT and Pg _« are operators which project out the T^.*! and S^.*^ state,
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respectively, R and R' are center of mass coordinates in the A-N system, and r

and r1 the relative coordinates. g(r) is a scalar function. We use a delta

function 6(r) for g(r) for simplicity here. tQ is the complex coupling constant.

Other parts of orbital angular momentum L«j*O which do not contribute to the

pion absorption are omitted. The contributions of p wave and higher partial

wave parts are replaced by the one body spin orbit potential form . The effect

of the general A-N interaction in elastic and inelastic pion nucleus scattering

was discussed in an analytical approach with crude approximations . In the

present paper the A-nucleus interaction is given as follows;

The complex coupling constants tQ and W - are determined from fitting the forward

amplitude and the angular distribution of pion-nucleus elastic scattering.

There is another interaction which makes the isospin dependence of the s^lf-
13

energy term weaker. When the pion is absorbed by the nucleus C, the interme-
diate state IN AN, > comes out. There is the interaction V . between a parti-

p n p-n
cle and a hole which was omitted in our previous calculation. This interaction
has the isospin dependence. Our main task is to investigate the effects of A-N

13 + 0 13
and particle-hole interactions on the C(TT ,TT ) N CE scattering.

8s 7)

Oui description for the CE scattering is:-based on the isobar-hole model '

' The formula of the CE scattering matrix T1Q has been given in Ref.(2).

The CE scattering matrix of the present case is proportional to the difference

between the scattering matrices T_J- and T, ._ of the total isospins t=3/2 and t=

1/2, T.Q
 a T3/2~T1/2' S o t n e c r o s s s e c ti° n becomes larger with the increase of

this difference.

Now,let us discuss the contribution from the matrix element of A-N interaction

which cannot be represented by the self-energy form of A. There is a following

relation between the matrix elments of total isospin t=3/2 and t=1/2;

where L is equal to the relative angular momentum of pion-nucleus system. The \

interaction V ^ has a large imaginary part, so the damping effect on the scattt. /

ing matrix is larger for the scattering matrix of t«1/2 than for one of t*=3/2.

Therefore, the difference between T_>2
 a n d Tj/2 b e c o m e s larger.
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Next, we turn discussions to the role of particle-hole interaction V . . If
12 P

it is taken into account that there are only two hole states in C and these

have the opposite parity each other, matrix elements of V . which are not equal

to zero are written as

= 6... 3(2L+1)Z (2X+1)(2T+1)W(J j,Jj.;AL)2JAJA AT P h A

x W(l 1 t |;TD
2<jpj-

1XT|Vp_h!jpj-
1XT> . (4)

The matrix element <j j, XT|V _, | j j, XT> i s usually attractive for one of the

isospin T=0 states and repulsive for the others. The x=0 states are allowed for

the t=3/2 states, but are not allowed for the t=1/2 states. Therefore, the mat-

rix elements of the t=1j2 states in eq.(4) are more repulsive than one of the t=

3/2 states. Thus, the particle-hole interaction has the possibility to make the

difference between T.,- and T. ,~ larger.

The influence of A-N interaction and particle-hole interaction on the angular

distribution at the pion kinetic energy T =165 MeV is explicitly investigated.
3

The values of the coupling constants tQ and wSQ, are tQ=330-i985 MeV fm and wso=

—15—i6 MeV, respectively. As the particle-hole interaction Gillet and Virih Mau

potential is used. The dashed line in fig.2(a) shows the result obtained by

using the one body type spreading potential. The experimental values of angular

distributions are taken from Ref.11. If the interaction of eq.(2) is used as the

A-nucleus interaction instead of the spreading potential, the cross sections (the

dash-dotted line) increase about 40 % in compariosn with the dashed line's ones,

but the shape of the angular distribution changes little between them. If the

particle-hole interaction V . is taken into account in addition to the above A-
p-h

nucleus interaction, the cross sections (the solid line) increase about t5 %,

further. The effective A-N interaction and the particle-hole interaction are

responsible for about 55% increase of cross sections in comparison with the

results from the one body spreading potential. The theoretical integrated cross

section is still about 75% smaller than the experimental one 0.72 mb. Then, we

use the wave function obtained from the Vood-Saxon potential for the particle

^ tate P,j2 because this state is a loosely bound state. We gain only several

percent increase of cross sections as seen from the comparison of the solid lines

of Fig.2(a) and (b). Still the spin-orbit term of eq.(2) has to have the isospin
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dependence to reproduce experimental data. For an example, if we choose the )
3/2 1/2 - s

values of the coupling constants w «-15-i6MeV and W --11-i6 MeV, the cross

sections increase as shown by the dashed line in Fig.2(b), and the agreement bet-

ween theory and the experiment becomes quite good. This means that it may be

necessary for the real parts of p wave and higher particle waves of the effective

A-N interaction to have the fairly strong isospin dependence.
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I ly • ! The pion-nucleus charge exchange diagram being

brought out by the true pion absorption.
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T*=165MeV

0 20 40 60 80 9cm 0 20 40 60 80 9cm

Fig.2 (a) The angular distributions of the 13C(TT+,TT°)13N g scattering at a pion

kinetic energy T^-165 MeV. The dashed line is obtained by using the

one body spreading potential, and the dash-dotted line with only the

A-N interaction. The solid line is obtained by including the A-N

interaction VAM and the particle-hole interaction V . . The data are
"" p-n

from Ref.11.

Pig.2 (b) The angular distribution of the 1 3C(TT +,IT 0) 1 3N scattering at T =165

MeV. The solid line is obtained by including the V. T and the V

and using the wave function from the Wood-Saxon potential for the P

state. The dashed line, furthermore, includes the ispspin dependenc

of the spin-orbit term, vrf «~15-i6 MeV and w1/2*-11-i6 MeV.so
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EFFECT OF EFFECTIVE DELTA-NUCLEON INTERACTION ON THE RATIO

OF THE ISOSCALAR AND ISOVECTOR EXCITATION CROSS SECTION

IN THE 12C(ir+,fr+') REACTION

M. Hirata and K. Sakamoto

Department of Physics, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan

12 + ±i 12 J. +

The angular distributions of the Civ ,TT ) C* for the 12.7 MeV T=0 and J=1
and the 15.1 MeV T=1 and J=1 were measured in the (3,3) resonance energy region
1) 2)

' . These two states are regarded as the states which are different only in

the isospin space. The ratio^( I2C(TT±,IT±') 12C*(T=0,1+ 12.7 MeV))/a(12C(TT±,7r±') 1 2C*

(T=1,1 15.1 MeV)) at the fixed momentum transfer q=124 MeV/c shows the strongly

energy dependence, while this ratio is almost 4 in the theoretical calculations

due to the DWIA for the P.,, dominance. The experimental value of the ratio is

about 1.3 around the pion kinetic energy 1^=180 MeV. There are supposedly some

serious problems in the reaction mechanism.

The true pion absorption process leads to the damping of the elastic forward

amplitude and the inelastic transition amplitudes in pion-nucleus scattering. The

one body potentiri (the spreading potential) for A was introduced into the isobar-
3)hole model to take in this damping effect • Although the pion absorption process

brings about the damping effect on one hand, it can induce inelastic excitations

of nucleus on the other hand. The effective A-N interaction V ^ has to be intro-

duced instead of the one body potential for A to describe induced inelastic exci-

tations. According to discussion in Refs. 4 and 5 the following s wave interac-

tion
VAH(r',r';£ ,ro) = tn P_ . Pe 0 6(R

l-R)6(r'-r')6(r,-ro) (1)
AN 1 2 1 2 0 T. =1 S. =2 1 2 1 2

AN AN

is adopted as V.N, where P _. and P_ _2 are operators which project out the

isospin T.=1 and spin S. =2 state, R and R1 are center of mass coordinates of A-

N system, t., is the complex coupling constant. Other parts of orbital angular

momentum L.=0 which do not contribute to the pion absorption are omitted. The

contributions of p wave and higher partial wave parts are replaced by the one

body spin orbit potential form . In the present paper the A-nucleus interaction

is given as follows;

V2 '^^vvv""' • «
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The complex coupling constant? t_ and W are determined from fitting the forward

amplitude and the angular distribution of pion-nucleus elastic scattering.

Let us discuss the isoscalar and isovector excitation in the pion-nucleus reac-

tion. The first order inelastic amplitudes as shown in Fig.Ka) to the 12.7 MeV

T=0 and J=1+ state and the 15.1 MeV T=1 and J=1+ state are described in the delta-

hole model according to Lenz et al. . The ratio a( C(Tr,ir') C* (T=0 J~1 ))/

a( C(TT,TT') C* (T=1 J=1+)) becomes 4 as same as one due to the DWIA, if only the

contribution from the P.., wave is considered. The signs of both transition ampli-

tudes are same. Next, let us turn discussions to the second order amplitudes

induced by the effective A-N interaction V.N as shown in Fig.Kb) and (c). Both

1 states are assumed to be tbj*1 linear conbinations.of one particle-one hole con-

figuration. Without loss of generality we can proceed with our consideration by

taking an arbitrary one particle-one bole configuration out of 1 states. The

second order transition amplitude Tf
n is written as follows;

T f
Sf d ' E f , & . ) = Jj t F * , ( ^ , p

x <a|GAh(E.)|a>Fa(k,E.) , (3)

where |a> = £ Ca(AN)|AN~1>, and k and E. (£' and E ) are the initial (final) pion

AN ^ *

momentum and energy, respectively. F (k,E.) is the 7rAN vertex function. G.. (E)

is the full green function of delta-hole and includes the effective A-N interac-

tion V^, too. In the r.h.s. of eq. (3) only the term <j j~ (T Jf)a'|v^ja>

depends on the final isospin T and total angular momentum Jf. Therefore, we pay

attention to this term only. This matrix element is more explicity written as

follows;

3_-> . . . .
5., . ( - ) 2 W j A /3(2L'+OW(L'ljHjA;Lj;)

5 j V J N N A A

8 J

I C~>J(2J+i)w(j^pJAJh}J i )<JAJ j v /»IWtJ

, . . . _ . - . _ J' /3(2LI+1)W(L1ljAjH;Lj )
3N ,Jh AN p
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T =0

where L(L') is equal to the initial (final) pion angular momentum. The first and

second terms of r.h.s. in eq.(4) come out from Fig.i(b) and (c), respectively.

The signs of the dominant terms (the first terms) of T_=0 and T_=1 are opposite,

each other. Thus, the signs of the second order transition amplitudes to the T =

0 and Tf=1 states are opposite each other, while in the case of the first order

transition amplitude both signs are same. This is very important. It can be

numerically proved that the second order transition amplitude becomes destructive

to the first order amplitude for the excitation of the isospin Tf=0 state, but

additive for the excitation of the isospin T_=1 state. The ratio becomes smaller

than 4.

Let us show calculated results at pion kinetic energies 116, 180 and 260 MeV.

The values of coupling constants t_ and w are given in Table 1. As the 1 state
SO ,„ .„

the wave function used in Ref.(7) is adopted here, too. In the C(TT ,TT ') C*

reaction the cross section at the fixed momentum transfer was not only measured

but the angular distribution was done. So, we analyze only the C(TT ,ir ') C*

reaction taking into account the isospin mixing of the T =0 and T,.= 1 states. The

mixing coefficient is taken from Ref.(8), and its value is 0.06. Angular distri-

butions of the l2(TT+,Tr+')12C* (12.7 MeV and 15.1 MeV) are shown in Fig.2. The

dashed line represents sum of contributions from Fig.i(a), (b) and (c). The

results including the isospin mixing effect in addition to the above ones are

shown by the solid lines. Also, the ratios of cross sections to both 1 states

at the q=124 MeV/c are shown in Fig.3. The agreement of theory and experiment for

angular distributions and ratios are qualitatively fairwell good except around

pion kinetic energy of 110 MeV. Below 120 MeV there may be some problems in the

assumption that a pion is absorbed by only a way of intermediate AN states. Above

150 MeV it may be necessary to consider the isospin dependence of the p wave of

A-N interaction.
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MeV
116
180
260

t,
MeVfm3

150-i 1000
360-11000
510-i 1250

Wso
MeV

-15-i6
-15-i6
-15-i6

Tablei Values of coupling constants t_ and w of
u so

effective A-N interaction and spin orbit

potential.
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7C

Fig.l (a) Schematic representation of the first order transition amplitude.

The outgoing pion is a distorted wave, whereas pion initial

state interactions are contained in the square box (full A-hole

Green's func t ion).

(b) and (c) Schematic representations of the second order transition

amplitudes induced by the effective A-N interaction V
AN"
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Fig. 2
Angular distributions at three pion energies for the (1 ;0)

excitation (a) and the (1 ;1) excitation (b). The dashed

lines are the results including the first order and second

order terms. The solid lines are the results including

the isospin mixing effect in addition to the both order

contributions.
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dotted line is the result from only the first order.
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same as Fig.2.
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MEASUREMENT OF 16O(Tr±,ir±p)15N NEAR THE 3-3 RESONANCE

G.S. Kyle, P.-A. Amaudruz, T.S. Bauer, 3.3. Domingo,
C.H.Q. Ingram, 3. 3ansen, D. Renker and 3. Zichy
Schweizerisches Institut fur Nuklearforschung,

CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

R. Stamminger and F. Vogler
Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Erlangen-Niirnberg,

D-852 Erlangen, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

We have made coincidence measurements of pion quasi-free

scattering from 0 at an incident energy of 240 MeV. As dis-

cussed in the talk of C.H.Q. Ingram, determination of the pion

single scattering contribution to the inelastic cross-section

helps to build a systematic picture of the ir-nucleus reaction

dynamics. Moreover, the dominance of the ir-nucleon (tr-N) inter-

action at this energy by the AC1232) suggests the possibility of

studying with pion scattering the properties of the delta in the

nuclear medium. Measurement of direct quasi-free scattering can

be especially useful because of the close resemblance in the

impulse picture to the free ir-N scattering. Exclusive measurement

minimizes contributions to the scattering from initial and

final state interactions. Furthermore, the asymptotic kinematic

condition largely defines that of the TT-N interaction in the

nucleus allowing variation of the condition of the delta not

possible in any other way.

A particular feature of delta dominance is the dependence

of the amplitude on the isospin projection of the TT-N system

which leads to the familiar ratio of free elastic scattering

cross-sections (T: p)/(ir"p) ~ 9. For truly quasi-free scattering

in a nucleus of isospin 1 = 0 the optical distortion and off-

shell effects cannot give substantial deviations from the free
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isospin ratios. Thus ratios of quasi-free (ir+,Tr+p)/(ir",Tr~p)

scattering differing substantially from the free ratio may be

indications of medium modifications to the elementary it-N inter-

action within the nucleus; that is to say they may be a

signature of delta-nucleus interactions.

Deviations from quasi-free ratios could be attributed to

a number of effects other than delta-nucleus interactions, notably

multi-step processes in which the pion or knock-out nucleon inter-

act with a second nucleon. These processes and any experimental

backgrounds will, however, generally contribute relatively

strongly to the weak ir'-p channel. Thus large deviations with

TT + /TT" ratios greater than the free ratio in experiments where the

direct knock-out process has been clearly identified, may be most

open to unambiguous interpretation as the result of delta-

nucleus interactions.

Apparent deviations from quasi-free ratios for ths direct

knock-out process have been previously observed by Piasetzky, et

al. , who measured the reaction C("n"~,ir~p) at pion angles from

90 to 140°, but without energy definition of the final state.

The direct component was extracted from the final 7r-p angular

correlation, and at its peak the ir*/ir~ ratio was measured to

be some 50 % greater than -the free ratio for the more forward

pion angles. However, the ratios of the integrated quasi-free

cross sections were consistent with the free value.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The goal of our experiment was measurement of cross

sections and ratios for quasi-free scattering to definite final

nuclear states over the widest possible range of kinematic

conditions. This requires measurement of the momenta of the

incoming and outgoing pion and the outgoing proton which allows

the clearest and most detailed interpretation of the results.
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The experiment was performed at SIN on the TTH1 beamline
2

using the 3USI pion spectrometer system and a purpose con-

structed proton counter. High purity of the continuous pion beam

was obtained with an electrostatic separator and from time-of-

flight CTOF) and energy-loss measurement at a defining counter

before the target position. The incident momentum was measured

using a 16-element hodoscope. The SUSI spectrometer had a 35 %

useful momentum acceptance and a 15 mSr solid angle. Outgoing

pions were identified from TOF and trajectory analysis.

The proton arm consisted of 3 plastic scintillator tele-

scopes placed in a cylindrical geometry 500 mm from the target

at 17.5° spacing. The proton angle was measured with two MWPC's

each having x and y planes with individual wire read-outs. Each

scintillator telescope consisted of a 5 mm dE/dx counter

followed by two 150 mm thick counters and a thin veto

counter. Each telescope had a 15 horizontal by 50° vertical

acceptance. The full acceptance covered typically 75 % of the

quasi-free distribution. Protons were identified from TOF, dE/dx

and E analysis. Energies from 35 to 200 MeV were analyzed with

a resolution of about 3 % at 100 MeV.

Water targets were used; their angle and thickness were

selected to minimize the contribution to the resolution. Data

was taken at 35°, 60° and 130° pion angles with the proton

arm set at the corresponding quasi-free angle. A range of

spectrometer field settings sufficient to cover the quasi-free

peak were measured. The TT + /TT~ comparison was made with the

geometric configuration unchanged, so that the acceptance and

some efficiency corrections required in the cross section

calculation canceled in the ratio. The cross sections were

normalized to the free ir+-p scattering. The measured free

ratios agreed with phase-shift values within statistical un-

certainties giving a check that the relative normalizations

were correct. Only statistical uncertainties were included in

the cross sections and ratios.
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3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge of the pion and proton momenta and the mass of

the target nucleus completely determines the reaction

kinematics,, allowing calculation of the reaction Q-value

(excitation of the final nucleus) and the nuclear recoil

momentum (in the DWIA roughly the Fermi momentum of the struck

proton!) . Distribution of these quantities for the set of measure-

ments at 60 pion angle are compared with the results of electron
A

scattering in Fig. 1. Because the electron-nucleus interaction
is so weak, electron scattering is a cleaner direct knock-out

1 5process. In the excitation energy spectra the N ground state

peak Ccorresponding to p1/2 removal)t peaks at 6.3 and 10.8 MeV

higher energies (p3/2 removal), and a broad continuum

distribution are observed. The momentum distributions of the

p-shell states which peak at about 100 Me,V/c reflect the Fermi

distribution of the p-shell. The peaking of the distribution

for the continuum region at low momentum suggests that this is

mostly s-shell removal. For the pion scattering the resolution

of typically 3 to 4 MeV is sufficient to clearly resolve the

p1/2 and p3/2 knock-out. The momentum distributions for these

states are similar to those seen in electron scattering, although

we may expect that the many complex states known in the region

of p3/2 excitation energy can contribute at high momentum

transfer . However, the momentum distribution for the continuum

states, while having some strength at low momentum somewhat

resemble a broadened p-shell distribution. This suggests the

importance of multi-step processes in addition to direct s1/2

removal.

Pion energy distributions are obtained for regions of

excitation energy. Cuts corresponding to the p1/2 peak (E < 4 MeV),

the p3/2 peak (4 MeV < E < 15 MeV), and continuum states
x _

(E > 15 MeV) are made. In the DWIA the shape of such a }
x ,/

distribution is determined primarily by the
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Q-value, Fermi distribution, and phase space, although optical

distortions and the off-shell ir-N interaction are also important.

The observed cross sections for p-shell removal at 60° pion angle

peak near the quasi-free ir-p kinematics (Fig. 2). The shift of

the peak for different proton angles is an expected kinematic

effect. In these spectra the effect of requiring proton energies

greater than 35 MeV is seen as a cut at high pion energies. The

energy distributions for the continuum states show evidence of a

bump in the place expected for direct s-shell removal above a

broad background from multi-step processes. The apparent increase

of this background with more forward proton angle is consistent

with expectations ^or multiple pion scattering where typically the

first pion scattering will be larger than 60° giving a forward

proton while the proton from the second scattering would then go

undetected.

The 60° cross section ratios for [tr*, ir*p)/[TT~,n~p) show

considerable deviations from the value for free u-p scattering

(Fig. 3) . At the peak of the TT+ cross section, ratios for p-shell

removal more than twice the free value are observed. These

ratios fall rapidly with the TT+ cross section to values much

smaller than the free ratio. The peak ratios are somewhat larger

for p1/2 removal than for p3/2 removal. The ratios suggest that

the ir~ angular distribution is different than for v+: the ir~

cross section appears to be relatively skewed toward larger

proton angles. In contrast these ratios for the continuum states

are always less than the free value. At low pion energies ratios

of only 2 are observed for all proton angles. These ratios in-

crease to nearly the free value in the region of direct s-shell

removal.

As mentioned previously, the p1/2 removal is the most clearly

identified in our spectra. The ratios for p1/2 removal at 35°

r ion angle show larger, but qualitatively similar, effects than
Vvat 60° (Fig. 4). Ratios more than three times the free value

are observed. In contrast at 130° the ratios are consistent with

the free value.
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The large deviations observed cannot be explained by con-

ventional effects such as optical distortions and the off-shell

interaction. Since the ratios are much greater than the free ratio, it

is inconceivable that they arise from an enhancement of the large

Tr + -p cross section, but must be due to a reduction cf the ir"-p

cross section. That means one or more processes are destructively

interfering with the quasi-free 7r~-p amplitude, with a roughly

similar strength. Any such process would presumably have a much

weaker influence on the strong ir+-p amplitude.

It has been suggested by Hirata, Lenz and Thies that such

effects could be produced as a consequence of the delta-nucleus

interaction. Their isobar-doorway model considers in addition

to direct delta formation and decay, coherent second-order

contributions where the delta interacts with a nucleon via an

effective interaction (Fig. 5), This interaction includes the

possibility (not diagrammed) of exchanging the delta line.

Because the delta-nucleon (A-N) interaction and the on-shell

delta propagator are strongly imaginary such a contribution can

interfere destructively with the direct term. Because the second-

order contribution shares the Fermi momentum of two nucleons the

distribution in pion energy is broader and it dominates far

off the cross section peak, allowing low ratios.

They consider processes we may characterize as soft or hard.

A soft A-N interaction does not remove the w cleon. The effect

of such A-N collisions can be described by a one-body operator

like the usual spreading potential. The final ir-p state is

isospin 3/2, so the isospin structure is the same as the direct

amplitude and the quasi-free ratios are unchanged. A hard A-N

interaction results in removal of the struck nucleon with

recapture of the decay nucleon. The isospin of the final ir-p

state is related to that of the intermediate A-N state. An I = 2 )
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A-N state produces a purely I = 3/2 ir-p state; however, an

I = 1 A-N state gives both I = 3/2 and I = 1/2 final states and

therefore a different isospin structure. Thus in their model,

deviations from quasi-free ratios arise only from the 1 = 1 part

of the A-N interaction.

The variation in strength of the interference effect can be

understood from the kinematic behavior of the amplitudes. The

direct process propagates an on-shell delta with propagation

energy very near the incoming pion energy. In the interfering

diagram the captured nucleon has low momentum so the propagation

energy is about the final pion energy. The contribution is strong

at forward pion angles where the final delta propagator is

nearly on-shell and it is weakened at backward angles where the

propagator is far off-shell.

Quantitative calculations of the ratio of ir + /ii" amplitudes

were made . These do not include effects of optical distortions,

Pauli blocking and background partial waves which may largely

cancel in the ratio. A strength of the 1 = 1 A-N interaction

is chosen to give typically good agreement with all the measured

ratios for direct knock-out (Figs. 3-4). This strength is
a

consistent with the results of fits to absorption data . The

calculation generally reproduces the shape of the distribution

of ratios at all angles as well as the Q-value dependence (Figs. 3-4)

The very large (ir+, ir+p)/(ir~,iT~p) ratios we have observed

in the direct knock-out region of this kinematically complete

experiment appear to be the most striking effect of the delta-

nucleus interaction on pion scattering yet reported. The

surprisingly good agreement of the very simple calculation

confirms this interpretation of our results. Clearly more complete

calculations are necessary, and the coherent contribution from

charge exchange of the final nucleon should also be assessed.

| Consistent analysis of exclusive knock-out, elastic scattering

and absorption data may even allow separate determination of

isospin components of the delta-nucleon interaction. Analysis
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of coincidence data for other pion angles and at another incident

energy (163 MeV) is in progress. Preliminary results show similar

effects at that energy.
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5. FIGURE CAPTIONS
1 5Fig. 1 Spectra of reaction Q-value for bins of N recoil

momentum for the reactions 1 6O(TT + , TT+ ' p) 15|\j (this ex-
periment) and 16o(B,e

>p)15|M (Ref. 4).

Fig. 2 Five-fold differential cross section for 16O(7T,TT' p) 1 ̂ N at
60° pion scattering angle for each of the proton tele-
scopes for regions of 5̂|\| excitation energy corresponding
to p1/2-shell removal, p3/2-shell removal and continuum
final states. Indicated are the nominal midplane angles
of the three proton telescopes. Arrows indicate the
energy of the free 60° ir-p scattering.

Fig. 3 Ratios of five-fold differential cross sections for
(TT + ,Tr + p)/('ff~.» ir~p) at 60° pion scattering angle correspond-
ing to Fig. 2. The dashed line is the free ir-p scattering
ratio. The solid line are the results of delta-hole
calculations discussed in the texl.

Fig. 4 Ratios of five-fold differential cross sections for
(TT + , ir + p)/(ir"J ir"p) for p1/2-shell removal for pion
scattering at 35°, 60° and 130o and corresponding
proton telescope angles. Curves are as in Fig. 3.
Note that data at 0p • -1.5° was obtained only for angles
greater than 7.5° out of the scattering plane.

Fig. 5 Diagrams of processes contributing to single nucleon
removal. Pions are represented by dashed lines, protons
by solid lines, and deltas by double lines. The wiggly
lines represent the effective A-N interaction. The
diagrams represent (a) the direct knockout process,
(b) a relatively soft A-|\l interaction and (c) a hard
A-N interaction as described in the text.
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THEORY OF COULOMB INTERACTIONS

IN THE INTERMEDIATE STATES OF PION-NUCLEUS SCATTERING

Ryoichi Seki
California State University, Northridge, CA. 91330 and

W. K. Kellogg Radiation Laboratory
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA. 91105

We have developed a systematic description of the portion of the ir-nucleus

potential which stems from the electromagnetic interactions in inelastic channels.

This portion is not included in the common form of the potential, though there was

a previous proposal1 to include it using different effective energies for ir1 scat-

tering. We found that the portion is proportional to +Z for TT* scattering in the

lowest order of the Coulomb potential and can be effectively included as a part of

the Coulomb potential in the elastic channel. The electromagnetic interactions in

the A-N"1 intermediate states or in other various ir absorption intermediate states

contribute to the portion in a complicated way. However, their contributions were

also found to be proportional to +Z using the Ward identity.

Using Feshbach's projection operator method, we write the intermediate-state

Coulomb terms (ISCT) in the lowest order of the Coulomb interaction as

AVII = eH D HS + H S D eH + HS D eH D HS ,
pq qq qp pq qq qp pq qq qq qq qp'

where D = (E-H -K ) ~ * . Here the subscript p stands for the elastic or quasi-
qq qq qq' F

elastic channel. H is a row operator, H , is a square matrix operator, and

H is a column operator. K is the IT kinetic energy operator, eH is (and, in

•n—absorption states, equivalent to) the ir-Coulomb interaction operator with the

nucleons, and H s consists of the ir-nucleon interactions and the nuclear Hamilton-

ian that generates the nuclear ground state (including the Coulomb and interactions

among the nucleons). All operators are defined in Fock space to accommodate crea-

tion and annihilation of the IT and A. The first and second terms are contributions

from Coulomb de-excitation of a nucleus due to the ir, respectively. The third term

corresponds to the form factor of "the quasi pion" in nucleus, including contribu-

tions from the TrCoulomb interactions with an excited nucleus as well as from the

various ir-absorption states. In order to show that the ISCT can be effectively

included as a part of the Coulomb potential in the Klein-Gordon equation, we prove

that the ISCT are approximately proportional to the unit 2x2 matrix rather than to

+ ia in the two-component theory of the equation. This work is supported in
?*-vart by DOE (DE-AC03-82ER40071) at CSUN and by NSF (PHYS79-23638) at Caltech.
T T J . P. Dedonder, J. P. Maillet, and C. Schmit, Ann. Phys (N.Y.) 127, 1 (1980).
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Experimental features of inclusive pion
double charge exchange on oxygen and calcium

S. A. Wood and J. L. Matthews
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

G. A. Rebka
University of Wyoming

P. A. M. Gram and H. J. Ziock
Lot Alamos National Laboratory

D. A. Clark
University of New Mexico

Inclusive pion double charge exchange (DCX) provide} a natural way to study
multiple scattering, an important aspect of the pionniwleust cross section at energies
near the A(1232), since at least two nucleons must be involved to conserve charge.
Information about the reaction mechanism of DCX mil lead to a better under-
standing of delta-nucleus dynamics. With this aim, a large set of DGX data has
been obtained on oxygen and calcium for incident pion energies between 120 and
270 MeV.

One may ask if deep inelastic pion scattering reaction ("quasi-elastic scatter-
ing"), can be explained as a single "free* scattering of a pion from a Fermi gas of
nucleons. If not, what nuclear medium modifications, other than Fermi motion and
Pauli blocking, are needed? Similarly, one may ask if DCX can be explained as two
successive "free" single charge exchange reactions on nucleons in a Fermi gas as
schematically shown in Fig. la. However, since pion-nuclleon scattering can proceed
through an intermediate isobar state, the way in which delta propagation through
the nuclear medium affects the reaction must be considered. The charge states of the
delta allow for a myriad of possible diagrams of which Figs, lb and lc are examples.
One of the more exotic mechanisms (Fig. lc) shows the production of a A + which
immediately decays into a it~ and a A + + . The A + + later rescatters to conserve
charge. A similar mechanism may explain some of the features of exclusive DCX.1 A
novel possibility is the emission of an exchange meson followed by a ir—JT scattering
(Fig. Id). Germond and Wilkin2 have suggested that this reaction mechanism may
be dominant.

A recent experiment performed by the authors has yielded an extensive set of
high quality data for 1CO and 40Ca.s The doubly differential cross Bection for the
reaction A{x+, x~)X was measured with incident pion beams of 120,150,180, 210,
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240, and 270 MeV, while A(x~, x+)X was studied at kinetic energies of 180,210 and
240 MeV. In addition, some exploratory data were obtained for carbon and lead. For
each beam-target combination, pion spectra were measured at 3 to 5 angles ranging
between 25° and 130°, with a nearly complete coverage of the inclusive spectrum.
The energy range covered, from T = 15 Mev to the kinematic limit, allowed a
reliable integration to obtain angular distributions and total DCX cross sections.
These data provide a broad and internally consistent coverage of inclusive DCX in
the delta region, so that the energy, angular, nuclear and charge dependences of
theories may be studied.

Several spectra for 160(r+,ir~)X and 40Ca(jr+,jr-)X are shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The solid curve with each spectrum represents the four-body phase space
for the reaction jr+ + A -* x~ + p + p + (A — 2). The phase »pace, which is
normalized to the 50 MeV point in each 25° Bpectrum, provides a useful reference for
observing systematic trends in the data. The phase space comparison accentuates
the remarkable degree of similarity in shape of all the spectra when they are plotted
against TjTheam.

The spectra show several features which can be attributed to a simple double
jr-nucleon scattering mechanism. These are identified by comparing the data with
a model consisting of two successive "free" single charge exchange reactions with
nucleons in a Fermi gas. Pauli blocking is included by requiring each recoil nucleon
to have a momentum greater than the Fermi momentum. Although the model does
not reproduce the overall shape of the data well, Jit does show features similar to
the data. For example, the forward angle peaking of the high energy part of the
spectrum and backward angle peaking of the low energy part is seen in both the
model and the data. This angular variation is primarily due to the kinematics of the
two scatterings. A second common feature is a small "kink" in the calcium data seen
at small angles and high energies which can be interpreted as a remnant of the free
ic — N angular distribution. The kink, which appears as a slight depression below
phase space at approximately one half the beam energy, is marked by an arrow in
the 25° spectrum for calcium at 240 MeV in Fig;. 3. The 1 + 3 cos2 8 behavior of
the free cross sections favors scattering near 0° and 180°. Thus a DCX reaction will
tend to be a combination of forward and backward scatterings. A pair of forward
scatterings will yield a high energy pion, a pair of near 180° scatterings yield a low
energy, forward going pion, while combinations of forward-backward scattering will
not contribute to the 25° spectrum. In this model, the medium energy pions in the
25° spectrum must result from pair of scatterings close to 90°. Since the free cross
section is smaller at this angle, the medium energy part of the spectrum is predicted
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1 to be depressed, as is observed.
However, this interpretation is called into question bj the absence of the "kink"

in the small angle oxygen data. One would expect a feature due to a simple "double
quasi-free" mechanism to be more obscured in heavier nuclei. A second puzzle is
found in the comparison of the low energy (< 60 MeY) portions of the spectra.
Calcium shows a much greater enhancement of the cross section here than does
oxygen. Furthermore, this enhancement is strongly backward peaked.

The spectra have been integrated to yield the angular distributions shown in
Fig. 4. As expected from the overall similarity of the spectra, these distributions are
close to isotropic. Those for oxygen tend to be slightly forward peaked, while those
for calcium, particularly at 180 MeV, are backward peaked. (A similar, much more
dramatic effect is seen with 180 MeV JT+'S on 208Pb, with a cross section ratio of 1.3
between 130° and 25°.) This could be an effect of pion absorption: Forward-going
pions must propagate through much more of the nucleus than backward-going ones,
and thus are more likely to be absorbed. This is not clear, however, as the pions
responsible for the enhancement at backward angles are those at low energies, where
pion absorption is thought not to be strong.

The total DCX cross section (Fig. 5) exhibits a rapid increase with incident pion
energy, even above the A resonance. This is not inconsistent with a double scattering
model, in which the pion energy in the second scattering is roughly one half the beam
energy, and thus always below the resonance. It is suggested4 that Pauli blocking
inhibits DCX and multiple scattering at low energies. A 120 MeV pion, after one
scattering, has very little probability of knocking a nucleon out of the Fermi sea.
With increasing energy, Pauli blocking decreases in importance while the free cross
sections rise, yielding a rapid change in the DCX cross section as observed. These
semi-classical ideas are useful for qualitative discussions of prominant features of the
observations, but they cannot be expected to replace a proper quantum mechanical
treatment of the problem, particularly at low energy where the pion wavelength is
comparable to the inter-nucleon spacing.

Although inclusive double charge exchange is only a small fraction of the total
pion-nucleus cross section, it is a direct measure of multiple scattering which is an
important component of the cross section. This extensive set of DCX data in the
region of the delta will hopefully stimulate more theoretical work and lead to a
better understanding of pion-nucleus reaction mechanisms.

C. L. Morris, H. T. Fortune, L. C. Bland, R. Gihnan, S. J. Greene, W. B. Cottingame,
- D. B. Holtkamp, G. R. Burleson, and C. Fred Moore Phyc. Rev. C 25, 3218 (1982).

2 J. F. Germond and C. Wilkin, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 13, 605 (1975).
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3 G. A. Rebka, "Progress at LAMPF, July-December 1981," Lot Aiamot National
Laboratory report LA-9266-PR (March 1082), p. 55; and D. A. Clark, P. A. M. Gram, J.
L. Matthews, G. A. Rebka, S. A. Wood, and H. J. Ziock, "Progress at LAMPF, January-
December 1982," Lot Alamoe National Laboratory report LA-9709-PR (March 1083),
p. 57.

* C. H. Q. Ingram, P. A. M. Gram, J. Jansen, R. E. Mischke, J. Zichy, J. Bolger, E. T.
Boscbitz, G. Probstle, and J. Arvieux, Phye. Rev. C 27,1578 (1983).
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(a) (b)

n

(e) (d)

FIG. 1. Possible reaction mechanisms for inclusive double charge ex-
change (DCX). (a) Double "quasi-free" scattering, (b) Double scattering
with A propagation, (c) "Single-step" double charge exchange, (d) Direct
knockout of exchange pion.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of doubly differential cross sections for "O(ir+, n~)X
and i0Ci{r+, n~)X at & angles with 180 MeV incident pions. The cross
section for low energy pions increases toward the backward angles. This
effect is much stronger in 40Ca.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of doubly differential DCX cross sections on "O
and "Ca with 240 MeV incident pions. The 40Ca spectrum at 25° shows
a possible remnant of the free ir — N angular distribution that is not
evident in the corresponding "O spectrum.
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\ with angle while the 40Ca cross section increases.
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of the A in free rr — N scattering.
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A STUDY OF NEUTRAL PION FHOTOPRODUCTION OFF « C *

6.N. Epstein
Physics Department
Boston University
111 Cammington St.
Boston. HA 02215

Abstract

We calculate total and differential cross-sections for (y,n*) on " C

to both the ground state and some low lying excited states, from near

threshold through the A resonance region in a distorted wave impulse

approximation. We use the Bosted-Blomqvist-Laget (BBL) photoproduction

operator and the Strieker HcManus Carr (SMC) pion optical potential. We

examine both the importance of Fermi motion of the target nucleons and the

sensitivity of our results to the various pieces of the BBL operator e.g.

nucleon pole terms, u-exchange, A(1232). We find that the coherent ground

state to ground state transition dominates, with excitations to low lying

excited states providing only a small background. We compare our results

with the available data and the A-hole calculation of Koch and Noniz.

This work supported by U. S. Department of Energy under contract no.
DE-AC02-81ER40040.
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EFFECT OF QUARK-QUARK TENSOR FORCE ON THE RADIATIVE DECAY
OF A-ISOBAR TO NUCLEON

Jishnu Dey and Mira Dey

Dept. of Physics, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4M1

ABSTRACT

The ratio of E(2) to M(l) transition strength of the radiative decay of
the A-isobar to the nucleon, if determined experimentally, can lead to a de-
finite prediction of the strength of the tensor force and lead to an empirical
value of a , the strong coupling constant in the non-relativistic quark model.
This is shown using oscillator wavefunctions with a Coulomb, a finite range
spin-spin and harmonic confinement forces, stabilizing the nucleon and the
isobar separately against variations in the oscillator parameter. The tensor
force is introduced after the variation. The results have implication for the
calculation of the nucleon-nucleon interaction from the quark-quark force.

The non-relativistic quark model is one of the phenomenological models to
study low energy hadron physics . Within this model the radiative decay of the

2 3

delta isobar (A) to the nucleon (N) has been studied * .
Long distance properties of quantum chromodynamics is simulated by a con-

fining potential and the remaining interquark forces are assumed to be dominated
by one-gluon exchange. The Hamiltonian has the form

3 p? 2
H = z (m* + 5 = ) + 2 nrf. + z H-. (1)

i=l 7 2m 1J 1J

where
X. X.
4 £ Ti7

+On leave from Education Service, Govt. of W. Bengal, India.
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where the \.'$ m.'s and S^'s are the Gell-Mann colour matrices, masses and the
spin matrices of the quarks respectively. Note the presence of the colour
electric force (first term) in addition to the colour magnetic forces, namely
the spin-spin finite range interaction and the tensor term. The colour
electric force was not explicitly included in ref. 1-3.

Recently Liu and Ohta et al. have reemphasized the importance of stability
against variation in the oscillator size. To do this one has to introduce a
finite range spin-spin interaction, otherwise the contact >pin-spin force of
the one gluon exchange potential l^ads to a collapse for the nucleon system .
This problem was not faced by Liu, who considered only colour electric forces
or by Ohta et al. who included the Darwin term and worked in a restricted model
space . Since we want to include SU(6) breaking introduced by the spin-spin
and tensor forces and also minimize with respect to the oscillator size para-
meter, we are forced to use a finite range spin-spin force. We use a volume
normalised Gaussian and maintain the short range nature of the force by using a
large range parameter a % 6 fnH

We should like to stress that the nucleon and the isobar are ground states
of different spin systems so that one should find out the sizes of both by
variation. Since the sizes are different, with the isobar larger than the
nucleon, all the three forces: the Coulomb, the confinement and the spin-spin
parts contribute to the mass difference between them. Thus we can choose values
of the strong coupling constant in eqn. (2) which are more reasonable with the
QCD running coupling constant estimates for momentum transfer |q| > .2 Gev/c.
At q = .2 Gev/c one gets a ^ 1 for flavour number N= 3.

as(q
2) -1 g (3)

5 1 + .2f «,n(q /9)

f = (11 - | N ) / 4 T T . (4)

Below |q| = .2 Gev/c the ag (eqn. (3)) tends to explode since at .1 Gev/c it
has the infrared pole. At |q| % .35 Gev/c a comes out to be 0.5.

We have considered some values of <x% between 0.5 and 1, and found the
corresponding values of n to fit roughly the mass difference MA-^M °f about ^
290 MeV. If we restrict our model space to the symmetric "breathing mode" ;
state and the lowest state as in Ohta et al. our energies are higher by
50-70 MeV. This shows that the spin-spin term breaks SU(6) symmetry quite
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severely. On the other hand the tensor term produces a change of 5 - 6 MeV

at the most - so that we have kept the tensor force unmodified. We have ob-

tained the stability condition without the tensor force and finally its contri-

bution has been calculated by re-diagonal is ing at the stable point. Our
2

notation and wavefunctions are identical with those of Gershtein et al. and
we have followed their conventions and references in defining the E(2)/M(l)

ratio in the decay A •*• Ny. The helicity amplitudes A,/2 and A, ,„ are defined

as

= <A,M=A|Hint|YN,A=yAN,K> , (5)

and H. . is the electromagnetic interaction as in reference 2.

A, is the transition matrix element between the Ny system with helicity X and

y-ray momentum K (the nucleon momentum, correspondingly, is -K) and the A-isobar,

having K-axis spin projection M=X. With these amplitudes the resonant multi-

poles in the reaction Y N - A - T T N are defined as

and (6)

yielding a ratio

A 1 / 2)

1 A3/2 " ^ Al/2 (7)

i/C l/C

There is a factor of - /3~ between this and reference 3 due presumably to dif-

ferent definition of the E(2)/M(l)7. Isgur et al.3 define M = - 5 A , / 9 +
1 1 jg- C. o/ £.

and E = 4-A,,9 - ̂ ± A, /9 . However, we stick to the definitions given
in (6) and (7).

The E(2)/M(l) ratio comes out to be rather small. In the absence of tensor

force the nucleon and the isobar are both in S-states and there can be no E(2)

transition. Since the D-state admixtures in the nucleon (of mixed spin symmetry

r, DM) and the isobar (either symmetric D s or mixed symmetric DM) are small,
the only important transitions are from the lowest states SC(N) and SC(A).

-•» •>. 2 4 J O

The other important states are SS,(N) and S s l(A), also known as the breathing

mode states. These states are only nodal radial excitations of the same symmetry
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2

as the lowest state, whence the name. In the nucleon the SM state is impor-

tant and is mainly responsible for the negative squared charge radius of the

neutron- As has been pointed out by Liu , on stabilizing with respect to the

oscillator parameter, the admixture of the breathing mode practically disap-

pears. This leads to different D-state admixtures, not so much in the nucleon

but in the isobar - which tilt the delicate balance in the contribution from

these states to the E(2) transition strength, changing the sign of E(2)/M(l).

Table 3 shows a 4% D-state in the nucleon but 5% and 4% D-states in the isobar

instead of 10% and 6% as in reference 2. We find that for various values of

a from .5 to 1 the E(2)/M(l) ratio goes on increasing (Table 1). One cannot

make a very much larger than the maximum, a ^ 1.12 in Table 1, as then even

for a normal or negligible confinement force, E.-E., is always greater than

300 MeV. It seems to be the upper limit in our model for a=6. Results do

not change very much if a is changed to 6.5 (Table 1).

Table 1 also shows that E/M increases with larger a . The Coulomb force

becomes steeper as a increases pushing down the S-states. This results in a

larger Ss state in the nucleon. Consequently the M(l) is decreased. This is

because the main contributions to M(l) are A(4S$)-N(
2SS) and A(

4SS)-N(
2SS,).

These two matrix elements are -1.139 and .003 for a = .5 and -1.09 and .471

for a = 1.12, respectively. But E(2) changes much more, by a factor ^ 10

(Table 1).

Another interesting feature is the variation of the size of the oscillator

for the nucleon. With large a the sharp attractive Coulomb and spin-spin

force make the size smaller, whereas for a small, the strong confinement

necessary for keeping M.-Mj. fixed, does the same job. It seems there is an

optimum value of b = (~~)2 -v .4 fm at a, ^ .8. This leads to a proton charge

radius of ^ .5 fm which"is rather small. The quark mass m was taken to be

300 MeV.

The experiments predict the E(2)/M(l) ratio to be less than 3% whereas the

maximum in our Table I is ^ 1%. As the experimental accuracy increases, in

the near future, one will be able to make more definite prediction about the

magnitude of this ratio as well as the sign. Qualitatively the E(2) is propor-

tional to the transition matrix of r2 and the M(l) to the magnetic moment. Sir

our model predicts reasonable magnetic moment for the nucleon (in fact slightly

larger than experiment about 3 nuclear magnetons for proton and -2 for the

neutron) but gives small charge radius, we are probably calculating a lower
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limit to E(2)/M(l). Corrections to the charge radius may be of pionic origin,
or the new momentum dependent effects in the non-relativistic quark model, dis-
cussed by Hayne and Isgur .

The three dominant contributions to E(2) are listed in Table 2 and com-
2

pared with Gershtein et al. . As a increases, other contributions also become
important in our model. In Table 3 we have given our wavefunction for two
sets and compared with theirs, to show particularly the smallness of the S*
states in our model. We would also like to comment on the possible implication
of our calculation on the derivation of the NN interaction from quark-quark
force. Since the value of a. needed to fit the A-N mass difference in between

4half to a quarter of what is conventionally used , the value of the repulsion
in the NN interaction may correspondingly decrease. The size difference of the
nucleon and the isobar should be included in the AN and M channels in the reso-
nating group method.

We are grateful to Prof. R.K. Bhaduri who suggested the problem and was
in constant touch with its progress throughout. It is a pleasure to thank
Prof. Gabriel Karl for an illuminating discussion and Prof. Y. Nogami and Dr.
A. Suzuki for encouragement, clarification and help.. This work was supported
by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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Table 1. The parameters of the Hamiltonian, the oscillator sizes
and the resulting E(2)/M(l) ratio

a

.5

.646

.874

.950

.950

1.0

1.12

MeV

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.5

6.0

6.0

520

310

160

120

120

100

60

Oscillator size (fm) Energy gained (MeV)
Nucleon Isobar due to tensor force
h _ 1 b = 1 Nucleon Isobar
bN " 3 A a

E. - EMA N

(MeV)

E(2)

xlO4

.38

.41

.42

.42

.41

.41

.36

45

50

58

61

61

63

69

2.6

3.0

4.2

4.6

4.9

5.1

9.1

5.5

5.7

6.2

5.9

6.0

5.7

5.2

276.7

275.9

289.9

284.5

282.4

284.6

297.4

5.88

9.75

-19.5

-25.5

-27.3

-30.3

-53.7

-1.11

-1.08

-1.02

- .97

- .95

- .93

- .63

5.3

9

19

26

29

32

84

No Coulomb

No variation
a = 2 , a = «>

Gershtein et al [2]

Set I 135.7

Set I I 135.7

Isgur et al [3] 135.7

(with a factor {-/3))

.62

.62

.62

.62

.62

.62

290.

290.

290.

33.

55.

42.

1

3

0

-1

-1

-1

.03

.08

.0

-32

-51

-42
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Table 2. Comparison of dominant E(2) transition
matrix elements

A( 4S S)-N(\) A(4DS)-N(
2SS) A(2DM)-N(

2SS)

as = .5 n = 520

as = 1.12

Gershtein
et al [2]

-.633x10

= 60 -.839x10

-.712x10

-2

-2

-2

.045x10

.039x10

-2

-2

.209x10-2

.543x10

.533x10

-2

-2

.869x10-2
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Table 3. Comparison of wave functions

J

Nucleon 2c

Our model

(ots = .5, n 520)

(as = 1.12, n = 60)

Gershtein
et al [2]

Isobar

Our model

(as = .5, n = 520)

(as = 1.12, n = 60)

Gershtein
et al [2]

98891

94877

94958

%

99785

99512

97271

.07270

.11006

-.23527

4s-
s

-.00149

-.00327

.20065

-.12313

-.28777

-.20286

\

-.05308

-.08036

-.09674

-.04016

-.0701

-.04226

X
.03853

.05721

.06489
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COMPARISON OF INCLUSIVE (y,p) AND (TT,p) REACTIONS
IN THE A(1232) RESONANCE REGION

J. L. Matthews, R. A. Schumacher, and R. P. Redwine
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

Comparison of the energy spectra and angular distributions of protons

produced in inclusive (Y/P) and (7r,p) processes on nuclei for 4£A£181 are

expected to help elucidate the mechanisms of both reactions. In this paper

we summarize the results of some comparisons made using existing data and

suggest possible directions for future work.

1. PROTON ENERGY SPECTRA

The inclusive (Y»p) process in the region of the A(1232) resonance has been

investigated in some detail for 9Be (Ref. 1 ) , 12C (Refs. 1,2) and Cu (Ref. :

Data of more limited accuracy have also been obtained for eight other nu-

clei (A=4-208)**. An extensive set of inclusive (TT,p) data exists for seven

nuclei spanning the range A=4-181 (Ref. 5)

The resonant nature of the A(Y,T) and A(Y,p) total cross section** and of the

deuteron photodisintegration cross section indicates that A (1232) produc-

tion may dominate the inclusive photoproton process at Ey=300 MeV through

real and virtual pion production processes. A calculation of the Y+ 0

total cross section based on the A-hole formalism7 tends to confirm this

expectation by providing a reasonable description of the data.4 Since it is

well known that the pion-nucleus interaction at kinetic energies around

180 MeV is dominated by A(1232) production, a direct comparison between in-

clusive (Y,P) and (ir,p) data seems appropriate. One distinguishing feature

of the photon and pion probes which one hopes to exploit is the large differ-

ence between their interaction strengths.

Comparisons of the (ir,p) and (Y»p) results for 12C and Ni-Cu in the A

region have been published (see Refs. 8 and 3, respectively). For each

nucleus, the pion-induced and photon-induced proton spectra were observed

to have very similar shapes, supporting the hypothesis that the protons

arise through a common mechanism, viz, isobar production. Moreover, in the
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case of 12C the cross sections at three angles ("•50o,~70e,~120°) were

found to be related by a constant factor: R[(tf,p)/(YrP)]*55±10.

Approximately the same ratio (70±20) is observed between the 9Be (7r,p)

spectrum at 30° (Ref. 5) and the recently reported (Y»p) spectrum at 25°.

We present this comparison in Fig.. 1. For the A*60 nuclei, although the

similarity in shape remains, the ratio of the (TT,p) and (Y*p) cross sec-

tions was found to vary with the proton emission angle: R(45°)=25±5,

R(90°)=30±5, R(135°)=45±5. This decrease in R[(TT,p)/(Y,p)l at 45° and 90°

might result from the variation with angle of the final state interactions

in the (ir,p) reaction for a medium weight target. If the pion interacts

predominantly in the "front" nuclear surface region9 as is suggested by

the A0'5* dependence of the total (ir,p) cross section, protons emitted at

45° and 90° will suffer more attenuation than at 135°. For the (Y,p)

reaction, by comparison, the total cross section shows an A dependence,

which indicates a more uniform interaction throughout the nucleus so that

no strong angular dependence of the final state interaction is expected.

2. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

The angular distributions of both reactions may be analyzed to determine

the average number of nucleons, N, absorbing the energy and momentum of the

probe. If it is assumed that the proton production cross section is iso-

tropic in the reference frame defined by the center of momentum of the

incident photon (or pion) and the group of particles in the nucleus which

participate in the reaction, then the velocity of this group of particles

can be determined from the forward peaking of the proton energy spectra in

the laboratory frame.

Protons which had the same momentum in the (presumed isotropic) emission

frame can be identified by locating points in the proton energy spectra

(at each laboratory angle) at which the Lorentz-invariant cross section

has the same value.

10
Such an analysis has been reported for (7T,p) data for 12£A£181 and for

the Cu(Y»p) data. In Fig. 2 we show the results for 12C(Y»p) at Ey=343 MeV
2 '

using the data of Arends et al. presented in Ref. 8. Different values of
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4. FURTHER WORK

These phenomenological comparisons of inclusive (YfP) and (TT/p) data in

the A region indicate that the two processes share some common features

and also exhibit some interesting differences.

Several questions remain, some of which may be answered by additional

data and some by further theoretical investigation, for example an exten-
1 1 - 1 3

sion of the isobar-hole model to cover both (Y,p) and (ir,p) reactions.
9 ,14

The role of A propagation and of coherent pion multiple scattering

(i.e. A-hole propagation) in the nucleus, as well as that of nucleon-

nucleon correlations and final state interactions (see, e.g., Ref. 15)

needs to be investigated. Some of these phenomena can best be studied in

complex nuclei. For others, a very light nucleus such as ''He provides an

ideal laboratory. The ̂ HefTT^p) reaction has already been investigated in
5

some detail; the proton spectra at forward angles exhibit a pronounced

peak at an energy corresponding to absorption of the pion by two nucleons.

However, the measured ratios of (?r+,p) and (Tr~,p) cross sections indicate

that a pure unperturbed TT+2N+2N mechanism cannot explain all features of

the inclusive cross section.
Inclusive photoproton measurements for both 3He and ''He have recently been

16

proposed. The first interpretation of the results will probably be based

on a simple two nucleon absorption model. Comparison of the photoproton

spectra from 3He and ''He may yield information on the relative importance

of nucleon-nucleon correlations in these two nuclei of significantly

different density.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The inclusive proton spectra resulting from photon and pion absorption

appear to be consistent with a reaction mechanism dominated by isobar

excitation, with the excitation energy and momentum spread among 2-6

nucleons. A detailed comparison of the spectra and angular distributions

with a calculation based on the isobar-hole model seems to offer some pros-

pect of information on A-propagation in the nucleus following photon and

pion absorption.

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy under

Contrset No. DE-AC-02-0369.
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the invariant cross section are plotted in the plane of rapidity y

(essentially the component of proton velocity parallel to that of the

incident photon) versus p^ (the component of momentum perpendicular to

that of the incident photon). The symmetry axis of the curves, which

represent loci of constant invariant cross section fitted to the data,

is shifted from y =0 by the rapidity y of the emission frame. This quan-

tity is related to the mass M of the particles involved in the interaction

by tanh y=Pv/(pY+Mc), where p is the photon momentum. The value obtained

corresponds to interaction of the photon with, on the average, 2.4±0.25

nucleons.

The values of N derived from all available (ir,p) and (Y#p) data are shown

in Fig. 3. We note that both (Y,p) results are based on only three points

in an angular distribution and are thus perhaps less certain than the (ir,p)

results. More detailed angular distribution measurements of inclusive

photoproton reactions would be valuable in reducing the uncertainties in N.

However, we also observe that for both photoreactions the data are consis-

tent with the isotropic loci, whereas this is not the case for the pion-

induced reactions. As seen in Ref. 10, the (TT,p) cross section is only

approximately isotropic in the reference frame defined by the pion and N

nucleons.

It must be stressed that this analysis only gives an indication of the

average number of nucleons among which the photon or pion momentum is

shared at the stage when the proton is emitted. If the protons are secondary

products the initial stage may involve fewer nucleons. If, contrary to

the assumption of this analysis, the proton production mechanism has an

intrinsic anisotropy, then the actual number of nucleons involved could

deviate in either direction from the result obtained. However, it appears

that the (ir,p) process consistently involves a larger number of participa-

ting nucleons than the (Y»p) process. Measurements of the 181Ta (Y»p)

angular distribution would clearly be of interest in confirming this trend.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of inclusive 9Be(Y»p) [points, Ey=357 MeV, 0p=25°,
Ref. 1] and averaged 'BefTT*,?) [histogram, 1^=220 MeV, 0 =30°,
Hef. 5] cross sections, fflie (Y,p) data have been multiplied
by a factor of 60.
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Fig. 2. Arcs representing contours of constant invariant cross section,
dza/cpdfidE, fitted to 1 C(y,p) data12'8 at three angles. The
data points are located by their (Lorentz invariant) perpendicular
component of momentum pj_ and parallel component of rapidity YJJ-
The integers above the horizontal axis refer to the number of
nucleons participating in the photon absorption process. The
rapidity y of the symmetry axis (shown as a dashed line) deter-
mines the rapidity of the average number of participating nucleons.
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200

Pig. 3. Average number of nucleons N absorbing the energy and
momentum of the incident pion (open circles, Bef. 10)
or photon (solid circles, Ref. 3 and present analysis),
as a function of mass number A, The values of N obtained
from (7r+,p) and (ff~,p) measurements have been averaged.
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PION RADIATIVE CAPTURE AND CHARGE EXCHANGE IN THE A RESONANCE

D.F. Measday, K. Aniol, A. Bagherl, M.D. Haslnoff, J-M. Poutlssou and
M. Salomon

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A6

B.C. Robertson
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6

ABSTRACT

The reactions n~p •> y11 an(3 ^~P * ft'*1 have been studied for 27 < T < 125

MeV, on the Mil and M13 channels at TRIUMF, using TINA, a large Nal crystal

46 cm <|> by 51 cm long. Data have been obtained every 15 MeV or so, and every

15° for 45° < 9 < 135°. The detailed analysis is continuing but initial

indications are that the results are significantly more accurate than earlier

measurements. The scattering length (a. - a,) is found to be 0.263 ± 0.012 in

natural units (fi/\ic). This is lower than previous experiments, but in better

agreement with elastic scattering measurements. At the higher energies the

charge-exchange data are in reasonable agreement with the total cross-sections

obtained by Bugg et al. This gives added confidence in our data on it p -> yn,

which are obtained simultaneously. These results will be relevant to

discussions of d-state components in the quark structure of the nucleon and the

A-resonance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The pion-nucleon Interaction la now fairly well understood due to the

efforts of many experimenters, who have i'ied both pion beams and photon beams

to study various aspects of this subject. There aT », nevertheless, some

interesting points left unsettled, and this experiment addresses some of these

matters.

First, there is the topic of low-energy pion-nucleon elastic scattering.

Because of the difficulty of performing such experiments, there has been an

apparent discrepancy between the s-wave scattering length measured in charge-

exchange scattering directly, and that deduced from % p and n p elastic

scattering. Although this was often quoted as evidence for the violation of

isospin symmetry, we shall show that the discrepancy has disappeared, now that

certain systematic experimental errors have been eliminated using a better

technique. This clarifies why a recent phase-shift analysis by the VPI group

resulted in an unusually high scattering length.

Photon-meson production also studies the pion-nucleon interaction and

many experiments have been performed on all four reactions, viz

y + p • 7i + n (1)

y + p -»• it° + p (2)

Y + n + if + p (3)

Y + n -»• n° + n (4)

The first two reactions are well documented because it is relatively straight-

forward to define each reaction, even with the use of brerasstrahlung beams.

Reactions (3) and (4) have the obvious disadvantage that it is necessary to use

the deuteron as a neutron target. This is fairly satisfactory at high energy

but is questionable at low energy. Unfortunately three isospin amplitudes are

needed to define these reactions so it is essential to have data on at least

three of the reactions.

At the lower energies, it is possible to study it production by investi-

gating the time-reverse reaction x

n + p -• Y + n (5)

Unfortunately this reaction is difficult to separate from the charge-exchange

reaction

)

J
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(

it + p + it° + n (6)

The charge exchange reaction is between 10 and 60 times more prolific in the

region of the A resonance, so it is essential to overdetermine the kinematics.

This is normally done by detecting both the gamma-ray and the neutron in co-

incidence, but this entails using two detectors, both with efficiencies much

less than 100%, which have to be determined independently.

There has been a sudden re-awakening of interest in the photo-meson

production reactions in the resonance region because of the possibility that

the A has a significant fraction of d-state contribution to the quark
2-7

wavefunction . The problem is that there have been suggestions that the d-

state contribution might be very large and make Itself felt by a significant E2

transition in the A resonance, whereas the experimental evidence to-date is
8 9

that the E2 multipole is quite modest ' . The best evidence is probably from

n° photoproduction which exhibits a very symmetrical angular distribution. The

disadvantage of it and n photoproduction is that the resonance contribution is

contaminated by a photo-electric term which confuses the situation. Neverthe-

less accurate angular distributions for reaction (5) would be useful additional

information.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

The first runs of the experiment have already been described so we

shall simply outline the technique. Two pion energies (27.4 MeV and 39.3 MeV)

were studied on the M13 channel at TRIUMF. The higher energies (50 < T < 125

MeV) were studied at the recently completed Mil channel, also at TRIUMF.

Pions were incident on a liquid hydrogen target in the form of a disc,

with flat walls» The pions were detected with scintillation counters. This

was necessary to separate neutron and -y-ray events in the detector using time

of flight to the Nal crystal which attains 2 nsec timing. The beam scintilla-

tors also identify the incident particle by means of the time of flight from

the production target.

The y-rays were detected in a large Nal crystal (TINA), 46 cm <|> by 51 cm

Ion?- This device attains an energy resolution of 5% for 200 MeV y~rays if a

5.4 cm diameter collimator is used. For the highest pion energies, a 15.2 cm

diameter collimator was used which gives a slightly improved resolution of 4%.

The separation between radiative capture and charge exchange is done

entirely by means of the energy resolution of the Nal detector. No attempt is
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made to detect the accompanying neutron. This greatly simplifies the experi-

mental equipment, and removes almost all the problems about detector efficien-

cy. There is still a residual error due to the low energy tail in the response

function of the detector but this has been studied with great care for experi-

ich
11

merits, such as .it •*• e v, which needed a much better understanding than that

needed for this experiment.

For the case of the pion charge-exchange reaction, the energy distribut-

ion of the Y~rays is related to the angular distribution of the it°. If one

uses a Legendre expansion for the centre of mass cross-section of the rc°,

£f(iien) - I A.P.(cos 9) (7)

then the y-ray intensity in the laboratory system is

P Y A P rC0Stt"P i P r J L r i ^ n
Xfo Vjl l l -pcosa J *LPo

l

J
J

where N is the number of protons in the target, Q is the solid angle of the
P

detector, e is the total efficiency, and I is the it intensity. The kinematic

factors are as follows: -p and Y a re tne relativistic parameters of the it° in

the centre of mass system, k1 is the energy of the y~*ay in the rest frame of

the n° (i.e. 67.48 MeV), p and y are the relativistic parameters of the centre

of mass with respect to the laboratory system, and a is the laboratory angle of

the y-ray.

The expression I(k,a) was folded with a function to simulate the detector

resolution. It is not altogether clear what is the exact detector resolution

under the experimental conditions for this experiment, but fortunately, the

results are not at all sensitive to this uncertainty (mainly because it is

fairly small).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The analysis of the Mil data is continuing but we can present final

results for the earlier data at the lower energies. The cross-sections for

radiative capture are illustrated in Fig. 1. There the results are compared to \
12 13 '

calculations by Woloshyn , and by Blomqvist and Laget and the agreement is ""
excellent. The comparison with the multipole analysis of Smith and Zagury is
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less than satisfactory and is probably caused by an unfortunate selection of

results for use in their experimental data base.

The results for the charge exchange illustrated in Fig. 2. The agreement

with the Karlsruhe phase-shift analysis is excellent; that with the recent

analysis by Arndt (E85) is mainly due to the fact that our data are now

included in the data set , and are the only low energy data therein! The

agreement with Rowe et al. is adequate , whereas the disagreement with the

published phase-shifts of the VPI group illustrates the remarkable discrepancy

between the older data and the present results. This is re-emphasized in Table

1 where we list a selection of values for the charge-exchange s-wave scattering

length. The data are finally settling down to a reasonable number of about

0.27 in natural units.

We have completed a preliminary analysis of the charge-exchange total

cross-sections at all energies of this experiment and the results are all

within 5% of the most recent VPI predictions and at the higher energies agree

with the very precise work of Bugg et al. . Angular distributions are not yet

available as we have made a scan at only one angle and that is insufficient

information, especially if the angle is 90°.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiment has already provided useful information on the low-energy

pion-nucleon interaction. There is every indication that the higher energy

data will make a useful contribution to the charge-exchange data and a

significant contribution to data on photo-meson production.
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Table 1

The S-wave scattering lengths 3,-a, from this experiemnt and

other reference (in natural units

ara3

This experiment

Duclos et a.

20
Spuller et al.

Zidell et al.1

Rowe et al.

Koch and Pietarinen

18
Bugg et al.

Arndt and Roper

27.4 MeV

39.3 MeV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.260

.265

.270

.263

.302

.283

.274

.262

.258

± 0.012

+ 0.012

± 0.014

± 0.005

+ 0.006

± 0.008

+ 0.005

± 0.004

± 0.006
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The differential cross-section for the n p+yn reaction, shown as the

time reversed reaction yn+it p for T - 27.4 MeV and 39.4 MeV. Also

shown are the theoretical results of refs. 12,13,14»

Fig. 2. The total cross-sections for the charge exchange reaction u p->it°n are

compared with previous data (points), and with recent phase-shift

analyses (curves). The best fit is the most recent VPI analysis (E-85

Arndt), which is the only one to include our results in the data base.
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DOES THE A (1232) PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN Y+3He -»• p+d?

B. M. K. Nefkens
Physics Department, UCLA Los Angeles, CA 90024

The role of the A (1232) resonance in the photodisintegration of 3He,

Y + 3He •> p + d (1)

is not well known at present, not even in a qualitative way. Recently, new

da/dQ data at 0 = 60" and 90° for E = 150-350 MeV have been obtained at

Bates by the UCLA-CU-MIT-WP collaboration.* The measured cross sections are

displayed in Fig. 1; they are sufficiently accurate to prompt a new search

for possible manifestations of the A. The cross sections decrease almost

exponentially with increasing incident energy, the slope of the 90° data is

1.8 times larger than the 60° data, and the cross section values at 90° are

2-4 times smaller than at 60° at identical incident energies.

(y>p) processes like the one of Eq. (1) or the inverse reactions are

very non-elastic. The phase space factor for (y»p) reactions, and even more

for (p,n), changes rapidly with incident energy. The observed variation of

the cross section with incident energy gives a distorted view of the real

energy dependence of the matrix elements. To aid in interpreting the results

displayed in Fig. 1, we have converted the cross section data of Ref. 1 into

invariant matrix elements,

|M|2 = C • s • (p /p ) • da/dQ , (2)

where

C = 64*2/(2S +1)(2SJ+1) x 0.3894 mb"
1 GeV~2 ,

P a
8 - <P + P )2 ,

' He

t - (PT ~ P p )
2 .

p = center of mass momentum

The matrix element for two body interactions of unpolarized particles

depends on two kinematic variables. We prefer using the variables s and t

defined above instead of the noncovariant q (three momentum transfer) and E

which are popular in the literature. A clear signature for a significant

role of the A in the ^He photodisintegration reaction would be a "bump" in

|M|2 as function of s in the kinematic region of the A. Before determining

the s-dependence of )MJ2, we must investigate an expected strong t-dependence

of |M| 2 associated with the 3He form factor.
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The data of Ref. 1 expressed as |H| are shown in Fig. 2 as function of

the four momentum transfer squared between the incident photon and outgoing

proton. The calculated peak position of the A is indicated by the vertical,

dashed arrow. The data of Fig. 2 reveal two surprising features:

1) The slope of the excitation curves at 60° (dots) and 90° (triangles)

is the same; 2) in the overlapping t-region the |M| 2 values obtained at d =

60° and 90° are the same. Thus, the y3He •*• pd excitation functions at 60°

and 90° for E • 150-350 MeV can be summarized as follows:

|M(Y
3He + pd)| 2 « A e a t (3)

with a = 5.6 ± 0.5 (GeV/c)~2.

The matrix element of Eq. (3), with its simple exponential dependence on

the four momentum transfer t and with no dependence on the total energy s,

represents the excitation functions at 60° and 90° accurately; it also

describes quite well the new p+d •*• y+3He angular distribution data obtained

recently by the Alberta group2 at TRIUMF for T = 350 and 500 MeV (see Fig.

3). The straight line in this picture is Eq. (3). The applicability of Eq.

(3) is restricted to intermediate energies. When E < 140 MeV. some

modifications are required. The low energy data taken at Illinois3 can be

fit to an expression similar to Eq. (3) except that the factor A is angle

dependent and a is 12±2 (GeV/c)~2.

It is helpful when evaluating the importance of Eq. (3) to have

available a comparison with a process known for the substantial role of the

A. Such is the case for pion photoproduction on hydrogen y+p •*• n+T • Shown

in Fig. 4 are dc/dQ (yp •*• nit ) data1* converted to |M| 2 at 9 • 60° (dots)

and 90° (triangles) for E = 250-590 MeV. Both excitation curves reveal

structure in the form of a nice bump, the maximum of which occurs at a total

energy just below 1232 MeV; the vertical, dashed arrow in our figures marks

the energy where /s » 1232 MeV. The curves of the 60° and 90° data do not

overlap, implying that the matrix element for yp * n7t depends strongly on s

and t, and that Eq. (3) is not applicable.

Another case where the A is expected to play a significant role is the

photodisintegration of the deuteron. Shown in Fig. 5 are do"/dQ (yd •*• pn)

excitation functions5 at 9 * 66° and 101° for E * 160-590 MeV converted to

P Y

|M| 2. The general shape of the excitation curves in Fig. 5 are remarkably

similar to the ones of yp * me shown in Fig. 4. These figures dispel any

lingering doubt there might be about the importance of the A in yd •*• pn. The

J
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difference in the |M|2 dependence shown in Figs. 2 and 5 is substantial. We

conclude from this that the deuteron and 'He photodisintegration reaction

mechanisms are quite different. The Yd •+ pn reaction resembles the process

yp •*• % n in which the A plays a prominent role. We do not find a clearly

identifiable effect of the A in the 60* and 90° excitation curves of y3He •*•

pd. The matrix elewn; for this reaction for E > 150 MeV depends only on

the momentum transfer, t, and not on the incident energy and not on the

scattering angle; this provides a challenge to all entrepeneurs in the A-hole

business.

The role of the A in **He photodisintegration is not clear; the situation

is not made easier by the fact that the two most recent experiments are not

in good agreement with one another. The da/dQ (y^He -> p^H) data at 0 = 60°

and 90° for E is 200-420 MeV from Ref. 7, converted to invariant matrix

elements are shown in Fig. 6. The |M|2 excitation curve at 60° does not

coincide with the one at 90°, and we conclude that the reaction mechanism for

Y4He •> p^H is somewhat different than for y^He •+• pd. This may be related to

the fact that the sequence y^He •*• A^H •*• p^H is allowed while the analogous

sequence y^He -> Ad •* pd is forbidden by isospin conservation.

As our last (y,p) reaction we consider the two body photodisintegration

of 160. The da/dQ (ylf>0 * p 15N) data8*9 measured at 6 = 45° and 90° for E
o p y

= 40-380 MeV converted to invariant matrix elements are shown in Figs. 8 and

9. Though the differential cross section curves at 45° and 90° seem quite

unrelated, for instance, there is a break in the da/dQ excitation curve near

E = 120 MeV at 8 = 90" and near E = 220 MeV at G = 45°, the |M|2

excitation curves are similar. For 0.8 < t < 0.6 (GeV/c)2, the 45" and 90°

data are governed by very similar expressions, |M| 2 = B exp pt with p = 43±6

(GeV/c)~2. The t < 0.6 (GeV/c)2 region displayed in Fig. 8 shows an

interesting bump not seen in the light auclei. The position of the A-peak at

1232 MeV is indicated by a vertical, dashed arrow. Since the peak of the

bump occurs at E = 352 MeV and thsre is no peak in the 90° data at 1232 MeV,

we are investigating the possibility that the structure in the 45* data is
associated with a dip in the *^0/*^N transition form factor.

We note that the slope of the |M|2 in all cases considered, Figs. 2-8,

Is very similar. The significance of thia is currently under investigation.

It has been argued1° that the reaction mechanism for a (y,p) process is

similar to the related (ft,p) one. We want to probe briefly the reaction pd
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% 3H which is related to y3He •*• pd. First we show the |M|2 excitation )

curve11 for it p + it p at 9 » 90* for p » 200-700 MeV/c (Fig. 9). The peak

in the |M|2 distribution occurs at /s" just below 1232 MeV. Shown in Fig. 10

are |M|2 angular distributions for the reaction pd •»• it 3H measured12"11* at

many angles at four incident energies, T - 400, 500, 605, and 800 MeV. For

t > 0.3 (GeV/c)2 we see that |M|2 « F exp Tjt, and it appears that F is

dependent on the incident energy. Better data are needed in particular at

lower incident energies and at t < 0.3 (GeV/c)2.

Our final conclusions are the following. In (Y,p) reactions on 3He, **He,

and 1 6 0 , nature has conspired successfully in hiding a direct, strong

manifestation of the A. This stands in contrast to the reactions yp * n n

and yd * pn where the A causes a peak in |M| 2. It does not bode well for

models of (y,p) reactions based on a yd + pn intermediate reaction. The

strong t-dependence of (Y«P) reactions makes the popular excitation functions

at fixed angles unattractive for the A search.
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Fig. 1. Differential cross sections
for Y+3He •> p+d at 9 = 60" and 90°
measured at Bates, Ref. 1.

150 200 250 J00 350
Er(MeV)

Fig. 2. Square

(GeV/c)

of the invariant
|M| 2, in arbitrarymatrix elements,

units of the y+ He •»• p+d excitation
function of Fig. 1 versus the
square of the invariant four
momentum transfer, t = (P^-Pp)2. A
vertical, dashed arrow indicates the
energy of the A resonance calculated
as vs - m(d) = 1232 MeV. The dots
are the measurements made at 60° for
E« * 150-350 MeV and the triangles
are the 90° data for E y = 210-350
MeV.
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p+d
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3. |M|2 in arbitrary units for
•*• Y+3He angular distributions

at T, 350 MeV
(corresponding to Ey = 239 MeV of
the inverse reaction), and at Tp =
500 MeV (corresponding to Ey - 339
MeV), measured at 9y = 46°-150° at
TRIUMF, Ref. 2. The straight line
represents the straight line fit
through the data of Fig. 2 using
Eq. (3).

(Py-P,)

Fig. 4. |M| 2 excitation functions
in arbitrary units for the reaction
Y+p -• n+n+ measured at 8n * 60* and
90* for Ey - 250-590 MeV, Ref. 4.
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Fig. 5. | M p excitation functions
in arbitrary units for the reaction
Y+d •* p+n measured at 9_ = 66° and
101" for E y = 160-590 MeV. The
triangles and circles are data taken
at Lund, Ref. 5; the open squares at
Tokyo, Ref. 6.

Fig. 6. | M | 2 excitation functions
in arbitrary units for the reaction
Y+**He ->• p+ 3H measured at 9 p = 60"
and 90° for E y = 210-420 MeV, Ref. 7.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7.

(GeV/c

Fig. 7. |M|2 excitation functions
in arbitrary units for the reaction
Y + 1 6 O -»• p o + N measured at 6 p = 45°
and 90° for E y = 40-380 MeV, Refs.
8 and 9.
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o Tp=400MeV
• 500 MeV
* 605 MeV
• 800 MeV

• • •
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Fig. 9. |M|2 excitation functions
in arbitrary units for w++p •*• p+n+

at 0 - 90° for pTC - 200-700 MeV/c,
Ref. 11.

Fig. 10. |M| 2 angular distributions
in arbitrary units for p+d •»• it°+3He
at various angles for incident
proton energies Tp " 410, 605, and
809 MeV from Ref. 12, Tp - 500 MeV ,
from Ref. 13, and at T p * 800 MeV
from Ref. 14.
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cc:
Propagator Nonlocalities In Nuclear Photoplon Reactions

G. Toker* md F. Tabakln

Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, PA 15260

The coordinate-space DHIA approach to (V,ff*) and (^,7) reactions on

light nuclei is extented to include the full nonlocality of the plon, nucleon,

and isobar propagators that appear in the photoproduction operator. Whereas

the introduction of the pion-propagator nonlocality always produces a large

effect on the corresponding term of the nuclear photopion amplitude, the other

nonlocalities affect mainly the relative phases of the appropriate

contributions leaving their magnitude almost unchanged. As a result, in a

nucleus like C, where at low energies one diagram (the contact term)

accounts for most of the cross section and the pion-pole term is not very

Important, there Is almost no change compared with the local calculation. On

the other hand, in the nuclei C and * N, where an appreciable interference

occurs between the contact and pion-pole diagrams, the nonlocality effect is

quite large. Particularly affected is the reaction on the nucleus N, even at

very low energies. Our treatment blends coordinate- and momentum-space

techniques and hence allows one to incorporate other effects such as medium

corrections or pion-nucleon form factors. Using these methods, we perform a

•lmple calculation which suggests that Pauli blocking of the intermediate

nucleons may play a very important role. Comparison with available data is

also discussed.

Present address: Dept. of Nuclear Itoysies, The Weizmann institute of Science,

Rehovot 76100, Israel.
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EFFECTIVE pp-*n A*"* COUPLING POTENTIAL

B.K. JAIN
iJuclear Physics Division

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,, Bombay-400085.

Using the DWBA recent experimental data1^ on Li(p,A**) He at
1.04 GfeV have been analysed to determine the effective pp-»nA+

coupling potential. The nuclear transition density is described
by that coming from the high momentum transfer inelastic electron
scattering on ̂ L± to its second excited state (3.65 KeV, 0+,T=1).
The optical potentials for protons and isobars are taken using
the high energy ansatz. Since no information exists on theA-
nucleus potential, the imaginary part of it is varied around the
value coming from 0^?ti. The real part is assumed zero. Experi-
mental dataware reproduced remarkably well, both in magnitude
and shape, (Fig.1), with the coupling potential given by the sum
of one-pion and one-rho-exchange potential?^. The calculated
results include both, the central and non-central part of this
potential.

Hesults (Fig.2), using only one-pion-exchange piece (without
form factor) with the Landau-Migdal type term, suggest that,
unl5V9 gjj|f, g1 , required by these data is below 0«4.

02 >
III (IG.V/cl*)

at . o.i
hUWtv/e)1)

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
1. T. Hennino et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48 (1982) 997
2. J.C. Bergstrom et al., Nucl. Phys. A327 (1979) 439
3. G.B. Brown et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. ££(1981) 1057
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QUASI-FREE A ISOBAR PRODUCTION IN THE 13C(p.d)12C* REACTION

H. Toki
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy and National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab.

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Ml 48824

Very recently, Morris et ai. have reported the results of the
13C(p,d)12C« reaction at the proton energy E = 800 MeV. They have observed

a bump in the inclusive deuteron spectrum at the excitation energy of E ^

200-270 MeV in the residual system, the energy of which increases with the

deuteron scattering angle. On the other hand, when the deuteron was measured

in coincidence with back-to-back, out-of-plane two protons, the peak position

did not move with the angle. They interpreted this peak at E =241 MeV as a

low-spin A isobar-nucleon hole excited state in 12C.
2

We propose, instead, a quasi-free scattering model, in which the reac-

tion proceeds in two steps. In the first step, the incoming energetic proton

interacts with a (quasi-free) nucleon and results in a deuteron and a pion.

This part is verified by comparing the deuteron inclusive spectra to the cal-

culated ones. In the next step, the produced pion is absorbed by a nucleon

almost instantly and produces a A isobar, which decays by interaction with

another nucleon,, If so, as we know from the pion absorption by deuteron

data, this process is strongly energy dependent due to the presence of A

isobar and therefore we expect a peak at 270 MeV. The energy shift of the

peak from this energy to the observed one at 241 MeV is accounted for as due

to the back-to-back kinematical restriction.

The success of the quasi-free scattering model implies that the inter-

mediate A isobar state should contain a large amount of 1 particle-2 hole

configurations.
REFERENCES

1. C.L. Morris et al., preprint from Los Alamos Natl. Lab. (1982).
2. H. Toki, to be published in Phys. Lett. B.
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STUDY OF LOW LYING A(1236)-N STATES IN 1 2C* }

M.Dillig , V.I.Herscovitz and M.R.Teodoro
Instituto de FTsica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

90000 Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

Morris et al investigated in a recent experiment at excitation
energies around 300 MeV the signature of (AN) states on the decay of C

1 )2)into various final states ' . Here we briefly discuss a microscopic approach
to their data.

The model we use is based on TT and p induced multiple A
excitation. The various parameters in the effective Lagrangians (coupling
constants, cut off masses etc.) are constraint from the pp^dir+ reaction;
distortion effects are evaluated in the Eikonal approximation in comparison
with DWUCK DWBA calculations. With conventional nuclear parameters taken from
electron scattering, the (AN) states - which are preferentially of low
multipolarity - are generated in a relativistic mean field approach or taken

3)from studies in the Isobar Doorway Model .
To understand the sensitivity and the quality of the various model

parameters, the resulting amplitudes were simplified, invoking energy and
momentum sharing arguments, to analytical expressions. First tests of the
model are performed for the inclusive as well as for the (p,dir) and (p,dp)
final states. Qualitatively, the absolute magnitude and the dependence on the
deuteron scattering angle as well as on the excitation energy is reproduced
(not surprisingly, the results show little sensitivity to details of the (AN)
spectrum). Further calculations including an extension to the (dpp) final
st&te are in progress.

1) C.L.Morris et al - Phys.Lett. 123B (1983) 37.
2) C.Glashausser - Contribution toHtlTis Workshop.
3) K.Klingenbeck and M.G.Huber - Phys.Rev. C22 (1980) 681 and private

communication. \
y

*)Supported in part by CNPq, FINEP (Brazil) and KFA (W.Germany).
+)Permanent address: Inst. of Theor.Physics, Univ.Erlangen, W.Germany.
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AN EXPLICIT MODEL FOR THE TWO- AND THREE-PION EXCHANGE

CONTRIBUTION TO THE NN INTERACTION

K. Holinde and R. Machleidt

Institut fur Theoretische Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn

NuBallee 14-16, D-53OO Bonn, West Germany

A consistent and reliable calculation of nuclear structure

properties requires an explicit description of the 2ir- and 3ir-

-exchange contribution to the underlying nucleon-nucleon inter-

action.

Our model for the 2ir-exchange consists of the following diagrams

IT __

IT

TT

L~:
IT

. I T

2TT (1)
IT

[I]
IT

Here, a (p)-exchange takes into account the irir S(P)-wave inter-

action. The double line denotes the A-isobar. Each diagram

represents the various time orderings of old-fashioned perturb-

ation theory, leaving out antiparticles.

An analogous model is used for the 3ir-exchange contribution:

3IT

J

(2)

TT

f
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In this way, the essential interplay between IT- and p- and between \J

a- and OJ-exchange is built in into the model. We omit the (IT,a)- .

-exchange contribution here, since it is practically cancelled by

(ff, to)-exchange, see ref. ..

Basic ingredients are the usual meson-nucleon-nucleon and meson-

-nucleon-isobar vertices. The structure of hadrons is taken

phenomenologically into account by multiplying each vertex with a

form factor

ot = 7T,cr,p,w (3)

k being the momentum of the meson and A an additional parameter,

the so-called cutoff mass.

The diagrams in (1) and (2) have been evaluated in ref.1"7*. The

parameter values (coupling constants, meson- and cutoff masses)

chosen here are shown in the following table:

TT

P
a

GO

g

14

1

9

4

2
a

.8

.0

.0

.65

m

6.0

-0.12

= 938.9

0.

24.

MeV

a

23

0

[MeV]

138.03

769

600

782.6

= 1232 MeV

ANa
[MeV]

1400

1400

1400

-

"Na

1

1

1

-

AAa
[MeV]

1200

1200

nAa

2

2

Note that we take the quarkmodel value for f. and f. , i.e. we

consider the A to be elementary. gp and mQ are in qualitative

agraement with the work of Durso, Jackson and Verwest8^, who have

shown that irir S-wave interaction terms can be indeed effectively

described by an exchange of a scalar, isoscalar meson with a

suitable mass and coupling constant.

A realistic model for the 2ir-exchange contribution to the NN -

interaction should be consistent with what is known from dispersion

theoiry. Pig. 1 shows that this is indeed the case with our model.
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c( Here, we compare higher partial wave phase shifts predicted by our
9)amplitude (1) (in Born approximation) with corresponding results

obtained with the help of dispersion-theoretic methods from

empirical TTN and TTTT data. (Note that, for this comparison, we do

not take the strong p-value of table 1 for the single p-exchange
9)

in (1), but use the contribution compatible with ref. ).

Obviously, the agreement is remarkably good providing some

confidence in our model. There are some discrepancies, e.g. in

F.; we believe our model to be in fact superior in this case:

Starting from the dispersion-theoretic results as it stands, a

fit of the empirical data appears to be impossible. We stress

that models without crossed-box contributions (which are some-

times proposed because of simplicity) cannot provide the essent-

ially isoscalar behaviour predicted by dispersion theory.

Fig. 2 shows the contributions from explicit 2ir-diagrams with NN,

NA and AA intermediate states separately. Clearly, the AA terms

are very small and the a contributes about equally as the

combined sum of NN, NA and AA diagrams.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of explicit Trp-exchange diagrams,

building up, apart from u-exchange, the 3ir-exchange contribution

in our model. It is seen that these diagrams are important in

order to bring the total (ir+2ir+3ir) -exchange contribution near the

empirical values; they can by no means be neglected. Note, how-

ever, that, again, the AA contribution is negligibly small.

7)A detailed study , especially in lower partial wave phase shifts,

shows that these 7rp contributions are comparable, but: not exactly

equivalent, to aj-exchange. In fact, only the sum of irir and

corresponding irp contributions provides the smooth behaviour

necessary to get a good fit to the data. Thus, TTTT and correspor;d-

ig irp contributions have to be grouped together.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Nucleon-nucleon nuclear bar phase shifts (in degrees) as a
function of the nucleon lab energy (in MeV), for various partial
waves. The empirical phase shift data are taken from ref. (10)
(cross) and ref, (11) (triangle).

Fig. 1: The dotted line is the one-pion-exchange, the dashed line
the (ir+(o)-exchange result, both taken exactly as in ref.
(9) . The dash-dot line is the (7r+ai+2Tr)-exchange contribut-
ion of ref. (9), the solid line is the (7r+w+27r)-exchange
contribution in which the 2ir-exchange part originates from
the present work.

Fig. 2; The dotted line, 1, is the (ir+w+p)-exchange contribution
of ref. (9), the dash-dot curve denotes the (7T+W+2TT)-
-exchange result of ref. (9) whereas the 27r-exchange
contribution contained in the solid line originates from
the present work. In curve 2, cr-exchange is added to curve
1; in curve 3, the explicit 2ir-exchange diagrams with NN
intermediate states are added to curve 2. In curve 4 (5),
corresponding diagrams with NA (AA) intermediate states
are added to curve 3 (4).

Fig. 3; The dotted line is the (ir+u)-exchange result of ref. (9).
The dash-dot curve denotes the (ir+aj+27r) -exchange result
of ref. (9) whereas the 2ir-exchange contribution contained
in the solid line, 1, originates from the present work. x \
In curve 2, irp-exchange with NN intermediate states is }
added to curve 1; in curve 3 (4) Trp-exchange with NA (AA)
intermediate states is added to curve 2 (3).
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AN-DIBARYON RESONANCES IN THE D*-MODEL

H.G.Hopf, M.Dillig and M.G.Huber
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University Erlangen-NUrnberg

West Germany

We perform an extensive and detailed study of the AN

dynamics in the D model . The formalism is based on the isobar

doorway hypothesis, that at excitation energies between 200 MeV

and 400 MeV the A(1236) isobar acts as a doorway for the NN

dynamics. Consequently, the AN interaction is treated in detail:

besides the one-boson exchange interaction two-meson exchange

contributions to the dominant inelastic (i.e. the NN and the Mv)

channels, as well as nonlocalities from the quasifree A-decay are

treated on a microscopic level. In contrast, background

contributions from nonresonant TTN partial waves are. included as

perturbative corrections.

As characteristic for isobar-doorway studies on heavier

nuclei the D model predicts collective states of low multipolarity

below the free AN threshold with a position, width and strength

fairly independent from the detailed input parameters (they are
2)derived from modern NN interactions ' ) • The most prominant

candidates of these states, which we identify as (AN) dibaryon

resonances, show up in the T= 1, Dg and F, (NN) channels.

The model is currently tested on recent nd scattering

data and applied to pion and photo absorption processes ird->-NN

and td+NN. An extension to the NN and the AA system is in progress

REFERENCES
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) K.Holinde - Phys.Rep. 68C (1981) 121.
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Restrictions on Quark Dynamics from Present
and Future Hadron-Hadron Scattering

Earle L. Lomon

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

The R-matrix method allows the separation of long'range had-
ronic regions from short range regions dominated *by quark degrees
of freedom. Hadron-hadron scattering interacting through meson
exchange potentials at long range is then determined by a boundary
condition imposed by a complete set of quark states at the separa-
tion radius r^. The predicted scattering is sensitive to the
assumed guark dynamics.

The NN scattering system is well understood experimentally for
KT - 800 MeV. The long range meson exchange potential in the NN
channel is in agreement with E^ < 300 MeV data for r > 0.8 fm.
Inclusion of pion coupling to NA, AA and NN*(1440) channels
enables agreement with data in the whole experimental range^' when
the internal six-quark states are assumed to be absent in that
energy range. Various current models of quark dynamics are either
in agreement or disagreement.

The energy of the quark states predicts the energy of poles
in the f-matrix at the radius defining the states. If one further
assumes that the transition from quarks to two hadrons is dominated
by simple fissioning of the quark system, then the residue of the
f-matrix pole is also given by the quark dynamics, predicting the
width as well as the energy position of structures in the hadron-
hadron S-matrix. Applying this to the S wave q^-NN-NA-AA-NN*
system in the 1 S 0 and

 3S^ - 3D^ NN channels one finds that the
cloudy bag model parameters predict a structure of about 50 MeV
width at E L ~ 2000 MeV. This structure has identifiable character-
istics. Its shape is greatly distorted from Breit-Wigner by the
presence of the pole and by the strong coupling of th-3 AA and NN
channels due to their equal (10%) presence in the q^ configuration.
The coupling predicts a specific AA production energy dependence.

The classic M.I.T. bag model predicts structures in these
channels at the upper end of the experimentally determined range.
A new bag model in which the self energy term is proportional to
the number of quarks depresses the structure to the lower part of
the experimental range or may even predict a bound state. This
disagreement with experiment can only be removed by assuming that
higher order gluon exchange q -»• 2 hadrons is dominant at ranges
where asymptotic freedom is usually assumed. This could increase
the width of the structures until they agree with smooth experimen-
tal behavior. Similar restrictions_on quark dynamics may be
obtained by analyzing TTN, KN, KN, NN, AN, etc. data.

"^Earle L. Lomon, Phys. Rev. D26, 576(1982).



Deuteron Properties of the Coupled NN, AA and NN* System

Earle L. Lomon

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

The theoretical one-baryon and two-pion exchange NN potential

has been extended by theoretical one-pion and phenomeonological

two-pion exchange transition potentials to NA, AA and NN*(1440)

channels. A fit to NN scattering data for Er - 800 MeV was ob-
11 3

tained with an f-matrix core, including a good fit to the S, -
3D, phases. The properties of the deuteron are thus predicted
(the precise deuteron energy requires fine tuning of fNN, which

has negligible effect on the scattering). The model of Ref. 1

couples the A A f ^ ) and the NN*(3S1) channels to the N N C ^ - 3D1)

channels. The resultant deuteron has 4.23% D state, 1.35% AA( S,)
3and 1.12% NN*( S,) yielding a quadrupole moment in the impulse
IA 2

approxiraation Q n = 2.61 fm and asymptotic D/S ratios n - .0249.
7

Another model with AA( D,) coupled to NN by OPE has been fitted to
the scattering. Because of the angular momentum barrier it has

less influence on scattering than the S, state, but has conse-

quences for the deuteron. The result is 4.04% D state, .80%

AAfVj^, .67% A A C ^ ) , .84% NN*(3S1), Q
I A = .249 fm"2 and n = .0233.

Subtracting the calculated meson exchange current corrections from
IA —2the experimental quadrupole moment one expects Q D * 0.27 fm

The decrease in ti is also in disagreement with experiment. There-

fore the AA( D,) OPE coupling to NN may be suppressed by a two-pion

exchange transition potential of opposite sign. Assuming the quark

model value for the A magnetic moment the AA components of the

deuteron add ~.03n.m. to yD. As in other models including the AA

component, y_ then exceeds the experimental value by that amount:.

As the magnetic, moment is a short range phenomenon, hidden color

states of the 6 quark substructure may influence the final result.

L. Lomon, Phys. Rev. D26, 576(1982).
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POSSIBLE QUARK MANIFESTATION IN ud-vnd OBSERVABLES

A.S. Rinat
Weizmann Institute of Science

Rehovot, Israel

Elastic ird observables, with emphasis on L>2, for which the lowest

order wK rescattering contribution suffices (fig. 1) have been calcula-

ted in a cloudy bag model (CBM) representation for t?, [1]. The following

points emerge in a comparison with standard model (SM) results [2]*

1) A number of partial wave amplitudes, and in particular barrier-

hindered ones with J7TL=J+l;ir=(-) , are strongly affected.

2) For 300>T(MeV)>100, 0^(6), 0*°* are changed by no more than 5, res-

pectively 2%.

3) The vector polarization it11(T=142,6) is hardly changed and agrees

with experiment [3].

4) it11C256),it11(294) now show characteristic oscillations as observed

[3J.
5) No significant changes are observed for t_n(T,8).

The selective influence on only t.1 is due to t__ which off-shell differs

in the CMB and SM. No free parameter is available after the bag radius is

fixed by 6,,. That situation should be contrasted with itj., fits where di-

baryons are coupled to ltd, with 5 free parameters to be determined for each

JV [4].

The results above may be interpreted as a manifestation of quark baryon

substructure at surprisingly low momentum transfers [5].
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Realistic nucleon-nuclcon potentials with and without

4(1232) degree* of fr&edoa

R. B. Wlrlnga

Argonne national Laboratory, Argonne. IL 60*39

R. A. Smith

Texan A & M University, College Station, TX 776O

T. Alnsworth

State University of Sew York. Stony Brook, NY 11794

We present two new nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials: a

Vjjj model that is a conventional NN potential and a v2g model with

explicit A(1232) degrees of freedom. The Vj^ model lias 14

operator components describing NN channels, while the V2g model

has 14 additional operators, including 12 transition operators for

all possible *NA and »AA coupllnga and two central operators for

N& and AA channels; the latter are constrained so that the V2g

model has no additional free parameters for data fitting* The two

models give excellent and almost identical fits to deuteron

properties and NN scattering below 330 HeV (lab). The v 1 4 and vjg

forms are convenient for nuclear structure calculations; when

many-body cluster contributions arc evaluated the Vjg model will

automatically Include much of the effect attributed to many-body

forces in conventional aodels, while the Vj^ model will provide a

standard of comparison.
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Corrections to Ml and Gamow-Teller operators deduced from an
analysis of magnetic moments and beta decays of sd-shell nuclei.

B. A. Brown and B. H. Wildenthal
Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University,

E. Lansing, Michigan 48824

We have used the sdn wave functions obtained with a
new empirical effective interaction (Ref 1) to calculate Ml and
Gamow-Teller (GT) observables for sd shell nuclei. The results
of comparing these predictions with experiment are expressed in

.k H
etc.

properties and the d(s), d(l) and d(p) characterize the
renormalizations arising from other degrees of freedom. Based on
average trends of the calculations in Ref. 2, we assume a smooth
mass dependence of the form d(A) = d (A/28)°'35 .
We consider the isoscalar spin expectation value (IS) (related
to the isoscalar Ml moments by CM(ISMl)-J/2]/0.380), the
isovector Ml moments (IVM1) and the GT decay matrix elements. In
Table I we show the results of fits to the sd-shell data (Exp)
based on u ) the Ml moments of mirror nuclei and the GT decay
between them and (b) all GT decay data (fits which include Ml
transition data are in progress). They are compared with an
average of the A=16 and A=40 calculations of Ref. 2 (Th). The
errors in Table I reflect the size of the rms deviation in the
fits and we note in particlular the larger errors in d(s) for
the Is orbit which may arise from an uncertainty in the large
in-shell quenching for the A~29 and A=31 1/2+ states. We will
discuss the comparison tc other calculations and the
significance of the results.

Table I gTil gTH dlil dfsl dTD dTpl
(d-d) (s-s) (d-d) (d-d)+(s-d)

IS

IVM1

GT

Exp(a)
Th

Exp(a)
Th

Exp(a)
Exp(b)
Th

1
1

4.706
4.706

1.251
1.251
1.251

0
0

0.5
0.5

.3
0
0

-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.

-0.
-0.
-0.

32(5)
314
12(3)
090

28(2)
256(11)
181

-0»I3(9)
-0.318

-0.00(4)
-0.108

-0.23(3)
-0.239(16)
-0.196

0.050(10)
0.024

0.013(8)
0.011

0.004(4)
0.007(3)
0.008

0.08(6)
-0.005

0.02(3)
0.042

0.02(2)
0.021(8)
0.022
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Ml TRANSITIONS AMD MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN THE Pb-REGIOH AMD THE ROLE OF THE A

F.C. Khanna, I.S. Townera and 0. Ha*usser
Atomic Energy of Canada ld.wd.ted, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

For nuclei having a large neutron excess the renormalization of

single-particle Ml matrix elements is substantial. This phenomenon can best

be studied in the Pb region where a large body of experimental data exists.

Recently the magnetic moments of the proton hole orbitals h,, / 2 ( ^
 = 6*95 ±

0.151*), s~*2(n = 1.75 ± 0.08
2-1) and d~*2(n = 0.76 ± 0.192)) have been deter-

mined, the two latter moments being based on a particle-core coupling analysis

of the g-factors of the first two excited states in *"*TA which were measured

by the transient field method^). This brings to nine the number of single-

particle (or hole) magnetic moments available in the Pb region »'• In

addition there are three single-particle (or hole) Ml transitions known.5'.

These experimental data all differ significantly from the single-

particle estimates for a number of competing reasons ' related to the role

of core excitations and meson-exchange currents. In figures 1 and 2 we dis-

play these corrections, as calculated in first-order perturbation theory.

Higher-order corrections are neglected following the suggestions of Arima and

Hyuga^' that second-order processes, while individually large, show strong

mutual cancellations. Under the general heading of core excitations we consi-

der two processes: core polarisation (as calculated by Arima and Huang-

<;\ 208

Lin°') and coupling of single-particle states to collective phonens in Pb

•| (Hamamoto ' ) . Under meson-exchange, we consider all processes of one-pion

range (as calculated by Hyuga et al. ' ) , but separate out the contribution
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I)
from isobar production (of interest to this conference) and use here the

recent values computed by Lawson"^. These corrections taken together bring

theory and experiment into quite good agreement.

Note that the contribution from isobar production to magnetic

moments is quite small, despite the use of enhanced uNA-couplings by Lawson.

[With the SU(3) algebra of the quark model, the results would be smaller by a

factor of 0.613.] In the off-diagonal Ml transition matrix elements, the iso-

bar effects, relatively speaking, are larger. This can be understood if the

results of the calculation are recast in the form of an effective one-body

operator, yp^ = J + 6|i:

6|J = egA 1 + fiBs s + 6gp [Y2 x i]

In calculating the contribution from isobar particle-nucleon hole (A~h)

states, the correction to gs can be related in first-order perturbation

theory to the spin central part of the perturbing interaction (in this case

predominantly the one-pion-exchange potential) and the correction to gp to

the tensor part. The isobar calculation finds £gs to be of opposite sign to

£gp which implies these two contributions cancel in diagonal matrix elements

(magnetic moments) but add in off-diagonal spin-flip matrix elements. As can

be seen from figure 2 the A is the second most important source of renormali-

zation for ^-allowed Ml transitions, although its contribution still tends to

be masked by the larger core polarisation effect. It should be noted that

experimentally the transition probability for Jl-allowed ML transitions can be

obtained unambiguously, whereas inelastic scattering experiments are hampered

by the spreading of ML strength over several MeV as a result of the spin-

dependence of the nuclear force.
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In summary, then, an assessment of the theoretical situation In

the Pb region Indicates that the quenching of Ml or magnetic moment matrix

elements is largely due to core polarisation effects. Contributions from A-h

states are significant for Jl-allowed Ml transitions, and meson exchange cur-

rents play a substantial role in states of large orbital angular momentum.

The good agreement between the experimental data and the first-order theore-

tical estimates lends strong support to this viewpoint.
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It is also interesting to examine the systematlcs of the A-h con-

tribution in going from light nuclei to heavy nuclei. Since the A is not

influenced by the Paul! exclusion principle, the number of A-h states opera-

tive in the calculation grows linearly with mass number, A. However the

quenching induced in spin operators does not grow at this rate because the

matrix elements of the A-h interaction become smaller as the size of the

nucleus becomes larger. This we have demonstrated*^***' in a series of sys-

tematic calculations in LS closed-shell-plus-one nuclei where the contribu-

tions from isobar currents are calculated as a function of the size of the

closed-shell core. These calculations indicate that the quenching from isobar

currents has the following characteristics:

i) quenching increases with A reaching an asymptotic value that depends on

the strength of the repulsive A-h interaction;

ii) quenching decreases with increasing orbital angular momentum of the

valence particle;

iii) with the one-boson-exchange potential for the A-h interaction, the cen-

tral pieces of the ic- and p-exchange interaction, in direct exchange

matrix elements, lead to quenching;

iv) including the exchange matrix elements and introducing form factors at

the NNit and NNp vertices both reduce the quenching;

v) the tensor piece of the it-exchange force also reduces the quenching in

magnetic moments (but quenches in spin-flip Ml transitions) while the

tensor piece of the p-exch?njge force, being opposite sign, has the oppo-

site characteristics. However its effect is small because it is damped

by short-range correlations. "\
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(

Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Calculated correction to the single-particle (Schmidt) magnetic

moments arising from (1) core polarization, (2) vibration coupling,

(3) meson-exchange currents without isobars, and (4) isobar currents

for nine single-particle (hole) data in Pb region.

Fig. 2. Calculated correction to the free-nucleon value of

arising from (1) core polarization, (2) vibration coupling, (3)

meson-exchange currents without isobars, and (4) isobar currents for

three single-particle (hole) spin-flip transitions in the Pb region.
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DENSITY DEPENDENCE AND TENSOR PART OF

THE A-SELFENERGY IN A NUCLEAR MEDIUM

E. Oset and L,L. Salcedo

Dto. Fxsica At6mica y Nuclear, Facultad de Ciencias,

University of Valladolid, Spain.

The A -selfenergy in a nuclear medium has been calcula-
1-3)

ted by several authors . A common feature to all these cal-

culations is that they use a p-h expansion and stop at lp-lh. In

ref. 1, the calculations were done for finite nuclei ( He, 0)

and both diagonal and non diagonal matrix elements of the

selfenergy in a certain base were calculated by keeping the

scalar and tensor part of the interaction. However, when one

pion exchange is a relevant part of the interaction it is

important to dress up property the pions in the medium, since

the pion selfenergy can be an appreciable fraction of its free
4)

energy. In this context it was shown recently that the selfe-

nergy ofa ̂ particle in a nuclear medium gets appreciably modi-

fied, with respect to lowest order, when the pion which me-

diates the 2TN —• A N reaction gets properly renormalized. As a

consequence the imaginary part of the 2T-selfenergy diverges

appreciably from a linear function of the density and this

feature could explain simultaneously the widths of Sf- atoms

and £-hypernuclei, which were incompatible when an analysis

was done in terms of a Z- -nucleus optical potential propor-

tional to the density .

i We have thus followed the same idea in order to evaluate

the A selfenergy in a nuclear medium.
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In a step by step procedure let us begin from the most

elementary A-selfenergy diagram, fig* 1.

fit

it fj. 1

The A- selfenergy for this diagrams is given by

K-9) i Do if)

where Go and Do are the nucleon and pion propagators.

When we are inside a nuclear medium the nucleon propaga

tor will get modified

—— f
K° -

hence a genuine many body correction to the propagator appears

and is given by the term with the C function. On the other

hand in order to dress up the pion propagator we allow for p-h

excitations and Zi-h excitations and we also include P-meson

exchange, which together with the pion undergoes some modula-

tion due to the effect of short range correlations. Hence by
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following the same techniques as in earlier work fig. 1 gets

modified to fig. 2

Fig. 2: The wavy line stands for 7T+f exchange modulated
by short range correlations. The dashed nucleon means that one
must use the propagator in (2).

However, given the structure of (l) it is clear that we

will obtain a scalar and a tensor piece for the A-selfenergy.

Indeed :

which, after the q integration, will lead to a u-selfenergy

(after free pieces are subtracted) with the structure

with
cfe as t C .

Note also than in the helicity basis (z axes for spin

paralel to k) we have

' -4 I Ms t = 41 z
V -«••>
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The fact that the A has spin 3/2 allows now for a tensor

piece like (5) in the n -selfenergy, which does not appear in

the nucleon case.

Details on how to evaluate the selfenergy can be seen in

ref. 7} where a similar study was carried out in connection with

the nucleon effective mass. Thus we proceed to comment on the

results. In fig. 3 we calculate X for k°= 150 MeV, k = 150

MeV,as a function of the nuclear density, and compare the results

for lowest order (fig. 24-2c, and dashed lines of fig. 3) with

the full calculation (fig. 2 and full line of fig. 3). The real

part is little affected, but the imaginary part goes from an

approximately linear function of the density to another function

that diverges apprecially from linearity and shows signs of

saturation at large densities. The imaginary part of k £ ( T is

negligible there, and its real part small, if we take (5) into

account. The uon linearity of Im 2L has interesting conse-

quences in pionic atoms. Evaluation of the absortive optical

potential leads now to a function which differs from the
2

traditional P term. Indeed it leads to a function of the type

(0

A fit to all existing pionic atoms data has been carried out

li

,2

8)
with this functional with somew/izit better results than with

the -P funcional.
(s) -»2 (T)

In fig. 4 we show the real part of 51 and k • 2Z as

a function of the energy, separating the Pauli piece (coming

from the o part of the nucleon propagator (2)) from the rest.

The calculations are done for £ = O.75 ̂ O , which is the
9) o ~*

effective density felt by pions j and k , k the average values
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of k° , k for the situation of a A-h excitation from a pion

of momentum q, which is the situation that we would find from

pion-nucleus scattering. The feature that we want to stress is

the non negligible contribution from the tensor piece. The

phenomenological analysis of ref. 10 calculates the Pauli piece

of the "-selfenergy and parametrizes the rest in terms of a

soaiar &-selfenergy, to which a spin-orbit term has been

added lately. Our results show that for energies above TJT = 100

MeV the tensor piece becomes sizeable enough to playarole in the

scattering problem. In fig. 5 we show the imaginary part and

compare it with the empirical results of ref. 10 (they use a

selfenergy proportional to £ , and we take P = 0.75 fo to

compare with our results). The first thing which we observe in

this figure is that the tensor part of the selfenergy becomes

large for energies beyond Tn =150 MeV and, with the factor

l/3 from C5) included, can be as large as the scalar part

around the resonance region. The comparison of our results with

the empirical data of ref. 10 shows that around T\f'̂ 100 MeV

our results would be compatible with those results. At smaller

energies our results show a tendency to decrease while one would

presume a constancy from the empirical results. However, at these

energies other mechanisms than the corrections to the A - width

start playing a role in the pion absorption , hence in order

to determine empirically the A Width, the absorption from

these mechanisms should be included in the analysis in order to

see how much of the total absorption can be attributed to medium

modifications of the u-width. At larger energies our results

also show a tendency to decrease and disagree with the empirical

results. However as we show in the figure, this is a region

where the tensor part of the t\~ selfenergy cannot be neglected.
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Simple estimates shtrv that a tensor piece o£ any sign could be

somewhat taken into account by means of a larger (in modulus)

scalar part. This could explain the discrepancy of our results

with the empirical results.

In view of the present results we suggest that a reana-

lysis of pion scattering, as done in ref 10, including the ten-

sor piece and the non linearities in the density would be most

welcome.

We would like to acknowledge some inspiration about this

problem from G.E. Brown a few years ago.
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Figure captions :

Fig. 3 : A-selfenergy as a function of the nuclear density at

k° = 150 MeV, k = ISO MeV. Dashed lines: lowest order.

Full lines: full calculation. RS: real part of 51

IS : imaginary part of Z RT, IT idem for k2 • %ST .

Fig. 4 :Real part of 5LA for the situation of A-h excita-

cion from a pion of momentum q. PS : Pauli part of .Z

PT : Pauli part of k £ . NS : rest of Z , NT rest

of k 2.

Fig. 5 :Same os fig. 4 for the imaginary part.
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MICROSCOPIC BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS FOR GAMOW-TELLER RESONANCES

Franz Osterfeld
I n s t i t u t fu r Kemphysik, KFA J i i l i c h , D-5170 J i i l i c h , West Germany

The (p.n)- react ion at intermediate energies has been proven to be a unique
tool f o r the study o f the Gamow-Teller (GT) strength d i s t r i bu t i on in nuc le i . The
accurate determination of the to ta l GT-strength, however, is severely l im i ted by
the subtract ion of the background below the GT-resonances. Since the "signal to
background r a t i o " i s very good f o r (p.n)-react ions at intermediate energies, the
spectra s t i l l a l low, in sp i te of the background problem, the conclusion that only
around 50 % o f the theore t i ca l l y expected to ta l GT-strength i s found in these
experiments. Several authors1) have suggested that th i s so-cal led quenching of
the to ta l GT-strength is due to the admixture of A(1232) isobar-nucleon hole
(AN - : i)-exci tat ions in to the proton par t ic le-neutron hole (pn"1) GT-state. For a
quant i ta t ive understanding of th is A-isobar e f f e c t , however, i t is o f utmost
importance to calculate the background i n a most re l iab le way.

We have calculated2 ) th i s background in a microscopic par t ic le -ho le doorway
model assuming that the background is a superposition of a l l cross sections o f
i ne las t i c exci tat ions to bound, quasibound and continuum sta tes. Our calculat ions
show that most of the background subtracted by the experimentalists in t h e i r
analysis of the (p.n)-data is actual ly GT-strength. In the i*8Ca(p,n)-react ion,
f o r instance, the GT-strength to the 1 + , 11 MeV-state is at least underestimated
by 25 % because of th i s wrong background subtract ion.

Another important question is how much GT-strength might be sh i f ted by
ordinary nuclear conf igurat ion mixing to higher exc i ta t ion energies, instead by
the A-amplitudes i n the wave func t ion . For th i s reason we have also calculated
the 0° (p.n)-spectrum fo r exc i ta t ion energies up to 50 MeV and f i n d , indeed, that
our calculat ions underestimate the experimental cross section always by roughly
30 %. Consequently there is a p o s s i b i l i t y that th is part o f the cross section not
described by the calculat ions could be GT-strength.

F ina l ly we t r y to perform a s imi la r analysis fo r 2 GeV (3He,t)-data from
Saturn3 ) , but now fo r the exc i ta t ion energy region around 300 MeV where the A-hole
strength is l y i ng . The idea behind these calculat ions is to show how much of the
observed cross section in th is exc i ta t ion energy region is rea l l y AL=O-strength
and how much is due to other mu l t i po l a r i t i e s . Thesecalculat ions are in progress
and f i r s t resul ts could be reported i n the workshop.
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(1982).
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MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF THE SPIN-SSOSPIN LANDAU PARAMETER g1

FOR NUCLEONS AND A-ISOBARS

H. Toki
Dept. of Physics £ Astronomy and National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab.

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Ml 43824

A isobar-hole excitations have been considered to be the major source of
the quenching of magnetic and Gamow-Teller transition strengths in nuclei.
Such a statement is obtained by assuming the "universality" of the Landau
parameter in the spin-isospin channel; i.e. g^=gfo. A question has then been
raised that if we were to take the potential picture for the AN-NN transition
matrix elements, then the antisymmetrization completely makes the matrix
elements vanish for zero-range interaction, i.e. g ^ O .

In order to find out the size of the parameter, let us take the Tr+p
model developed by Brown et al.^ also for the A isobar. They propose to take
into account the many body short range correlations by multiplying the corre-
lation function fl(r);

where fi(r) is approximated by 1 - Jo(mor) with m0 = 760 MeV. We have to empha-
size here that the iterated pion exchange should be included in addition to
the resonant piece in the "rho" meson channel. We then calculate the
particle-hole and A isobar-hole matrix elements at q = 0 in nuclear matter as
the summation of the direct and exchange graphs, which are obtained by taking
the Fermi momentum average.

The calculated results are shown in Table I. g^ comes out to be large,
once the iterated pion exchange is included, g', on the other hand, becomes

Table I. The Landau parameter in the spin-isospin channel for A isobars gA
and nucleons gjjj, calculated in nuclear matter. Contributions from pion (IT),
rho (p), iterated pion ("2ir") and nonspin-nonisospin ("O+OJ") exchange inter-
actions are separately shown and the net results are written in the far right
column. The "a+oj" contribution is calculated with the F'aris-G matrix with

an allowance for 10% error.
I p ^ 2 T ^ " f f + a i " T o t a l

0.

0.
238
132

0.

0.
188
547

0.

0.
103
184 -0.311

-

+ 0.031

0.

0.
529
552^ 0.031

very large (gN^0.9) with the inclusion of "2TT". This large value is cut
down to the reasonable range of values by considering the exchange graph con-
tribution of the nonspin-nonisospin dependent interaction ("a+to"). The net
results indicate that gA is only slightly smaller than gft and therefore the
quenching strength due to the A isobar-hole excitations should be significant.
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We investigate properties of nuclear matter assuming a nucleon-nucleon

interaction consisting of the following:

1.) A central Gamow-Teller interaction due to it and p meson exchange.

2.) A scalar-isoscalar interaction due to a and 10 meson exchange.

3.) Relativistic quenching of the a meson exchange interaction.

4.) A scalar-isoscalar three body interaction due to 3it exchange.

The one ii+p interaction is chosen so as to approximately fit the results

of Love and Franey. The strengths of the remaining components are chosen so

to fit the saturation properties and effective nucleon mass (m = 0.7) in

symmetric nuclear matter at normal density. We find that th^re is

substantial cancellation between the a and u) exchange contribution:;, and

that the three body term contributes approximately +15 MeV per nucleon.

With this effective interaction, both the Landau parameter FQ and the

pairing interaction in normal nuclear matter are very small.

We assume that the a interaction is due to 2% exchange with mainly

A(1232) intermediate states. It is then possible to relate the strength of

the effective 3 body interaction to the a interaction and to some average

energy of the intermediate states. A large part of this 3 body term may, of

course, simulate three body tensor correlations which involve relatively low

lying nucleon (rather than isobar) intermediate states. The results of this

study may shed some light on the strength of the transition potentials

leading to intermediate states with one or two A's as well as on the

possible contributions from higher nucleon resonances, such as the N*(147O),

to the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

1. W. G. Love and M. A. Franey, Phys. Rev. C J24, 1073 (1981).
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